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Nota editorial 

 

Os anexos que constituem o Tomo II da presente dissertação de doutoramento 

reúnem os seguintes tipos de escritos filosóficos de Pessoa: 1) ensaios filosóficos 

fragmentários; 2) projectos e fragmentos de livros filosóficos; 3) pequenas produções 

filosóficas; 4) notas de leitura filosóficas. Em apêndice aos escritos filosóficos de 

Fernando Pessoa apresentam-se ainda os apontamentos sobre os filósofos gregos, os 

apontamentos sobre a noção de Deus e listas de obras a realizar nas quais é possível 

identificar títulos de projectos filosóficos. Os núcleos de textos correspondentes a 

produções filosóficas de Fernando Pessoa são reunidos tendo em conta os projectos e 

títulos de obras filosóficas concebidas por este autor, assim como as diversas indicações 

deixadas ao longo das páginas filosóficas. Os documentos foram consultados 

directamente do espólio de Fernando Pessoa que se encontra conservado na Biblioteca 

Nacional de Portugal sob a designação E3, à excepção de um projecto – de que 

apresentamos a transcrição – destinado ao Essay on Free-Will, cujo fac-simile 

consultámos no catálogo Fernando Pessoa, El Eterno Viajero. Para a transcrição dos 

textos adoptámos o método critico-genético, apresentando em nota de rodapé todas as 

notas de carácter genético. Para a fixação do corpo do texto optámos por escolher 

sempre a última variante deixada por Fernando Pessoa, por nos parecer que é aquela que 

melhor se adequa, de um modo geral, ao sentido dos textos que transcrevemos. Os 

símbolos utilizados para a transcrição dos documentos são: 

[  ]  intervenções ou acrescentos do editor 

[…]  leitura impossível por falta de suporte no documento original 

□  espaço deixado em branco pelo autor 

/* /  leitura conjecturada 

/ / lição dubitada pelo autor 

†   palavra ilegível  

<> segmento autógrafo riscado 

<>/\ substituição por superposição 

<>[↑ ] substituição por riscado e acrescento 

[↑ ] acrescento na entrelinha superior 

[↓ ] acrescento na entrelinha inferior 

[→ ] acrescento na margem direita 

[← ] acrescento na margem esquerda 
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I – Ensaios Filosóficos Fragmentários 

 

1. Essay on Heraclitus 

 

[151-52 a 54] 

 

Essay on Heraclitus1 

 

Heraclitus. 

We know 2 things by experience: one, that we have of the “exterior” world an 

image fundamentally immutable, that such “exterior” world yields our laws and 

invariabilities; second, that all in nature is in perpetual motion. Now, how is it possible 

to have any knowledge of the universe2 if all is in perpetual motion and every thing is 

ceaselessly3 being another?  

The hypotheses are 4: 

Subject and object both immutable 

Subject and object both in motion 

Suject immutable and object in motion 

subject in motion and object immutable.4 

Let us see what kind of a world this give us.  

If subject and object are both immutable, truth is immediate. No search of truth 

is needed. To search is to move, to inquire is to think, to think is to be altered.  

Besides experience5 contradicts this for immutablitity before immutability 

cannot yield anywhere motion.  

 

[52v] 

 

(2) The second case: motion of both □ 

 

                                                
1 Ess[ay] on He[raclitus] 
2 <ext> universe 
3 <in> ceaselessly 
4 Subj[ect] and obj[ect] both immutable / Subj[ect] and obj[ect] both in motion / Suj[ect] immutable and 
obj[ect] in motion / subj[ect] in motion and obj[ect] immutable. 
5 exp[erience] 
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(3) The 3rd case Object in motion and subject6 immutable renders all perception 

impossible – it is the interpretation Plato puts upon the system of Heraclitus. 

(4) If Object is in and Subject7 is in motion, really then □ 

 

Let us see the data of experience:8 it gives us motion as reality and immutability9 

as appearance. What can produce this. Not (1) for (reasons above) nor (4) because in 

these matter is10 considered immutable. (3) and (2) remain. Now (3) cannot explain, for 

□ 

(2) is left as where Subject and Object  move in the same way Subject takes 

knowledge of the object as immutable.11 

Before perception all things are immutable this is because Subject and Object 

move thogether12, are the same.    

 

But before Reason (Science) the mind is in motion.  

Applay again 4 arguments. 

What can give /*them/ all motion? It’s an immutable before an ever-changing 

Object or its eternal change before an object13 which is immutable. 

 

[53r] 

 

Power and Act are 2 successive states of anything in the world. 

 

Heraclitus 

πῦρ14 αεί ζῶον = a fire always living. 

 

Suppose a thought which should think itself. It cannot think itself as itself, for 

that would not be thought. It thinks as15 consciousness; it thinks itself as a primitive 

                                                
6 Obj[ect] in motion and subj[ect] 
7 Obj[ect] is in and Subj[ect] 
8 exp[erience]: 
9 immut[ability] 
10 <not> [↑nor] (<2>/4\) <·.·  perception is only appearance> [↑ because in these matter] is 
11 <rem> [↑ is] left as where S[ubject] and O[bject]  move in the same way S[ubject] takes knowledge of 
the o[bject] as immutable. 
12 [↑ S[ubject] and O[bject]] move thogether 
13 Obj[ect] or its eternal change before an obj[ect]  
14 <π> πῦρ 
15 <it> as 
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matter, as a kind of aether, as the16 πῦρ αεὶ ζῶον of Heraclitus. Indeed the expression 

“fire always living” is good17; it gives the idea of an “appearance which thinks”. But 

this primitive matter is thought; this matter is an act a pure act. Now thought, force, 

(En)[53v] is pure18 power. 

But pure Power = pure Act for pure Power is complete Power and is therefore 

acting power, that is pure act19. 

 

The Universe is a “thought which exists.” It is tangible form of thought. 

 

Hurting the representation you hurt the thing represented. 

 

Ways into the problem: 

 1. Critique of sensation 

 2. Cause (?) 

 

In the spiritual world, even, there must be law, necessity20 to Dr. (see his critique 

of Bushnell who had said that the apparent21 world was “incommunicably separete from 

ours”). Then there is no free-will, all being determined. (Law is principle of 

determination).  

 

[54r] 

 

The external universe cannot be infinite. 

For the infinite is indetermined, and therefore22 unreal. 

An infinite world would be23 an indetermined determination. 

 

Subjective argument: the world is infinite, because it has no ideal end. Thought 

finds no end to the universe; that is, the universe24 has no rational end; that is, no ideal 

end. 

                                                
16 [↑ as] the 
17 <the best> [↑ good] 
18 <that> pure 
19 [↑ pure] act 
20 nec[essity] 
21 ap[parent] 
22 .·. [therefore] 
23 is [↑ would be] 
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If the materialist still contend that the universe25 is infinite, he must allow that 

the rational is the real. Now follow Hegel. 

 

Objective argument: by atoms. 

 

[22-42] 

 

Il y a de l’être dans toute proposition (Leibnitz). 

 

On Heraclitus. Universal motion may be very slow and so sensation be 

possible26. (Radio-activity). 

 

Heraclitus says that all is motion. But what is motion? Something which is 

conceived only as opposed to substance. 

Moreover, motion demands two things: a thing that moves and a thing moved, a 

motor and a mobile. – It needs, 1st, a thing to move because, nothing can unceisely 

move itself. It needs, 2ly, a thing to be moved, for nothing can move itself, as I have 

said.  

 

[42v] 

 

Again, to perceive anything, to have any cognition, it is necessary that he that 

has such a cognition should be something. 

That is to say, all motion, all perception, all knowledge, be it changeful and of a 

thing that changes supposes a substance, if by no fact but than that it is here, be it for 

less than a moment.  

 

Now, having seen that all things are movement, there is one question more to 

decide. This movement either exists or does not exist. If it do27 not exist, still as it may 

                                                                                                                                          
24 univ[erse] 
25 mat[eriali]st still contend that the univ[erse] 
26 be <-> possible 
27 do<es> 
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be said of it that it exists for it appears to exist the idea28 of existence is prior to the idea 

of movement and existence cannot consist in motion. 

 

Anexos: 

 

[151-86r] 

 

A vida é a morte. A vida do todo depende da morte de mil cellulas. 

 

Cf. Heraclito.  

 

The life of society as29 the death of individuals, the life of mankind as the death 

of societies30, the life of the universe as the death of the universe, the life of all as the 

death of all. 

 

[86v] 

 

Unknown31 

 

Being   Property Number 

   (Sc. each of one  

   propriety). 

 

Cause. scire res   Thing. effect32. End. 

 per causas.33 

Metaphysics  Cosmology Ethics. 

 

 

 

 

                                                
28 [↑ for it appears to exist] the idea 
29 <of> [↑ as] 
30 of <its> societies 
31 Unknown <Unknown> 
32 e[ffect] 
33 [↑ scire res / per causas.] 
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Logic   Psychology  Mathmatics34  Biology 

   Anthropology35 

   Sociology. 

Theory36 of 

Knowledge 

  

  

 Geometric37 phenomenon 

 (origin of  (manifestation38 

 soul)  of the soul) 

    Theory39 of number 

Science of Power 

Science of Act40 

 

[155-57] 

 

Heraclitus Obscure –41 

Cosmology. Psychology. Physical metaphysics. 

 

Life (a mode) (of) radioactivity. 

(waste) radiation.  

 

A thing is at the same time living and dead. Life is death. A thing that is living is 

dying all the while. 

Therefore42 Living is not Life, neither is dying Death. Life43, Living death: these 

are the 3 forms of thinking things. That which is Living is in correspondence with an 

                                                
34 Math[matic]s 
35 Anthrop[ology] 
36 Th[eory] 
37 <Geom>[↑Geometric] 
38 manifest[ation] 
39 Th[eory] 
40 Sc[ience] of Power / Sc[ience] of Act 
41 Heracl[itus] Obscure – 
42 .·. [Therefore] 
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environment. That which is dead is out of the correspondence with an environment44. 

(Either is ceasingly dying to an environment45 and living to a new one). 

Follow the human being from the cytula to a late46 death (to a death late in life). 

[57v] The cytula is produced by the fecundation of the egs47 by the spermatozoon. But 

itself it is neither the egg nor the spermatozoon, nor a mere sum of these. It is the form 

of their production, not that itself. It is a unity. 1 + 2 may make 3 but 3 is neither 1 nor 2 

nor the sum of 1 + 2; it is the form of that sum. Without the 1+ 2 there were no 3 but the 

3 is by itself a number and a form. (The world is caused, says Schopenhauer,48 by its 

perpetual (apopos) destruction49.) 

It not a mechanical mixture that takes place, but that /*subtler/ thing called a 

chemical change.  

Same occours when 2 atoms H meet 1 of oxygen. That which they compose 

contains really 1 part of one and 2 of the other. But it is not O or H: it is water.  

 

[58r] 

 

Death comes. What is death? A failing of correspondence with an environment. 

Is the man completely dead? Science says that he is. He has than fallen out of the 

correspondence with all environments50? He has then passed51 entirely to nothing? How 

can this be? When the body is decomposed, the matter of which it is formed does not 

die materially. The organism loses correspondence with its environment52; but the □ 

Non minus maior. No man will53 die compeltly. 

A certain form, having reachd a certain point54 passes to nothing! How? 

 

[25-69 a 69a] 

 

                                                                                                                                          
43 <Life> Life 
44 en[vironmen]t 
45 en[vironmen]t 
46 his [↑ a] late 
47 /*ovum/ [↑ egs] 
48 Schop[enhauer], 
49 [↓ (apopos)] destruction 
50 Sc[ience] says that he is. He has than fallen out of the c[orrespondence] with all en[environmen]ts 
51 He [↑ has then] passed 
52 corr[espondence] w[ith] its en[vironmen]t 
53 [↑ No man will] shall not 
54 p[oin]t 
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My first action was to inquire of myself whether man’s perpetual failure in the 

ground of higher thought was due to want of reasoning power, or to an ill use of his 

reasoning55. It appeared strange to me that we should be able to discuss the questions of 

metaphysics and of psychology with such subtlety and yet be unable to come to any 

conclusion in these fields that it found not an immediate answer, and hence onward in 

an infinite progression.  

I conlcuded hastily that one of two hypotheses must be right: either man failed 

through improper or impresistent application of his intellect, or failed by the want of 

primary critique of reason. 

 

[69v] 

 

Popular opinion admits a God; true, but it is but the idea of God, which pressists 

in all men, clothed in the accidents (so to speak) of theology. In India, the idea of God is 

other; the instinct is the same. Among the negroes the idea is other56; the instinct is the 

same. It is the intellect that diversely clothes the same body.  

 

Critique  Critique 

Critique of the theory of Heraclitus: 

All is change. True. But if there is but change, this change must take place in 

something. This something is what we call substance, Being. 

 

Any 2 opposite opinions are absolutely identical. 

 

All that begins has a cause (Vallet). 

 

It was very soon clear to me that antinomies must have some explanation. I 

found the contrast of 2 opinions a false contrast. To conciliate two things, it is needful 

[69a] that they should be of the same nature. I can contrast an apple and a pear, but not 

an apple and a cat. And the fact of these theories being antithetic I found to be the fact 

                                                
55 of <the> [↑ his] reasoning 
56 <ab> other 
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that they were of a different57 nature, one being à priori, the other being deduced from 

experience.  

(Examination of Zeno’s Achilles and turtle paradox, as contrasted with a normal 

argument pro movement).  

 

[133-8] 

 

I often think that it is not thoughts which are too deep for tears, but tears which 

are too deep for thought. 

Alexander Search58 

[8v] 

 

πάντων πραγµάτων µέττρον ἅνττρωπος 

Man is the measure of all things. 

 

πολεµὸς µατὴρ πάντων 

   ἩΡΑΚΛΕΙΤΟΣ 

πῦρ αεί ζῶον  

fire always living. 

 

Theory of the Soul – Simile of Smoke. 

Suppose that the only primitive thing the only thing that exists and that □ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
57 dif[feren]t 
58 A[lexander] S[earch] 
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2. On Thomas Aquinas/«Thomas Aquinas’ Theory…» 

 

[151-26 a 27] 

 

Thomas Aquinas’ theory of “physical premotion” is indeed admirable and new. 

At first sight it seems easy to refute; no sooner, however, do we pounder it in its real 

meaning and essence than we are, first, astonished at its strength, secondly, after being 

convinced of its inacurracy, of the difficulty of its refutation.  

Nevertheless it can be refuted. 

Thomas Aquinas59 says that God determines all things that act; he determines 

one to be determined in the action60 and he determines others to be free. Thus, in this 

last point, there is a conciliation of divine power and the freedom of the human will. 

The theory appears61 easy to refute at first because62 it seems to be evident that 

since God determines this and that, all things are determined. But soon we understand 

all subtlety (we do not mean /*distinct/ subtlety) of the idea. It is true that all things 

determined are determined; but those63 things determined to be free, absolutely are, of 

their own nature, free, by that very determination. God, Thomas argues or means to 

argue, creates not only things [26v] but also, of course, the natures of things; therefore if 

he creates a thing determined, it is determined; and if he creates a thing free, it is free64. 

This argument, as far as it goes, is invulnerable. 

It is as if a despot gives this command: “when I command disobey me”. This is 

not probable at all, but it is conceivable. It is not probable because the nature of a 

command65 is not to order one not to do what is told. 

But, for instance, a man /*will/ to † of † may say to his children: if I am such or 

such a thing (or not he might finally bid them do in a fit of them) do not obey me. Here 

is a case, not only conceivable66, but probable. The idea of disobeyance is enterely 

antagonistic to that of command. The father bid his children obey him by didobeying 

him. This is first the case in St. Thoma’s argument: God determines men to be free. 

                                                
59 <Th> Thomas [↑ Aquinas] 
60 determined [↑ in the action] 
61 <seems>[↑ appears] 
62 · .· [because] 
63 <all> those 
64 create[s] a thing determined, it is determined; and if he create[s] a thing free, <he creates> it is free 
65 · .· [because] the nature of [↑ a] command 
66 <probable> [↑ conceivable] 
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It may perhaps seem ridiculous or fantastic to make a comparison of this kind67; 

but we ask the reader to consider its aptness and not its extravagant nature. There is 

exact analogy with the two cases, except of course in the nature of the 2nd 

(insignificant), wich we might have subordinated for another more normal. 

We have came now to the stage where we feel ourselves bound to admire the 

subtle68 thing of the “Analogy of the Scholars.” 

 

[27r] 

 

Now comes the refutation. 

When there is such a contradiction as that in the question between the created 

nature of a thing and the very nature of creation, there must be a motive for it. It must 

have a purpose. 

 

Aquinas let us enter into the spirit of the theory and see if it be tenable. 

“God creates some things determined” – this only is easy to understand; “and 

some things are free”, this is not so easy to understand, but, as we have shown, is not 

nevertheless incomprehensible. All this can pass. But there is one thing that cannot pass. 

It is the idea that God has created the nature of some things determined and the nature 

of other things free. The nature of things69 and the idea of freedom exclude one another. 

There is no70 free nature. “Determining a thing to be free” we can understand as it is. 

But “to make freedom71 the nature of a thing” is not sense. 

The nature72 of a thing implies determinination. 

So long as we put the phrase in this way: “God determines a thing to be free” we 

may think we are talking sense; no longer so when we turn73 the expression at “God 

makes the nature of things free.” 

 

[27v] 

 

                                                
67 <ph> fantastic to make a comparison <like this> [↑ of this kind] 
68 <acount> subtle 
69 <thing> things 
70 <not> no 
71 <the> freedom 
72 <ph> nature 
73 <for no> turn 
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Because what is the meaning of the nature of a thing? The fixed principle of its 

existence as that thing and no other. The nature of a thing implies laws of that nature; 

and freedom means to have no laws. Therefore the expression cannot be said. 

Freedom would mean: to have no nature at all. But if we say: “God created 

things whose nature is to have no nature at all”, we are not talking sense or anything74 

like it may mean. 

 

[152-80] 

 

St. Thomas’ a coherent theory that is in which the Secondary therories are true 

relatively to the basis, which may be false, as it is here. 

 

This world is the unknown, save that it is the Unknown75 as we see it, as we 

know it. (perceive it). 

  

Hallucinations. If what we see in76 this case be not there, our eyes are not to be 

trusted. 

The difference from things is only in there being not-universal perception. The 

external world is a universal hallucination.  

 

[80v] 

 

Thus goes the basis of the philosophic system of Thomas, and the77 foundation 

of the theories and of the dogmas of the Catholic Church. (nay, of all Churches). 

 

On Thomas Aquinas78. 

 

As it is, it is quite right; all79 of them are false; there is not one which is 

conceivable.  

ibidem80 

                                                
74 <sh> anything 
75 Unk[nown] 
76 <in> in 
77 [↑ and] the 
78 On Th[omas] Aquinas 
79 <of> all 
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i.e. theories, at all points adherent though, of St. Thomas. 

 

Now, how did this arise? It is very simple. One man willed differently to the 

other81; of this there is no question. But why, how,82 did one will this and the other will 

that? 

The 2 wills – the wills of these 2 men – are either determined or indetermined. If 

they be determined they are not free. 

Let us consider the hyppothesis of the indeterminate volition, the theory83 of the 

free-will, which asserts volition to determine itself, i.e. to be determined. 

Indeterminateness of will = infinity in volition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                          
80 ibid[em] 
81 from [↑ to] the other 
82 why, [↑ how,] 
83 <will>[↑ volition], the <hypo>[↑ theory] 
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3. Essay on Pascal 

 

[144T- 43v a 44] 

 

Essay on Pascal. 

Influence of Catholic84 Church on thought (Bad). 

For me, when it is said of Pascal that he lust by converting to a man, a certain 

girl, this is more perfect than, and I had rather had it so, that Pascal had lust her by 

seeking her. In some of its aspects even prostitute is better than mundane, (enclosure is 

necessary). 

That denying of all happiness to mankind is the worst thing that can be done; the 

worst crime that can be wreaked upon poor humanity85.  

 

[44r] 

 

Why that cold hate in the name of God? Why that torture of soul in the name of 

Christ? The tortures of the Inquisition were86 bad, horrible, unspeakable, but worse, 

horribler, less speakable87 the tortures of soul that in Christians and in all that Catholic 

Church has wreaked88 upon the world. And that talk89 of a state of  death being a state 

of perfection is the worst outrageous nonsense. It is an insult to intellect.  

The history of lust is a history of lust90 and men. The history of Christianity is a 

history of lust and madness. What man □ 

 

[44v]  

 

I feel a coldness at heart when thinking of those men, cold, womanless, having 

no love91, no □, no wealth92, for when a man has a thing to be awarded and a desire a 

                                                
84 Cath[olic] 
85 <men>[↓ humanity] 
86 <are> were 
87 more unspeakable [↑ less speakable] 
88 <worked> [↑ wreaked] 
89 <of nonsense>[↑ talk] 
90 <lust> lust 
91 <desires> love 
92 no <s> □, wealth<†> 
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thing to be just93. Ignorance testing itself, external94 life the ghost not even of success, 

not that □ 

The95 bad passions that may sin for sexual intercouse are96 small for those that 

may sin from the lack of it □ 

Examine 

attentively. 

 

Anexos: 

 

[26-84r] 

 

Pascal you will remember, said that he accepted the Christian religion because it 

was in such a way contrary to all logic. And there is here the geem of a judicious 

observation. For indeed all religions and all creeds have striven consciously or 

unconsciously to make the most mad assertions and to talk the most complete nonsense 

that every man can concieve. And, indeed, it is only by our observing that such 

nonsense is conceived and actually here in the midle of us, that we can believe it entered 

ever into the mind of man. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
93 <put> just 
94 <whereof a> external 
95 <Wh> The 
96 <,> are 
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4. Essay on the Nature and Meaning of Rationalism 

 

4.1 - 1ª Etapa 

 

[155 - 78 -79] 

[79r] 

 

Essay on the Nature and Meaning of Rationalism. 

 

New definition of Rationalism: – Rationalism97 is that system of investigation 

which substitutes, in the internal □, □ 

 

Rationalism98 may be that there is something beyond reason, but since reason is 

the □ of the internal reality, such a reality is above the99 internal world, and therfore100 

unreachable, /*inutile/, as if it existed not. 

   

A wrong of faith:  – All science (in a sense as wide as can be: search for truth101) 

is the elimination of the personal factor. 

It is not that the truth of Religion102 is particular because103 it may be □ 

The fact that the idea of God is universal – hereof quite true – pure nothing 

because 104  the idea of God is not a sensation, but an intuition i.e. is mental105. It has to 

be subordinated to moral experimentation i.e. to reason(ing)106. 

 

[79v] 

 

Science and the exterior world. 

Science and sensation. – Sun seems to move. 

Science shows it does not. 

                                                
97 R[ationalism]: – R[ationalism] 
98 <R[ationalism]> 
99 <reason, in contr> the internal 
100 .·.[therfore] 
101 [↑: search for truth] 
102 Rel[igion] 
103 · .·  [because] 
104 true – [↑ pure nothing] ·.·  [because] 
105 an intuition [↑ i.e. is mental] 
106 <seeing> reason(ing) 
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Experimentation.107 

Physics   Psychology108 

Science = Reason. – □109 

Experimentation  = Reasoning. – □ 

 

Pure Rationalism110 – not distinguished from destrusted Rationalisms111 such as 

Haeckel’s, □ 

Rationalism112 not as systems of metaphysics not a system at all, but a 

method113, a philosophical method. 

 

Philosophy proper114 is dived into: 

(1) Method (Rationalistic science115) 

(2) Theory of knowledge (Critics) ? on this one 

(3) Theory of Being (Metaphysics) 

Science into 3;  (1)116 Method (1) Abstraction and Experience117 

  (2) □ (2) □ 

  (3) Cosmology118    (3) □ 

   (Theory of exterior)  

V. S/ /*Cousin/ – The question of Scientific method is not of science but of 

philosophy.119 

 

[78r] 

 

Rationalism. 

 

                                                
107 <Relat> Experimentation. 
108 Psych[ology] 
109 <in the> □ 
110 R[ationalis]m 
111 R[ationalis]ms 
112 R[ationalism] 
113 R[ationalism] not as systems of metaphysics [↑ not a system at all], but a <metaph,> method 
114 Philosophy [↑ proper] 
115 sc[ience] 
116 (<2>/1\) 
117 Exp[erience] 
118 <g> Cosmology   
119 [→ V. S/ /*Cousin/ – The question of Sc[ienti]fic method is not of sc[ience] but of philosophy.] 
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When you say that all things should be subordinated to reason it occurs to us to 

ask Why? What is there in reason to give it this right? It must be something in the nature 

of reason; now this, whatever it is, is perceived either intuitively and that is to say, 

reason affirms itself immediately as competent- or reflexively120, by examining, 

analyzing the nature of reason. If the first, Rationalism121 contradicts itself, for this 

intuition, this immediate spiritual or mental perception is precisely what it regects faith 

and spiritualism122 for having. If the second, how is Rationalism123 to analyse reason? 

With reason of course; but either124 this is impossible, or, if held possible, reason is held 

/*proving/ its claim immediately and here we are again at the first hypothesis, that of 

faith, so persistently attacked by Rationalism125. 

 

[78v] 

 

The answer is at hand. What do we seek? Evidence. What is the faculty that □ 

evidence? Reason, by its very nature, by its very definition. But how do we know it?126 

But what is evidence. 

But the Christian claims that the religious sense is of the nature of a perception. 

– But a perception127 may be an illusion. How do we, in the material universe, test if a 

perception is an illusion? By comparing it with the universal perception, i.e. the view of 

the external world common to the most of men, i.e. reality128 – Analogically how would 

in the spiritual, mental world a hallucination129 be told? By comparing it with internal 

reality.130 But what universal reality131? The answer is easy and conclusive: it is reason. 

 

 

 

 

                                                
120 <is> reflexively 
121 R[ationalism] 
122 <be> spiritualism 
123 R[ationalism] 
124 <what> either 
125 R[ationalis]m 
126 [↓ But how do we know it?] 
127 it [↑ a perception] 
128 men, [↑ i.e. reality] 
129 we in the spiritual, mental world a halluc[inat]ion. Eliminámos «we» por considerar que se trata de 
um lapso do autor, dado que a inclação de «we» tornaria a frase falha se sentido. 
130 universal perception [↑ internal reality <reality>]. 
131 i[nternal] u[niversal] p[erception] [↑ u[niversal] reality] 
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Reality and Reason 

 

Thus rationalism is justified. As intuitions of the sense-world must be 

subordinated to the sense-world rule: sensation universal reality; so intuitions132 of the 

soul-world must be subordinated to the soul-world rule and reason. Rationality is 

internal reality.  

True, this may be a universal illusion (all may be a illusion) but we can do no 

harm to Reason.133 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
132 sensation [↑ univ[ersal] reality]; so int[uiti]ons 
133 . [← True, this may be a universal illusion (all may be a †) but we can do no harm to Reason.] 
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4.2 – 2ª Etapa 

 

[153-37-45] 

 

Rationalism134 

 

It is not easy to pass from rationalism to faith: only the rationalist is a staunch 

disbeliever. The sceptic easily falls into faith, because scepticism is tiresome and, 

besides, does not exist.135 The atheist is a believer and does not136 change his blief when 

he becomes another believe137 – for it is generally the opposite, and equally extreme, 

form of belief that he /chooses/ to /*inculcate/ to. But the rationalist, accustomed by 

temperament to admit everything in the things outside reason, and to have maybe as the 

matter of his darkness, does not easily lapse into the contrary of himself. He is already 

his own contrary. He is a substantially an acceptor or admitter, a rightseer of theories 

and of speculations.138 

 

[38r] 

 

Rationalism. 

 

Rationalism enables us to enjoy all moods because every mood is a possibility of 

truth. 

 

If a man say(s) that the Sun wheels round the earth, I cannot accept his creed. If 

he says that the whole world wheels round God, I have no objection to admitting it. 

 

If a man says that he saw a □ in the truth □, I deny his statement and presume he 

was drunk; if a man says he saw a † in this street, I may doubt but I have no valid 

                                                
134Rat[ionalis]m 
135 tiresome [↑ and, besides, does not exist]. 
136 <can> [↑ does not] 
137 a Catholic [↑ another believe] 
138 contrary. [↑ He is a substantially ← an acceptor or admitter, a rightseer of theories and [↑ of] 
speculations.] 
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argument just against his testimony. I have no evidence that † do not exist and may not 

therefore exist in every street.139  

 

[38v] 

 

If a man says a miracle occurred and a lame man has suddenly got one of his 

legs, I easy allow the fact, after testing it, and leave the miracle, which is an /*artefact/, 

as an  † question for metaphysics.  

 

[39r] 

 

Rationalism      

 

Rationalists are generally conservatives and aesthetes. 

 

There is no humanism outside Rationalism.  

 

[40r] 

 

Rationalism140 

 

Rationalism is expressedly rare and tendentially common. The literature of 

thought (apart from Greece) contains few expressions of rationalism. If141 we consider 

that Kant is the typical rationalist, and how few thinkers resemble Kant, we will 

understand this. Yet the man in any street142 is often a rationalist in his instinctive way; 

the common phrase about a superstition143, “there may be something in it”, is an exact 

expression of the rationalistic attitude. 

      

[41r] 

 

                                                
139 exist [←and <therefore> may not therefore exist in every street.]  
140 Rat[ionalis]m 
141 [↑ The] <L>/l\iterature of thought [↑ (apart from Greece)] contains few expressions of rationalism. 
<But> If 
142 the [↑ any] street 
143 a [↑ <some>] superstition [↑ <or another>] 
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Rationalism144 

 

Kant’s creation not only of the distinction between the subjective and the 

objective145 and between noumenon and phaenomenon, but also of one of146 the main 

distinctions of rationalism – the one between pure and practical reason. 

 

 Rationalists have, in politics a conservative indifferentism. Political life 

respetcts them concering to its irrationality and the paradox147 of having to act contrarily 

any scientific guidance. 

 

Rationalism tends to aestheticism, if it do not positively generate it.  

 

A devout Catholic will proudly enjoy148 a brilliant satire on the Pope. A 

rationalist will enjoy even a scurrilous felicity on rationalism; for it is one of the 

principles of rationalism to admit the possibility that rationalist way be wrong of being 

wrong.149 

 

[43r] 

 

Rationalism150 

 

Infinity and eternity cannot be predicted of any material or real thing, because 

reality is concrete and infinite151 and eternal abstract; to say space is infinite is to say 

space does not exist; to say time does not lasts eternally is to say time does not last, but 

is a fair abstract “point”. 

 

If space be limited, there is no “beyond” it or “outside” it.  

If space be limited, ouside and beyond it there is not-space. 

                                                
144 Rat[ionalis]m 
145 Kant’s creation [↑ not only] of the distinction between subject [↓ the subjective] and object [↓ the 
objective] 
146 of [↑ one of] 
147 <irr> irrationality and the <impossibility of> paradox 
148 [↑ proudly] enjoy 
149 principles of [← rationalism to admit the possibility [↓ that rationalist way be wrong] of being wrong.] 
150 Rat[ionalis]m 
151 inf[ini]te 
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[44r] 

 

Rationalism152 

 

The /atheist/ has an attitude to what he cannot understand. That is why he easily 

becomes a believer, for he continues to have an attitude to what he cannot understand. 

 

 

The materialist atheist does not believe153 what he cannot understand – an 

attitude which, if consistently applied, would lead154 almost all European materialists to 

a profound disbelief in the Chinese language155. 

 

If most of us take astronomy on trust, that is, on authority, why not take faith on 

authority? Why believe in the authority of Haeckel and not in the authority of the 

Church? – Because astronomy has no importance and faith has.  

 

[44v] 

 

Apart from this, there can be no specialism in the universal. 

The one authority in God is not a theologian156, but God himself. 

I can trust Haeckel on astronomy because he is an astronomer and I am not; he 

differs from me before science.157 (Perhaps if I were an astronomer I might not trust 

him.) But I cannot accept the Pope’s opinion on God because he158 does not differ from 

me before God. 

My belief in God or not may affect my life very seriously; it159 affects very 

seriously, through actions of mine derived from it160, the lives and the happiness of 

others. My belief or disbelief in the more or less sphericity of the earth is a variously 

unimportant matter.   

                                                
152 Rat[ionalis]m 
153 common [↑ garden ↓ materialist] atheist does not <be>[↑ be]lieve 
154 <give>[↑ lead] 
155 [↑ <existence of>] Chinese languge 
156 theolog[↓ian] 
157 not; [↑ he differs from me before science.] 
158 <the> he 
159 <my des> [↑ it] 
160 that /belief/ [↓ it] 
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[45r] 

 

Pascal said we must bet. If he is reincarnated somewhere about, he may take my 

answer: God has prohibited nothing. He has forbidden it by the statement161 of reason, 

which means the faculty of not deciding.162 

 

[133F – 64 – 64a] 

 

Rationalism163 

 

Comparison of reasoner from a central faith with the reasoning of the paranoiac. 

 

Common sense, uncommon sense and /non-sense./164 

Do I /*have transverse/ any belief165 for the man in the street. I am the man in 

the street. 

 

That 3 are 1 is not authomatic, though it may be true. Just another † = I am 

finaly, but not in another, nor when there are 3 numbers. 

 

[64A] 

 

You may call that good analogy, but you cannot call it authomatic at all. 

You may say that166 the doctrine of the Trinity is true; you cannot say it is 

rational. 

 

If it appeal to common sense, which is authomatic, it is such by a simple 

statement thus.  

 

Pode,167 sim; trez pode ser um. 

                                                
161 [↑ the] statement 
162 /ability/ not to decide. [↓ faculty of not deciding.] 
163 Rat[ionalis]m 
164 /<non> non-sense./ 
165 I would, indeed, no [↑ Do I /*have transverse/ any] belief 
166 [↑ say] that 
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- Como? 

- 3 terços. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                          
167 <Ha>/Pode\, 
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4.3 – 3ª Etapa 

 

[152- 62 – 70] 

 

Rationalism.  

 

Rationalism holds that the only things that can be affirmed as facts are those168 

which reduce experience by reason to the coordination called science169. Rationalism 

holds that all things outside this are simply unknown170, or as yet unknown; but it does 

not affirm either that they are unknowable and still less that they are false. For what 

cannot be proved cannot also be disproved. The affirmation that Christ is God, for 

example, cannot be rejected by a Rationalist because it cannot be affirmed by him. It 

may be an error; it may be the vision of a higher sight – the Rationalist cannot 

determine which it is, because he does not know a thing to be wrong unless he can 

subject it to reason, and he cannot affirm a sense to be non-existent simply because he 

himself has not got it. 

 

For this reason atheism is not rationalism at all, and no atheist can describe 

himself as a rationalist unless he ignores171 the meaning of rationalism, of atheism, or of 

both. The truth is that atheism is not a form172 of disbelief, but of belief. It is commonly 

supposed that an atheist is a man who does not believe in the existence of God. This is 

wrong, for he is not so negative. He is a man who believes in the existence of not-God. 

Hence his positiveness, his happiness, and that173 buoyant faith of a militant 

unChristian. 

 

Rationalism is science bounded by agnosticism174. It is no more than this. Where 

atheism is intolerant or contemptuously tolerant, rationalism is fully tolerant. The pity is 

that it is not an attitude that can be popular, and this is one of the reasons why real 

                                                
168 tho<e>/s\e 
169 to [↑ the coordination called] science 
170 <as yet> unknown 
171 i<h>/g\nores 
172 f<l>/o\rm 
173 [↓ and] th<e>/a\t 
174 knowledge [↑ science] bounded by ignorance [↑ agnosticism] 
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rationalists are seldom, if ever democratic175. It is also one of the reasons why they are 

so ready to deal kindly with what the staunch atheist would regard as gross and immoral 

superstition. Where they do not know, they ignore.176 The atheist knows that palmistry 

is wrong. If he has not tested it, or cannot test it177, the rationalist says nothing. 

Neither can it be said that rationalism178 and agnosticism are the same thing. 

Agnosticism directly implies the179 affirmation that the unknown is unknowable. 

Rationalism cannot say of the unknown that it is so far known as to be known to be 

unknowable. A sadder180 agnosticism may affirm that even the known is unknowable – 

a far more tenable and rational proposition. Here agnosticism181 may be called Absolute 

Rationalism – the belief that nothing can be believed unless it is  brought182 under 

reason, with the addition of the belief that nothing can be brought under reason. 

 

[63r] 

 

Some agnostics distinguish between the unknown of science and the unknown of 

metaphysics – the lesser and the greater unknowns, Ursa Minor and Ursa Major183 of an 

inexistent sky. 

 

Scepticism may also be confounded with rationalism. But the sceptic, if he really 

be one, has no belief at all; the rationalist does believe in reason. To a certain extent, as 

far as reason, the rationalist is a believer. As a matter of fact, he is wholly a believer. It 

is because the sceptic is not a believer that he destroys himself: scepticism, as in Pascal, 

was ever the fore-prey of mysticism. 

 

The half-sceptic speaks like Socrates, I know only that I know nothing. The 

whole sceptic speaks like Francisco Sanches, Haud scio me nihil scire, I do not even 

know if I know nothing. 

 

                                                
175 <very> seldom, [↑if ever] democratic 
176 superstition. [← Where they do not know, they ignore.] 
177 test<ed> it 
178 <agn> rationalism 
179 th<a>/e\ 
180 wider [↑ sadder] 
181 [↑ <w>/H\ere agnosticism] In this case it 
182 b<o>/r\ought  
183 Ma<n>/j\or 
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(My countryman is said to have preceded Descartes, probably because he came 

before him. But that is mere chronology. I do not believe he influenced Descartes 

(vile/stark)184. Metaphysical speculation is not one of the violent pastimes of the 

Portuguese; even Spinosa had to be also a Jew and a Dutchman to find a private 

universe. The most any Portuguese ancestor of his could have done was to help to find 

the present earth at some185 opposite end.)  

 

□ the transcendental atheism of the Buddhists. 

 

Modern scientific speculation has brought the old atheists to their lack of senses 

and has given them a finite world, robbing them of the now unfashionable infinity 

which they had taken from God to give it to the blackness of mute space and the 

emptiness of dull time. 

 

□ that negative omnipresent God of the Indian mystics who rises down to 

himself through the black Jacob’s ladder of an increasingly186 depersonalized autolatry. 

 

[64r] 

 

Rationalism. 

 

/For/ human experience includes very little  that is rational. That is the primary 

fact the rationalists must undergo. 

 

the terrible intellectual phenomenon of their being such thing is vain, which is a 

part of the just spiritual person of them being anything at all.187 

 

Those strange aesthetes of the lesser mind, who can understand the paradoxical 

beauty of a genius celled among fools in obscurity188, but not the paradoxical splendour 

of the a God crucified among thieves189. 

                                                
184 Descartes [→ (vile/stark)] 
185 the [↓ some] 
186 <a> [↓ an increasingly] 
187 [↑ the terrible <plan> intellectual phenomenon of their being such thing is vain, which is a part of the 
just <higher> spiritual person of them being anything at all.] 
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Rationalism gathers in very little, because reason has exact very little scope in190 

which to operate. When we leave the figures which denote the coefficient of expansion 

of iron, we have only the mystery of iron left over.  

□ for all strength is a narrowness191 

The strength of rationalism is in its narrowness. It leaves us ever humble192 

before the infinite remainder. 

It may be thought that this is why great Christians, like St. Thomas Aquinas, 

were rationalists. But the point is the other way. St. Thomas was neither a Christian nor 

a rationalist. He was only a Catholic and a reasoner. The rationalist inverts the position 

which he put. He made, as the old phrase has it, philosophy the handmaid of theology. 

But the rationalist, who has no use for theology, which is the affection of mysticism, 

considers philosophy as no more than193 the poetry of thinking.  

All I want to give is an expression to a new mood in the withdrawal from 

speculating. 

 

The materialist is sure. The rationalist is aware. 

 

□ and man who would not forget to † a knight  with “God”? Will not St. Paul 

worth the Saint; for this is194 no etiquette □ 

 

[65r] 

 

Rationalism. 

 

If this slight book be read by any rationalist who had Paine for governess, he 

will, when this point is reached, have pleasure in finding me out. But, like Mr. Jingle, I 

would rather have that than that he found me in. 

 

                                                                                                                                          
188 [↑ celled] [← among fools] with [↑ in] obscurity 
189 [↓ a] God crucified among <the> thieves 
190 has [← exact] very little scope <o>/i\n 
191 a narrow[↑ness] 
192 [↓ ever] humble 
193 <makes theology>[↓ considers philosophy as no more than] 
194 for [↑ this is] 
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For this is only a notion of reality. Reality is not only stones and plants, with a 

moving sprinkling195 of animals. It is also the dreams, the visions, the mystical 

experiences, of the substance and passing of mankind. Christ may not be real as reality, 

but has been real as an ideality. For the realist, who is the rationalist, that is as enough 

as the stars. The ideal men have loved is as real as the woman men have loved, for the 

love is the one actual thing. 

 

The end of reason is a weariness of thinking. Yet reason is so strong that even its 

weariness is a part of its strength and we dream rationally if we have learnt reason. 

………… 

 

/The rumour196 is abroad that the Gods are dead. But the Gods, being immortal, 

are very lively./ 

 

/We may conceive the total of mankind as the passengers and crew of a ship of 

fools, left helmless on an uncharted ocean. They will make games last while life 

endures, and have death for a certainty, with some expectation of being saved, for there 

may be a better map for a ship coming197 on their way./ 

 

[66r] 

 

Rationalism. 

 

… dreary as a languid gorgeousness, like that of Faerie Queene, which not even 

Edmund Spenser ever dared to read through in all the entirety there is of it. 

 

□ the old bourgeoisie of the wrong rationalism198, from poor old Thomas Paine, 

who □ to Mr. J. M. Robertson, who dispossessed199 God of infinity in favour of that 

universal interval called space. 

 

                                                
195 a [↑ moving] sprinkling 
196 rumour<s> 
197 <w>/c\oming 
198 of [↑ the wrong] rationalism 
199 disposses[s]ed 
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It is brilliant to point of nauseousness… 

 

But the rationalist makes no conflict with any man’s opinions. He admits the 

possibility of the existence of God and the possibility of that God being the wood idol 

of the African wilds. Like Baudelaire, he would say to the disgusted sailor who wanted 

to throw that idol into a corner,200, “Et si c’était le vrai Dieu?” 

 

Religion is an emotional need of mankind. The rationalist may not want it, but 

he has to admit that other people may. It201 is emotional but it is also a need. 

 

There are conflicts between the pure and the practical reason. The rationalist 

admits Catholicism but he cannot admit the application of that intolerance which is the 

legitimate right of the Catholic within himself. The tolerant man draws the line at the 

intolerance of others. He preaches peace and must kill in self-defence. 

 

Kant’s great distinction between pure and practical reason…… He was the 

greatest rationalist the world has ever had thinking upon it. He worked out his own 

salvation of all reason in that quiet Koenigsberg, alone with moral law and the stars. He 

had that little Koenigsberg where to stand and thence he could move the earth. 

 

I pay the tribute of thankfulness to that full and exact learning which has been 

deprived of its due recognition. But, if I honour Mr. Robertson for the learning which he 

has, I cannot respect him for the rationalism which he has forgotten to have. He is the 

irrationalist pure and simple; there202 is no third of reason in his believing soul. He even 

believes in the infinity of space and the eternity of time, and I wonder what science or 

experience can have taught him that those incommensurables exist.203    

 

[67r] 

 

Rationalism. 

                                                
200 Baude<al>/la\ire, he would say to the [↑ disgusted] sailor who wanted to throw that idol into a corner, 
<in disgust> 
201 <It is an emotional need> It 
202 <thre> there 
203 wonder what [← science or] experience has [↓ <confirm> ↓ can have] taught him that those 
/incommensurabl/es\/ <es> exist 
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All science is, substantially, an attempt at seeing204. Even if reason itself did not 

warn us against the conferring of too much truth upon our generalizations, which205 are 

necessarily always hasty, and upon our observations206, which are necessarily always 

imperfect, the historical experience of scientific theories would give our conjectures207 

that advice. The history of science and of knowledge has seen, so many truths sink into 

mere speculations or into provisional dreams208, that the historian of our minor, as that 

of our major, philosophy may put a constant query to the end of any and every 

paragraph209 he indites. Even the dearest littlenesses of science may to-morrow be 

subverted by great cyclones of mind. We may have to abandon the coefficient of 

expansion of iron. We may have to controvert Boyle’s Law. It is not impossible to 

formulate, in a sort of tired dream, the negation of the choicest principles of our external 

sureties (assurances) (certainties). Even two and two may one day cease to be four, to a  

deeper and stranger210 understanding of the surface and femininity of things. 

Yet, since we have no better assurance than reason for the objectivity of 

certainty, to take a thing as true because it can be proved is yet an excusable211 shift of 

our unknowing. In common with all men, each of us has212 no more than the objective 

universe, which we may test together213, and the principles of reason, by which we can 

communicate without our souls. Truth is unattainable, but logic is intelligible. Ghosts 

may be things, but things are things, even if they be ghosts. We must keep to the world 

that has been given us, and to the manner of test that we have been allowed, or, at the 

least214, have not been deprived of. If a God have made us, it is a sort of blasphemy to 

doubt the world he made us in and with, and the reason which he gave us as the means 

for the understanding of that world. If deeper things in our souls reveal objective truths 

deeper than visible things, and if subtler215 operations of our minds yield more certain 

                                                
204 an attempt [↑ at science ↑ seeing] 
205 <,whci> which 
206 [↑ upon] our observations 
207 <speculation>[↑ conjectures]   
208 <truth sink like> so many truths sink into [↑ mere] speculations or [↑ into] provisional dreams 
209 [↑ constant] query to the end of [↑ any and] every paragraph 
210 brighter [↑ deeper and <fren> ↓ stranger] 
211 excusab<b>le 
212 <we have> [↑ each of us has] 
213 <in common>[ ↑ together] 
214 <at any rate>[↑ at the least] 
215 [↑ objective] truths deeper than visible things, and <o>/i\f subtler 
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results than reason, we have no power to distinguish, having216 nothing clearer than our 

senses, or to criticize, having nothing more coherent than our logic. Perhaps God217 

makes a mokery of the things he has himself given us, and plays hide-and-seek with his 

own self. For all we know, this may be possible. But, as wise men, we will take the gift 

we see and use tools we have received; the rest we shall leave to the action of Fate and 

to the hidden purpose if these be own of the unknown verted substance218 of things. 

 

[68r] 

 

Rationalism. 

 

The scientific spirit means three things: (1) the holding as actually (or, at least, 

provisionally) true only those laws or facts which have been subjected to an objective 

test, which anyone, given the culture, the instruments and the opportunity, may equally 

well apply; (2) the holding as actually (or, at least, provisionally) false of the219 

doctrines or pseudo-facts which directly contradict such laws or facts and are either 

irreducible not by nature, but by statement,220 of objective proof or, being susceptible of 

it, are not or have not been brought to it; (3) the holding as unknown as to their truth 

those theories or ideas which, being221 of a nature wholly incommensurable with the 

laws and facts which can be verified objectively, are, by that very nature, insusceptible 

of objective proof. 

 

This means, to exemplify, that we can hold by coefficient of expansion of iron as 

being a certain  proportional figure222; we will not hold by a mistic theory which223, 

without a counter-proof equally objective, may affirm that the coefficient in point is 

another one; we will neither hold nor not hold by such mystic doctrine independent of 

that application. The proof that the litteral interpretation of the statements of Genesis as 

to the creation of the world is wrong does not affect the metaphysical principles of the 

                                                
216 to distingui<g>/s\h, hav<e>/i\ng 
217 [← Perhaps] God 
218 [↓ to] the hidden purpose [↓ if these he own] of the unknown [↓ verted] substance 
219 <)> of the 
220 insusceptible [↑ irreducible] [↑ not by nature, but by statement,] 
221 <doctrines or> theories or ideas which, <are either> being 
222 <figure proportional to the length of the> proportional figure 
223 <whcih> which 
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religions based on that Genesis. It affects solely the doctrine of physical creation, in so 

far as it is thus understood. 

 

When a man of «science» says that, as a man of science, he does not224 accept 

the doctrine of the Trinity, he is talking like anything except a man of science. All that 

he can say, as a man of science, is that he not only has not, but cannot have, any opinion 

on the doctrine of the trinity. He may also say, as man – not of science but of mankind –

, that he does not believe in the doctrine of the Trinity; in the same capacity, he may say 

that he does believe in it. He is entitled to either affirmation of faith; but, be it negative 

or positive, it is always an affirmation of faith. The moment he makes it he has ceased 

to be a man of science at all. He has become  merely a man.225 

 

This seems very simple, but human perverseness seems to make it as difficult as 

all final simplicities are. If, however, a religiousist226 putting forth that physical 

doctrine, affirm that it is linked with the essence of his spiritual227 doctrine and that it is 

a true type and figurement of it, he should not complain228 if, his own statement being 

taken as he has given it, the general229 theory be held wrong on the score of the 

particular application230 being proved wrong. 

 

[69r] 

 

Rationalism. 

 

Rationalism. Theoretic Rationalism. Practical Rationalism. 

 

Sociology is simply a baser metaphysics. It is so far metaphysics that it seems to 

be a substitute for it, metaphysical and sociological speculation being generally in the 

inverse quantity at the same time. 

 

                                                
224 scienc<i>e, he <disbeliev> does not 
225 merely a man. [← justly also, which may be more or less,  sufficient: he has become just a man] 
226 mystic [↑ religiousist] 
227 affirm<s> that it is linked with the <sess> essence of his spi<t>/r\itual 
228 compl<ia>/ai\n 
229 <essential>[↑ general] 
230 the [↓ particular] application 
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It is easy to defend law and order231 as necessary to civilization. But Athens was 

never orderly and the Italian Republics of the Middle Age and of the Renascence had 

very little order and very little law; yet if the creation of art and culture which 

distinguished them be not civilization or one of its distinctive characteristics, then 

civilization is its own opposite. It is easy to contend that a unified nation is essential to 

its own life; yet Greece, which created the mind of the civilized world, was never the 

whole of itself, and Italy was best scattered than united, in so far as results to mankind 

in general are a valid test. It is easy to defend any sociological theory. As in everything,  

except the bare /*cosmic/ facts232, the theory is worth what the theorist is worth, and all 

is made up, in the ultimate, of the possibility of truth.233 

 

The legal profession is an immoral and absurd one, but we all234 counsel of our 

beliefs, and the better sophist wins – fortunately only temporarily – the futile case he 

has put higher himself into235. 

 

Some, like Kant, make their philosophies out of themselves. Others, like 

Nietzsche, make their philosophies out of the negation of themselves. The placid man is 

placid in his philosophy. The sick man is the philosopher of strength □ 

 

Slavery is perfectly defensible. We cannot defend it because Christian morality 

excludes slavery, and Christian morality is one of the bases of our civilization. The 

death penalty can be defended, but it will not pass the emotional test. The Inquisition 

can be defended, and it has been defended. But it will not pass the cultural test – it is 

rebutted, not by any valid argument which cannot be emptied of force, but by the 

rationalistic individualism which the Greeks have given us for the soul of our mind. 

 

[70r] 

 

Rationalism.  

 

                                                
231 <order and> law and order 
232 <the theo> except the bare useless [↑ *chosmic] facts.Corrigimos «chosmic». 
233 aspects of untruth. [↓ the possibility of truth.] 
234 [↑ we] <were> all 
235 put [↓ <high>↓ higher] himself into 
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The Christian ethics may be, as Nietzsche puts it, the ethics of slaves. It is, 

however, our ethics. We have not to say that we do not want that thics; we can but say 

that we are slaves. (We may accept Nietzsche’s assertion, but we must accept the ethics. 

It is possible that that ethics is indeed the ethics of slaves; if it be so, then we are slaves 

and that is our ethics.) 

 

When any man defends cruelty or lust or treason, he may do so with the full 

armoury of an intellectual arsenal he was born with for a soul; but he speaks to stocks 

and stones when he would persuade more of us than the surface of our possible reasons 

to agree with him. We may be cruel, lustful or treasonable by our passions; we cannot 

be so by our emotions. The door236 of those theories is definitely blocked in our 

civilization: it is blocked by the Cross. 

 

The rationalist does not assert that Greek Culture is the best culture: he asserts 

that, good or not, it is the culture we have. The rationalist does not assert the Roman 

Order is the best type of order: he asserts that, for better or for worse,237 it has been 

wedded to the substance of ourselves. The rationalist does not assert that Christian 

Ethics is the best possible ethics: he asserts that it is the only one possible to our 

emotions. The rationalist does not assert that the internationalist civilization created by 

the Portuguese discoveries the /*jesuit/ hellenization238 of learning is the best type of 

civilization: he asserts that it is ours. For whether it should be there or not, (he asserts 

that) it is here. There is no more ease in shaking239 off Greek Culture, Roman Order or 

Christian Ethics than there is in, by the use of some transcendental extension of Mr. 

Well’s Time-Machine, reversing the film of history and disiscovering and 

reunpeopling240 the transoceanic world. 

 

As we cannot repudiate our parents or divorce our ancestors, or divorce our 

mother to be an ex-mother241, we cannot make a /*severe/ statement that we due nothing 

                                                
236 <The shadow of the cross> The door 
237 <best or worst,> for better or for worse, 
238 [↑ /*jesuit/] democratization [↑ hellenization] 
239 <shak> shaking 
240 <carrying> reversing the film of history and <un>[↑ dis]iscovering and <unpeopl> reunpeopling 
241 our parents [← or divorce our ancestors], or divorce our <father>[↑ mother] to be an ex-<father>[↑ 
mother] 
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to the fathers or will henceforward have owed them nothing. We may pay or not our242 

debts, we may right or not have debts – we cannot say they were something which is not 

particularly done243. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
242 [↑ or not] our 
243 [↑ or not] have debts – we cannot say they were something w[hich] is not [↓ particularly] done. 
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«There are two rationalisms…» 

 

[55G – 24r] 

 

There are two rationalisms. There is a lower, or fetichistic, rationalism which is 

that of rationalists 244commonly so called, and commonly so calling themselves; and 

there is a higher rationalism. Both believe – at bottom this is, like the bottom of 

everything else, an inverifiable belief – that reason is all that we have, or the best we 

have245, to investigate truth. The two differ as to what they consider the truth that can be 

investigated. The lower rationalism is still captive of the old metaphysical myth – that 

reason can reach metaphysical conclusions. The higher rationalism, basing on the 

premiss that all knowledge comes from the senses, and that reason is not a sense, cannot 

admit the possibility of reason more than sifting the data of the senses; and as there are 

no known senses (unless the mystics are right, which we cannot verify to universal 

satisfaction) which supply metaphysical data, reason is powerless to arrive at any 

conclusion as to the fundamentals of being. All faiths, however absurd they may seem, 

or contradictory, are therefore possible; they cannot be denounced as false; they must 

simply be let live as probabilities that never can be verified. This leads to tolerance 

without an effort. 

The attitude of higher rationalism receives its symbol in that celebrated 

anecdote, which is related of Baudelaire. A naval officer, a friend of his, who had just 

returned from a long colonial voyage, was showing him a fetich he had brought back; 

he showed him with disgust that wooden object, the astonishing idol of a human race. 

And, as he, after having shown it, was going to throw it in disgust into a corner, 

Baudelaire laid sudden hands upon his arm. “Stop!” he said, “What if it were the true 

God?” – Et si c’etait le vrai Dieu? – This246 is the higher rationalism, both in essence 

and in tone. 

 

The two rationalisms split, again, over the sociological problem. It is almost 

invariable that the lower rationalist should be a democrat, a believer in that myth called 

“tha people”. As he is generally an atheist – that is to say, a believer with a minus sign – 

                                                
244 of <the> rationalists 
245 we have, <and the most that> or the best we have 
246 T<j>/h\is 
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he caries the typical attitude of believe into a concrete sphere, as all believers do. Where 

one believes in the Pentateuch, another believes in Democracy. 

 

Anexos: 

 

An Examination of Rationalism 

 

[154-70-72] 

 

An Examination of Rationalism. 

 

Before we can accept Reason as a criterion of knowledge, or as the only criterion 

of knowledge, it is legitimate that we inquire what knowledge is, and if it necessarily 

involves Reason, or only Reason, as its Criterion. And if it be advanced that the very 

idea of knowledge seems to involve that of Reason, knowledge being a rational idea, a 

flat contradiction may be given, seeing that knowledge in whatever it may particularly 

consist, is undoubtly, in its most abstract reality, a relation between subject and object.  

Knowledge involves a double relation – the exact relation to the subject of the 

relations among objects, or, /better/, the exact reflection in the subject of relations 

among objects. 

 

It will be asked why247, if Reason is insufficient to be248 a criterion of 

knowledge, is it sufficient249 as a measure of the theory of knowledge; or, to revert [70r] 

to the old critique of scepticism, how can reason, by which alone we prove anything, 

prove itself irrational? The point, the conscious point, is not how it can, but that it does; 

and that is how sceptics, had their thought of it, would excellentely have met the 

objection. 

 

The function of reason is to draw conclusions from facts; not to exist 

independently. Only when we examine knowledge itself can reason criticise itself, 

                                                
247 be <said that> [↑ asked why] 
248 <examine> [↑ be] 
249 <it cannot why> is it sufficient 
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because then is its own object, the very fact on which it has to prove, which it has to 

draw conclusions from. 

Because it is only reason that criticises, Reason can criticise itself. If, critcising 

itself, it finds itself weak, it is not as subject that it is weak, but as object; it is not as 

criterion, but as sole criterion that it is weak; it is not as subject, but as object, that it 

fails. 

 

When we consider life, as a testimony for matter, or consider as fact; and life is a 

fact, because 250we cannot explain it without destroying it. 

 

[71r] 

 

The only media of knowledge are the senses; reason can but coordinate the data 

of the senses – comparing, rendering, separating. But it cannot destroy the data of one 

sense, passing it over to another. It may reduce the apparent fact that the sun goes round 

the earth to the real fact that it is the earth that goes round the sun; but it does not take 

the fact out of the visual sphere. But when we seek to reduce the mental to the cerebral, 

we do this and we reduce an251 order of facts sensed in one way to an order of facts 

sensed in another way. It is this that is illegitimate. 

 

All knowledge does indeed come from the senses. The great question is: how 

many senses are there? 

The usual five senses are senses in relation with one kind of world – the one 

called physiscal. 

Beyond these there is252 at least one sense: the sense of the abstract. – All that is 

pretendedly proved or to some abstract ideas arive pressuposes, in the pressuposed 

possibility of these being a passage to abstract ideas, the existence of these ideas. To 

step for step number 1 step number 2 is easy to explain by the machanism of stepping, 

but it cannot step on step number 2 unless it exists. My [71v] stepping does not create it. 

An abstract idea however it may exist, is not a concrete one, that is the important point. 

It may be easily253 explainable how from several tables I draw the general idea of table; 

                                                
250 ·.· [because] 
251 <one> an 
252 <are> is 
253 [↑ be] easily 
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but if it is explained254 whence I draw the basis for the generalization, it is255 not 

explained whence I draw the possibility of generalizing, i.e., the idea of the “general” 

implicit in generalizing. The question whether abstract ideas are or are not anterior is 

any way (in time, cause or reason) to concret ones is at present put beside the point; the 

point is only that abstract ideas are not  concrete ones, i.e., otherwise put256, that an idea 

of the general is not an idea of the concrete. 

An example will render this clear. But we must not forget that, in the example, 

we are limiting ourselves to forms of the concrete world. When an electric motor gets a 

machine moving, electricity is converted into motion; the electricity that is element 

becomes motion, and is elecricity no longer. The motion was “originated” indeed in 

electricity, but it is nothing like electricity; it has totally different257  effects, manifest 

ones.258   

 

[72r] 

 

Are then 2 senses however – that of the abstract and that of the concrete – the 

only 2 senses that we have? Let us analyse these facts, and on whether they will not 

yeld further conclusions. 

The concrete phenomena259 which we presume through the medium of our five 

physical senses260 are reduced by scientific investigation to one common phenomenon – 

vibration. Let us choose one type of these phenomena for a greater clearness. We will 

take light. This phenomenon which to our sense of sight exists as a concrete thing, is, 

for the scientists, fundamentaly a mere vibration of same261 kind of material thing (a 

concrete substance – concrete because262 it is not abstract) /called/ “aether”.263 Now we 

have here a relation of a concrete264 fact with a concrete fact of another type. The 

vibration produces light when affecting our sense of light. But what sense does it affect 

                                                
254 <not> explained 
255 <when> [↑ it] is 
256 other[↑wise] <way> put 
257 diff[eren]t   
258 ones.// [→ E ainda, e sempre, na paz abosada / Sempre somnolentos na paz em que abosa // Na paz de 
sol molle alagada /Luges nas hostes vêem.]   
259 The [↑ concrete] phenomena 
260 [↑ physical] senses 
261 of <wh> same 
262 <it is not > concrete ·.·  [because] 
263 <for> “aether”. 
264 a <f> concrete 
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when it is265 considered simply as vibration? It is not a concrete sense – sight, for 

instance, the only one /possible/ - because266 not only does it not affect sight, but it 

cannot be considered as so doing, for no imaginable microscope can show the abstract, 

which is such in its effects, not in its essence. But it is not abstract. By this neither 

abstract nor concrete, yet being something, we find it must appeal to some sense not 

abstract, nor concrete. Perhaps, if it did not appeal to the senses, we could not even 

imagine it. (Does not imagine it by a trick of a small sight?) It is not motion in the 

concrete, because267 that is sensible motion; it in not motion in the abstract, because268 

that is the idea of motion. What is it then? 

The first fact about it is that it lies, by nature, between the concrete and the 

abstrat. It has the characteristics of neither, though seeing, when considered in relation 

to the abstract to be concrete and abstract when considered in reference to the 

concrete.269 

 

[72v] 

 

For what is it that characterizes the concrete object? Three things do: (a) the fact 

that it changes in aspect?270 (b) the fact it is not equal in anything to any other conrete 

object of its type (other than of others it cannot be composed, as a sound neither a light 

as a colour) and (c) the fact that it is held to be what we are forced to call “exterior” – 

that is to say, outside not only our consciousness of it, but also □. These  facts /*linked/ 

distinguish abstract objects (or ideas), contrasted through the five concrete ones: (a) 

they never change (b) they are not comparable with one another, (c) they are not 

considered exterior in the sense the concrete things are. 

Now the notion271 which science points as fundamental in material 

manifestations exhibits characteristics both different from the two groups and 

intermadiate to them. This essential notion (a) does not change in “appearance”, but it 

does change, and then changes are known to us through their effects, in the concrete 

objects; (b) does272 not compare except with itself /*as/ easy except in itself; (c) it is 

                                                
265 it <f> is 
266 · .·  [because] 
267 · .·  [because] that 
268 · .·  [because] 
269 the <abst> concrete. 
270 changes [↓ in aspect?] 
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necessarily considered as spacial, though also necesseraly considered undimensional – it 

comprises space without size [ex.].  

 

Liberal Rationalism 

 

[155- 19 -20] 

 

Liberal Rationalism 

1. Chapter on: Fallacies 

 

There are two errors that may be committed in this respect. One is to make 

metaphysics a science, the other to make science a metaphysics. The first any theist 

commits; the second is committed for instance by273 Professor Haeckel in his “Riddles 

of the Universe.”. 

Let us abandon, indeed, metaphysics for science, but, doing so, let us remember 

that science does not substitute metaphysics; its province is another. If a man attempt to 

fly and fail, we may laugh and abandon the idea of flying, by walking; but we must say 

that we are flying. It is into this error that many scientists fall, materialists or deists, Sir 

Andrew Lang or Haeckel or Brüchner. 

 

[20r] 

 

Christianity, anthropomorphism can be attacked – at last attacked to science. 

Pure deism never – its form is another. Quite ouside (if not above) Science.   

 

Apêndices 

 

[BNP/E3 – 151-45r]  

 

The monism of Force-matter has become, as you know, old; it has been 

superseded by the Force-Monism of Gustave Le Bon. The blind, stupid, unscrupulous 

philosophy (for so it is called) of Haeckel has /*foam/ old in274 its metaphysical aspect. 

                                                
273 committed [↑ for instance] by 
274 /*foam/ [↑ old] in 
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The lack275 of criticism of reason, by which your system is dogmatic, is the 

cause of this. What affirms the right of reason to pursue the  infinite? Scientific 

prejudice, convention – ultimately in some cases intellectual dishonesty276. Common 

sense is the worst enemy of philosophy. 

 

[BNP/E3 – 151-46r]  

 

The second reason for differing from your system is the277 numerous 

inconsequences of scientific thought. Any really profound thinker, rationalist or not, 

will grasp at the joining of the ideas of matter and of eternity, not to speak of those of 

eternity and infinity and of evolution. Scientific inquiry and observation blunt the 

reasoning278 powers; there is no sure way of training the mind in dialectics than 

reasoning independent of observation279. 

Rationalism is dogmatic, and it is not a system of philosophy. Telescopes280 

search the sky and, as they find no limit, they declare matter infinte. But such is no 

scientific method. Such is a pure assumption, which is the outcome of your idea of 

Rationalism. How do you know that reason has the power to affirm infinite 

multiplication.    

 

[151-47r] 

 

The foundations of morals are triple: instinct, which produces civics; obedience, 

which produces inhibition; reason, which produces harmony in action. 

Reason, by itself, is not moral, because there is no moral to come out from 

reason. Reason does not create; it merely limits. 

A true rationalist is incapable of altruism, because he cannot see, by reason, any 

reason for altruism. Morality is irrational. But life is irrational, and morality is 

fundamental as being such. 

 

                                                
275 <Thus for instance infinity of matter> The lack 
276 cases [↑ intellectual] dishonesty 
277 <is that> is the 
278 blunt<s> [↑ the] reasoning 
279 <other> sure way of training the mind in <reasoning>[↑ dialectics] than reasoning independ<a>[↑e]nt 
of observation  
280 <How> Telescopes 
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[153-42r] 

 

Socrates281 was right when he found vice at the door of ignorance. It takes a 

great scorner to despise a will282 he believed in. I tend to know, indeed, that it takes a 

great science that there never was such one. Only Satan corresponds to that /divine 

abyss/. (to that □)283 

 

That some men believe in God not of superstition; that is to say, this do not 

value as God. This is the sort of belief of the deepness of God. It is of the reason of 

belief in God that God cannot be disbelieved. The romantic † of Heaven defines heaven 

as pass, and that is all. Superstition is somebody’s elses’s religion. We † passing under a 

ladder. We † with an effort. But that is /*human/  † † then as † in it. If we really think it 

is † to pass under  a ladder ††.284 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
281 <It takes a Great scorn>Socrates 
282 <the>[↑ a] will 
283 [↑ one] a(n) one. Only Satan corresponds to that /divine abyss/. (to that □[)] 
284 as [← pass, and that is all. Superstition is somebody’s elses’s religion. We † passing round [↑ under] a 
ladder. We † with an effort. But that is /*human/  † † then [↑ as] † in it. If we really think it is † to pass 
under  a ladder ††.] 
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5. Essay on Free-Will 

 

Projectos 

 

[151-35r] 

 

Essay on Free-Will. 

 

Chapters: 

The metaphysical arguments. 

The social and scientific arguments. 

Genesis and explanation of the pseudo-idea of Free-Will. 

Responsibility. 

Conclusion and summary. 

The Psychological arguments.  

 

[151-34r] 

 

On Free-Will 

 

1. Definitions. 

(2. History of the problem.) 

3. Metaphysical. 

4. Psychological. 

5. Social, moral, juridical 

6. Fatalism. 

7. Free-Will285 before Science. 

8. Determinism and its arguments. 

9. Character. 

 

 

 

                                                
285 F[ree-]W[ill] 
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[Apud Fernando Pessoa, El Eterno Viajero – 28.8] 

 

Charles Robt. Anon. 

 

C. R. Anon. 

 

On Free-Will 

 

Preface  

Part I. 

1. History of the Question. 

2. Arguments pro and contra. 

3. New Arguments 

Part II 

4. Responsibility 

5. Consequences. 

 

On Free-Will. 

Preface 

1. Definitions. 

2. History of the Problem. 

3. Arguments pro and contra. 

4. New Arguments. 

5. On Responsibility. 

6. Consequences of the inexistence of Free-Will. 

7. Conclusion. Character. 

8. Index of Chapters and of Contents. 

 

Fragmentos 

 

[13 – 20r] 

 

The will does not exist. It exists within the sphere of Feeling, for it is the 

necessary adjunct of that psychological faculty. 



 liv 

 

Charles Robert Anon.286 

 

The faculty or faculties of the mind united to an external □ produce the act. 

Sometimes there is a conflict of faculties287 of impulses; the strongest, or the most 

strongly aided predominates. 

 

 

[151-17] 

 

On Free Will 

 

The Will is the Cause 

The Body is the Instrument 

The Act is the Effect. 

 

Important 

 

The dynamists say that our impossibility of defining force proves that we are 

ourselves forces. 

Can it not more surely be said that an impossibility to define the idea of Being 

which is our first idea, proves us parts of Being? 

 

 

[151-30r] 

 

An indeterminate will is an infinity in point of will. Two such wills are equal; 

how can they produce different288 effects? Moreover, what is this of an infinite thing 

cause of a finite thing? 

 

                                                
286 Ch[arles] R[ober]t Anon. 
287 faculty [↑ or faculties] of the mind united to an external □ produce the act. Sometimes there is a 
conflict of <emo> [↑ faculties] 
288 diff[eren]t 
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The perpetual movement of the Universe is the act of the Power behind it. 

Aristotle’s Pure Act. 

 

The Unknown  Being Not-Being 

 Power Act 

 

[151-31] 

 

How289 do unnatural things result from nature? How is it that there are cripples 

etc? By some infringement of the laws of nature. But these cripples, since they exist, are 

also natural. How did man infringe the Laws of nature? Was it by free-will? Was it by 

inclination? 

The animal is all inclin-[31v]ation and he is generally according to nature. 

What then is there in man contrary to this? 

 

But also, since man is the descendant of the animal, man can have but 

inclinations. What he can have new is other inclinations which are of nature opposed to 

those which he holds in common with the animal. What is the explanation of man’s 

harmful excess, present in the animal. 

 

[151-32] 

 

The will in itself is free. But every act is determined. We are determined in every 

act. There are 3 things which must here enter into consideration: Pure possibility, real 

power290 and act. The Laws of these are as follows 

(1) Law of the ideal: All things have ideal existence which can be in any way 

conceived. 

(2) Law of possible, all things are possible which involve (in themselves) no 

contradiction. 

(3) Law of reality, of all possible things those alone are real291 which have a 

sufficient reason for existence. 

                                                
289 <Of the Necessity> / <How many times do we> /How 
290 [↑ real] power 
291 [↑ of all possible things those alone] <all things> are real 
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[32v] 

 

The idea of a free determination, that is to say, of an indeterminate 

indetermination is so unthinkable, so extraordinary that I am292 astonished to find that 

any man ever considered it as a real thing. 

There is no possibility of conciliation in the world of real things between liberty 

of willing and determinism. 

 

[151-51] 

 

Argument against the testimony of consciousness in Free-Will293. In 

posthypnotic suggestions the patient thinks, that in committing these unmoral action 

he294 is following his own impulse. Tarde 

Therefore, say the determinists, the consciousness of Free-Will295 is no proof 

thereof. It may be answered that in this particular case only.  

 

  That we may criticize all the better the theory of science in this respect, we 

must begin with the study of body and of soul, or, rather, of matter and of spirit. 

Sensation. 

 

[51v] 

 

Besides this  Hamon296 adduces 2 arguments against the possibility of Free-Will. 

One of them is its contradiction with the Laws of natural causality297 and of the 

conservation of matter. Of these the first argument rests on a false basis: the 

conservation of matter is to-day a matter of doubt. Since the discovery of radium, since 

the publication of the famous work of Dr. Gustave298 Le Bon, it has been discussible 

whether the indestructibility of matter is a truth or is not a truth.  

                                                
292 <we are> [↑ I] am 
293 F[ree]-Will 
294 action <that> he 
295 <But he is> Therefore, say the determinists, the consciousness of F[ree]-W[ill] 
296 [↑ Besides this]  Hamon 
297 of [↑ natural] causality 
298 G[ustave] 
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But the argument is worthy of further consideration. It can at least be presented 

under either of the 2 hypothesis: matter is either indestructible or it is capable299 of 

destruction. In the 1st case, □ 

 

[152-10r] 

 

Things determined by themselves. 

Things determined (by us), by a thing other than themselves. 

Things determined to a subject300 by an object (or objects?) 

1. Unknown. 

3. Inconceivable. 

2. Conceivable. 

 

[152-35] 

 

Genesis of the Idea of Free-Will and genetic critique thereof.  

Intellectualization of the material. 

Locke (Psychology301 and moral) 

† (indifferent302 and bad) 

Man is a being that reflects on his sensations and by this reflection gives them 

values.  

 

Intellect the transition 1st. between the biologic and the spiritual (moral) worlds.  

What is the corresponding point of transition between “inanimate” matter and 

the biologic303 world? 

 

motion.  (material world) 

alteration.  (Biological world) 

 (Spiritual world) 

 

                                                
299 is <not> capable 
300 subj[ect] 
301 Psychol[ogy] 
302 indiff[eren]t 
303 and [↑ the] biologic 
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[153-1 e 2] 

 

Man has will. Truly he has. Yet let me ask one thing of these philosophers: how 

do they know that man has will? What is, in their opinion, the criterion of a will? How 

can we say: this thing possesses a will, that thing does not? 

One answer is: by its freedom. This, to me, is no answer at all, for do not admit, 

nor see a way to admit, the freedom of their faculty. Let us however admit the freedom 

of the will. Then either freedom is another name for will or it is a property of will. If304 

it be a property of will, it follows that the essence of will is not freedom □ 

 

If freedom be the essence of will, since everything is in someway or another 

limited, nothing at all possesses will.  

 

[2r]  

 

The question is simple. A thing is either free or not free. Either one or the other. 

There is no mean between these two. There is nothing more free than another thing, 

unless we are free in a physical sense □ 

 

 [15A-20] 

 

The anarchist is a product of civilization. Very much as smoke as the product of 

fire. 

   

The rich with their motor cars. 

The Unknown305 is the reason-for being of the universe. It306 is no cause. 

Difference between cause and reason-for-being. Cause is that by which a 

phenhomenon307 is, and without which it were not. But if that cause be the 

phenomenon308 is. 

The Reason-for-being is that by which a phenomenon exists (and its cause); if 

the phenomenon309 be not there is a reason for not being, but there is no cause. 
                                                
304 <Wha> If 
305 <God>[↑ The Unknown] 
306 <He>[↑ It] 
307 ph[enhomenon] 
308 ph[enomenon] 
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[20v] 

 

/The/ Sufficient Reason is the sum of the strength of the causes310 which tend to 

produce in some direction some effect, which make an effect as such. 

Does the reason-for-being311 originate anything? Is it the cause of the cause? 

    

Free-Will. 

Popular expressions against: 

“the best (better) side of a man.” 

“Character” 

 

 

[15B1 -3] 

 

Psychologic. 

1. Proof taken from witness of conscience312 

a) Stuart Mill’s objection. 

b) Spinoza’s and Bayle’s objection (the so-called direct proof of Free-Will)  

 

Setting apart the awkward idea of conscience in313 earth, let us observe more 

clearly this notion. Here again the theory divides: there are either 2 infinite314 volitions 

(let it be so) or a universal will manifested in,315 through, 2 individuals. Either 

hypotheses is against free-will. If a Universal316 Will it is the same in both men; if 2 

“absolutes”, “infinites” or “indeterminates” in volition they are equal in both men (?). 

How then does the same cause or 2 like causes (which is the same thing) in the same 

conditions (the like environment) produce 2 different317  effects? The answer is obvious: 

                                                                                                                                          
309 R[eason]-f[or-]b[eing] is that by which a ph[enomenon] exists (and its cause); if the ph[enomenon] 
310 dynamic causes [↑ strength of the causes] 
311 r[eason]-f[or]-b[eing] 
312 of <consc> [↑ conscience] 
313 of <infinity> in 
314 inf[inite] 
315 in<†>, 
316 Univ[ersal] 
317 (<like> the likeenvironment) produce 2 diff[eren]t 
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the universal volition318 (say) in passing through the individual, has determined itself by 

something in them.    

 

 

Suppose two men A and B are subjected319 to a proof, put to the same conditions 

and that one acts differently to from the320 other. Why is this? Why does it happen? The 

circumstances, the environment being the same in regard to both men, the actions do not 

depend on that or, at least, entirely, only upon it. They depend primarily on the two 

men. Why then should321 they act differently. Such an act must have a cause.  

 

[3v] 

 

The observings322 and the discussions of introspective psychology are the curse 

and the bane of argument. Whereas in the observation of a phenomenon of space, that is 

to say, of a physical phenomenon, a number of intellects can be concerned and, 

whatever they put out as conclusions, can observe to a unity almost, in the old system, 

and by it, each man and one man is alone responsible for an investigation – for the 

seeing and for the reasoning thereof. The introspective problems of psychology – those 

problems, I mean, which are suspeceptible of solution only by the method of inner self-

observation – these are the most difficult of all323. Their method creates their difficulty. 

Could we look in a spiritual extrospective manner324 into the consciousness of another 

man325 we would hold the solution of many problems which have tormented mankind 

for ages. Psychological arguments  

Walking in the street, too quickly.326 

 

 

 

 

                                                
318 v[oli]tion 
319 <put into the same> subjected 
320 to [↑ from] the 
321 Why [↑ then] should 
322 <arguments> [↑ observings] 
323 these <problems> are the most difficult of discussion [↑ all] 
324 /the/ [→ their] difficulty. Could we look in a spiritual extrospective way [↑ manner] 
325 man’s consciousness [↑ the c[onsciousness] of another man] 
326 <us> mankind for ages. Psychological arguments  
[↓ Walking in the street, too quickly.] 
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[15B1-4 a 4a] 

 

We having327 admitted the existence of faculties in the human soul, one concept 

of free-will328 is alone left us: the notion of liberty of contradicting. It is this: that 

suppose I have an impulse to steal I can give it my assent or not. According to this 

theory, the most logical in defence of Free-Will329, we have really faculties which when 

excited predispose us to action, but above them we have the power to act as they did or 

not act. 

The notion of liberty is now slightly changed. We do not now330 claim to be able 

to choose between 2 opposite things, but, one thing being given as a [4v] possible to 

choose to do it or not to so choose. 

The dual face of a single thing331. Problem takes a weird332 direction. It is 

obvious that the power to give333 or withdraw assent for an impulse cannot be in that 

impulse leads only one way , nor in another impulse, nor unknown faculty334 which 

leads another way, though not in the opposite way. 

I shall explain this theory with more dearness. Any man335 has several faculties 

in the possess of which he differs from other men and [4r] which constitute what is 

called his character. The odd, characterless theory of Free Will can be held no longer. 

We must allow faculties, and these in different degrees, to make a man’s character. But, 

it is held, behind these faculties there is the will, which gives its assent or not. A man, 

for instance, with a strong temper has a desire to hit someone, as the violence of his 

temper [4a] would drive him to do: this is the part of the character of the man. How far 

the supposed part of the will: the man has the impulse to hit, but he may hit or he may 

not hit, this, it is asserted, depends on his will, which is free.  

 

[15B2-75 e 76] 

 

                                                
327 [↑ We] Having 
328 of <wil> free-will 
329 F[ree]-W[ill] 
330 not [↑ now] 
331 <poss> thing 
332 <strange> weird 
333 to <anoth> [↑ give] 
334 another [↑ impulse, nor unknown] faculty 
335 [↑ Any] Man 
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true336 

Comparative freedom of the will. 

  

Higher states of consciousness. Reflexion. Conscience. Effort. [By the higher 

Conscience337 is the sentimental part which as primitive exists in degenerates, while the 

other 2 do not, (so to speak).] 

These 3 faculties of higher consciousness. 

 

[76r] 

 

Free-Will. 

An illusion of the nature of supernatural – immortal things, the application of 

supernatural to natural. 

So is materialism with its infinity of matter. 

Overness? 

 

[15B2-83] 

 

Great paradox of Free-Will 

1. Since we are determined in every action and the quality of our actions linked 

to the quality of our brain 

2. □338 

 

We can only be responsible and free if we are responsible for that brain being as 

it is. That is to say to be responsible for our state, to be free we must have created our 

own ourselves. But to create oneself is nonsense, (open nonsense; for to create oneself 

one must exist before one exists – nonsense complete.) 

Free-Will is the mode of existence of an Infinite being (if such there be). It may, 

with incoherence or absurdity, be attributed to God. To man, only absurd and 

unthinkingly339. 

  

                                                
336 <True> true 
337 Consci[ence] 
338 <2.> / 2. □ 
339 <not the> unthinkingly 
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[83v] 

 

To the question that is suggested: but cannot such soul be an infinite essence □ 

 

The answer is no. This by the very definition of infinite. A thing is infinite when 

nothing else of the same kind exists, for if anything else of the same nature exists, it 

bounds it and puts a limit to it. A plurality of infinite souls is impossible. 

 

Whereof of finite things, of things of space and of time complete340 determinism 

and complete fatalism exists. 

   

The natural world (susceptible as we know of freedom) is either principal, or a 

manifestaion of the psychical world, or side by side with it 

(1) if □, obviously since it is determined, all things are determined, among which 

psychism, which in this case is a function of matter. 

(2) Since the matter represents spirit and shows it further, and since the shown is 

determined, therefore341 the thing shown was determined as its essence. 

(3) (a) If side by side, any one may be taken, both must be determined else thing 

move not side by side. But (b) both may be expression of one reality. But this is entirely 

unknown.  

 

[15B2-85] 

 

Knowledge of the Future and Free-Will. (Most Important) Oresin in Astronomy 

When man shall be able to foresee a /*Society/ in Politics. 

 

Knowledge of the Future. Prevision. 

When man shall become fully conscious of determinism then shall he be free. 

 

[15B3-13] 

 

Free-Will 

                                                
340 <con> complete 
341 .·. [therefore] 
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Force or no-Force 

(cause is) 

If no-force it does not act. 

 

If Force it must fight, by manner, a force. (Cf Herbart). 

For a force does not produce for itself. 

(And if one only not the other). 

Only Force acts for itself 

Energy 

 

Schopenhauer342 notions Sa valeur 

 

[13v] 

 

Common notion of place343  

 

Like the cells 

That, by dividing, multiply. 

 

Le spectre immonde de la mort 

 

But bound in chest and with gilt edges. 

 

Haeckek’s monistic dualism. 

Argument344 of Unity. Pass to O = not pass. 

Push this argument to the end. 

 

Smith and Jones. 

 

Hypocrite. 

 

 

                                                
342 Schop[enhauer] 
343 <Which>/ Common not[ion] of place  
344 Arg[umen]t 
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[15B3-22] 

 

Hypothesis of Free-Will: 

The so-called free-will is the result of consciousness and action. Thus (ordinarily 

unconscious345) action and consciousness becomes in seeming free.  

 

Seems free by passing through consciousness. 

 

Similarly in intellectualization. 

 

Similarly “Logique du sentiment.” 

 

[15B3-91] 

 

Origin of the Error of Free-Will. 

The Synthetic nature of Consciousness, making one of many, yet not property a 

whole. 

 

[15B4-8] 

 

The emptiness of the theory of free-will has even never been sufficiently 

exposed. Of the philosophers who have dealt with it, the idealists and semi-idealists 

have seen clearly into the problem but have wrapped their thoughts in language so 

philosophical that the reader has no equally clear idea of the nature of the discussion. 

On the other side, the scientists, who see clearly into nothing because their talent is 

observing346 – the scientists, I say, content themselves with denying the theory and 

swearing at it, without the fragment of an idea as to what free-will means or as to347 

what it does not mean.    

 

                                                
345 ([↑ ordinarily] unconscious 
346 because <they> their <observe too much> [↑ talent is observing] 
347 an <clear> idea <of> [↑ as to] what free-will means <and of> [↑ or as to] 
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The practical side of the problem everybody can see; seeing this is what the 

scientists consider348 having a clear idea of the problem.  

 

[8v] 

 

I hope to prove by the arguments that follow that free-will is incompatible with 

either of the hypotheses. If the soul be simple, free-will is unthinkable. If the soul be 

composed free-will is impossible. 

(Here follow the arguments otherwhere written down). 

  

The problem of free-will is bound up entirely with the question as to whether 

what is called the human soul be simple or be composed. It is assumed that if the 

simpleness of the soul be proved, its freedom to act is consequent349. 

 

[15B4- 17 a 18] 

 

Now the explanation of how man came to conceive his will was indetermined 

must be given.350 

To refute is only part of dialectics; explanation is the other; where all arguments 

have been used the doubt still remains that there may not be an argument to destroy 

them. But when error, besides being refuted, is explained, when it is shown351 how error 

is error, then, the refutation is complete. It is a poor philosophy which covers itself only 

with arguments and never with impulsion; such metaphysics has been and the tendency 

it has shown has been to discard ideas352 for terms, arguments with terms, all 

hollowness, all, where all is clear, all deduced, all †, but nothing intimately 

comprehended or perceived. The metaphysicians who argue of nature353 is /*generally/ 

possible to understand nature _ _ _ _ 

We are then brought heart to heart354 with the question of error. How is error 

possible? To those who deal in terms and are conscious-agents of hollowness it may 

                                                
348 scientists <call> [↑ consider] 
349 is <proved> consequent  
350 given. <Because> 
351 is <p> shown 
352 discard <its> ideas 
353 of <God> nature 
354 face [↑ heart] to face [↑ heart] 
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seem a strange problem. Nevertheless it is of importance, as all problems are, being all 

part of one problem, linked to together as blod and flesh355.  

 

Plato _ _ _    

 

[17v]  

 

Now first it is clear that in error two things are needed to make it error: that 

something should be true, that something should be false: a principle of truth and a 

principle of error. I mean we must determine what is it that makes us see truth, what is it 

that leads into error.  

Let us reason abstractly, let us examine the case in the356 correct, in an example, 

in an indubitable error. We may thus /*seing/ the process.  

Let us talk a very simple error, that, for instance, of saying that 5 and 4 and 3357 

make 11 (instead of 12). How can this originate? In 1 of 3 things: either in a 

misapprehension of fact; or in a false358 reasoning (in adding up – i.e. a false manner of 

adding) or in both things. 

The question is no sooner asked than answered, solved. The process of adding 

cannot lead us away for the process of adding is one in all cases; if I use to attempt to 

add by metaphysics, by comparison, the _ _ _ _ _ _ Now since this is so, no man can 

then be erred  in the process and also put thougether. If I see clearly that 5 is 5, that 4 is 

4, that 3 is 3 I cant say that 5 plus 4 plus 3 is359 equal to 11. It is only if I could say 4 as 

3, by mistake that I am face into that error.  

 

[18r] 

 

(Third Case goes first – before addition)  

Again, I see a vicious; no one else in the case which is presuposed sees it. I am 

in an error360. How? 

 
                                                
355 and [↑ flesh] bone 
356 in <a>[↑ the]   
357 <make>[↑ and] 3 
358 <f> false 
359 I <saw> see clearly that <4> [↑ 5] is <4> [↑ 5], that 4 is 4, that 3 is 3 I cant say that 5 <and>[↑ plus,] 4 
<and>[↑ plus] 3 <is> is 
360 in [↑ an] error 
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Now we have in the 1st case (that of the hallucination) an error of sensation; in 

the second (addition) an error of intellect. That is only the hallucination-case went361 

first. 

 

/Error is then the personal interpretation of an impersonal thing, the particular 

interpretation362 of a general thing. All forms of error fall into this definition./ 

No one draw a wrong conclusion from facts because363 facts do not exist, but 

only interpretation, perceptions of facts. What each man in error364 does is to draw 

legitimate conclusions from misinterpreted facts. 

 

Personality, sensation – is the principle of error.  

 

[15B4-74r] 

 

An individual365 A, who is drowning and is helped by B, paralyses B’s 

movements by holding convulsively on to his arms. Hamon gives this act as the 

example of an unconscious act. 

(It is an act without the assent of the will, as older philosophers might say) – 

What does this mean? 

 

Free-Will. I and II. 

Definition of Crime. III and IV. 

 

[22-18r] 

 

To say the will (infinite) acts on the matter which is finite is to talk nonsense. 

The infinite cannot work nor act366 upon the finite. An infinite will does act at all; it is, 

very simply, a will-in-power, more simply still, it is a power. The moment there is an 

act, this will-in-power becomes will-in-act, becomes determined as will-in-act, is finite 

no longer.   

                                                
361 only the <first case> hallucination-case <went>[↑ went] 
362 interpret[ati]on 
363 · .·  [because] 
364 man [↑ in error] 
365 <Bartholomeus.> / An individual 
366 or [↑ nor] act 
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[23-13] 

 

The Human soul367 is either simple or composed: that is to say, either it is the 

whole and the same soul which thinks, fells, desires, calculates, perceives; or each 

faculty or manifestation of the soul □ or the soul is368 made up of several faculties 

separate and distinct from one another, which have each its own function, and nothing 

to do with the function of the others. The creation of unity is merely assumed by 

consciousness, in this latter case. 

 

As it is, I have little intention of □369 

 

[23-15 a 16] 

 

Now whichever of these two hypotheses370 we accept, free-will is inconsistent 

with both. 

                                                
367 Carta Nº 1 
 
Lisbonne le 19 Janvier 1906  
Monsieur Maurice Ducot  
 Bordeaux 
Ci-joint je vous envoye les échantillons des timbres postales que je possède avec l’indication de la 
manière dont vous ferez votre prix. 
En attendant votre reponse je suis monsieur 
 Votre devoné 
 Mario Freitas 

Rua de S. Bento 98, 2º Esq. 
 
The Human soul 
368 the [↑ soul] is 
369 [13v] 

 
On the Institution of Marriage. 

  
I have to attack the institution of marriage, and not only the <cen> religious institution, but the whole 
institution; as being based on principles which are universal and which betray a very insufficient 
knowledge of human nature. 
I am aware that philosophical discussion is not well received by practical people. They regard the 
practical world and domain of philosophic speculation as two separate and distinct dominions, and, I have 
no doubt, consider that any attempt to make philosophical principles the basis of practical life is not only 
mad, but entirely idiotic. 
It has been scientifically determined that the horror of the novelty is a normal instinct of a normal man; 
but I have heard it asserted that an instinct, more or less developed, of the good and of the moral, was an 
abnormality or a disease. 
370 theories [↑ hypotheses] 
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a) if the soul be simple, then its faculties, being merely manifestations, of the 

same thing371 have all the same nature. 

If they have the same nature, then the intellectual faculties have the same nature 

as, for instance, the appetitive or the regulative faculties. 

From this results the strange conclusion that, if we own a man possible to make 

himself good or evil, we own him also able at will to make himself a genius or an idiot, 

intellectually a Kant or a Grocer’s assistant. And this conclusion is manifestly false.  

b) Let the human soul be composed; it372 may be composed in □ ways. Firstly, 

the human faculties may be the same in composition, in fact, the same in nature, but 

different from a material localization. (this is the theory of the Phrenologists, according 

to whom the faculties have the same composition373 – i.e. the cerebral mass – but 

different manifestations, according to the part of the head they occupy374). Cf. Plato: 

part of soul in head. 

 part of soul in breast. 

 part of soul in stomach.  

 

[15v]375 

 

Secondly, the human soul may be composed of faculties of376 entirely different 

nature of different material filiation.377 For instance, Plato’s theory (verso). 

In the first case, the will, being a manifestation of the human mind, and all 

other378 faculties, e.g. the intellective being susceptible of degrees, it is evident that the 

will itself is susceptible of degrees.  

                                                
371 its <manifestations>[↑ faculties], being merely manifestations, <are> [↑ of the same thing] 
372 <If>[↑ Let] the human soul be composed; <then> it 
373 comp[osition] 
374 their position in the head). [↓ part of the head they occupy] 
375 Nº 11- Circular 
Estabelecimento de uma casa de comissões 
 
Porto, 14 de Janeiro de 1905 
Ill.mo Sr. José Diogo 
  Lisboa 
Tenho a honra de lhe participar que estabeleci nesta cidade sob a firma 
 Pedro da Cunha 
uma casa para vender a comissão qualquer genero ou mercadoria. 
Confio em que a m[inha] experiencia e conhecimento do negocio, bem como um capital sufficiente, me a 
□ 
376 of [↑ faculties] of 
377 nature. [↑ of different material filiation] 
378 and [↑ all] other 
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But could not the will be external to these, independent of them, powerful (or 

consciousness) over all? If so, then the power would extend (as in the case of the simple 

soul) to intellect and the same impossible conclusion should be attained379. 

 

[16r] 

 

Thirdly, the human soul may be composed, as we may say, by degrees. Suppose 

the mind formed of one kind of monads380 or spiritual atoms; make out that a small 

grouping of these produces the lower faculties, and so on, progressively, the intellect 

being the highest aggregation. I do not think any one has ever had this theory, neither 

shall I call it381 mine; I have put it down here merely because it comes naturally into the 

discussion.  

Fourthly, the human soul may be composed both in nature and in degree; 

supposing, I mean to say, agglomerations of particles of different nature, rising in 

power, or, perchance, purifying itself to oneness and in composition, as in the 

intellectual faculties.  

 

[16v]382 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
379 conclusion [↑ should be attained] 
380 of [↑ one kind of] monads 
381 neither <is> [↑ shall I call] it 
382 [16v] 
Nº 5 – Resposta á carta antecedente 
Bordéus, 31 de Janeiro de 1905 
Ill.mo Sr. C. Beauilerc 
  Paris 
Am.o e Sr.: 
Em conformidade com a ordem contida na sua prezada carta de 24 d’este mês, comprei por s[ua] conta 18 
cascos de aguardente de 20 graus, segundo os preços indicados no m[eu] preço corrente de 20 do mês 
p.p., e despachei-os immediatamente pelo carreteiro ao Sr. Charbeton, de Neves. 
Aqui remetto a factura na imp.a de Fr. 18954,45 a s[eu] debito. Conforme o s[eu] desejo, saquei por s[ua] 
conta s[eu] o Sr. João Masset, de Lyon, pela referida quantia, á m[inha] ordem e a 3 md. 
Queira ter a bondade de dar as necessarias instruções para que o m[eu] saque tenha bom acolhimento. 
Sou com a maior consideração 
 De V. S.a 
 Cr.o att.o e obrig.o 
 L. Martinet 
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Consider the moral sense.  Simple. 

   Composed In material position 

    In degree 

    In very nature 

    In nature and in degree 

    In nature and material383  

    position.384 

 

[23-17r] 

 

The human soul385 is declared to be simple.  

If it be simple, then all human faculties have the same nature. 

If all human faculties have the same nature, the intellectual faculties have the 

same nature as, for instance, the motive faculties. 

If this be so, the other faculties vary in the same way as the intellectual; and it is 

as idiotic to hold that a man can be good or bad, at will, or that he can be clever386 or 

stupid, a genius or an idiot at pleasure . 

           

[23-26 a 27] 

 

All evil comes from the sentiment of obstacle, or, seeking deeper, by the 

sentiment of limitation. All evil, all unhappiness is in being limited, in having a bound. 

All unhappiness is a sentiment of our deficiency.  

One argument against: the sentiment of my excessive viciousness, for instance, 

which is the sentiment of an excess, gives pain. – Answer: No what gives pain is the 

sentiment of our lack of power to control it. The man who is vicious purely and wishes 

not to control this viciousness, is not unhappy at all. Therefore that excess, same in him 

as in me, is not the cause of unhappiness. If I am unhappy it is not because of it. 

All pain is the result of limitation. The poet is […] [26v] thought becomes 

imperfect in words. The thinker is unhappy when there is a problem he cannot solve: 

sentiment of obstacle, of limitation.    

                                                
383 mat[eria]l 
384 No final da página lê-se também: ignoratio elenchi/ ignoratio elenchi. elenchi 
385 human [↑ soul] 
386 <good> clever 
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Space and time are the conditions of existence387, of pain, of action.    

 

Relative freedom attenuates our pain. But the selfish, the egoistic are happy. 

Now what is selfishness? The sentiment of self-sufficiency388, of self-perfection. But as 

nobody, as nothing is perfect in the universe, a sentiment of self-perfection, is a 

sentiment of the perfection389 of an imperfection, that is, such a sentiment, being false, 

is itself an imperfection.  

Limitation is therefore the sort not only of all unhappiness but also of all evil.  

 

[27r] 

 

Man is either free or determined. Indetermination has no degrees. 

 

Before this that390 evil consists in limitation, consequently in personality, the 

theory of the immortality of the soul cannot391 be considered as true, neither as cheerful 

nor satisfying. Pennalty is always limitation, however ideal or metaphysical.392 

Regarding life as a reality393 of their ill – reasoned dualism, the Christian394 

philosophers are materialistic in wishing to perpetuate a material state in a world which 

is not material.  

 

The things in which the greatest pleasure lies are those which we regard as 

nearest to the unlimited.395 Imagination, juvenile impulse, enthusiasm, etc.  

 

[27v] 

 

All the loftiest, all the villest poetical conceptions are strivings after the 

unlimited. 

 

                                                
387 <ide> <rea> existence 
388 <myself>[↑ self-]sufficiency 
389 of [↑ the] perfection 
390 this <theory> that 
391 soul <need not b> cannot 
392 satisfying. [→ Pennalty is always limitation, however ideal or metaphysical.] 
393 a (one) reality 
394 the<y> Christian 
395 the <infinite.> [↑ unlimited.] 
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[23-29r] 

 

Psychological automatism. The natural form of human action.  

Human consciousness the centralization of the automatism of our faculties396 in 

the mind. 

“The beautiful is the beautiful.” All primitive ideas are indefinable […] if we 

think to define them, it is a pure illusion. They are always397 defined by themselves. 

Thus plurality, space, time, etc. 

“Time is the order of durations” But duration supposes time.  

 

Critique of argument of determinism. “True; I cannot think as I will, nor be a 

genius or a fool at pleasure. But I can think it possible to live without eating, or to jump 

from here to the moon. That is to say, I can choose my thoughts, wild or not, within the 

sphere of necessity imposed by my general nature. Thus, I may be incapable of acts of 

great benevolence, but398 I may be able to choose between giving a counterfeit shilling 

to anyone or not giving it.” This answer is false, rests on a false basis. 

What is not indeterminate is determinate; there is no avoiding this.  

What is not free is unfree; this cannot be denied. Necessity and freedom cannot 

be found together. 

Matter is a shell properties. Spirit is the matter thereof.  

 

[23-30 a 31] 

 

If it can be proved that free-will cannot exist it is not only Free-Will that is 

touched but likewise399 the immortality of the soul. 

Besides, either the body and the soul are two distinct and separate things or they 

are one. Either the soul is the form of the body, or the body is the manifestation of the 

soul. 

If the soul be the form of the body, _ _ _ 

                                                
396 o[ur] faculties 
397 al[ways] 
398 <or> but 
399 only F[ree]-W[ill] that is touched <by>[↑ but] likewise 
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If the body be the manifestation of the soul, it is evident that when the 

manifestation is dispelled the thing manifested also goes, since it is not very clear how a 

thing now manifests itself and again does not.  

 

[30v] 

 

The vegetative soul principle of existence. 

 

The animal soul principle of □ 

 

The νοῦς principle of motion, thought.  

 

[31r] 

 

Man, being an intellectual animal, transforms sensations by virtue of that 

intellect. Thus physical love is transformed into “marital affection” and the term “purity 

in love” is introduced. The brutal and natural action of blow for blow is given a value 

and transformed into “valour”400, “courage” already in a higher sense. In the same way 

it is natural that physical liberty should become, by intellect, moral liberty, “free-will.” 

All the question then appears to be this: is the mutation of the point of view 

correspondent to a legitimate change in the thing? Is not the question all here?  

 

[31v] 

 

There is one thing to be noticed. It is the notion of value that man (and man 

alone) puts upon things. For the animal, courage, couardice401 are not, one good, the 

other bad, one noble, the other ignoble. They have no value at all. To402 man they wear 

a moral face.  

If moral liberty exist it is here that we must find it, it is of necessity bound up 

with this. 

Now there are several things here which must be explained. One is the 

appearance of moral sense.  

                                                
400 <a> “valour” 
401 <fear>[↑ couardice] 
402 <In> [↑ To] 
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[23- 48 a 50] 

 

Consider the extraordinary dualism which man presents of natural and of moral 

sentiment. Nature is “red in Foot and claw”; the law of nature is selfishness. Man, 

indeed, acts most often – most often, in truth – according to this law of nature. Man, 

deny it not, is a selfish being, however natural he be in so being. But man when 

postulating his own moral rules never sincerely builds them upon egotism but upon 

altruism, and thus, in an advanced ethics, we are unnatural, we are in opposition to 

nature. Whence do we draw this idea of altruism which is not in nature? What has this 

to do with the “idea of Free-Will” of M. Fouillée? 

 

[49r] 

 

The idea of free-will, in my opinion, has its rise in the application to the moral 

world of the primitive and natural idea of physical liberty. This application, this analogy 

is unconscious; and it is also false. It is, I repeat, one of those unconscious errors which 

we make, one of those false reasoning which we so often and so naturally indulge. 

Schopenhauer has pointed out that403 the primitive notion of liberty is “absence of 

obstacles”, a purely physical notion. And in our human conception of liberty the notion 

holds. No man considers an idiot, a madman (to be)404 responsible. Why? because he 

conceives something in the brain as an obstacles to these judgement.  

 

[49v] 

 

Idea of liberty a purely metaphysical idea.  

The primary idea is the idea of responsibility which is only the application of the 

idea of cause, by the reference of an effect to its Cause. “That man hits me; I hit him in 

defence.” “That man struck that other man and killed him. I saw him. That man is the 

cause of the other’s death.” All this is perfectly true.  

                                                
403 pointed out - <I need hardly say with how much subtlety> - that 
404 <holds> [↑ considers] an idiot, a madman [↑ (to be)] 
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Thus we see that the idea of free-will405 is not a primitive idea at all; that 

responsibility, founded on a legitimate yet ignorant application of the principle of 

causality, is the really primitive406 idea. 

In the beginning man is not conscious of any but physical liberty. In the 

beginning there is no such metaphysical state of mind. The idea of liberty is come by 

reason, is metaphysical and therefore susceptible of error.  

 

[50r] 

 

Again popular opinion, as we see by this, puts the real element of moral liberty 

in judgement, in consideration, in the power to perceive, to discern good and ill and to 

discuss them mentally. But this statement407 is false. The popular conception is this: that 

judgement is that which considers a thing, deciding whether it be right or wrong. In the 

popular opinion it is this faculty that tells us that a thing is good or bad; it is, they think, 

the element of good in us. The people408 thinks that if I see by this that an action is bad 

and I do it nevertheless, I am guilty of evil. The idea of moral liberty is not in any way 

primitive, not even409 of to-day in the popular mind, or, hypothetically, in any cultured 

mind which might ignore the question entirely. It is an idea came by reason, a 

philosophical idea. Primitively [50v] there is neither a sense of moral liberty nor a sense 

of being determined. It410 is idle to think that a savage has any sense of moral liberty. 

Man is perfectly an animal and the only primitive sense in this case is the sense 

of physical freedom “I can do what I will.” 

Of this there is of course no doubt. So long as I am not emprisoned, nor 

(en)chained, nor paralytic, nor hindered by any physical obstacle, I am free: I can do 

what I will. “But can I will what I will and will nothing else?” The great question is all 

here. 

 

Now this primitive unconsciousness, which way does it rather point (more)411: to 

free-will or to determinism?       

                                                
405 <lib> free-will 
406 <and> primitive 
407 this <as> statement 
408 <crow> people 
409 <much less> [↑ not even] 
410 of [↑ being] determinism[↑ ed]. <W> It 
411 does it [↑ rather] point <more>[↑ (more)] 
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[23-51 a 53] 

 

On Free-Will. 

Argument of Consciousness: 

Example: “I am going to meet a man with whom I must have a discussion and I 

wonder and fear what may happen, if I may not lose my temper and became involved in 

a fight”. Now the first thing to be noted here is that the individual who makes these 

reflections has a temper. A man who had not would not make these considerations if he 

had not the power to get into a rage. The supposed argument then is changed. It is no 

longer: “I feel in me the power to do either of two things”; it is now: “of two things I 

have in me I feel the power to do one.” And this is true, perfectly true. It is the Law of 

internal contradiction, the first law of (all) truth: Anything can exist, may [51v] come to 

be so long as it involves no contradiction.” Thus the man with no temper does not 

consider the possibility of doing harm: such a possibility is in contradiction with his 

own character, involves contradiction, and, breaking the law412 is not possible. It cannot 

happen at all. An act needs a power of the kind: ex nihilo nihil.  

On the other hand the impulsive, hot-tempered man fears himself. He doubts 

whether he will be firm enough to keep back (cheek) his rage. More clearly and with 

greater truth: he is uncertain as to which of the 2 faculties he possesses, violence and 

firmness, will413 conquer in the end. He ignores, moreover, the circumstances, the 

conditions in which they are to be tried. He is ignorant that is of the future environment. 

The other man may fire him with certain [52v] expressions, may keep him still with 

others, guarded and cautious. Were you to say to this man: “so-and-so will, in the 

discussion, insult you to-day.” The hot-tempered man will answer you, if he be sincere: 

“Then I shall get into a fury.” He knows it well – he will. Here is the complete 

determination of future action, the environment (in this case, the insults) being known. 

Indeterminists urge commonly that it is impossible to predetermine, to 

prophetize the actions of any man. Far from impossible, when the character and the 

environment are well known414, the action is known. How could it not be, since it is a 

product of both? Seven and five known, who cannot say they make twelve? 

                                                
412 law<,> 
413 <is> will 
414 are [↑ well] known 
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[52v] 

 

A man ignores often how he will act. Were we free we could say “I shall act 

thus”, and do so. A certain young solder goes to battle wandering whether his courage 

will fail him or not. Here is clearly either ignorance of himself, his courage never 

having been tried, or ignorance of the true nature of the environment, though never 

having had his courage tested in this way. There is no room, I believe, for an 

indeterminist explanation. The tired general goes to battle knowing that he will not feel 

fear: complete knowledge of himself and of the nature of the environment. The two □ 

completely known their sum cannot fail to be known likewise.  

 

[53r] 

 

 

Having come thus far we are now and at this point made to face another 

problem, which is important and not without interest. It is contained in this: “how have 

we the idea of liberty if such liberty do not exist? How do we believe ourselves free if 

we are determined in our every act?” 

There are several philosophers who have written on this point. Their aim has 

been chiefly to conciliate determinism and responsibility. What reason there is for doing 

this I do not know. Is it that they do not wish science to take from governments and 

from powers the holy and sacred right of and reason for inflicting penalties upon men? 

Or is it a certain fear of the new, a certain remnant of respect for the old and warmly 

cherished ideas which are generally, if not entirely, wrong? 

 

[53v]415 

 

 

Now the idea of liberty is either legitimate or it is not. If it be an idea, truly and 

purely a simple idea, it is, ipso facto, legitimate, and liberty is a truth. (fact). Or on the 

                                                
415 [53v] 
<Johannes Scot Erigenes: “De Naturae divisione.” 
- De “divina pedistinatione.”> 
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other hand it416 is only by name an idea, that is, an intuition, of the nature of those of 

time, of space, of colour, or, still better of those of good and of beautiful. In this latter 

case since it is not an intuition, it must be the result417 of reasoning. 

We shall now consider both these theories. 

In the 1st place, free-will has not the characteristic quality of intuition,418 

simplicity. An intuition cannot be defined. What colour is, what space is, we cannot say; 

if we define them, we do so wrongly and in terms of the thing defined419.  

 

[23-79] 

 

Good and the influence420 of it on the will. 

Suppose a man to act wrongly421. Now this man either has a moral or has not. 

If he have not he acts wrongly only to other men, and in ignorance. 

Here, peccatum ab errore.  

If he have, how is it that he commits a wrong deed? If he does nay, rather, since 

he does, and since he has a moral sense, either that moral sense does not act, or, if it act, 

it is susceptible of being overruled.  

The 1st hypothesis is false: a power that does not act is nothing at all, consists422 

but in the supposition, in words void of sense.  

 

[79v] 

 

As to the 2nd hypothesis, it appears, since the 1st hypothesis is false, that either 

the moral sense varies in intensity from man to man, that, therefore, moral sense is 

susceptible of degrees. (therefore423 material), or that it is present in some men and 

absent in others.  

 

 

 

                                                
416 Or [↑ on the other hand] it 
417 case <if> [↑ since] it <be> [↑ is] not an intuition, it must be <a>[↑ the] result 
418 <liberty> free-will has not the characteristic quality of [↑ intuition], 
419 thing <we must> defined 
420 the <idea> influence 
421 <rightly> wrongly 
422 <is> consists 
423 .·. [therefore] 
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[26-90 a 92] 

 

I do not comprehend how predestination can be conciliated with free-will. I 

know that God as conceived in the philosophy of the churches cannot but be held as 

knowing all things. The future is known then to him as the present. But, with God, to 

know is not as with us. With us, to know is to see what we saw not before, we receive 

instruction. But424 with God – with the God of the Churches – to know is identical with 

to do, else there is no unity in his nature. If God425 know our sins it is because he makes 

them. Cf. Aristotle hypothesis of God’s ignorance of world. These426 contradictions are 

very common in the philosophy of the churches. The Christian God is an infant’s riddle 

– it has an answer but no sense. 

 

[90v] 

 

□ the people, stupid and useful427, deserving of pity and of love. 

 

Immortality is a higher thing than death. It does not represent an advance to 

relinquish this dogma of the churches. To understand its reason, to know why it exists, 

to comprehend it – this would be the true advance. After affirmation should come not 

only negation, but comprehension. And these or perhaps abstract, or conciliate negation 

or affirmation with a reason. A wilful428 acception of mortality, without conditions and 

without longing a stigma of retrocess429. 

Those who let drop this idea, however they cover themselves with the cloak of 

science, have beneath it but the skeleton of the vertebrate.  

 

[91r] 

 

Christianity here is false; it attempts to reconstruct part of the material world, 

leaving out and forgetting the other.  

                                                
424 <With>[↑ But] 
425 <g>/G\od 
426 [↓ Cf. Arist[otle] hypothesis of God’s ignorance of world] These 
427 <useless> [↑ useful] 
428 [↓ To understand its reason, to know why it exists, to comprehend it – this would be the true advance. 
After affirmation should come not [↑ only] negation, but comprehension. And these [→ or perhaps 
abstract, or conciliate] negation or affirmation with a reason.] A wilful 
429 <is a stigma of degeneration> a stigma of retrocess 
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Buddhism is more profound. It is a better consolation for the soul. I read of the 4 

sublime truths, not shaken430 by fear, but thrilled for their sublimeness. That wiping out 

of the world entire, that nirvanâh, world of consolation and of not-pain, there is no soul 

but yearns for it.  A sleep of death without dreams, a ceasing of personality – we can 

desire nothing better, nor wish for anything more sleep. Yet I do not like. Frair Maurice, 

the madman.431 

Personality is the place of evil; the heart the sanctuary432 of pain. We do not 

desire men’s good but their evil, when we wish them to be immortal.  

 

[92r] 

 

It is often said, with words that fill the mouth, that Christianity is a sad thing, 

that its ethics is sad, and that it gives us a sad view of life. We all know what this 

means. It means that Christianity does not sanction vice, that it does not allow our 

passions their full scope, that it makes us weary of living433 by condemning our 

pleasures. Oh, we understand well those words and know what sentiment has inspired 

them! 

In Christianity, true, there are things to be condemned. The theory of free-will, 

the horrible doctrine of hell – all these things are bad, primitive, immoral. It is not that 

Christianity saddens this life, but that saddens the world beyond.  

 

[92v] 

 

It gives us a bad puriteness here upon earth and shows to us, beyond this, the 

dreadful possibility of an eternity of pain. The shudder of Pascal cannot be repressed. 

Not the most dogmatic pessimism ever shook us with such affright. 

 

Book434 

Friar  

Maurice. 

                                                
430 not (<with>) shaken 
431 seep. [→ Yet I do not like. Frair Maurice, the madman.] 
432 the <pla> sanctuary  
433 of <life> [↑ living] 
434 B[oo]k 
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 [55E-4] 

 

I had first determined to call free-will an illusion, but this assertion I have 

changed, seeing that practically few of us believe in free-will, and none act as if it 

existed. Free-will is435 but a fallacy. I cannot but allow that many good and sincere men 

have believed in the existence of this liberty. And many other men who may have been 

good, but also were certainly not sincere, have defended the436 theory with great 

ferocity. But even sincere and good437 men may be a little stupid, and may not have [4v] 

reason on their side, while, on the other hand, ferocious men are almost always in the 

wrong. Few men fight as fiercely as the man who defends a lie, his on somebody else’s; 

harm commonly it is his or he has made it his own.  

 

[133C-15] 

 

Contradictions. 

Free-Will and Predestination438  

Free-Will and Finality in nature.439 

 

 [144J – 45v a 49r] 

 

Free-Will exactly a theory included in dualism and specially arising (as principle 

doctrine) from440 the seeing of how rapid the spirit passes from ill to good, how it 

changes… 

(analysis psychological) 

 

Now this change of mind is characteristically hysteric. Another thing to prove 

that dualism is linked to hysteria.   

                                                
435 <,[↑ but]> is 
436 defended <with grea> the 
437 <great> [↑ good] 
438 Fr[ee]-Will and Predest[ination]  
439 [15v] 
Piggott 
Benetfink. 
Mais ninguem. 
440 arising [↑ (as principle doctrine)] from 
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For the dualist the world has no value as by non-spirit – For the idealist it has a 

value, it is the manifestation of  spirit. A manifestation: something that means more than 

it is - here the mania of doubt. 

 

[46r] 

 

Spiritualisation of the material, so to speak. 

 

Free-Will 

An exterior thing strikes only one tendency: the action is simple. Danger comes, 

and there is no reason to remain, suppose, not even, honour, or self-esteem; the 

sentiment of fear is hit441, this sentiment only, and I flee. Such is a simple action. 

But suppose that442 to my sentiment of fear my sentiment of fear of ridicule is 

hit443; the case becomes complex. I have either to flee (as bid me my sentiment of fear) 

or to remain [46v] (as imposes my sentiment of ridicule). All the problem lies in this: do 

these motives choose themselves, that is to say, is there in them in regard to each other a 

quantitative strength, by which one predominates over the other? Or, on the other side, 

is there a thing superior to them, a will, to choose, in the true sense of the word, 

between them? The question, I repeat, is all here? This will cannot choose in view of 

such etc therefore will choose in view of itself therefore does not exist.444 

We shall begin from the beginning. We shall take445 the simple case first. That 

my sentiment of fear being alone hit and no other. Better; we will [47r] reject this 

example and take one where all is much clearer. Suppose it is the sentiment of sex that 

is446 hit by an exterior excitation, that sentiment alone, as is easy to happen. The action 

that will result will be inevitably an impulse of447 the sexual kind, an impulse to 

copulate. 

                                                
441 <I flee> the sentiment of fear is <stru> hit 
442 <such>[↑ that] 
443 <str> hit 
444 here? [← imp[ortan]t] [→ This will cannot choose in view of such etc .· . [therefore] will choose in 
view of itself .· . [therefore] does not exist.] 
445 We will [↑ shall] begin from the beginning. We will [↑ shall] take 
446 Suppose <my> [↑ it is the] sentiment of sex [↑ that] is 
447 <to> of 
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But suppose the man in whom this impulse comes is448 at that moment épuisé, 

what then? What cheeks him from Sexual action? Consideration for his health? He may 

have no such consideration. Timidity, lack of lust, honour etc etc? We suppose he has 

none such. The answer is [47v]  therefore449 obvious: the very sentiment hit, being 

already satiated, will react and kill itself, so to speak. Here we find a sentiment cheeks 

itself. Here we perceive a duality where there was none apparent.450 What is the name of 

this? Let us see first if it is general. Let us consider the animal451 love than man. Is this. 

In animals the case is very simple. The animal satisfies its sexual instinct (if it can) 

when such is excited452 and then calms down. Instinct and sexual excitation are in453 the 

animal propential to sexual power. Some animals are sexually more ardent, others less, 

and these are all [48r] sexually excitable in the direct ratio of their power454. There is no 

animal to which could happen that case of the □ youth who after right a both committed 

masturbation of this, dying of soon after455. It occurs at once to ask – why? Why is 

disparate456 and disproportion of desire and of power peculiar to man. Temptation, free-

will, act I consider no answers. Is many actions in will analogous the matter. We notice 

of course that man, normally, is as the animal.457 

From458 the considerations that precedes the reader will have taken this, that 

normally one459 sentiment alone, if excited contains in itself its own control. What 

explanation is then for this [48v] phenomenon? 

In the old though shortest way of seeing there are460 considered two kinds of 

“liberties”: that of □ as to love or to hate, and that of □, as to love or to hate, or that of □ 

as to love, or not-to-love. It is the second of these that is here involved461. Are we free to 

love or not-to-love?  

§ Let us consider. Does the belover who yields to sexual impulse beyond his 

own power manifests a disease of entire self-control? No, for a disease of entire self-

                                                
448 <has> [↑ is] 
449 .·.  [therefore] 
450 <What was> Here we perceive a duality where there was none apparent<?>/.\ 
451 <Is it general?> Let us see first if it is general. Let us consider the <an> anim 
452 <s> excited 
453 <ex> sexual excitation is [↑ are] in 
454 their <ardency> [↑ power] 
455 dying of the <essecen> soon after 
456 <cannot man be> is disparate 
457 matter. [→ We notice of course that man, normally, is as the animal.] 
458 <The> From 
459 that [↑ normally] one 
460 old [↑ though] shortest way of seeing there were [↑ are] 
461 here <pr> involved 
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control would have reduced him incapable of being by462 before. He his then right to a 

lack of control in that sentiment (that of sexuality) alone. Let [49r] us suppose so (for we 

may be also with control in others). What conclusion is clearly to be drawn from here? 

This, that every sentiment has its own control. When forced to excess every sentiment is 

uncontrolled.463         

 

But, you will ask, in view of what does control not. Since the control is closely 

inherent to a sentiment is neither that of fear of ridicule, nor of honour, love of men464 

for health etc etc , but simply a control and no more?  

 

Struggle of an impulse in itself (1). 

Struggle of 2 or465 more low impulses among themselves (2). 

Struggle of 1 or more low and instinct (or more high impulses (3)). 

Since high impulses do not conflict466 or contradict each other.  

Evolution of inhibition.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
462 <made> reduced him incapable of being <before> by 
463 control. [↓ When forced to excess every sentiment is uncontrolled.] 
464 [↑ Since] Is closely [↑ the] control <essential> [↑ inherent] to a sentiment is neither that if fear of 
ridicule, nor of <from> [↑ honour love of] men 
465 2 <va> [↑ or] 
466 <fight together> conflict 
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Anexos: 

 

On the Idea of Responsibility (fragmentos) 

 

[23-54 a 57] 

 

On the Idea of Responsibility. 

In the middle of the human brain, in those wonderful organs in which467 is 

centralized the nervous system, which form therefore human consciousness…….. 

In these and nowhere else is the idea of Myself. We are bound to admit that this 

idea is allied to the activity of these organs, because they are the most central in the 

human brain. 

Around these are, must be – we have proved it – the central seats of the various 

passions and of the various emotions, which are all of them susceptible468 of degrees. 

The consciousness of the activity, and of the possibility of the activity of these is the 

consciousness of our own personality. There is no mystery in it; everything is quite 

clear. 

 

[54v] 

 

Now all human activity is of469 these various seats of those diverse passions and 

emotions. Their centralization is the idea of their unification, of their unity. There is no 

centre of personality in a positive meaning of the word “centre”. What there is is a 

centralization.  

Now the centralization of theses emotions and, consequently, of their activity, 

means the consciousness of this personality, that is, of these emotions and passions470 as 

cause. There is this, and there is no more. 

Consciousness of my Self as Cause – this is the first element of the pseudo-idea 

of responsibility. But notice especially, notice well how misleading, how false this 

conception is.  

 

                                                
467 organs [↑ in] which 
468 are [↑ all of them] susceptible 
469 [↑ is] of 
470 personality [↓ that is, of these emotions and passions] 
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[55r] 

 

Responsibility. 

Notice that the real notion of my emotion471 as cause, centralized, seems to be, 

in the mind, the notion of the472 centre as cause, the notion of myself as Cause. Here 

then is the true, the real Cause of the473 pseudo idea of Free-Will: the transmutation of 

the act of the emotions which474 are mine into the acts of myself. True, my self is my 

emotions, centralized, but in emotions is the basis of myself and not in the 

centralization475 of them. If my emotions be decentralized, as happens in instinctive 

acts, in customary476 acts, in sleep in a state of hypnosis – still they [55v] can act. But a 

centralization, in itself, is an abstraction, is nothing. The emotions are the principal 

things. The centralization of nothing is nothing. 

It is urgent for me here to point out the sovereign importance of this principle. It 

is the basis of the human, too human, dogmas of the immortality of the soul, of its 

freedom, of its perfect simplicity. The stupendous realization of an abstraction which 

consists in elevating a mere centralization of emotions, which has a reality by them and 

in them, and only in so far as they are there all centralized, [56r] in elevating this into a 

reality, into a personality – this is the lowly and feeble basis of the most rooted dogmas, 

of many and many of the most transcendent477 speculations. 

Besides the refutation, by the search for origins, of these traditional dogmas, this 

principle – not to say, this discovery – gives us a new method in the science of 

psychology. Psychology ceases to treat and to consider the individual soul, very 

naturally, because this does not exist. 

The problem478 is no longer [56v] the problem of body and soul479, but the 

problem of matter and energy, of matter and (of) spirit. The480 character of mystery 

which rested upon the human soul481 was the natural outcome of the realisation of an 

                                                
471 emotion<s> 
472 of <a> [↑ the] 
473 Here [↑ then] is the true, the real Cause <for>[↑ of] the 
474 [↑ the act of the] emotions <acts into> which  
475 my [↑ in] emotions <are> [↑ is the basis of] myself and not [↑ in] the centralization 
476 in <ha> customary 
477 transcendant, no original. Possível lapso ortográfico do autor. 
478 <True psy> The problem 
479 <of> soul 
480 <of> energy, of matter and (of) spirit. The<se> 
481 human [↑ soul] 
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abstraction. Our psychology must be henceforth the482 psychology of the cell, and our 

chief inquiry into how colonies of cerebral molecules when in vibration are associated 

with a sentiment, such as that of fear483. We must cultivate, as Lange enjoined us to do, 

a “psychology without soul”. 

Do not believe that by this elimination of spirit mystery disappears [57r] from the 

world and everything becomes clear. The only thing that is done is the elimination of a 

pseudo-mystery from the domain of science and from the dogma program of484 pure 

speculation. The fundamental problem of dualism or of monism remains as 

fundamental, and as firm485 as ever. 

The metaphysical problem cannot ever be shaken by the discoveries and by the 

revelations of science…… 

 

 

[151-36 a 37] 

 

Again, the idea of responsibility is much more extensive than may be thought at 

first. Popular opinion involves in its sterile ignominy, not only criminal, but his wife 

also, and his children. It involves at times the place to which he belongs, and even a 

whole nation is looked upon with disfavour because of the crime of one man. 

This consideration may, after a first reading, seem ludicrous, as understanding 

by responsibility486 what cannot be included under that name. But a second perusal will 

manifest its truth to the reader. In what does the primitive movement of imputability 

consist? In the tracing of an act to the power that produced it. And whither [36v] is this 

individual traced? To his family. His family is traced to their home, and from the home 

ignominy fall upon the district in which that home stands.  

 

Since we are dealing with the popular concepts and ideas in this matter, it is well 

to make a list of all. We shall examine then the common ideas of chance, of law, of 

free-will, of determinism, of fatalism, of heredity and of responsibility.  

                                                
482 be [↑ henceforth] the 
483 sensation [↑ sentiment], such as that of <colour> fear 
484 the <high kingdom>[↑ dogma program] of 
485 as <a> firm 
486 by <impossib> responsibility 
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We must also examine and consider why false ideas appear at all, and by what 

defects of reasoning they are produced. 

1st. Ignorance of cause. 

 

[37r] 

 

First of all there is in487 us a general condition of mind or rather of character by 

which we pass quickly or slowly (into action) from feeling into action. This tendency or 

general condition has the distinguishing name of impulse. A man is either impulsive or 

reflexive or normal. When a man is normal there is no tendency behind his faculties to 

push them to action or to hold them back. His “temptations”, his “cravings”, his 

victories of will and his defeats are merely the product of a struggle between the 

faculties. It as if there were [37v] no impulse and no reflex at all. (Is this theory true or is 

it not entirely false?). 

In the second place there are488 the faculties and qualities forming the character, 

properly489 speaking, of the man. 

In the third place there is the living of the impulse in the faculties, the 

comparative impulsiveness of the faculties; in simpler language, the force and the 

weight of the faculties, their development in relation to each other.  

 

[154-69] 

 

Conciliation of Being Theory with Cratic Theory. 

 

Responsibility is an illusion anterior to that of free-will. Responsibility490 is 

merely the knowing ourselves as Cause. It does not matter that we are determined and 

therefore, □ 

We know ourselves merely as a Cause. Responsibility may be free from 

emotional or ethical considerations. Responsibility491 is often the sense of being, not a 

cause of wrong, but a cause of unlawfulness. 

                                                
487 is <an> in 
488 there <is> are 
489 <and> properly 
490 Resp[onsibility] 
491 Resp[onsibility] is [↑ may be] free from emotional or ethical considerations. Resp[onsibility] 
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Acts are the plural manifestations of the universal492 Power by the occasion of 

the individual character.  

 

[69v] 

 

Shakespeare’s better handling of tragic and tragic-comic493 (Caudio in “Much 

ado”) because we realise pain and suffering more deeply than mith. 

  

The individual is (more) moral than the state, society. Society is a curse. The 

man hates war, prostitution, the citizen loves them, cultivates them. The right to 

disobey, to rebel. The individual loves modesty in his family; the citizen detests it, loves 

vice. Thus the social body, prostitutes. The many suffer that the few may find 

happiness. 

Shoemaker = Boot.   

  

 [55B – 101] 

 

Responsibility is not moral but purely social; there is no one morally 

responsible. 

Differences494 between individual and social ethics. 

The aim of all social ethics is evident. The 1st thing about social ethics is that it 

is an ethics of a society. Being ethics of a society, its nature must follow from the nature 

of society, from the application to society of the principles of general ethics. 

What are the principles of general ethics? 

Is ethics of necessity social? Every man that is born has a right to lie.495 

Now what is the abstract characteristic of these precepts? That since the end of 

being born is to live, that496 which is born should live, and that since the end of being is 

(rationally) being without pain, that which lives shall live without pain. 

 

[101v]  

 

                                                
492 univ[ersal] 
493 [↑ tragic-]comic 
494 Diff[eren]ces 
495 lie. etc pain 
496 <men> that 
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Hence we deduce 2 notions: that of end, that of □ 

 

/Neither theft nor adultery are crimes, neither they give pain to someone. crimes 

against property497 

The first rule is all against murder (though painless); the 2nd all against other 

crimes (that involve pain) small or 1st.  

 

Static and Dynamic Ethics as also of evolution: 498 

(3) that which develops has a right to reach the atmost of its development. i. e. 

by the 3 rules, each thing has499 a right to attain its □, its best, and its worst. 

quality, quantity. 

To each thing its due.  

Each thing has a value □ 

The 1st. is a rule of □, the 2nd of Goodness, the 3rd of beauty. 

Interest moral and aesthetic values. 

Therefore500 a person must mean value, inspire value? Uplift moral. 

 

 [144J-4] 

 

Responsibility is not moral but social. No man is responsible as individual but 

all responsible501 as members of a society. 

 

Without determinism there can be no benevolence. For if I think that a man who 

has done ill has done it because502 he chose to do so, having it as completely in his 

power to do good, obviously I must punish that man pitilessly and justly. But if503 I 

perceive that that man is determined in his acts that he is not responsible for them, then 

I can be anything he is lad so that □  

The origin of pity is characteristic and significant. Man began by504 pitying 

others – and still humanity is generally so-far physical tortures. And Why? Because 
                                                
497 [↑ neither] they give pain to someone. [→ crimes against property] 
498 [↓ as also] of evolution: 
499 thing <must> has 
500 .·. [Therefore] a 
501 resp[onsibl]e as individual but all resp[onsibl]e 
502 · .·  [because] 
503 when [↑ if] 
504 <We> [↑ Man] beg<i>/a\n by 
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they recognize men as not responsible505 for these. In proportion as they think them 

“responsible” pity /*warnes/; there is pity for the hereditary syphilite, but almost none 

for the one who has acquires syphilis, and if in the latter case there be pity (normally) it 

is because506 it is seen, or rather, judged, that the punishment is too great for the fault. 

Those observations are too obvious to need prolonging or amplifying. 

Then comes the carrying of pity [4v] to the mental domain. The idiot, the 

madman begin to be pitied. Why? Because they are held to be not-responsible for that507 

in which they are deficient or unfortunate. 

The sentiment of pity more fundamentally508 has origin in the sentiment of being 

injured (any one being injured). The little only is pitied when a higher one has struck, 

even if the punishment be somewhat proportional to a fault of his, he is generally pitied 

because he is weaker and therefore509 in a sense injured. 

Constantness and non-constantness † has the same origin in the self.510 

 

Objective classification made according as processes are subjective, Objective or 

Subjective-Objective511 

Subjecive classifications as processes are of exaltation512 of degrees and of 

degree-exaltation 

 

Subject-Object classification513 according as processes are □ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
505 <were> recognize men as not <ir>responsible 
506 · .·  [because] 
507 not-resp[onsibl]e for <wha> that 
508 pity [↑ more] fundamentally 
509 · .·  [because] he is weaker and .· . [therefore] 
510 non-c[onstantness] † has the same origin. [↓ in the self.] 
511 sub[jectiv]e, Obj[ectiv]e or Subj[ective]-Obj[ectiv]e 
512 Subj[ecive] classif[ications] as processes one of exalt[ati]on 
513 S[ubject]-Obj[ect] classification 
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Against Death Penalty  

 

[55E – 2 e 3] 

 

I.  

(Free-Will) 

 

Free-will is defined as the liberty of man to choose between a good action and a 

bad. Man, say the indeterminists, is either good or bad; now good, now bad. 

We have first to speak of free-will itself, and to determine whether or not it 

exists. 

The human soul is either simple or composed, that is to say, it has unity or it has 

not. Now, whichever of these hypotheses we accept, free-will is inconsistent with either.  

If514 the soul be simple etc. 

If composed □ 

 

Let us first consider what are the arguments for free-will and what are the 

arguments against. 

 

1. 

Against the Death-Penalty. 

 

The principle of the death penalty, and of much incarceration rests on 2 bases: 

responsibility and state rights, that is to say on the ultimate principle of free-will515 and 

power. 

 

Free-will516 is an illusion; □ power is a theft. We shall proceed to prove at length 

these two theories and to establish their entire untruth. (Were I to517 appeal to the 

benevolence of the English public, I should be acting stupidly;  were518 I to demonstrate 

                                                
514 <Since> If 
515 on [↑ the ultimate principle of] free-will 
516 <Free>/ Free-will 
517 two <bases> theories and to establish their entire untruth. (Were <we>[↑ I] to 
518 <we> I <w>/sh\ould be acting stupidly; <to the> were 
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emotionally with the state, I should be acting519 like a madman. It is said and established 

that benevolence and pity are not essentials of government, that they are indeed 

impediments of efficient rule this is wrong.520) 

 

[3r] 

 

It may occur to the reader that I am writing an emotional pamphlet, a tearful 

appeal to power. I am to do nothing of the sort. It is my intention to attack the death 

penalty philosophically, to strike at its very foundation. 

The Englishmen, practical man, will at once assert that there is no need of this – 

that this is useless. Philosophy, he tells me, has521 nothing to do with practice. What we 

want, he added, is common sense. 

 

But the popular idea of philosophy is very522 extraordinary, and, like all popular 

ideas, very wrong. 

 

Free will contrary to the idea of Law.  

It is not enough that monarchy, aristocracy, religion contrary to all truth, be still 

among us. We have yet war, and the brutal and unsparing temperament of the English 

race has preserved among them the death penalty. It is of this that I must speak. I write 

with hope of a hearing, though sooner will the stud forsake this desert523 than the 

English race will drop the many vestige of lowness and of brutality which endeavours 

                                                
519 I <w>/sh\ould [↑ be] acting 
520 [↑ that they] are indeed impediments of efficient rule [↓ this is wrong.] 
[2v] 
Schopenhauer: “On Free-Will.” 
Mill: “Examination of Hamilton’s Philosophy.” 
Sully “Human Mind.” 
Jonathan Edwards:  
Against. 
Contributions to the subject: 
Hobbes. 
Priestley. 
Hume. 
The Mills Jas. Mill 
 J. S. Mill 
Bain. 
Fouillée: “Liberté et Determinisme » 
521 me, <is> has 
522 philosophy <v> is very 
523 the <and> [↑ stud] forsake <the>[↑ this] desert 
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and determines524 to keep and which are, in the saying of Englishmen, in the very 

strangled and moral walls of the nation. For my part I had whished the English people 

had better525 moral support than religion, convention and power. 

An English’s526 house is his castle; and convention, prejudice, moral cowardice, 

which we may express by one word – conservatism – are the walls and structure 

thereof527.  

 

Essay on Liberty 

 

Projecto  

 

[48H-61] 

 

Plan of an Essay on Liberty. Or on Basis of Ethics.528 

 

I. The Moral Law. 

 (3 rules). (Ethics in regard to the individual.) 

 

Other rules of liberty529 

(1) Equal for all men; each man’s liberty ends where another’s begins. 

(2) A man must have the liberty he gives. 

 

(Death-penalty: cannot be applied because against moral laws.)530 

 

[61v] 

 

Rights of the individual 

(1) Liberty 

 

                                                
524 endeavours [↑ and determines] 
525 <aron> [↑ better] 
526 E[nglish]’s 
527 structure <of the Briton’s home> [↑ thereof] 
528 Plan of an Essay on Liberty. [→ Or on Basis of Ethics.] 
529 <†> liberty 
530 · .·  [because] against moral laws.[)] 
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Individual rights of the individual. 

Social rights of the individual.531 

Super-social rights of the individual.532 

primarily 

That of living  That of the sans pain That of attaining his development  

Right to think Then 

 

Crimes Against – 

individual purely: 1. murder  2. oppression (even if it causes ? no pain) 

Society: 1. □ 

General533 humanity: 1. Keeping or coming in534 ignorance and in immorality.   

 

Fragmentos: 

 

[151-38r] 

 

By liberty is understood the Power of doing either good or evil; therefore the act 

of doing neither good nor evil, therefore superiority to good and to evil. – Free-will is 

not a thing of this world. – 

Do all men partake of free-will as they partake of life, equally, in535 a way 

mysteriously equal. 

 

[151-48] 

 

Idea of good – source of action, origin of the idea of Free-Will.536 

 

The537 idea of liberty comes from the consciousness of two opposite impulses, 

one of538 good, another of evil. 

 
                                                
531 indiv[idual]. 
532 indiv[idual]. 
533 General [↑ super-†]   
534 Keeping [↑ or coming] in 
535 <m> [↑ in] 
536 F[ree]-Will. 
537 <The> The 
538 [↑ one] of 
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[155-23] 

 

Genius an activity of liberation. 

 

Est libre tout ce qui agit en vue de l’universel. Si j’agis en vue de ma faim, de 

mon désir, de □, je ne suis pas libre. Et c’est par lui que la vertu est grande, puisqu’elle 

agit en vue du bien universel. Le génie s’il chant que ce qui est mauvais, presque libre 

par cela qu’il cherche, dans l’art, la beauté, n’est pas libre dans ce qu’il ne cherche pas 

le bien.  

La plus grande liberté que l’un peut avoir (au monde) est la liberté de l’homme 

de bien. 

Over 

[23v] 

 

In Free-Will539 I do not believe. But free-will is one thing and moral personal540 

liberty another. I am determined to be what I am, to be personally541 free or a slave; 

free-will does not exist. But in my slavery there are degrees of a secondly liberty, 

personal, or moral liberty. 

L’universel doit être supérieur, non contraire au Moi. 

(Here not mystic altruism). 

 

[15A-83 e 84] 

 

How542 are deductions false? How are accepted ideas false? How, in the 

course543 of nature, where all is of course natural, is there a place for error? How is error 

possible? 

                                                
539 <Men d>/ In Free-Will 
540 moral [↑ personal] 
541 <see> be personally 
542 Max Vernon: Psycho-physiological studies of the Protists.” 
How far has science a hold upon metaphysics? How far can science contradict and correct <this> the 
most <central>[↑ general] science of all. 
Albrecht Rau: “Sensation and Thought.” 
Haeckel: “Anthropogeny.” (Evolution of Man). 
Oken and Neckel: (1806) “On the Alimentary Canal.” 
Carl Ernst Baer. [↓ 1828] “History of the Development of Animal: Observations and Reflections.” 

___________ 
 

Haeckel: “Natural History of Creation.” 
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[83v] 

 

The encouraging effect of pride. Pombal or Chateaubriand. 

 

Is there anything analogous to the transmutation of the idea of physical liberty 

into the idea of moral liberty? Any other argument from the physical into the moral 

world? 

Influence of the human idea of good on the idea of moral liberty. 

What is the mental difference between man and the higher animals? The intellect 

differs only in degree. All the difference544 is in the idea of good, idea of benevolence, 

idea of altruism. By this idea man learn what the animals cannot know, to be against 

nature, and in contradiction with some of its laws. 

The difference between the savage of Tierra del Fuego, who has no idea of good, 

[84r] no idea of justice, no notion of altruism, the difference between this poor creature 

and the higher apes is smaller than his545 difference from such a type of manhood as is 

represented by Christ546. 

How did the idea of good, non-natural idea appear? Is it not strange that, at a 

certain point of evolution an idea entirely heterogeneous □ 

 

Notes on Haeckel 

Gastrea Theory – unicellular or loose multicellular Animals547 are divided into 

Protozoa (non-tissued) and Metazoa (tissued).  

II. Protozoa548 multiply, usually, non-sexually. Metazoa549 generally propagate 

sexually. III. □  

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                          
__________ 

<Psycho Natural Haeckel> Idea of liberty 
543 the <whole> course 
544 diff[eren]ce 
545 than <the d> his 
546 was [↑ is] represented in [↑ by] Christ 
547 Gastrea Theory [→ unicellular or loose multicellular]<These>/Animals\ 
548 Pr[otozo]a 
549 Met[azo]a 
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Defence of Death-Penalty 

 

[55B – 97 – 99] 

 

Defence of Death-Penalty 

 

Natura non nisi parendo variatur 

Bacon. 

 

Among the many forms of sentimentalism that have been produced by the 

degenerative state of modern society the one which seems most to be based on reason is 

the plea for the abolition of the death-penalty. As I say it seems at first that there can be 

no other benevolent solution, that, like war, death-penalty550 is a crime, that it is an evil 

to be cut off. 

The basis of this is a monstrous fallacy □ 

 

[98r] 

 

The idea of the worth of a human life is an idea essentially pertaining to 

spiritualist philosophy, system of thought. 

This idea has 2 bases, it may spring from 2 sources, one external, the other 

internal. Externally it may have rise in the idea of how many great spirits have been put 

to death. But this refers either to war or to political revenge and these do not thus now 

concerns us. 

Internally the thought of the worth of a human life comes551 of a strong sense of 

psychical activity, from a deep appreciation of personality. Next comes the supposition: 

“if I were put to death?” Given [98v] the strong sense of personality, given the 

consequent horror caused by the idea of its extinction, the pity552 naturally arises for 

those in whom life is struck out. This is the psychologic basis of the sense of the worth 

of a human life.  

                                                
550 war <and> death-penalty 
551 life <ar> comes 
552 the <horror> [↑ pity] 
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In the first place, such an idea is manifestly personal and not universal. The idea 

of the value of a life is not common to all men as is553, for instance, the sexual passion. 

It comes, I have said, from a clear554 perception of the contrast of psychic and of 

material, which argues an advanced state of consciousness. Now a very great part of 

mankind □ 

 

[99r] 

 

It is impossible to conciliate goodness and wisdom, particularness with 

benevolence. 

 

# 

 

Nature is evil, nature is immoral, non-moral, a crime555, and God, if a God there 

be, the great, the real, the only criminal. 

Liberty, equality, fraternity these are556 proclaimed truly the ideals of 

benevolence of all love of mankind. They are all three incompatible with reality, mere 

dreams. 

 

[99v] 

 

Before the beheaded557 criminal I do not feel, as before the political martyr or 

before the soldier558 fatally wounded, a revolt against men, against institutions; I feel a 

revolt against nature. 

 

last § 

 

Nature is evil. It is she who produces the criminal, as it is she that produces the 

good man, it is the same dirt that forms Christ and Nero and the same species of life is 

theirs; when dead the process of their decomposition is the same.  

                                                
553 as [↑ is] 
554 a <s> clear 
555 non-moral [↑ a crime] 
556 were [↑ are] 
557 <dreadful> beheaded 
558 <de> soldier 
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Apêndices 

 

[15B1-84r] 

 

Occult 

 

What is pure will? 

To carry out every impulse to be strongly impulsive, and no more. 

 

A strong will depends on the violation of the will. How can the will be violated? 

The559 will must have a motive. To violate the will will mean either (a) to make 

the will its own motive, or (b) to give the will a motive outside ideas and emotions □ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
559 <By> The 
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6. Essay on the idea of Cause 

 

[154-99 a 100] 

 

[100r]560 

 

1.561 

Alexander  Search562 

 

Essay on the Idea of Cause. (extract). 

 

Schopenhauer has divided the idea of Cause into 3 other ideas properly 

speaking: Causation, excitation563 and motivation. The first occurs in the domain of the 

inorganic things; it is characterized564 by its conformity to the first and to the second 

laws of Newton. The anterior modification corresponds always to the posterior 

modification; and action and reaction are equal. Excitation differs from causation in that 

there is no regular correspondence between the cause and the effect. Motivation is, 

according to Schopenhauer, causation acting through an intellect. Thus motivation has 

the character of finality. Every act565 has an end. 

Let us examine closely these ideas and see how true they are and how far they 

go. In the first place it is quite true that causation in the inorganic, inanimate world is566 

rigorously subject to law. Nay more, inanimate567 things are exempt, as far as we can 

see, from the law of differences, or, as Leibnitz calls it, the Law of indiscernibles. We 

are bound to admit that the same amount of heat applied at several times to the same bar 

of iron will produce in all cases a similar expansion. But □ 

 

 

                                                
560 No espólio de Fernando Pessoa [BNP/E3] as referências 154-99r e 99v são catalogadas antes das 
referências 100r e 100v. No entanto, parece tratar-se de um erro de catalogação pois as últimas são 
lógica e argumentativamente anteriores às primeiras. 
561 <198>, riscado no canto superior direito da página.  
562 A[lexander]  S[earch] 
563 <motivation> excitation 
564 c[h]aracterized 
565 <hum>[↑ act]. 
566 world<,> is 
567 <the> inanimate 
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We are quite justified in saying that if the same amount of heat could be several 

times568 applied [100v] to the same bar of iron, it would at all times most569 certainly 

produce the same expansion. But, as far as we know, the same fact is not repeated 

exactly as it was, nor are there, we believe, two like things in the whole universe. The 

bar of iron we have used is not the bar of iron we use now, third other time. Its radio-

activity is indeed infinitesimal; nevertheless it exists and an experiment cannot be the 

same. The bar of iron is the same and it is not the same. “Being is nothing”, said 

Heraclitus, “and570 becoming is all.” 

(Certitude is mathematical and no more. There is no stability in physical things. I 

cannot divide a thing in half, I must make some mistake. No 2 things in the world being 

equal, it is clear that I cannot divide a thing correctly, that those two empirical halves 

cannot be equal. But mathematically all this is possible and true. It is true that 4 is the 

half of 8 and that one571 half 4 is always equal to the other half 4.)572    

 

[99r] 

 

In the first place then we have to make this objection: what Schopenhauer calls 

causation has nothing at all of cause. The transmission of heat to a bar of iron which 

results in the partition573 of the iron molecules, is no relation of cause to effect. It is 

nothing but a transmission of movement; nothing different from a billiard ball574 which 

hits another and stops, imparting to the other its movement. Again if at two different575 

times I throw a stone  with equal force576 – a pure hypothesis, of course – though in 

different577 directions, once against a tree, at another time along a clear  field578, it is 

obvious that even here there is no question of causation. However diverse579 the 

movement of the two stones, their movement580, in regard to its quantity, is rigorously 

equal; it cannot but be so, being in both cases the product of an equal force. And a 
                                                
568 trice [↑ several times] 
569would [↑ at all times] most  
570 <for> [↑ and] 
571 and [↑ that] one 
572 half 4.[)] Embora com parêntesis no inicio, o texto não fecha o parágrafo com parêntesis, o que muito 
provavelmente se deverá a um lapso do autor.   
573 apartition, no original. Trata-se, muito possivelmente, de uma gralha do autor. 
574 ball<s> 
575 diff[eren]t 
576 force <I> 
577 diff[eren]t 
578 <f> clear  field 
579 <diff> diverse  
580 movem[en]t 
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movement must perforce be the product and the continuation of another movement and 

this one the result of another and thus are linked all the forces and motions of the 

universe. The so called causation is nothing but the change from one movement to 

another, or from one form of movement to another form, or a change of media in the 

same movement. 

 

[99v] 

 

Example of football field.581 

 

Consider now the form of Cause which Schopenhauer582 calls excitation. Here 

we have no longer a movement, for a movement would transmit itself equally. Yet it 

produces always □ 

 

In me and in the player excitation583 has produced a different effect. It cannot 

then be a movement; it cannot be conceived as one. Let us consider excitation more 

closely than we have done. The nature of excitation is, it is said, that there is no real 

proportion584 between cause and effect (so to call them) or, better, between the anterior 

and the consequent modification.   

 

Anexo – Fragmentos com referências à ideia schopenhaueriana de causa 

 

[22 – 96] 

 

Psychologic automatism. 

Automatic motion (sans consciousness in the whole individual) of an arm585 is 

the effect of a cause – will in the cells, molecules or etc which constitutes that arm.  

CRA 

What is double personality? 

 

?  
                                                
581 <Leiria>, palavra riscada escrita na parte superior central da página. 
582 Schop[enhauer] 
583 /man/ [↑ player] <movement> excitation 
584 no [↑ real] proportion 
585 arm <ca> 
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Every spiritual act has the character of absoluteness or of infinity. Thought is 

neither extended nor temporal. It is the sensation of that thought which is in time and in 

space. 

“To say judgment, reasoning etc is but the displacement of molecules586 is to 

talk nonsense. The phainomena are none the less heterogenous.”  

 

[96v] 

 

Definition of cause (Schopenhauer): “The antecedent modification which 

renders necessary the consequent modification.” 

(Scholastic): “Per causam intelligo id quo sublato tollitor effectus.” This last 

definition has587 the defect of being also applicable to the conditions of a fact 

(phainomenon).  

Cf. taking away space and time.  

 

Definition: “By necessary is understood all that results from a given sufficient 

reason.”  

 

“The Ego”, says Taine, “is but a property common to all the phenomena of 

consciousness, the property that they have of appearing to us as interior, abstracted form 

phenomena and transformed by words into substance.” 

Is this not an argument similar to the Idea-argument of Plato? 

C. R A. 

 

[23 – 28] 

 

Difference between Causation, excitation and motivation, to use the terms of 

Schopenhauer: 

Causation is, for instance, in us, in the movement along the nerves; excitation in 

the alteration these make; and motivation in the action born of the excitation. 

                                                
586 <certain> molecules 
587 last [↑ definition] has 
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Thus excitation is the change of a movement of transference588 to a movement of 

alteration. Motivation appears to be the passing of a movement of alteration into a 

movement of transference. 

But what is a movement of alteration? Is it ideal? It is natural589 that anything 

occupying time should alter, and that all things in space should be in movement; these 

things are contained in the nature of the notions time and of space. 

 

[28v] 

 

How can this be by the side of the theory that excitation is the emotion, which is 

of the nature of idea-thing? 

Everything is bound to be in time and in space, since these ideas exist. Therefore 

there cannot be any movement590 of alteration only, it must be accompanied by some 

movement591 of transference. Now, movement of transference is of 2 kinds: movement 

of continuation and movement of vibration, that is to say, movement without return and 

movement592 with return. Alteration itself is not material, it is a purely ideal 

phenomenon; the material correspondent is a movement of some kind. § The question 

then is made simpler; it becomes a question of transmission of movement purely of 

transference, all in the material plane.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
588 mov[emen]t of transfe<r>rence 
589 is <normal and> natural 
590 mov[emen]t 
591 mov[emen]t 
592 mov[emen]t of transference is of 2 kinds: mov[emen]t of continuation and mov[emen]t of vibration, 
that is to say, mov[emen]t <of> without return and mov[emen]t 
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7. On Error 

 

[155 – 28] 

 

On Error593 

 

We shall examine the question of truth, of error, fundamental is philosophy and 

with it the problem of reality and of appearance, correlated.594 

“All work lead to knowledge” says the problem. “Any road” Here Truth595 

excluded, the simple †, “will lead by □ arround.” Even so every596 problem implicitly 

all problems, every philosophical question bases597 directly, if draw out, in all 

philosophical questions. The man who gives an opinion is a philosopher at men, save 

that he ignores598 it. All problems are bind together, as which of us, also you cannot take 

or without taking599 the others (/*many/ problems that we find at the end). † of labour, 

success, particularly600 works of philosophers are mere creations of mental inventions, 

cleaverness, I may say; every man is a metaphysician and every thought metaphysical.   

In hope to push the inquiry at the light philosophy, drag it into. To601 push at the 

chain, as I have said, till it is found † and yelds no more.  

We shall ignore, at while or leave unread – what has little to have with the 

question and to sound the sea till thy sound stills and goes so further.602 

 

[28v] 

 

“But,” you may object, “you argue from a false, or, at least, from a doubtful 

standpoint.” You say the world is a thing conceived, how do I know it?” Simple, I 

answer, the603 world is the external result of our complex and compounded sensations.   

                                                
593 <Have a Perfume of their own/ The unnatural and / The unnatural and the strange / Have a perfume of 
their own> // On Error 
594 correlated. <Not> 
595 T[ruth] 
596 <the com> every 
597 <is> bases 
598 <ig> he ignores 
599 talk <the> or without <†> taking 
600 <†> particularly 
601 into <th>. To 
602 [↑ We shall ignore, at while or leave unread – what has little to have with the question. ↓ and to sound 
the sea till thy sound stills and goes so further. ] 
603 <because> the 
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Take the case of a man thinking himself a genius and not being one . What 

conclusion604 is drawn? That men may be in error as to this character. 

At least we arrive at the conclusion605 that error is only impossible in regard to 

sensation.  

Hence  (1) B. consists in Consciousness.  

 (2) Character606 and personality are objects 

Hence Then the fundamental duality is consciousness and not consciousness607. 

This we find to consist not in matter but in whatever is, as character, as personality, 

multiple or compound. But multiple and compound is error. Therefore /*Body/ consists 

in consciouness608, again we find this.  

Here also  falseness of theory of immortality of soul, for multiplicity of souls is 

error609.  

 

[25 – 88]610 

 

On Error 

Error is in sensation and only611 in sensation. All error proceeds from ignorance 

(and from haste.) 

For suppose a reasoning from something. This reasoning, suppose, is false. 

Another reasoning is true. What is the difference between these two acts of reasoning? 

What is wrong? is it the reasoning, the mechanism thereof? [88v] Obviously not, for 

since one reasoning is true and another is false, and, more, since the mechanism of 

                                                
604 conc[lusion] 
605 concl[usion] 
606 <The> Character 
607 <matter> [↑ not consciousness] 
608 .·. [Therefore] B[ody] consists in consciouness 
609 of imm[ortality] of soul, for multiplicity of souls is <a> error 
610 1. Essay on Sensation. 
2. Essay on Evil. 
3. Essay on Ethics without God. 
4. Essay on Matter and on Motion. 
5. On Parmenides. 

__________ 
 

Hachette: Catalogue of Latin authors. 
__________ 

 
<Hachette: On Parmenides “Parmenides.> 
611 <not> only 
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reasoning cannot be different in one case and in the other, error cannot be in reasoning. 

It must therefore be in sensation, that is to say, in the way of interpreting a fact by 

sensation. It follows from this that if we could be absolutely certain that our sensation 

corresponds to the reality, we could not reason falsely nor fall into error. 

(On Error. A commentary on the Theaetetus of Plato.) 

How do we notice error? How do we correct it? How can we tell what is reality? 

 

Anexos: Fragmentos com referências ao conceito de Erro 

 

[25 – 87] 

 

When you say that a thing is bad you use a criterion of good. 

 

Argument from error. If matter be truth it is impossible to err, sensation cannot 

lead us wrong. (Now error612 either comes from sensation proper or from reasoning. 

Both of these, according to the materialists are natural. The principle of error cannot 

then be in either of them.)613 

 

Error supposes two things, two principles – one fallible, the other infallible. It 

supposes an infallible principle because it were not error unless there were a truth to 

which it might be opposed. It supposes for its existence a principle to which fallibility 

can be attributed. It supposes, in short, a principle614 of possibility and a principle of 

existence.  

 

[87v] 

 

Thought naturally accompanied languages.  

 

[25 – 89r] 

 

Argument from consciousness bad. 

                                                
612 le<d>/a\d us wrong. (Now <all> error 
613 of them.[)] 
614 It supposes [↑ , in short,] a principle 
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Evil and error of the same nature. The progress of the world towards 

consciousness is a progress towards evil, towards suffering. There is no consciousness 

but of imperfections. 

Real knowledge identity of idea and thing. So all human knowledge. For me that 

is true which I make true. For thee that which thou makest true. 

The division subject-object in consciousness (most rudimentary thing of all).615 

Limitation, exclusion.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
615 all[)]. 
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8. On Sensation 

 

[152-44] 

 

On Sensation.616 

Sensation has 4 conditions of which 2 are subjective and 2 objective617. 

The subjective, à priori conditions are: 

1. A thing by which there is sensation (subject)618  

2. a thing of which there is sensation (object)  

The objective conditions are619: 

(1) A brain and a nervous system 

(2) no knowledge by consciousness of that mental operation. A priori it is clear 

that in sensation there must be a thing which feels and a thing felt. 

A posteriori, by science, we ascertain that sensation620 is always conditioned by 

a nervous system and by brain. 

 

[44v] 

 

These are 4621 elements which we have for the solution of the problem. 

Assumedly, having these, we shall be able to arrive at some conclusion.622 

 

 

 

 

                                                
616 <Charada> 
[←παιδεύω 
παιδεύεις 
παιδεύει 
παιδέυοµεν 
παιδέυετε 
παιδέυουσι 
παιδεύετον 
παιδεύετον.] 
On Sensation. 
617 <3> 4 conditions of which 2 are subjective and <1> 2 objective  
618 thing <conscious> [↑ by which there is ↓ sensation ↓ (subject)] 
619 condition<s> are [↑ <is>] 
620 that <science> sensation 
621 <3>/4\ 
622 conclusion. // [→ De †]  
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[15B1-70]623 

 

 

  

Let us endeavour to see what are the data of the study of sensation. 

We notice then: 

(1) Every phenomenon of sensation is conditioned by a brain, by a624 nervous 

system, by a body in fine. 

(2) These conditions are ignored by consciousness. “La conscience est nullement 

anatomiste.” (Binet). 

(3) Every consciousness is in a subject and of an object. This is the famous 

relation subject-object, which is desired by M. Binet, because, as he says, “le sujet ne 

serait qu’un object déguisé”. But I see no reason to deny it. 

 

[70v] 

 

There are, therefore, these things to be explained: 

(1) How an “external” object (an “x de la matière”) can transmit its own image 

along the nerves to centres of vision in the brain. 

(2) How a consciousness is not of the movement of molecules which gives the 

sensation625. 

(3) □ 

 

Let us suppose, in the first place, that there is properly speaking no organ of 

vision, no eye, and that we fake consciousness of this movement626 of molecules, by 

feeling their motion, and that this consciousness of resistance is the sensation of vision. 

Or we may say that that we have no consciousness of this movement627 of 

molecules, because this is the material side of the sensation of vision. Everything 

mental has something material which628 manifests it and represents it.  

                                                
623 [15B1 – 70r] 
<Geographia.> 
<Des candidates à la folie neurasthenique aux grands néuroses.> 
Periodo da Civilização mediterranea. 
624 [↑ by] a 
625 How [↑ there is no ↓ a] consciousness is not of the mov[emen]t <and> of molecules which gives <her> 
<her>[↑ the] sensation 
626 mov[emen]t 
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[15B2 – 28 a 31] 

 

Essay on Sensation. 

The “external”629 object is either analogous to the sensation or not. If analogous 

it is the sensation itself. 

If not then we perceive only something of the object and there is consequentely a 

noumenon. I do not see how a630 sensation can reproduce exactly, give an exact idea of 

an external object; how a thing felt in the mind can631 be an exact reproduction of 

something other than mental. Bergson.  

 

[29r] 

 

1st. Conclusion. We know no more than our sensations.  

After this we can consider sensation either in itself (philosophic method), or in a 

relation632 (scientific method). 

Considering sensation in itself, the inevitable conclusion is that its conditions are 

the turn concepts of time and of space. A sensation must have a duration and it must  

take place somewhere (and be the effect of some movement). 

Considering sensation in a sense purely633 scientific, we must argue, as does M. 

Binet, that sensation supposes a brain, a nervous system and these presuppose extension 

and duration, space and time, and so on to the establishing of all empirical notions. 

The first consideration is obviously correct: sensation, however we consider it 

needs space and time; but the argument is not so absolutely self-tenable, axiomatic that 

sensation presupposes a nervous system because this based a634 gratuitous assumption 

on the transcendental, true reality of the visible universe. 

 

[30r] 

 

 

                                                                                                                                          
627 mov[emen]t 
628 <spirit> mental <is> has something material <keep> which 
629 <Sensation is ei> The “external” 
630 how <the> a 
631 felt [↑ in the mind] can 
632 in [↑ a] relation 
633 a [↑ sense] purely 
634 presupposes [↑ a] nervous system because this is [↑ based] a 
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On Sensation. 

If all things be sensation, then the nervous system is also a sensation. And if it be 

so, then it is not an intermediary between us and the “external object.” But it does not 

follow, as M. Binet thinks, that therefore635 we see things just as they are. What follows 

is that sensation cannot be explained by us636 from the nervous system. Sensation has to 

be considered in itself. To say sensation637 depends on the nervous system is to say 

sensation itself depends on something it prduces, for the nervous system is a sensation, 

and no more. 

The nervous system is something which occupies space etc, a sensation of ours 

also. 

 

[30v] 

 

Let us then see what is the meaning of, and the explanation for, the nervous 

system. 

I localise in space, and as a thing having extension, the chain which is in this 

room two or three yards away. Now it is desirous that in localizing such a thing as a 

chain by sensation it would be extremely ridiculous, ludicrous were I not to localize 

myself, were I to conceive a thing as in space and myself as out of it. No; localizing 

anything, I must localize myself. 

By being thus ideated a thing with a nervous system I become the possibility of 

many sensations.  

 

[31r] 

 

Atoms are, must be conceived as all alike. (?) In them there is plurality pure. It is 

only in complex formations that plurality becomes differentiation. Yet the atoms must 

be mere concepts, since nothing existent is like any other thing. 

1 atom oxygen and 2 atoms hydrogen and the same again make the same 

quantity638 of water – 1 molecule; yet these 2 compounds must be different639 though 

                                                
635 .·. [therefore] 
636 by [↑ us] 
637 say <orig> sensation 
638 <volume>, quantity 
639 diff[eren]t 
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they contain like and equal, elements. Difference640 begins in the molecules. (Or are 

atoms infinitesimally different641?) 

1st Law of thought: Negativity. 

Absolute things have a singular negativity. 

Relative things a plural negativity. 

E.G. 0 and ∞ 

12 and all other numbers. 

2nd Law. Principle of Identity. If a thing had no negative, it would be idle, 

useless to say it is642 itself, since it can be nothing else. 

 

[31v] 

 

Essay on Sensation. 

□ 

 

[15B3-59] 

 

1. The nervous system, the brain cannot643 explain sensation, because the brain 

and the nervous system are themselves things of sensation. The sensation of colours 

cannot be properly explained by a movement, because both colour and movement644 are 

sensations. (?) 

(Movement645 may be anterior to colour in evolution) 

 

Consciousness is the only immaterial thing that exists, not human consciousness, 

but general conscience646, atomic consciousness, I believe.647 

 

                                                
640 Diff[eren]ce 
641 diff[eren]t 
642 <was> [↑ is] 
643 [↑, the brain] cannot 
644 mov[emen]t 
645 Mov[emen]t 
646 general [↑ conscience] 
647 I believe. 

__________ 
Essay on Free-Will to begin by a consideration of matter and of spirit. 

__________ 
Nature of the science of Ontology. 
Science treats of Laws, (of multiple things), ontology does not. 
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[59v] 

 

Chapter of sensation, in the relations of matter and of spirit. 

 

1. Sensation is conditioned by a nervous system. 

2. Consciousness ignores a nervous system; it has no consciousness of the inter-

cerebral movement. 

Theories: 

a) The inter-cerebral movement648 is the representation of the sensation. 

b) It is the sensation. It is by the intercerebral movement649, observed, that we 

know a man has sensation. It is the scientific side of the sensation □ 

 

[15B3-99r] 

 

The higher the human type, the less acute the physical senses, with the exception 

of TOUCH. (or rather “sensibility”). 

Is sensibility650 the physical expression of an inner personality. 

 

[15B4-77a a 77]651 

 

 [77r] 

 

Consciouness. 

 

I have not consciousness of my body, nor sensation of it; I am conscious of my 

sensations. 

All is sensation. All what we call the external world is a sensation and no more. 

 

                                                
648 The inter-c[erebral] mov[emen]t 
649 mov[emen]t 
650 <the> sensibility 
651 [15B4 – 77a] 
<The Theories of Science. 
Spinozism, pantheism. 
Space before Science. 
Space. Time.> 
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I have sensation652 of our arm which has been cut off. This is incomplete 

sensation, my sensation of sight, touch, are not in accord with this. 

I sleep – my brain is there; wherefore am I not conscious of my body?653 

 

Anexos 

 

[153-26] 

 

Diminution of the sensation of arrêt654 

 

Notion of space, for Heackel,655 results from an association between the states of 

consciousness. 

Desire is the predominance of a representation which fights against the obstacles 

and par lui determines in this sense other representations. 

 

p.70 (Ribot) Lotze (passage from) 

Intensive sensations 

Extensive sensations 

Sensation grous as the logarithm656 of excitation. 

Sensation grows as the logarithm of the excitation 

 

[25-78r] 

 

There are no past sensations. Memory is a sensation of a sensation. Sensation is 

always present. 

(The world is an infinity of presents.) 

                                                
652 consciousness [↑ sensation] 
653 [74v] 
1ª Lei. Conservação da capacidade de potencia motora. 
É mais facil transformar  <calôr> em <trabalho mechanico> do que ter □ 
2ª Lei Impossibilidade de crear potencia motora sem dispender um trabalho. 
3ª  É impossibilidade desta potencia motora ser creada sem o calôr.   

__________ 
Trecho do Congresso queria lêr, □ 

__________ 
3º Capitulo do compendio 
654 sens[ation] of arrêt 
655 H[eackel], 
656 log[arithm] 
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Similarly prevision is a sensation of a sensation also – future. 

 

[15B2 – 33] 

 

On Binet’s657 Proof of the World’s Existence 

 

Sensations658 suppose a nervous system, a nervous system a body, a body a 

space etc. 

Answer. 

Sensation dividing itself into subject and object, returns to itself, materialized, 

localized; thus659 the body is sensationed, and conceived as sensing. 

What is the nature of the atom? Infinite divisibility of matter. Is the atom 

divisible? At least inessentially?   

 

[33v] 

 

Whatever is extended is divisible; if not, what then. The atom must be extended; 

if extended divisible, and, within itself, ad infinitum. If it be indivisible it is unextended; 

and if unextended, there is no matter because a number, however large, of unextended 

things cannot make anything extended.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
657 [↑ On] Binet’s 
658 <A> Sensations 
659 <for> thus 
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9. «A sciencia constitui-se unicamente de factos.» 

 

[155-1 a 11] 

 

I. 

 

A sciencia constitui-se unicamente de factos. Esses factos pretendemos nós 

explicá-los; não o conseguimos, porém, julgando consegui-lo, porque ignoramos as 

causas primarias d’esses factos e partimos por conseguinte d’uma base desconhecida. 

Exemplo: porque é que uma bala, atravessando um vidro, não o quebra e lhe 

forma apenas uma buraco redondo, com o mesmo diametro que a bala – facto de todos 

conhecido? Explicamos nós: porque a velocidade com que a bala vae não dá tempo a 

que o choque se propague, não permittindo a sua fractura, ou sequér que se rache. Mas 

com esta resposta nada explicámos, apenas juntámos factos a outros factos; com a 

explicação d’este phenomeno apresentamo-lo sob um aspecto e feitio differente apenas. 

– Damos uma martellada n’um diamante e não o partimos. Porquê? Porque é duro. 

Damos n’um vidro e fracturamo-lo porque, explicamos nós, o vidro é frágil. 

Amolgamos o ferro porque este é malleavel. Mas a dureza, a fragibilidade, a 

malleabilidade são os mesmos phenomenos, são factos juxtapostos660 a factos, e ficamos 

encerrados n’um circulo vicioso: quebra-se porque é frágil, é frágil porque se quebra. 

Nada explicamos, pois. 

Quanto maior for a serie dos factos em harmonia, encadeando-se para nos 

esclarecer o espirito, tanto mais satisfeito este fica. Um phenomeno desconhecido cae 

sob a nossa observação – a faisca electrica, por exemplo; no nosso espirito surge logo a 

duvida, a pergunta: o que é a faísca? E pela observação, pela experiencia, encadeamos 

uma serie de factos, electricidades de nomes contrarios refundindo-se, vibrações da 

materia, ondulações atravez d’esta, transformações de energia, produções luminosas, 

etc., tudo661 o que constitue a faisca; e o nosso espirito fica satisfeito, ainda que nada 

tivesse explicado, porque não conhece os factos primarios.  

 

[2r] 

 

                                                
660 juxta<m>postos 
661 tu<d>do 
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Porque é pois que o nosso espirito se satisfez? 

Todo o trabalho exige um descanço consecutivo. A duvida, no nosso espitio, é 

uma forma particular d’um estado angustioso, que nos apoquenta, que nos persegue; 

uma pessoa obsecada por uma duvida está sempre em actividade mental e chega a 

enfurecer-se. Ora todo o estado emotivo é qualquer cousa como um trabalho, e como tal 

exige que se lhe siga um estado de repouso. Assim, se nós provarmos que esse repouso 

é exactamente representado por esse encadeamento de factos, por essa harmonia, essa 

uniformidade, essa monotonia enfim, saberemos porque o nosso espirito se satisfaz já 

apenas com essa serie de factos juxtapostos.  

Um phenomeno succede no nosso espirito: a monotonia das sensações apaga 

essa sensação, e a monotia d’uma sensação apaga a aptidão para as outras sensações. 

Assim: a monotonia do bater do relógio; com o habito por fim já não o sentimos. – Um 

moleiro habituado ao barulho do moinho já não o sente, adormece ao som d’elle, e 

acorda quando elle para e o ruído deixa de fazer-se, quebrando assim a uniformidade. – 

Os visinhos d’um caldeiro acabam por o não sentir, ao passo que outros que se lhe 

approximam ficam horrorisados. – As creanças dormem tanto mais facilmente, quanto 

mais monotona fôr a cantiga. – O mesmo succede com a montonia das impressões, e até 

succede que, tendo-se repetido por gerações successivas, se tornam insensíveis para as 

últimas, como succede com o ar atmospherico: a mucosa e a pelle torna-se insensível ao 

seu contacto; um animal aquatico não deve tambem sentir o contacto da agua, devendo 

sentir porém o do ar atmospherico, comparando com o que comnosco succede. Isto 

mostra-nos que as impressões actuando seguidamente sobre o nosso systema nervoso 

acabam por não ser sentidas; a sua uniformidade pois tende a impel-[3r]lir o systema 

nervoso para a inactividade, para o descanço. Assim, observando o que se passa na 

evolução do individuo: - Nas creanças, em que o trabalho mental é quasi nenhum e em 

que as impressões ainda formam destaque no seu espirito, quando entregues a si 

mesmas comprazem-se n’uma exuberância de actividade para o systema nervoso, com 

os ruídos intensos, com as cores vivas e berrantes, etc. (isto, é claro, nos que se 

approximam do estado infantil, porque muitos são precoces adultos). Depois vae 

crescendo, e sobrevem, com a grande actividade mental, phases necessarias de repouso, 

até modificação dos appetites sensoriaes, incommodando-o já o barulho, etc. 

Estas mesmas modificações e os mesmos phenomenos se observam melhor na 

evolução da humanidade, comparando o homem primitivo inculto com o de requintada 

cultura, havendo entre elles um abysmo de differenças: - As danças do homem proximo 
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de estado selvagem muito agitadas, violentas mesmo, a ponto de cahir por fim exhausto 

para o chão; o homem culto, pelo contrario, sabe encontrar modos mais suaves de 

dançar, mais descançados, mais serenos, verdadeiros estados de repouso comparados 

com as danças do primeiro. Se compararmos as danças d’este com as dos próprios 

homens actuaes, mas de menor cultura, a mesma differença, ainda que n’uma gradação 

menor, se verifica: os bailaricos saloios, os fandangos, etc. No homem culto pois existe 

a uniformidade, o repouso, porque o seu trablho intellectual é mais intenso. 

O mesmo succede com os sons, na musica; com a arte, nos tons de coloração, 

etc; a mesma uniformidade se observa, a mesma harmonia, entre os homens de maior 

superioridade intellectual.  

A uniformidade, pois, do mundo exterior facilita e provoca o descanço. Do 

mesmo modo, juntando factos a outros factos, arranjamos assim uma uniformidade, 

cousas sem destaque, a monotonia, o descanço mental, emfim, que deixa de nos 

impressionar, e nos satisfaz, por conseguinte. 

--- 

 

[4r] 

 

II. 

 

O termos dito que uma explicação não é mais do que um encadeamento de 

factos que nos traz o socego do espirito, deixa levar-nos à priori a entrever uma verdade 

facillima de demonstrar à posteriori, que é a seguinte: “que por mais simples que seja o 

objecto sobre o qual fixemos a nossa attenção, quanto mais factos a respeito d’elle 

encadearmos, quanto de mais longe portanto o estudarmos, melhor o teremos 

aprendido.” Se as cousas forem vistas de perto, attendo-nos aos factos passados n’um 

campo restricto de abservação, as conclusões terão as maiores probabilidades de serem 

defeituosas e imperfeitas. Sendo a explicação apenas um aggregado de factos em 

harmonia, relacionando-se uns com os outro, estamos naturalmente tanto mais próximos 

da verdade, quanto mais factos encadearmos, sem todavia662 chegarmos a conhecer a 

verdade, por desconhecermos a causa mais recuada, a primaria. – Por exemplo, para se 

explicar porque se generalisou o vicio do fumo tem-se dito innumeras cousas, 

innumeras razões teem vindo á luz, mas todas falsas, todas facillimas de derrubar, e só 

                                                
662 todavoa, no original. Trata-se de uma gralha do autor. 
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estaremos proximos da verdade, quando dissermos que a razão d’esse facto é a mesma 

porque se teem desenvolvido industrias, porque os homens se agrupam para formar 

nacionalidades, porque se separam em variadissimas religiões no proprio paiz, etc, 

porque tudo isto tem causas congeneres, porque todos esses phenomenos da vida 

humana teem a mesma razão causal, uma causa fundamental que apenas se encontrará 

quando formos recuando para os factos cada vez mais longinquos, encadeando-os todos. 

Outros exemplos: 

Variadíssimas razões teem surgido para explicar a supremacia da raça anglo-

saxonia, como a sua maneira especial de se alimentar, o seu grande amor pelo sport, a 

forte solidadriedade entre si, etc., mas a verdade é que todas estas locubrações teem 

conduzido a resultados falsos, porque são feitas sob pontos de vista muito limitados, [5r] 

indo já ver qual a causa mais provavel. Novo exemplo vem demonstrar a desvantagem 

que ha em estudar um phenomeno sem primeiro encontrarmos um grande numero de 

factos que se encadeiem. É o seguinte: Latino Coelho, o grande sabio, julgava um 

grande beneficio para a creança a simplificação da orthographia, adaptando-a porisso, 

para os estudos primordiaes, exactamente á prosódia, para o que escreveu um Lusiadas 

empregando uma663 orthographia perfeitamente sonica, para não dizer 

exaggeradamente, como no seguinte verso: 

Azármazios barõezacinalados. 

Essa maneira de ver não se generalisou porém; modernamente Candido de 

Figueiredo encontrou mais adeptos, um grande numero de pessoas tem adoptado as suas 

opiniões e a orthographia tende a simplificar-se. Latino Coelho explicava as vantagens 

do seu methodo sonico, dizendo que diminuia o esforço mental da creança, havendo 

uma concordancia entre as imagens visual e auditiva das palavras, levando assim os 

individuos futuros a possuirem um espirito pratico e uma intellectualidade superior. 

Isto, na verdade, á primeira  vista, parece acceitavel; mas na realidade é pura theoria, 

porque se dá exactamente o contrario, como vamos ver, o que demonstra como é 

prejudicial olharmos a questão de perto. Effectivamente comparemos este caso com o 

exemplo anterior, o da supremacia dos anglo-saxões. Não ha lingua, europêa pelo 

menos, em que haja maior disparidade ente a prosodia e a orthographia, na grammatica, 

nas regras, que quasi não existem, pois n’essa lingua as excepções é que são as regras. 

As creanças inglezas pois, no seu estudo, encontram difficuldades enormes e, poderá 

                                                
663 um[a] 
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agora dizer-se, é talvez por isso que a raça anglo-sxonia é uma raça forte e tem a 

supremacia do mundo, porque essas difficuldades obrigam as creanças a pensar, 

desenvolvendo-lhe assim a mentalidade. 

Sendo essa raça essencialmente practica, seria espantosa a affirmação de Latino 

Coelho de que o aplanar as primeiras difficuldades á creança pre-[6r]para individuos de 

intellectualidade superior.  

Mas esse facto dos anglo-saxões não se apresenta destacado. Comparando o que 

se passa com outros grupos humanos, com os hespanhoes, por exemplo, em que a forma 

graphica respeita, mais do que em qualquer outra nação, a sonica, verificaremos que é 

exactamente n’elles que está o typo da mais inferior civilização europêa. Entre estes 

dois extremos encontraremos uma gradação sensivel e conforme a esta opinião; e 

encontra-se, em geral, que a supremacia dos povos é parallela das suas formas mais 

phantasticas de orthographia. E quando tal se não dá, como na Allemanha, por exemplo, 

em que a sua graphia é mais simples do que seria natural esperar para a posição elevada 

que occupa na civilização europêa, succede que, como que por um instincto, esse paiz 

instituiu nos estudos primordiaes da creança o estudo do latim, lingua morta, bem mais 

difficil do que a sua propria lingua, de modo a proporcionar-lhes difficuldades a 

resolver. 

Na evolução d’um mesmo povo se verifica o mesmo parallelismo das formas 

orthographicas com a sua maior ou menor preponderancia. Temos d’isso um exemplo 

frisante entre nós. Examinando a orthographia dos tempos de maior esplendor para nós, 

os tempos das grandes descobertas e conquista, encontramos uma orthographia 

extraordinariamente phantastica e difficil, desencontrada e variada, em que as letras 

apparecem dobradas a cada passo e no principio da palavra, sem razão nenhuma para 

tal, em que apparecem constantes superfluidades. Á medida que esses tempos vão 

decorrendo e nos approximamos da decadencia, a orthographia vae-se simplificando 

constantemente até á perda da independencia. Vem a epoca aurea da restauração, e 

novamente a orhtographia se complica; agora que vamos tristemente decahindo, 

apparecem as tentativas cada vez mais fructuosas de simplificação da orthographia. 

Parece que um povo, quando nada mais tem que cultivar, se entrega á cultura da sua 

lingua.  

 

[7r] 
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A difficuldade da orthographia parece pois ter uma acção preponderane sobre a 

mentalidade dos povos. 

Pelo que se vê que para explicar um facto se deve remontar o mais atras 

possivel, agglomerando e encadeando o maior numero de factos, para mais perto 

ficarmos da verdade. Tudo pois obedece a uma causa unica, concluiremos nós se 

recuarmos cada vez mais as nossas observaçõess sobre os phenomenos do viver 

humano, não precisando cada uma d’ellas de uma causa especial.  

 

Passando a outro assumpto: é frequente encontrar-se a affirmação em pathologia 

geral de que existem causas efficientes ou sufficientes dos phenomenos morbidos, 

entendendo-se por isto que são causas que só por si fazem ou bastam para fazer um 

phenomeno qualquer. É essa uma falsa noção, porque não ha phenomeno algum que se 

filie n’uma causa unica. É certo que essa causa pode n’um dado momento dar logar a 

uma varição do phenomeno, mas por si não basta. Se eu levantar uma meza com os 

braços, a causa effecinte, diz-se, é o esforço muscular; realmente este fez com que eu 

levantasse a meza, mas para affirmar que é uma causa efficiente ou sufficiente é preciso 

descontar todas as influencias anteriores, porque se a meza estivesse muito quente, fosse 

muito pesada ou estivesse pregada664 ao chão, o esforço muscular não bastaria para o 

levantamento da meza; bastou, exactamente porque se não davam estas circunstancias, 

que são causas por sua vez, por conseguinte. O esforço muscular não foi pois uma causa 

efficiente. Um sem numero de causas preexistentes contribue para a execução do 

phenomeno, e a causa effeciente já nem é sufficiente, mas unicamente uma causa 

auxiliar que se vem juntar ás outras. O conjuncto de todas essas causas auxiliares é que 

será a verdadeira causa efficiente. Esta, por si só, pode dar logar a variações 

diversissimas, segundo as circumstancias preexistentes, porque um [8r] esforço muscular 

empregado n’uma meza pregada ao chão produz um effeito differente do empregado 

n’uma meza livre. 

Melhor classificação será a de causas essenciaes e causas accidentaes, sendo 

aquellas665 as que produzem no phenomeno o que elle tem de caracteristico, a essencia 

do phenomeno, e as segundas as que produzem os accidentes secundarios do mesmo 

phenomeno, podendo ser variadissimos. Assim, no choque de dois corpos, a causa 

essencial é o movimento; as causas accidentaes, as secundarias variam, variando por sua 

                                                
664 pre<a>gada 
665 aquelles, no original. Trata-se de uma gralha do autor. 
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vez o phenomeno; quer a maior ou menor força do choque, isto é, a velocidade, a 

direcção, a massa dos dois corpos e a sua relação, a fixidez d’um d’elles, etc.666, etc. 

As causas que actuam directamente dependem das causas immediatamente 

anteriores, e assim toda a variação phenomenica é simultaneamente667 uma causa e um 

effeito. 

--- 

 

[9r] 

 

III. 

 

Uma variação phenomenica, actuando sobre certos phenomenos á maneira da 

causa, determina outra variação; todo o effeito se torna uma causa. Mas a ultima que 

determina a variação não deve ser considerada como a unica, pois ella não é mais do 

que o effeito d’uma causa anterior a assim successivamente num encadeamento de 

variações, até ao infinito. O que prova que a causa d’um phenomeno não é unica é os 

effeitos variadissimos que da sua incidencia668 podem resultar. Por exemplo: uma bala 

da artilharia naval moderna é projectada contra um navio de madeira; representando 

essa bala uma massa com uma determinada quantidade de movimento, produzirá no 

navio uns certos effeitos. Se o costado do navio, porém, fôr blindado, os effeitos 

produzidos pela mesma bala hão de ser differentes. No primeiro ha perfuração, ha só 

effeitos mechanicos; no segundo, ha um effeito mechanico minimo, porque a bala 

apenas consegue incrustar-se no costado, e além d’isso effeitos physicos, produzindo-se 

um calôr intenso, que leva ás vezes a bala até ao rubro. E todavia a causa essencial foi a 

mesma; o que variou foram as causas accidentaes, cujos effeitos variam segundo os 

phenomenos anteriores d’essas variação phenomenica, que actua como causa. 

A causa, pois, nunca actua como influencia unica. 

Dentro da noção de causalidade669 erro existe, sendo dificil encontrar no animo 

das pessoas, ainda que grandemente illustradas e das mais positivistas, essa noção certa. 

É o determinismo. Se não tivessemos visto hoje nascer o dia, ficariamos assombrados e 

tratariamos logo de indagar o  porquê d’esse phenomeno. Esta pergunta provém da 

                                                
666 e<c>tc. 
667 <†> simultaneamente 
668 inci<e>dencia 
669 causa<erro>/lidade\ 
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noção que existe no nosso espirito, de que não ha phenomeno novo sem uma [10r] causa 

nova, de que a uns certos antecedentes correspondem uns determinados consequentes, e 

que, emquanto aquelles não variarem, estes tambem não variarão: é esta a noção 

determinista. Não podemos acceitar phenomeno nenhum expontaneo, e todo o nosso 

viver vem confirmar no nosso espirito esta idéa. Quanto não seja a successão dos 

mesmos effeitos ás mesmas causas, fere o nosso espirito, que não admitte uma variação 

expontanea. Todas as cousas da nossa vida assentam sobre o determinismo. Assim, se 

vissemos hoje um grande desequilíbrio cósmico, não nos admiraria que amanhã não 

nascesse o sol; o que o nosso espirito não concebe é que essa cousa extraordinarissima 

succedesse, sem que haja uma causa anterior, e porisso perguntamos logo porque se deu 

este phenomeno. Não havendo essas variantes, contamos que o dia de amanhã seja 

como o de hoje, como tem sido sempre. 

Quando o homem cultiva a terra, a lavra e deita a semente, está dentro das 

mesmas noções deterministas, porque tem visto que as estações se succedem em 

determinada ordem, que chove em certas occasiões, que numas está o sol mais quente, 

noutras mais frio; e, emquanto não ha uma variação profunda nesta ordem de causas, 

acredita que a semente nascerá, se elle a semear; e é só levado por essas idéas de 

determinismo que semeia. 

Nas cousas mais simples da nossa vida não temos outra base para tudo quanto 

fazemos, senão a determinista, no fundo da nossa mentalidade. Por ella nos regulamos, 

por ella nos guiamos. Porque comemos? Porque sabemos pelos nossos estudos, pelas 

nossas observações, pela nossa experiencia que o comer sacia a fome; e porque o 

sabemos, repetimos a acção cada vez que a fome nos apoquenta, porque, emquanto a 

nossa organização não variar, a fome sacia-se.  

 

[11r] 

 

Porque não bebemos agua salguada? Proque a tendo provado uma vez, 

verificamos que nos não saciava a sêde; e na nossa mentalidade surge ao mesmo tempo 

a idéa determinista, de que assim acontecerá sempre, emquanto não variarem as 

propriedades da agua ou as funcções do nosso estomago, do nosso organismo. 

Todas as cousas são variantes phenomenicas. É incompatível com a lógica da 

nossa mentalidade admittir variações expontaneas dos phenomenos. De que nos serviria 

a sciencia, estar a observar os phenomenos, se o nosso espirito não partisse da noção de 
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que não ha um effeito sem uma causa invariavel? Num670 phenomeno uma vez 

observado, emquanto não houver variantes que influam sobre elle, sobre as suas causas, 

sobre as condições em que elle se dá, o phenomeno ha de ser sempre o mesmo. Quando 

as condições não mudam, o resultado será necessariamente o mesmo. 

O que seria da anatomia ou da physiologia, por exemplo, e por conseguinte de 

toda a medicina, se se desse o caso d’um nervo sensitivo poder ter expontaneamente a 

funcção motora, ou vice-versa, ou nem uma nem outra? E como este tantos e tantos 

outros exemplos. E não só na medicina, mas em todos os ramos da sciencia. 

Vejamos as consequencias que resultam d’esta noção. Em toda a varição 

phenomenica ha duas variantes, das quaes chamamos causa á primeira, e á segunda 

chamamos effeito. Mas este, como causa que é tambem, como vimos, produzirá novos 

effeitos, estes outros, e assim successivamente. Ha uma successão phenomenica, que é 

fatal, desde o infinito retrogrado, até ao infinito futuro, successão que seria 

completmente differente pela quebra, de um só dos seus élos, mas cuja quebra se não 

poderia dar sem a de todos os seus antecedentes, porque as condições anteriores 

determinam a sua existencia e tinham que existir fatalmente; e existindo elle, todos os 

outros que se lhe seguem não podem □ 

 

[57A-80r] 

 

I. 

 

A sciencia constitui-se unicamente de factos. Esses factos pretendemos nós 

explica-los; não o conseguimos, porém, julgando consegui-lo, porque ignoramos as 

causas primarias d'esses factos e partimos por conseguinte d'uma base desconhecida. 

Exemplo: porque é que uma bala, atravessando um vidro, não o quebra e lhe 

forma apenas um buraco redondo, com o mesmo diametro que a bala, facto de todos 

conhecido? Explicamos nós: porque a velocidade com que a bala vae não dá tempo a 

que o choque se propague, não permittindo a sua fractura, ou sequer que se rache. Mas 

com esta resposta nada explicámos, apenas juntámos factos a outros factos; com a 

explicação d'esse phenomeno apresentamo-lo sob um aspecto e feitio differente apenas. 

— Damos uma martellada n'um diamante e não o partimos. Porquê? Porque é duro. 

                                                
670 Num<a> 
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Damos n'um vidro e fracturamo-lo porque, explicamos nós, o vidro é frágil. Amolgamos 

o ferro porque este é maleavel. Mas a dureza, a fragilidade, a maleabilidade são os 

mesmos phenomenos, são factos juxtapostos a factos, e ficamos encerrados n'um circulo 

vicioso: quebra-se porque é frágil, é frágil porque se quebra. Nada explicamos, pois. 

Quanto maior for a série dos factos em harmonia, encadeando-se para nos 

esclarecer o espirito, tanto mais satisfeito este fica. Um phenomeno desconhecido cae 

sob a nossa observação — a faisca electrica, por exemplo; no nosso espirito surge logo 

a duvida, a pergunta: o que é a faisca? E pela observação, pela experiencia, encadeamos 

uma serie de factos, electricidades de nomes contrarios refundindo-se, vibrações da 

materia, ondulações atravez d'esta, transformações de energia, produções luminosas, 

etc., tudo o que constitui a faisca; e o nosso espirito fica satisfeito, ainda que nada 

tivesse explicado, porque não conhece os factos primarios. 

Porque é pois que o nosso671 espirito se satisfez? 
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II – Projectos e Fragmentos de Livros Filosóficos 

 

1. Projectos e Fragmentos de Livros sobre Metafísica e a noção de ser 

 

Rational Metaphysics 

 

[23 – 14] 

 

[14v] 

 

Rational Metaphysics (in three volumes): 

1. Critique of Human Reasoning. 

2. The Non-Existent. 

3. The existent.  

 

Contents of Volume I: 

a) Origin672 and Rise of Metaphysical Speculation. 

b) Relativity of Perceptive Knowledge; absoluteness of reasoned knowledge. 

c) □ 

d) Categories of the Intellect. 

1. Category of Being. 

2. Category of Extension. 

4. Category of Relation. 

 

Laws of Reasoning: -  

Cause, End imply relation, quantity. 

 In time. 

Cause In space. 

 In being. 

The object, the Cause, the End, are of the same kind.  

 

[14r] 

 

                                                
672 <The Rise and> Origin 
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The soul may be composed in 2 ways. 

a) In nature, as a body skin, flesh and bone. a case of good and alby673 

b) In degree, as a number of □ which denote674 on unity, one, ten, one hundred 

and so on.  

c) In both,675 

a) In the first case, the intellectual faculties, for instance would be distinct form 

the animal propensities and thus these can be no combating of this theory as676 we 

combated that of the simple soul. This677 theory is against the unity of the soul. 

 

b) In this case, these would be678 really a unity in the soul, but a kind of degree 

makes it of the nature of composed. Thus, in this theory, the intellectual faculties would 

be a superior aggregation of the particles or small things which form, for intance, the 

animal faculties. I do not know679 that this theory exists, but I have to consider it, 

inasmuch as it comes logically into my discussion.    

 

[153- 3] 

 

Book I – Theory of Categories. 

Book II680 – Theory following on, and depending on the Categories. 

Book III681 – Theory of the Absolute. 

____ 

Subdivisions: 

Book I -  1. Category of Being. Considerations. 

 2. Category of Extension. Considerations. 

 3. Category of Relation. Consideration. 

 4 . Critique682 of Pure Reason. 

 5. Conclusion. 

                                                
673 [↑ a case of <nerve> [↑ good] and <corporal> alby] 
674 <a) If in nature,> denote 
675 <c) In nature and degree.>/ c) In both, <as the legs and arms, stomach and heart of a body.> 
676<as>[↑ as]  
677 <But> This 
678 <unity is> [↑ would be] 
679 <Of this> I do not know  
680 [Book] II 
681 [Book] III 
682 <Conclusion> Critique 
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_____________________________________________________________ 

Book II .. 1. Relation of Objects to Categories. 

 2. Proof of the Inexistence of the External World.  

 

Outros Projectos de Livros sobre a Metafísica: 

 

[152-1] 

 

1. Forward on Metaphysics. 

 

2. The Laws of Reasoning. 

 

3. Categories.683 

 

 [152-9] 

 

Philosophy. 

Prolegomena. On the Rise of the Metaphysical Spirit. On the Origin of 

Metaphysics. 

 

On the difference of Metaphysics and other reasoning. Critique of the two. Zeno 

and Common Sense. 

 

Establish Rules and Laws of Reasoning. Ideas of Cause, Law, End etc. 

 

Relativity of (no essential knowledge)684 

The only thing we can depend on as685 true is our own existence.686 

                                                
683 [1v] 
Impressão 2000 exemplares: 
1000 estampilhas de 2½ ss: 2500 
684 <Essential K> (no essential knowledge) 
685 <to> as 
686 [9v] 
 

Philologia 
Formação. Orthographia. Pronunciação e Significação. 

__________ 
Pequenos veios 
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Fragmentos sobre a noção de ser e sobre as categorias 

 

[155-31r] 

 

I. 

 

The only true thing there is is Being 

Being exists is the only metaphysical truth. 

But “exists” means “is being”. 

So that Being means Being is Being. 

 

II. 

There687 is opposite Being there is not-being and these joined together makes 

appearance.   

 

III 

Now the world exists or appears to, that is, it is either Being688 or appearance. 

If the world be Being. 

 

IV 

 

If the world be appearance. For689 the world to be appearance, appearance must 

be something, that is, must exist. But “to exist” means to “to be Being”690 Therefore691 

Appearance exist = appearence is Being. But nothing But being can be Being Therefore 

the692  world is Being. 

 

                                                                                                                                          
A lingua latina 

1. As linguas estrangeiras. que não contribuitam para a forma □ 
2. A historia, comprehendendo por esta denominação os termos que se crearam em resultado d’um 
acontecimento historico. 
Por ex: Bernardice. 
3. A onomatopeia. 
687 <Now the world exists exists [↑ exists in a certain] or not manner.> There 
688 <appearance> Being 
689 <that is appearance> For 
690 “to be Being” <th> 
691 .·. [Therefore] 
692 <.·.> .·. [Therefore] The 
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 [151-23 a 24] 

 

Being is that which has consciousness693 of itself in extension.  

Individuality is that which has consciousness of itself in extension. (vide 

categories694) 

Personality is that which has consciouness of itself as distinct from others, and 

from other things – briefly, as distinguished from the non-ego. 

  

Being is; individuality is conceived695; Personality exists. 

We have proved, in the beginning of this work, that Being, consciousness [24r] of 

being is independent on Extension.  

 

Proof by the idea of Being (after Parmenides. But being is not one.)696 

 

[151-43] 

 

Being is absolute, immense; it is only personality which is Being plus time and 

space which is limited, relative, measurable. 

 

Time and Space are the leaden wings of Being. 

 

When relativists say that knowledge cannot but be relative, their idea of 

knowledge is wrong; they are referring to a particular kind of knowledge. 

 

Consciousness is of our material697 existence; it is this together with Time and 

Space that constitute the material.698 

 

 

[151 – 44] 

 
                                                
693 consc<ience>[↑ iousness] 
694categ[ories]  
695 individuality [→ is conceived] 
696 one.[)] 
697 [↑ our] material 
698 material./ __________ /<Cogito, ergo sum. Ego cannot be eliminated> 
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The idea of Being699 can very simply be proved to be700 different from that of 

Individuality, that is to say, inclusion701 in Space and in Time. For instance, men form 

of Death702 this idea – that it is negation of life, and they say “death exists” it is obvious 

that they cannot mean that death exists in Time and Space. 

Take any abstract thing. 

Aristotle’s Categories – Criticism. 

To exist is not to be perceived. “Esse non est percipi” – “Esse est esse.” 

 

[151 – 56] 

 

Time is deeper than space and is anterior to it. For we can conceive an existence 

(such is thought, all psychism) in itself in time and not in space, while an existence in 

space and not in time is inconceivable. This last703 is well expressed in Mr. H. G. 

Wells’s argument704 the cube and of duration a 4th dimension.  

This is one of the arguments for idealism. 

 

 [152 – 7] 

 

Space does not exist. For if it exist where does is exist? In space. 

 

But space cannot exist thus, by itself. Space cannot be the reason of its705 own 

existence. That can be said706 only of being. 

Space does not exist. 

But can we ask where is space? Is not where supposing space already? No, □ 

 

Is not space Being, i.e. as essential of Being707.  

                                                
699 F. Pillon – Année Philosophique – 1902. – 1903 – 1904. 1905. 
“Critique of the Attributes of God.” 
Metaphysical attributes. 

_________________________________________________________ 
The idea of Being 
700 <is> can very simply be proved <that> to be 
701 <con> inclusion 
702 <d>/D\eath 
703 This [↑ last] 
704 <idea of> argument 
705 [↑ the reason of] its 
706 <is only> [↑ can be] said 
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That only exists which cannot be thought otherwise than existing. 

to708 be ever our misanthropes.709 

 

 [152 – 17] 

 

Consider Power and Act 

xxx and Aristotle. 

 Being = Not-Being.  

 

Ideas are prior to Space and to Time since Time and Space are themselves ideas. 

 

[152-18] 

 

Herbart. Being is absolutely simple. Only a quale. Plurality of things arises from 

a struggle for conservation. 

 

Statics of the spirit. Dynamics of the spirit 

 

A representation is not a force. It becomes a force by opposition. Becoming a 

force, a greatness, it becomes susceptible of calculation. Comparison generates quantity. 

Let there be 2 representations710 A and B and let their relative intension quality 

be 3: 2. It is required to determine □ 

 

[18v] 711 

                                                                                                                                          
707 <b>/B\eing, i.e. as essential of <b>/B\eing 
708 <Known> to 
709 [7r: continuação] 
 Mommartel e La Harfe 
O ridiculo indicio apenas de disparate. Alceste não é assim. Montausier, Molière, Boileau. Alc[este] é 
irrisivel não ridiculo. 
[7v] 
† de † esse o typo de mulher que elle me faz dar □ 
Moralidade de peça dado o genero e as ideias de Alceste elle não deixa ferquentar a sociedade. Se queria 
frequentá-la. 
Mas a sociedade não precisa sentimentos mais humanos. 
Fabre d’Eglantine.709 
710 rep[resentation]s 
711 [18v] 
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We call712 opposite things only those which we can oppose in thought. Thus: 2 

and 15, colour and form, blue and red. There is no opposition, for instance, between 

blue and a triangle or blue and form; these are not opposite ideas but heterogeneous or 

disparate. 

 

[152-24] 

 

If Being have attributes it is because713 it is not self-sufficient (so to speak 

note714) and therefore715 it is not being. 

 

Attributes are real716 or not; if real things = Being717, if not , no more of that.  

 

[152-26r] 

 

Intuitions à priori, necessary conditions of individuality, of life, of perception: 

Time, Space, Being. 

Conditions of Intellect, depending on these: 

Time: Cause. End. 

Space: Relation. Quantity. Quality. 

Being: otherness. 

 

 [152-36] 

 

Before reasoning, pure reason there is718 only one truth: Being is Being (not-

Being is not-Being719). We know no more. 

                                                                                                                                          
[← Herbart  
German Psychology] 
712  A (8) A 
 C (4) C 
  (3) 
We call 
713 · .·  [because] 
714  [↓ note] 
715 .·. [therefore] 
716 <other Being> real 
717 B[eing] 
718 [↑ pure reason] there <are>[↑ is]   
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This is true. This we know truly. By experience we find that all in motion. 

 

 [152- 51 a 55a] 

 

Determined Being is the same as indertermined Being. 

Being determined is Being as Being; i.e. absolute Being720. 

Being indetermined is Being inconditioned, i.e. Being721 absolute. Therefore 

Being in se is neither determined nor indetermined; for if  being722 is though 2 contrary 

things /*involve/ asserted (and proved) it is neither (above both). 

To say the world is finite and to say it is infinite is the same thing. For what is 

infinite has not begun nor will end; that is to say, begins723 in zero and ends in zero. If 

the finite exists it proceeds from nothing, i.e. from zero and ends in nothing, i. e. in 

zero. 

 

Does the unconscious exist? Does not all notion suppose consciousness? 

Expansion iron by heat is it not the iron striving to escape pressure. (Henrique724 Rosa) 

 

[51v] 

 

Cause and effect identical in experience by the principle of the conservation of 

energy.  

 

If the individual suffer, so must the cell suffer – so the atom, so the energy inter-

atomic which is modernly725 considered as the only reality. All is evil. Absolute repose 

would be happiness726, and it does not exist. Vain is the dream of the mystic: in repose I 

shall be happy. The principle is true, but there can be no application thereof, we may lie 

unmoving an eyelid, still in undreamful sleep beneath a tree; in us the constituents of 

the uni-[52r]verse are in perpetual an painful motion. All is evil; virtue and happiness are 

                                                                                                                                          
719 not-B[eing] is not-B[eing] 
720 <b>/B\eing 
721 <b>/B\eing inconditioned, i.e. <b>/B\eing 
722 .·. [Therefore] B[eing] in se is neither determined nor indet[ermined]; for if  b[eing] 
723 <end> begins 
724 H[enrique] 
725 <, believed> modernly 
726 <the> happiness 
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but attenuations of the inexterminable suffering which pervades all things, finitely if 

they be finite, infinitely if they have no end.  

 

Consideration à priori of dualism. 

 

The doctrine of Free-Will before popular opinion. 

 

Indivisibility of the atom. 

 

We can only know what we are; we are finite and know but the finite. To know 

but the finite. To know the infinite we must be the infinite ourselves.  

 

Infinitesimal Calculus. 

 

[52v] 

 

Being as plurality does not exist; Being as unity exists, but in apperarence – 

ultimate appearance we may call it; Being as Being is the only reality. “I am that I am.” 

Conscientiousness. I copy an exercise in class. It harms no one else, let us 

suppose, for I am the only one who does not know. It does not harm the teacher, for 

some reason or other – Yet my action is not good. Be pleased, Charles Robert Anon, to 

explain.   

 

Evolution and movement come both under the denomination change. Could we 

prove change impossible (at least in infinity) evolution would be destroyed, or, at least 

driven from infinity. 

 

[53r] 

 

Idea of Infinity cannot co-exist with the idea of evolution. The infinite cannot be 

evolved. 

Proof. We have 2 ideas within the idea of space727 – space and no-space. 

                                                
727 <time> space 
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What is the infinite? Space? No. No-space? No, likewise. Both together? No, for 

they would eliminate each other. The infinite therefore is neither space nor no-space. 

(Remark: supposing it impossible to prove the infinite to be as above, then, the 

infinite728 is either both space and no-space, or neither. If both, this evolution takes 

place in space and in no-space at the same time.)729 

If neither, evolution is impossible, for it can take place but in space. 

 

Needs deeper consideration. 

Evolution and infinity. 

Anon 

 

[53v] 

 

 

Immanent Cause proved. 

Then 3 Immanent730 Causes possible: 

Matter Cause 

Matter-Force Cause 

Spirit (Force) Cause. 

Matter Cause and Matter Force731  

Causes are false before the doctrine of evolution. 

For Matter Cause and Matter Force Cause732 would thus evolve themselves (in 

their cases). Now absolute Cause evolve itself. (Remark: Why? To evolve itself properly 

speaking, a thing has to cease to be itself in the transformation. Our only escape is by 

saying that [54r] transformation is appearance. But if transformation be appearance 

Matter and Force, which are appearance , are no reality. We are therefore driven to this 

conclusion: Force alone exists (or spirit); the spiritual Immanent Cause is the only 

possible – upon condition that the apparent world is an illusion strange and 

complete.)733 

 

                                                
728 <if the> the infinite 
729 time.[)] 
730 Im[manent] 
731 M[atter] F[orce] 
732 M[atter] C[ause] and M[atter] F[orce] C[ause] 
733 complete.[)] 
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“Modern Science before Reason”. 

etc 

Which science covers with the hollow name of necessity, wherein it conceals 

/*chemisely/ the philosophic obsession – basis of all philosophy, of the raison d’être. 

“reason for existing.”734 

 

[54v] 

 

In the two previous articles which I contributed to this review, I have entertained 

the readers with the examination of Scientific doctrines and with an establishing of the 

noumenon. I am now to enter the true field of dialectics where human reason has to take 

up arms against her enemy, common sense, I shall attempt, by □ arguments to establish 

the identity of contraries. 

 

[55r] 

 

1. Argument of Series: mathematical. Logical 

2. Conservation of Energy. 

3. Absolute Cause its own effect. 

4. Diogenes Apollonius - here all things not are they could not unite. Something 

like to this. 

5. Argument by735 space 

 1. Finiteness and infinity. 

 2. Space and No-space. 

And so for time. 

6. Argument by Being (or anything else – like to that used by Hegel.)736 

Determinate and indeterminate. 

7. Moral argument. 

8. Fundamental argument. 

How are 2 things contraries. 

9. Movement and Repose. 

(Heraclitus and Parmenides) appearance737 

                                                
734 raison d’être. [→ “reason for existing.”] 
735 <for> by 
736 Hegel.[)] 
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[55ar] 

 

Movement can be but appearance. Reality can coexist with no change. 

   

Conservation of Eneregy. What changes does not conserve itself. (Henrique738 

Rosa). What does he mean by this? 

 

What can pass to something else has no real existence. 

 

But then Force (inter-atomic) has no existence really. 

 

Matter-Force Cause evolves itself. Now nothing can evolve itself. What changes 

does not exist, i. e., is not. 

 

Dematerialisation of matter. If matter can pass to energy neither of them is a 

reality; even though matter739 be but a manifestation. 

 

   Anon 

 

 

[152-83] 

 

Let a be the object considered. Then, being infinitely multipliable, 

 a x ∞ = ∞ 

 

Being also infinitely divisible, 

  a    = 0 (mathematical conclusion) 

  ∞ 

Substituting in the first equation the value of a 

(0 x ∞) ∞ = ∞ 

                                                                                                                                          
737 [→ appearance]  
738 H[enrique] 
739 <energy> matter 
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i.e., 0 x ∞ = ∞ 

That is, by methematics: 

0 = ∞ 

Therefore740 the contraries are identical. 

Proof in regard to the material world.741 

 

 [153-22r] 

 

It may be argued that manifestation does not manifest itself other than itself. 

Being is not expressed by nothing. In Manifestation742 is a thing showing itself both as 

and as it is not. The one743 does not manifest itself as plurality but as a plurality 

belonging to a unity.  

 

[155-33] 

 

If not-Being exists, this means not-Being = Being, for “exists” means “is 

Being.”744 

If not-Being745 do not exist, then these cannot not reason with it in any way. 

 

[15A – 7] 

 

All the exterior world is the phainomenon or manifestation of Force which is 

itself the phainomenon or manifestation of a Power unknown and unknowable which 

alone truly is. 

We cannot comprehend anything without being that. Could we comprehend the 

infinite we should ourselves be infinite. 

 

[7v] 

 

Metaphysics 

                                                
740 .·. [Therefore] 
741 [→ Proof in regard to the material world.] 
742 M[anifestation] 
743 <the> a thing showing itself both as <itself> and as it is not. The [↑ one]   
744 If not-B[eing] exists, this means n[ot]-B[eing] = B[eing], for “exists means “is B[eing].” 
745 n[ot]-B[eing] 
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metaphysics746 

 

Ponderable to imponderable. 

Weight is but the attraction of things to the centre of the earth which is known to 

us through sensibility. 

 

[7av]  

 

If matter can pass from a ponderable state to an imponderable state by radiation 

or otherwise, we cannot but allow that weight is but a forgery of sensation, tactile-

sensation worst probably. If we suppress weight, the whole extension world as we see it 

disappears utterly. Were747 weight  something external it could not disappear. See reply 

at end 4th page. 

Can argument of Being be applied to Force.    

No, force must be space.  

 

[7ar] 

 

Properties of ether748: 

1. extension. Extension 

2. duration.  

Inner properties: 

1. Will 

2. Idea  Force. 

3. Sensation 

Consciousness 

 

    

   Idea   Will  Sensation 

    

 

   Thought  Motion  Felling 

                                                
746 [↑ Metaphysics/ metaphysics/ <met> /<met>] 
747 <If> Were 
748 <matter> ether 
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a vida no sêr etc, etc749 

 

[15A – 14r] 

 

The Idea of Being has its root and its origin in Consciousness. The idea of Being 

is universal, atomic cellular. 

In the atom the idea of Being as power750 is not pure, there is joined to it an idea 

of property, time, space, resistance751, motion. 

Idea of Number. 

 

[15A -39] 

 

Argument of Being.752 

 

Indeterminate Being is equal to determinate Being. 

1. Determinate Being is Being as Being and as nothing else; that is to say, Being 

in itself, i.e. absolute Being. 

2. Indeterminate Being is Being unconditioned, that753 is to say Absolute Being. 

 

[15A – 62r] 

 

Being  Not- Being754. 

Argument of ontology by putting forward 2 contraries and assigning to one of 

them Being755 and to the other not- Being, that is saying 1 is true and the other false. 

In other arguments the test of truth is not Being or not-Being, but a relation with 

other things: principle of sufficeint756 Reason (?) 

 

 
                                                
749 <Idea/ Sbj and Obj Force and Matter> //[← a vida no sêr etc, etc] 
750 B[eing] [↑ as power] 
751 <motion> resistance 
752 <Indete>/ Argument of Being. 
753 <and> that 
754 N[ot]- Being 
755 B[eing] 
756 B[eing] or n[ot]-B[eing], but a relation with other things: principle of suff[icein]t 
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[15A-63r] 

 

If neither of them, the word eternity may mean both Being and not-Being 

together757. Then to say Being is eternal is to say, Being is at the same time Being and 

not-Being. Well, the Being,758 in regard to itelf, can be but Being; all other notions 

contained in the word eternity goes to not-Being.  

Or perhaps, last hypothesis, the word eternity conveys the notion of an 

appearance, with of Being or of Not-Being759    

 

[15A-65] 

 

Things change. What is the principle of their change? Do they contain in 

themselves the power to change? 

The primary force must have, as its first character, existence, i.e. Being. But if 

the force be Being760 what does it compel itself to become? To move it must become 

not-Being. If it become not-Being761 it loses its existence and is no longer a force. 

Therefore 1st Force is not Being762 but as existent ought. It may subdivide itself, 

it may become plurality in itself. It may become other than itself. Now there are 2 

considerations: Either (1) a thing manifests itself by becoming itself and not itself or (2) 

by becoming purely not-itself. One of these must be true. (For 2. these are Force and 

Motion). In case (1) the Unknown763 is one for it shows itself as one and as many. In 

case (2) the Unknown764 is neither one nor many for it shows itself as one and as many.  

 

[65v] 

 

The Unknown765 is the one (or many). But can we assert anything of the 

Unknown766? Since we call it the unknown, how can we proceed to make it known? 

                                                
757 B[eing] and n[ot]-B[eing] <at the same time> together 
758 B[eing] is eternal is to say, B[eing] is at the same time B[eing] and n[ot]-B[eing]. Well, the B[eing], 
759 B[eing] or of N[ot]-B[eing] 
760 B[eing] 
761 n[ot]-B[eing]. If it become n[ot]-B[eing] 
762 .·. [Therefore] 1st Force is not B[eing] 
763 Unkn[own] 
764 Unkn[own] 
765 Unk[nown] 
766 Unk[nown] 
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No, do767 not make it known. One thing is to know a thing, another to □ it. It is 

as deep as a difference768 as between seeing a thing and possessing it.  

Do I make known the Unknown when I say it is neither One nor Many? In no 

way. On the contrary, I affirm again that it is unknown. We know either the 1 or the 

many. One which is neither 1 nor many is of course unknown. † are not things that we 

should use769 by word and make one science therof. (Unknown force, because770 we 

cannot conceive freedom). 

Unknown = 0 = ∞  

 

[15A – 66r] 

 

The One, Being, Substance, is conceived as indivisible. What is divisible then? 

What is divisible but One. 

To be divisible of course it is divisible infinitely. 

We see 1 = 0 it divides into 0’s i.e. it does not divide at all.771 

 ∞ 

See also  1 = ∞ When not divided it gives infinity, which is plurality pure.772    

 0 

That is to say, the One when infinitely divided is the same as when is is not 

divided at all. 

Also proof that the One is infinite: since it is indivisible, i.e. divisible by nothing 

1 = ∞.   

0 

 

[15A-67r] 

 

If it exist, it does not exist in virtue of being movement773 but in virtue of 

existence. (of being existent). Does movement774 exist and nothing more? Then still 

there is a substance, for, at least, motion might pass to repose and repose to motion, and 
                                                
767 <we> do 
768 diff[eren]ce 
769 <than> use 
770 U[nknown] force, · .·[because] 
771 [→ it divides into 0’s i.e. it does not divide at all.] 
772 [→ When not divided it gives infinity, which is plurality pure.] 
773mov[emen]t  
774 mov[emen]t 
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thus there would be a greater change than is conceived when movement is conceived to 

exist ever and never to pass into repose.  

 

[15A-75r] 

 

Being anterior to time and to space. 

If Time and Space775 be subjective776, that is pure ideas with no reality 

corresponding, they must exist somewhere, in something, by something. That by which 

they exist is Being. 

If Time and Space777 be objective, ideas to which there fits a reality, then their 

most important character must be this: that they exist. To exist is to have Being.   

 

Passim: Is objectiveness the criterion of being778? 

 

[15A-76r] 

 

Fundamental error of many Greek arguments taking nothing779 now in the sense 

of opposite to abstract-Being, now in the sense of opposite780 to the sensible universe. 

 

The world cannot be Being, for Being781, in itself is unknown, and as known to 

us follows the argument782 of Parmenodes. The world also783 cannot be not-Being for 

not-Being784 is nothing and neither in itself, nor by representation can it be anything. 

The world cannot be Being and not-Being because not-Being being = to 0, this term is 

equal to Being785 and the world is not Being.  

                                                
775 If T[ime] and S[pace] 
776 <id> subjective 
777 If T[ime] and S[pace] 
778 existence [↑ being] 
779 many [↑ Greek] arguments taking <bein> [↑ nothing] <in> 
780 abstract-B[eing], now in the sense of opp[osite]  
781 B[eing] 
782 arg[umen]t 
783 world [↑ also]   
784 n[ot]-B[eing] for n[ot]-B[eing] 
785 B[eing] and n[ot]-B[eing] because n[ot]-B[eing] being = to 0, this term is equal to B[eing] 
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The world cannot be “neither Being nor not-Being”. In an absolute sense for to 

be neither Being nor not-Being is to be not-Being and Being786 at the same time [76v] 

and this in basis show to be impossible. But the world may relatively be a representation 

of Being787: a creation or a representation.  

 

[15A – 81] 

 

The reason why I say that Being is to be considered absolutely and without a 

contrary, unlike all things, is very simple. 

The first way in which we determine a thing is by conceiving a contrary to it, by 

opposing something to it. A thing is, then, primarily limited by its opposite. But not-

being the opposite of Being788 is either fundamentally, really, identical789 with Being, or 

entitrely different. If identical, to limit Being by not-Being is to limit it by Being,790 by 

itself, i. e. not to limit it at all.  If different to limit791 Being by not-Being792 is not to 

limit it at all. 

 

[22- 12] 

 

“The central problem of philosophy is philosophy793 itself posited as problem.” 

Why do we need philosophy? 

The fundamental idea of Being, or of Reality, or of truth: this is what we seek in 

philosophy. Philosophy is the search for Being. What is Being, what is Reality? this is 

the problem of philosophy. If we could solve it by our mode of reasoning, i. e. by a 

relation subject-object, we should have…… 

 

Judgements Analytic and synthetic. 

                                                
786 B[eing] nor n[ot]-B[eing]”. In an absolute sense for to be neither B[eing] nor n[ot]-B[eing] is to be 
n[ot]-B[eing] and B[eing] 
787 of B[eing] 
788 B[eing] 
789 <equal to> identical 
790 B[eing] by n[ot]-B[eing] is to limit it by B[eing], 
791 [↑ If different] To limit 
792 not-B[eing] 
793 <is philosophy> is philosophy 
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How are synthetic judgements à priori possible? How are they possible of 

Being? All systems of (what is called) metaphysics are those which affirm something794 

of Being, or that something is Being. 

 

[22-13r] 

 

Being is that by which, outside which nothing can be conceived. (therefore795 if 

anything be conceived it is within being). 

Being is that in which nothing can be conceived but Being. E. g. If time be 

anything real it is identical with Being796. But if time be Being, Being is time, which is 

false, for, by observation immediate, Being is Being and no more. (So with good, etc.)     

 

[22 – 14] 

 

Pure Being cannot be conceived as having anything (for example797 world) 

dependant on it798, for that would be something in some way conceived beyond Being, 

outside Being. If what is thought to depend be a reality, it is Being. If a reality of 

another kind…….. 

 

If an799 illusion, a manifestation…. 

 

[14v] 

 

Being is that in which nothing can be conceived but Being. For if anything (for 

example good) could be conceived, it would follow that pure Being is imperfect, or, in 

other words, is not pure Being, for it were not self-sufficient. 

 

[22 – 15] 

 

                                                
794 <are known by that> [↑ are those which affirm] something 
795 .·. [therefore] 
796 <b>/Being\ 
797 f[or] ex[ample] 
798 it<self> 
799 <an> an 
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Pure Being cannot be conceived as in time because what is in time is not to-day 

the same as it was yesterday, nor will be to-morrow the same as it is800 to-day. 

But cannot what is immutable be conceived as immutable in time? 

 

Being has no attributes; it is in itself essence and attributes, substance801 and 

accidents, unity and plurality. (or rather by being both is neither) 

 

[22-16r] 

 

Being excludes relation. Does it exclude relativity? It excludes number in the 

sense that outside itself there is nought, but does it deny number in, within  itself? 

 

[22-17] 

 

0 (zero) …. 1, 2, 3, 4 etc. …. ∞ (infinity). 

What is nothing? Absence of quantity. 

What is infinity? Absence of quantity also, but, it is believed, in another way. 

We have three things: Nothing, quantity, everything. 

 

Nothing has no extension. 

Important (Number-in-itself does not contain the various numbers, as the vessel 

contains the liquid, as the 5 contains the 1 or the 2. It does not contain them 

materially.)802 (It produces them) 

Now since nothing does not exist, we have left quantity and infinity. Now one of 

these is Being 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
800 <was> [↑ is] 
801 <essen> [↑ substance] 
802 materially.[)] 
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1-1 = 0803 quantity = ∞ ∞ = ∞ 

   0  0 

 

quantity = 0 ∞ =∞ 0 = 1 ? 

   ∞  quantity 0 

 

0 = 0  0 = 0 ∞ = 1 ? 

quantity  ∞ ∞ 

 

[17v] 

 

Infinity = possibility 

Possibility = indefinite804, realization. (manifestation.) 

□ = quantity. 

 

What is the concept of nothing (Zero)? Is the idea of nothing absence of idea? 

And the idea of abstract Being? Is it not as vague? 

 

[22-36] 

 

What is the existent805? that which has to come from the possible. But then the 

existent is the not-real, the not-being. 

But then if matter (in the widest sense), if the existent , the actual be806 the not-

being, the possible is Being. (Prove807 next that Being is equal to not-being). 

 

Genesis of the matter. 

Genesis of the actual.808 

                                                
8031-1 = 0 / <1-0 = x> 
804 infinite [↑ indefinite] 
805 <real> [↑ existent] 
806 [↑ the actual] be 
807 <And since the actual> (Prove 
808 Genesis of the actual. 

__________ 
Chapters (division of): 
I. What is the problem of philosophy, or what are the problems808 of philosophy. 
II. Method of Ontology. 
III. Critique of Knowlegde. 
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[22 - 44] 

 

When we say anything exists as □ to inquire whether it exists in Being, and by 

Being and from Being and to Being809. 

 

When Parmenides says that Being is eternal on the strength of the assertion that 

Being cannot become not-Being, he imputs into the argument the secret notion of time, 

of becoming, at least. But becoming is not being, it is indeed opposed to it. 

The true argument seems this: Being is not temporal because it cannot be 

duration. Being is not eternal because810 it cannot be time. Being is being and no more.  

 

[44v] 

 

Analyze, for instance, the assertions: 

a) Being is eternal. 

b) Being is temporal. 

a) If it be said that Being is eternal than it is meant that Being811 is an eternal 

thing i. e. Being is an eternal Being (since the only thing Being812 can be is Being). If 

so, whence came the notion of eternity, whence could we know it. 

Or: Being813 possesses eternity. 

Now since Being814 is the only reality what is this eternity? This word? 

If it be Being then we are815 many in calling it eternity, it is but a word. 

If it be not-Being, it is not-Being816, it is zero, nothing. We are equally † to use 

it. As something higher than Being it cannot be conceived for this is higher to Being817 

(i. e. not higher at all) 

                                                                                                                                          
IV. Critique of Materialism. 
V. Critique of Dualism. 
VI. Critique of Idealism. 
VII. Being. 
VIII. Genesis of the actual. 
IX. □ 
X. □ 
809 B[eing], and by Being and from B[eing] and to B[eing] 
810 · .·  [because] 
811 B[eing] is eternal than it is meant that B[eing] 
812 B[eing] 
813 B[eing] 
814B[eing]  
815 <something> B[eing] then we <do> are 
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[22-93r] 

 

What is existence? We say that the ideal does not exist, but that the real does. 

But what do we mean by “exist”? What is existence? 

“Esse est percipi” (Berkeley). 

When Comte says “the relative alone exists”, we can reduce his opinion to “the 

Relative alone is the Relative.” We agree with him. Or does he means the relative818 

alone has absolute existence. 

 

Faculties of the Soul, according to several: 

Malebranche: understanding and will. 

 

[22-97] 

 

Identity of Being and Not- Being. 

Pure Being (that is substance) is that beyond which, outside which nothing can 

be conceived. Now, that beyond which nothing can be conceived is unbounded819, 

indeterminate and therefore inconceivable, for we can only conceive things in so far as 

we determine them. Now that820 which is inconceivable is that in which nothing can be 

conceived. But that in which nothing can be conceived is negation, not- Being. 

Therefore821 Pure Being822 = Pure not-Being. 

 

Charles Robert Anon823 

 

[97v] 

 

Tennemann on german philosophy. 

 

                                                                                                                                          
816 not-B[eing], it is not-B[eing] 
817 B[eing] it cannot be conceived for this is higher to B[eing] 
818 rel[ative] 
819 <then> unbounded 
820 [↑ Now] that 
821 .·. [Therefore] 
822 [↑ Pure] Being 
823 C[harles] R[obert] A[non] 
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Schopenhauer more or less 

 

Simile of “substance and shadow”. The realities (secondary) are will 

(“substances”) and idea (“light”), (but a light from within, created by the substance) the 

shadow they produce is the body. This is not a dualism; for the body is hold to be but a 

phainomenon. On the other hand neither is there a dualism of idea and of will, for these 

two, being of the same nature cannot constitute a duality. They are one. 

 

[24-23r] 

 

Time and Space cannot by themselves make Individuality. Being is indeed. A 

dead man occupies Time824 and Space, but has no individuality, no Being. 

 

[24-32] 

 

The only reality is the eternal present, the Undying Now.    

 

Time, space, colour in itself, weight in itself825 etc are but the abstraction of 

duration, of extension, of colour of weight etc. 

Therefore826 they are827 indeterminate because828 determined by their own 

selves. Thus the infinite is the indeterminate, (the unsubjective???829). Then these 

abstractions830 are either real or they are not. 

If real, being indeterminate, self-determined, each of them must contains in itself 

the reason for its831 own existence. But the only thing which contains in itself the reason 

of its own existence is Being. None of these are Being for Being is Being and more. 

Therefore832 these are unreal. 

But since they appear to exist, yet do not exist, they must exist in something by 

something. 

                                                
824 <to> Time 
825 colour [↑ in itself], weight [↑ in itself] 
826 .·. [Therefore] 
827 <and> are 
828 · .·  [because] 
829 unsubjective[↑ ???] 
830 abst[raction]s 
831 <their> [↑ its] 
832 B[eing] for B[eing] is B[eing] and more. .·. [Therefore] 
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[32v] 

 

But what is this something, where does it exist? But let it be remembered that 

this where is but expression of our inability to speak but in terms of time, of space, if all 

these. What is this substratum in which time and space, as well as other properties are 

contained? 

 

[24-51] 

 

If anything, say infinity exist(s), we may say that it possesses being. But if it 

possesses being what is it itself that it should not be Being, but should possess it? If it be 

not Being it is not-Being.833 

 

What is that which is neither Being nor not-Being834? I believe we should now 

find it. Being is immutable. Not-Being is immutable. That which is neither one nor the 

other must therefore have immutability on its essence. Movement, then, here is the 

essence of the world.  

 

[51v] 

 

Movement is not Being, but it is by Being. It is by Being because it exists. It is 

by Being because835 though a thing is incessantly passing to another thing, still that 

other thing is itself. A river does not pass to the sea. A river follows itself into the sea. 

Movement is also by Not-Being because836 it is a perpetual ceasing to exist.  

But Movement837 in itself is. 

It seems, it is true, that there can be in reasoning but Being and Not-Being838 that 

which is not one must be the other. But, by experience, we take knowledge of 

movement.  

 

                                                
833 B[eing], but should possess it? If it be not B[eing] it is not-B[eing]. 
834 B[eing] nor n[ot]-B[eing] 
835 · .·  [because] it exists. It is by B[eing] ·.·  [because] 
836 Mov[emen]t is also by N[ot]-B[eing] ·.·  [because] 
837 Mov[emen]t 
838 B[eing] and N[ot]-B[eing] 
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[24- 67] 

 

In the 1st case we determine a thing be itself, in which case that thing is said to 

be indeterminate or839, in other words is said to determine itself. But this expression is 

bad, inasmuch as it gives the idea of a thing being “determining” whereas it is we that 

determine, all determination being done by a subject. Determination is the work of an 

intellect. 

 

Being is determined as being and not-being because the principle of negativity is 

the centre of our intellect, from that does the principle of contraditon, which only can be 

when a thing has a contrary. 

 

[67v] 

 

The only thing really free is the Absolute Will or universal will which, being 

indetermined, is thereby absolute or free. Only power can be free, because it is not act. 

All acts are determined and necessary. Quidiquid fit necessario fit. (Schopenhauer?) 

The internal mind. (Search’s hypothesis). 

 

[24-87] 

 

1st. axiom. The force behind the world escapes all conception. 

= In the first place all our conceptions are material, are of the world. What is, so 

to speak, outside the world, is therefore outside conception. 

Therefore840 2nd conception that the Unknown must be neither 1 nor many. Since 

if it were 1 it were in one manner conceivable. 

 

Idea of space is /Cause/ of space. Thus it is a force. 

 

Our consciousness of a mystery of the world shows that we are feelling  animals. 

Important 

 

                                                
839 <a> [↑ that] thing is said to be indeterminate [↑ ed] or 
840 .·. [Therefore] 
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[25-63r] 

 

What then is the power of reason to establish proof à priori? Can these proofs 

co-exist? Does these eliminate the other? Are there here 2 different reasons concerned? 

 

These Categories must have some object. Determination841. Can I prove to the 

objects whence I deduced my Categories? Would it not be a circle. 

 

Esquemas  

 

[151-25r] 

 

Being 

 

Extension Time. Colour. 

  Space. Form. 

  Idea. 

 

  Measural  Qualitative. 

   Quantitative. 

Relation Relational Internal (Dependence) 

   External (Contrast, Difference) 

   Subject Cause 

   (Movement) End 

  Rational (Reason) Reason 

   Object Matter 

   Matter Instrument 

    Form. 

 

 

[151-21] 

 

                                                
841 <of these>. Determination 
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Consider a Statue842. 

There is the matter (stone, brass). 

There is the instrument (burin) 

There is the form (man, God; animal). 

There is the Cause, (artist) 

There is the End (glory, gain) 

There is the Reason (the fact that an artist had the power to execute the statue 

and the end of glory or gain) 

matter  cause 

instrument End 

form 

 

1. Quality 2. □ 

 3. Reason 

 

 

[151-22r] 

  

  Qualitative. 

  Quantitative. 

 

Relation Possession. 

  Difference. ? 

  

  

  Matter  

 Object Instrument. 

  Form 

    Cause 

 Subject End 

 (Subject) Reason 

matter attempt: 

                                                
842 <the idea of> a Statue 
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  Qualitative. 

Relation Quantitative. 

  Rational. 

 

Another: 

 

Relation Measural Qualitative 

  Quantitative 

  

  Possesion 

 Differential 

  

 Rational Subject843 

  Object 

 

[152-4] 

 

Place: Where? Time? when? 

 Whence? 

 Whitter? 

 

Others: How? 

 Why? Because….. 

 Wherefore? So that….. 

What is the reason of a thing? 

(Faculty of understanding the relations of things.)844 

  exactly this.  

 

 

 

                                                
843 <Cause> [↑ Subject] 
844 things.[)] 
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Being.    Idea of Subject? 

 Time 

Extention Space Cf. Idea of Event. 

 Reason (?) 

 

 Quality. 

Relation Quantity 

 Reason (?)845.  Object. 

   Cause. 

   End. 

 

Modality? 

“the whole greater than its part.” 

  What tells one this? 

 

[4v] 

 

Adjectives: Quality. Quantity. 

Adverbs: Place. Time. Modality. 

Pronouns: Personal. Possessive. Demonstrative. Relative. Interrogative.  

 Indefinite. 

Verbs: Time846 (Tense). Modality (Mood). 

 Voice. (□). 

Substantives: Concrete. Abstract. Proper. Collective. Appellative. 

Subordinate Sentences: Condition. Cause. End. Concession. Consecutiveness. 

Time. Comparison. 

If, because, so that, although, that, when, as 

 

[152 – 5] 

 

Being: □ 

Time: □ 

                                                
845 <Reason (?)>/ Reason (?) 
846 Time<s> 
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Space: Situation. 

 

Quality. Quantity. Relation. Action. Passion. 

 

Being. 

Extension. 

Relation. 

 

[152-27] 

 

Material Cause. 

Formal Cause. 

Instrumental Cause. = 

Efficient Cause. 

Final Cause. 

 

 Object. 

Reason Cause 

 End. 

 

[27v] 

 

Being 

 

 Time 

Extension Space 

 Idea 

 

 

 Quality 

Relation Quantity 

 Reason Object 

  Cause 

  End 
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Instrument ? 

 

[153-20] 

 

It is better to coin a new word than to employ a French or a foreign term.847 

Negations: □ 

Being: □ 

Time: no-time. 

Space: no-space. 

In two simultaneous actions there is no time: Idea of No-Time. 

Good – Evil.  

Beautiful – Ugly. 

True – Untrue. 

Weight – No-weight. 

Colour – No-colour848 

Time – □ 

Being – No-Being. 

Space – Non-extension.  

 

[20v] 

 

Gene: Animal. 

                                                
[83v] 
Silius Italicus. 
Staticus. 
Valerius Flacus. 
Vergilius. 
Martialis. 
Claudianus. 
Tibullus. Ed. Heyne & Wunderluch (Leipzig) – (per D. Nutt) . 4/-. 
847 [→ It is better to coin a new word than to employ a French or a foreign term.] 
[83v] 
Silius Italicus. 
Staticus. 
Valerius Flacus. 
Vergilius. 
Martialis. 
Claudianus. 
Tibullus. Ed. Heyne & Wunderluch (Leipzig) – (per D. Nutt) . 4/-. 
848 No-<weight>colour 
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Espèce: Man. 

Difference: Rational849. 

Propre: Susceptible of laughter. 

Accident: to be white, black, standing, sitting. 

1. Collection850 of several individuals who have certain rapports between each 

other or with a unity 

2. Principle of origin in general. 

3. That to which species is subject. 

 

Espèce: White is a kind of colour, triangle a kind of figure. “L’Espèce se dit de 

la forme de quelque chose.” 

 

[154-29] 

 

Being  

 

Extension:   Time: 

    Space:851  Simple quality such as 

    Form, Size, Colour. 

 

Relation: Quality. Quantity. Passion. 

 

Form. Size. Weight. Colour. 

Sound852. 

Ideas of Cause, Reason, End, Law. 

Ideas of Good, True, Beautiful.  

Idea of God. 

Idea of Sublime. Idea of Spirit. 

 

[29v] 

 

                                                
849 R<eason>/ational\ 
850 <Genre>: 1. Collection 
851 Time: <Movement> / Space: <Place> 
852 <Sound. Smell. Fas> Sound 
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Why does a chicken cross the road? 

To get to the other side.853 

 

What does a “lightning meal” produce? 

Thundering piano. 

 

What does a cat at the window, looking out854, look like?  

Another cat, looking in. 

What is the beginning of the end? 

Who has the best time a woman or a man?855 

All question of good and bad, in relation to happiness, are largely □ 

 

[15A-18r] 

 

Being. 

Attribute856 Extension (Time, Space) 

  Idea 

 

 

 Measural857 Quantitative 

Mode   Qualitative 

 Relational  Dependence. 

   Difference. 

 Rational  □858 

 

 

[15A-35r] 

 

Quantity - □ 

Quality  - □  Extension Attributes859 

                                                
853 <Because>/ To get to the other side. 
854 [↑ the] window, looking <to the road> out 
855 <riddle>/ who has the best time a woman or a man? 
856 <E> Attribute 
857 <Quand>  Measural 
858 <Reason> 
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Relation - □ 

Modality - □ 

 

Quantity. 

Quality. These suppose two things or more860  

Relation. 

Possession.  

 

Being:  □ 

 

 

Attributes. Extension  

 

 

 Quality 

Modes:  Quantity 

 Relation 

  Possession.□ 

 

[15A-38r] 

 

Being 

Idea  Will Sensation 

 

 

Thought  Motion Feeling. 

 

 

I = Matter. 

W = Force. 

S = Existence. 

 

                                                                                                                                          
859 [→ Extension Attributes] 
860 [→These suppose two things or more] 
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Th = □ 

M = □ 

F = Life. 

 

Will is infinite and eternal; nay will861 is Time and space. (As Idea). 

 

[38v] 

 

Idea is that which is indefinable by itself. Thus Time and Space are Ideas. 

 

Metaphysics862 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
861 w[ill] 
862 <Sensation>/ Metaphysics 
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2. Book on Power – fragmentos/apontamentos 

 

Projectos 

 

[22-39r] 

 

The World as Power and as Not- Being. 

Book I. The World as Not- Being. 

Chapter I. Knowledge. 

Chapter II. Being. 

 

Book II. The World as Power. 

Part I. Metaphysics of Power. 

 Chapter 1. Proof from Idea. 

 Chapter 2. Proof from sensation. 

 Chapter 3. Proof from Will. 

 Chapter 4. Other Proofs. 

 Chapter 5. Conclusion and recapitulation. 

Part II. Power in nature 

Part III. Power in Man 

 1. The Inclinations 

 2. On Free-Will. 

Part IV. Power in Society. 

 The so-called evolution of power. 

 

[22 – 40] 

 

Book I. Metaphysics of Power. 

Book II. □    

 

Happiness is sometimes in the present which no sooner we say it is than it is not, 

or in the future which never comes. 

 

[40v] 
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I. Evil in Nature: (movement?). 

II. Evil in Individual: struggle for life. 

III. Evil in (the) individuals: Anarchy good, anarchy impossible. 

 

[13A – 1r] 

 

“The World as Power.”863 

 

I. Life is power. 

Struggle for life. 

 

I. The Individual. 

II. The state. 

 

Heraclitus864 

Being865 is nought; becoming is all. But then Being is Becoming866. No for then 

Becoming is Being867, and thereby nothing is solved. But if a thing really become(s) 

other868 than it is (appearance), it must have anteriorly the869 power to become. 

/Existence/870 is therefore not Becoming, Being (Existence) is Power.  

The Process of Nature: 

1. Power; 2. Movement; 3. Evolution; 

4. Struggle for Life. 5. Selection. 

 

[13A – 20v] 

 

Metaphysics of Power.  

1. Parmenides and Heraclitus. Power to become. 

2. Power and act. Identity of power and of act, in Power-in-itself. 
                                                
863 <The> “The World as Power.” 
864 Heraclitus <το εν> 
865 <b> Being 
866 <b>/B\ecoming 
867 <b>/B\ecoming is <b>/B\eing 
868 thing [↑ really] become(s) [↑ <at a>] other 
869 [↑ anteriorly] the 
870 <Being>[↑ Existence ?] 
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3. Relation of Power to act, in the Individual, in pluralized nature. 

4. Self-evolution impossible. Evolution the product of an abiding Sufficient 

Reason. But sufficient Reason is the general name of Cause. 

5. □ 

Contrast871 

Nem - †872 being shaken one way, naturally is after to be shaken in another 

direction 

Contrast is † 

Metaphysical873 

Antagonism 

Antagonism 

 

[152-33r] 

 

Chapters of Book on Power 

1. The Equalisation, Equilibration of Power; or better the conservation of Power. 

This is perhaps the last chapter as containing the theory of the world’s end, so to speak. 

 

[144H-39v] 

 

“Principles of Ontology.” 

“The World as Power.” 

“On the triple nature of Intellectual Activity.” 

The World as Power: 

1. Metaphysics of Power and of Act. 

2. The system of Nature. 

3. The Combat Against Nature. (A system of ethics). 

  

Fragmentos 

 

[22-86 e 87] 

                                                
871 <Contrast> Contrast 
872 <†> † 
873 Met[aphysical] 
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Knowledge. 

1. We know things, not as they are, but merely as they appear to us. (Kant) 

  (Kant) 

 

Tant d’hommes, tant de sensations. 

 

Society has caused commonness of sensation. Commonness of nomenclature 

and acquires sensation point are874 the cause of our thinking and feeling all alike.  

A man who has lived in a country where threre are no clocks875, on going into a 

region876 where there are no clocks and on seeing one for the first time feels 

[SUBJECTIVE IDEALISM] very877 much otherwise than a native of that country. 

Hence the entire subjectivity of our knowledge.  

 

Matter does not exist – as matter. It exists as matter only through the medium of 

our senses. To the rustic a tree878 is a tree; to a poet it is more than a tree. It is in some 

sort like this that we see matter through lack of spiritual perception. As those mountains 

which when seen from far seem the /*breast/ and most sterile crap, but which, seen from 

near show not rocks or slants at all, but valleys  and large acres of cultured land. 

 

[87r] 

 

We are spiritually weak; that is to say we are but capable, as879 long as we do not 

use our widest and deepest powers, of a material comprehension. 

Nevertheless we bear in us the power of perceiving the truth not phenomenal 

truth, but noumenal truth. I assert it now, and shall ever assert it – that man has fallen 

short of the mystery of the universal only through unwillingness to think deeply. A lack 

of will power, it seems – if not absolute, at least, sufficiently repressive – is always 

linked to the strongest powers of thought. The greatest geniuses have always this 

failing.  

                                                
874 <is> are 
875 <wall> clocks 
876 <place> [↑ region] 
877 [← SUBJECTIVE IDEALISM] very 
878 a <book>[↑ tree] 
879 <spirit> but capable, <in so> [↑ as] 
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Objective Idealism: Leibnitz.  880 

Subjective Idealism: Fichte.   

 

 

[151-28] 

 

The universe is the passing of Being into Not-Being, “un feu en voie de 

transformation” (Heraclitus). Being, Universe, Not-Being – this is the triple 

manifestation of the Unknown 

 

Unknown 

  

 Being Universe Not-Beign 

  Transformation 

  

 

 Power Reality Act 

  Idea – Reality  

  Sensation881 - □  

  Volition - motion882  

 

Power do not pass to act; it is act. But considered as in time. Power passes to 

act, for time produces this appearance.883  

 

[28v] 

 

Untranslated: Aleman. 

Either 

                                                
880 <Leibnitz> 
881 Sens[ation] 
882 <movement> [↓ motion] 
883 [← Power do not pass to act; it is act. But considered as in time. Power passes to act, for time 
produces this appearance.]  
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The peculiar movement884 in the cerebral molecules does not produce 

perception; it is perception. Those molecules when in motion are a perception. 

 

OR 

Consciousness of the movement885 of cerebral molecules is what constitutes 

perception. Either one of them is true, or the other. Both are true, because they are not 

the same. 

BUT 

All movement implies consciousness. 

For consciousness divides itself into the 2 real-ideal portions: 

Power  idea – thing Act 

 sensation - □ 

 volition –  movement  

  motion 

 

 

[152-3] 

 

The act is the manifestation of the power. 

Force = power; matter = act. 

Matter is the manifestation of Force. Cf. with Le Bon. 

Or rather (?) movement is the act; and what is power? spirit, perhaps. (?) 

 

[3v] 

 

Identity of Power and of Act.  

  = 

Hegel’s assertion: “The Rational is the Real and the Real is the Rational.” 

 

[152 – 32] 

 

Conservation of Power. 

                                                
884 [↑ peculiar] movement 
885 mov[emen]t 
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This is the Great law of Nature, the one great law and fundamental, of which all 

other laws are886 but aspects and forms. It exists887 in physical science by the name of 

the conservation of energy; it □ nor is physical nature its only domain, it is written by 

facts on every page of history. 

 

[32v] 

 

note888  

Man by denying himself power889, does he not thus impart it to others, thus 

transmute evil? No, by transmitting it to Nature, by yielding to nature. The end of the 

world is by the making objective of all power; all power made nature’s, not-power 

man’s. But as man makes nature the subject makes this object890 this is but the 

disappearance of the object. ??? 

 

[154-8] 

 

A man is powerful in two ways: firstly, by possessing power in himself, 

secondly, by acquiring it. In one case, his ascendancy is the ascendancy of superior 

firmness, will-power, intellect, which is unjust because, to us, who are not hindered 

with the illusion of free-will, firmness, will-power, intellect are things for which the 

man is not responsible. In the other case, the power has origin in public position or in 

riches or in some such thing, which depends upon the right of property, or on 

governments, or on states, which is unjust because these891 are the outcome of the crime 

which I have discussed. 

 

[8v] 

 

What is this logical basis? What is this insufficient reasoning? What is power? 

Power is a crime, the greatest and first of all crimes – nay, the only real crime, 

because it is the origin of all. 

                                                
886 <and> are 
887 <is> exists 
888 [← note]  
889 <will> [↑ power] 
890 <is> makes nature [↑ the] subject [↑ makes this] object 
891 <are> [↑ is] unjust because <they> [↑ these] 
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July 1906 – Pedrouços892 Railway Station 

 

The logic of the anarchist is not false, it is insufficient. He reasons, as do893, all 

enthusiasts, by intuitions, but intuitions though they may lead right, are not 

philosophical. Between the emotional logic894 of the anarchist and the real baisis of his 

system there is the difference which lies between895 an intuition that all is not right and 

a convention that all is wrong. 

 

[154-9] 

 

The only happiness man can have the only happy state is in love896 inexpectant 

of return. This love is not other than the love of humanity. (mankind). Love that expects 

return is torture and not love at all.   

 

The Origin of Power. 

What is power? The first man who, finding himself stronger than his brother 

man, had the idea of making him a slave was the founder of governments and of 

monarchies, and the originator of war and of power. 

What is the anarchist? He has been declared insane, irresponsible. Irresponsible 

he is, because responsibility does not exist. Insane are not all anarchists; some of them 

are indeed mad, but of that madness which animated Christ, which /*fired/ “prophets” 

and reformers which lighted the pure spirit of Percy [9v] Bysshe Shelley. July 1907 I897 

do not mean genius, I refer to enthusiasm. 

The anarchist sees around him the strong always triumphing and always in the 

right, and the weak always in the wrong. To him also898 there comes the feeling which if 

a man possess it not he need not899 call himself “man”, the hatred of tyranny, and, 

consequently, the hatred of power. But the anarchist, enthusiastic in his convictions is 

generally a man of deficient logical power, however large his intellect may be, for 

intellect does not reason but comprehends. He is a man self-deluded, impulsive, self-
                                                
892 Pedr[ouços] 
893 <like> [↑as do] 
894 [↑ emotional] logic 
895 [↑ which lies] between 
896 <happiness> love 
897 [↑ July 1907] I 
898 And to the anarchist [↑ To him also] 
899 <no>[↑ a] man possess [↑ it] not he need [↑ not] 
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sacrificing; like most men of enthusiasm but of a low organization, he has a900 

deficiency of the moral sentiments. He is fearless because enthusiasm knows no fear; he 

is an assassin because he is born with a destructive organisation. No man is an assassin 

otherwise.  

 

[23-32] 

 

Schopenhauer’s901 word Will invoked no902 brilliant (lucid) idea in te mind. A 

bar of iron when heated expands; it is through will Schopenhauer903  would say. Yet904 

it is hard to conceive what we call will as applied to a bar of iron. But when I say the 

bar expands on account of Power all is clear and all is, in a way, explained.  

 

Suicide through self-denial, though self-sacrifice905. Here is the secret of the 

hold which mankind’s heroes have in us. 

Had it not the power to expand it had not expanded. Thus I draw near, in my 

view to the philosophic principle of intelligibility.   

 

[24-45] 

 

[45v] 

 

Where there is use there is abuse.  

 

Power. The origin of power in brute force. 

Power is a crime. Ay the reader will reply, you will say, power is a crime when 

ill used.906 Now there is no power but power ill used. Power well used is a hypothesis, a 

logical possibility, like to the † or to the abolition of crime. 

 

It is the nature of man to do ill. 

                                                
900 <no> a 
901 Schop[enhauer]’s 
902 /nor/ [↑ no] 
903 Sch[openhauer]   
904 <But> [↑ Yet] 
905 [↑ though] self-sacrifice 
906 Ay [↑ the reader will reply], you will say, power [↑ is a crime] when ill used <is>. 
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Power well used may exist awhile, but it cannot last. (Note. Let it not be thought, 

with the weak philosophy of custom, that, as perfect good is unattainable, existing 

conditions are good as any. That is the philosophy of slaves.907 Never. A republic 

entirely good is908 impossible because entire good is not in human nature; but a republic 

is better than a monarchy. The republic being according to reason, has greater 

probability of good than monarchy [45r] which is according to stupidity909. Evil cannot 

be eradicated, but it may attenuated.)910 

 

Theft is according to conscience, for property is no man’s but everybody’s, and 

its possession is itself a theft. 

 

All tings in the world are subject to classification in the form of a series of which 

the beginning is zero and the end infinity, that is to say which has no beginning and no 

end. Yet in consideration of this it is necessary to give these negations a positive aspect, 

and to say that the Series begins in zero and ends in infinity. Good and evil are thus 

subjected to the series; if we make good the term zero is absolute ill and absolute good 

is infinity. 

 

[49D3-7] 

 

[7v] 

 

But many things we deem quite natural 

But which dim Custom did perpetuate 

Convenient it is that herein I should state. 

Sitting at first was the whole congregation.911 

 

1. Immediate consciousness of myself as a Power. 

                                                
907 [↑ That is the philosophy of slaves.] 
908 may be [↑ is] 
909 a con-[45r]ventional supidity [↓ which is according to stupidity] 
910 attenuated.[)] 
911 [↑ But many things we deem quite natural / But which dim Custom did perpetuate / Convenient it is 
that herein <we>[↑ I] should state. / Sitting at first was the whole congregation.] 
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2. This Power contains the divisions idea, sensation, volition, general aspects of 

mind. 

3. These 3 divisions affirm themselves as the faculties, particular in the 1st 

degree of intellect, feeling and will. 

4. Each of these is subdivided into certain faculties in each of which is the 

division reflection, desire, impulse.  

 

[7r] 

 

5. The sub-division912 of which have spoken are: 

 

 Perception. 

Intellect Memory. 

 Reasoning. 

 

 

Feeling 

 

 

 

Will 

  motiveness 

 

 

 

6. Perception 

 

 

   memory proper. 

 Memory  Localization in time. 

  Localization in space. 

 

  

                                                
912 [↑ sub-]division 
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 Reasoning 

 

 

(acquisition, conservation, elaboration). 

 

 Aquisiton. 

 

 

 

  Memory 

 Conservation Association. 

 

 

Elaboration: 

 Abstraction 

 Judgment (comparison) 

   plus 

Reasoning (Causality). 

   plus. 

 

Intellect: Perception. Reasoning  

  Imagination. 

 

Feeling: □ 

 

Will: Inibition. Firmeness.  

 Motiveness. 

 

[15B1-80] 

 

If a dog were to start thinking as we do (an impossible hypothesis) that dog 

would be more perfect than other dogs and yet would be killed by them very probably, 

for they would consider him mad. 
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[80v] 

 

Woman,  the higher being, made subject to that coarse913 being, man; not the 

dominion of the high over the low, but of the low over the high. Power, force, brutality, 

must  they, in which was Power, due914 their negations which are by being negations the 

negations of power.  

 

[92-61] 

 

Civilization, progress – mean increase of power. A nation progresses whenever 

it increases its power; it decays when its power decreases. 

(Reason why power is thus important. The central fact in all the super-inorganic 

/worlds/ is life; power is the measure of life. Life, as Le Dantec has defined once and for 

all, is a functional assimilation, and the simplest manifestation of assimilation915 is 

conquest of space. Power is the relative exterior expression of Life. …… 

- Power consists, in all cases, of three916 things: 

(1) Power proper – i.e., intensity (volume) of life, capacity for functional 

assimilation. 

(2) Power in the917 passive sense - i.e., capacity to resist destruction, dissolution, 

etc… 

 

[61v] 

 

(3) Power in918 reference to itself: i.e. as the capacity for creating the other 2 

forms of power (or: the capacity for creating power). 

 

In a nation, power, as this basis, consists of: 

(1) increase in territory, in armed force (strength), in wealth, in culture: i.e. in 

such phenomena as show (a measurable increase.) 

(2) increase in adaptability to circunstances. 

                                                
913 coarse<r> 
914 <could> due  
915 ass[imilati]on 
916 [↑ of] three  
917 <quâ> in the 
918 <qua> in 
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(3) increase in the conditions capable of producing the above: incision of liberty, 

of security919 and of originality.  

 

[92-71] 

 

To be true (the dream of Prince Kropotkine) power should have to cease to exist. 

And as life is a power, a force – no matter used of what kind – while there is life there is 

power, while there is power anarchism in practice is impossible. For the □920 

 

The essence of the use is abuse. 

 

 

Anexo: Apontamentos/páginas Autónomas sobre Metafísica 

 

[22-38] 

 

1. What is metaphysics? 

2. Is metaphysics possible? 

3. Method in metaphysics. 

4. Origin of “metaphysica naturalis.” 

5. Can metaphysics have a basis in science? 

6. The psychologic basis of metaphysics. 

 

[152 – 42] 

 

Ontological problem – Search for Being for Truth 

Metaphysical problem – Synthesis of our knowledge 

Moral problem – Determination of the values of things 

 

But before we enter these it seems proper to ask what elements have we got for 

their solution921. Hence, an introduction, the logical problem, the problem of 

                                                
919 comfort [↑ security] 
920 the <essence> 
921 solution<?> 
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knowledge. The922 problem of knowledge takes 3 forms and contains them: of 

knowledge, its value and its limits. Yet, in reality, this logical problem is my first 

though our [42v] necessity of its being 1st. In reality it forms part of the problems923 of 

metaphysics. 

   

Ontological Problem there is only 1: what is truth, what is reality? 

Metaphysical problem: is capable of subdivisions:  

 

/Problems924 of analysis 

Problems925 of Synthesis/ 

 

 

[22-6] 

 

Evil926 is neither in our desires, nor in our power to act in accordance with them, 

for these are elements of hapiness; evil consists in the limitation of that power. 

(1) Ontological problem: What is reality? 

(2) Metaphysical problem: has 2 forms, according to what may be considered 

reality. If we consider the world we see927 to be reality, then the metaphysical 

problem928 is: □ 

If not, the metaphysical porblem929 becomes: What is the relation between that 

reality and the world? What is the world, if it be not reality? 

Form the solution of this problem, there follow the solutions of several other 

problems which depend upon it, for instance, the sociological problem etc. 

 

[16v] 

 

(3) The moral problem, or the problem of values (Nietzsche). 

 

                                                
922 knowledge, <of> The 
923 probl[em]s 
924 Pr[oblem]s 
925 Pr[oblem]s 
926 <Tuesday / ίηµιι / Tuesday /Thursday/ All evil is in limitaion>/ __________ // Evil 
927 world [↑ we see] 
928 met[aphysical] probl[em] 
929 met[aphysical] porbl[em] 
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Notes. 

The problem of the relations of body and of soul I consider to be but a 

particular930 form of the great problem of matter and of force. This problem is the 

metaphyscial problem. All the problems of science: of sociology931 and so on, in fine, 

the problems of cosmology are all parts of the metaphysical problem. 

The metaphyscial problem: 

(1) Has the world beginning in time and a limit in space? 

(2) Is the actual world’s existence932 necessary or contingent? 

(3) □ 

 

[22-37] 

 

Metaphysical problems have two characteristics: they are unreachable by 

science933, and they are not susceptible of solution, even by reasoning. 

How many of these problems are there? This is very uncertain. In any case the 

following may be considered as such: 

1. Eternity or not–eternity of the universe. 

2. The problem of the Universals. 

3. The immortality of the soul. 

(Free-Will I consider, with Haeckel, not to be an object for critical inquiry, but 

to be a pure illusion.) 

 

[37v] 

 

Problems of Metaphysics: 

Secondary Ontological problem: the nature of the world. 

Secondary moral problem: the problem of the universals. 

Secondary moral problem: the problem of the origin of values (Nietzsche, more 

or less) 

Problem of the Universals. 

Problem of Attributes. 

                                                
930 <gene> particular 
931 <meta> of sociology 
932 [↑ actual] world’s existence 
933 by [↑ science] 
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Poblem of non-relative relation. (α)  

 

(α) what is the relation, if any, between Being and the world? how does the 

world exist? 

(β) Is the world eternal and infinte, or limited in space and in time? In what 

manner does the world exist? 

(γ) Problem of the future or of destiny. Why does the world exist? 

Applying to the world the 3 ideas: Cause, Thing, End.934 

 

[24-101] 

 

Problem of the origin (thought)935 of the world, nature of the world (will)936, 

value of the world (Feeling)937.  

 

How is it impossible to solve these problems? – Religion can say the world is 

created ex nihilo, but it cannot explain this is /*saying/ world. 

 

The impossibility is in this: that it is impossible to pass from the absolute to the 

relative.  

 

[101v] 

 

Knowledge of the absolute. We say it is impossible instinctively beause938 we 

form to consealing an idea of knowledge which makes it to our notion by relation.  

Absolute knowledge is identity. 

Reasoning is Ontology. 

Principle of Identity. 

Simple 939 Contradiction. 

Elimination. 

Where there is only 1 case. No analogy is possible.  

                                                
934 End. // <testim> 
935 origin [↑ (thought)] 
936 world [↑ (will)] 
937 world [↑ (Feeling)] 
938 · .·  [beause] 
939 <Un> Simple 
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[25-37] 

 

Notes on Metaphysics. 

Spirit is consciousness940 – it is no more, not even is it that which is conscious. 

Matter is whatever there can be consciouness of, whether this be the sun or the moon or 

the street which passes by, or an emotion, a desire to love, a fear of pain. Between the 

love of children and the idea of colour there is a difference; but it is a difference much 

the same as that between colour and sound. In both cases there is heterogeneity. The 

fact that colour and sound are given us by the senses is no argument. There must also be 

a sense for the perception of emotions – a certain “tactus interior”. (Or, perchance, fear, 

love are dependent on the sense of touch. But this is very doubtful.) Thus we tremble 

when we fell fear; there is no fear without trembling. May we go further, we hold that 

the941 trembling is the fear, [37v] just as we hold that the idea is the thing. 

 

It is held that every sensation is at the same time affective and representative, 

that is, every sensation brings some pleasure or some pain, and every sensation has its 

own physiognomy, a physiognomy proper to it (there is a difference, for instance, 

between a sensation of colour and a sensation of sound). (If this be true, then a 

distinction has been made by one of the representative and of the affective, in the 

distinction between the idea and the sensation. 

 

[23-45 e 46] 

 

I. 

 

Is it not a metaphysical aspect, a mystic side in a moral theory a defect? 

Cannot942 there ba a morality without a God? Is there a better basis for morality 

than the uttilitarism of rewards943 and of penalties? 

                                                
940 <the> consciousness 
941 [↑ we hold that] the 
942 <Why> <c>/C\annot 
943 <system> of rewards 
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Why did the mystics and the preists of yore spend their time in prayers, in 

fastings, in sacrifices of their flesh, and leave all Charity, all feeling of humanity? 

Because of the metaphysical part of Jesus Christ’s944 ethical system. 

 

Each thing demands that its respective sense should be applied to it.  

 

[45v] 

 

When an ethical system co-exists with a metaphysical system, the consequences 

are evident and deplorable. When the bases of one such system are, as in that of Christ, 

active beneficence and worship of God – faith-alone and meritorious works – we must 

inquire as to the effect of these in religious minds. And the answer is not difficult to 

find. When a system of morality is bound to a metaphysical945 doctrine, it cannot be but 

that the moral system is deduced from, and is a part of, that system of transcendant 

philosophy. The ethics of the Christian religion depends on946 and is deduced from the 

Christian conception of God. “Faith-alone” is the principal and “meritorious works” the 

secondary conception. 

Now in the mind of the mystic what is it that takes place? He is filled, made mad 

by the grandeur of the metaphysical947 conception, he is absorbed, as he himself says, 

by the personality of God. He thinks only of himself and of his own salvation; faith and 

hope are his, charity he neglects entirely. This is the most pernicious effect of the ethical 

system of Christ.  

 

[46r] 

 

Let it not be said: “this is questionable”, for it is not questionable at all. Read the 

works of the mystics and receive instruction therefrom. You will see the danger of 

making a system of morals depend on a metaphysical system. 

 

And, be it added, there is no way of joining948 ethics and theology or 

metaphysics, whereby ethics will not suffer. For in a connection such as this ethics must 

                                                
944 [↑ Jesus] Christ’s  
945 <me> metaphysical 
946 depends [↑ on] 
947 of [↑ the] metaphysical 
948 <making> joining 
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necessarily be subordinate, by no other reason than that of the superior and sovereign 

nature of metaphysics. If ever we proceed, in a mental operation, from the moral world 

to the world beyond949, it is in reasoning, and only in this case. No metaphysical system 

can be founded on a system of morality, because the idea of good contains nothing but 

itself, nothing but the idea of good, from which no conclusion can be drawn of a 

transcendant nature, nor, in a logical way, any conclusion at all. 

 

[46v] 

 

The only problem of a metaphysical nature which might be posited at all is 

asking how good is, and why; but this is not particular to good, it can be asked of all950 

things that exist, of our deepest ideas, of our most extraordinary fancies. It is nothing 

but the problem of substance, or of being, the central question of all philosophy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
949 <unknown> world beyond 
950 <many> all  
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3. Agnosticismo Idealista 

 

Projectos e esquemas 

 

 [153-72r] 

 

Agnosticismo idealista. 

 

─ 1. O problema do conhecimento. 

─ 2. Os Systemas philosophicos 

 /A. Dogmatismo 

 B. Criticismo 

 C. Scepticismo/ 

3. O dogmatismo. 

 A. Realismo. (a) relativo (b) absoluto (c) transcendental. 

 B. Idealismo. (a) relativo (b) absoluto (c) transcendental. 

 C. Espiritualismo (a) relativo951 (b) absoluto (c) transcendental. 

4. O Criticismo. 

 A. □ 

 B. □ 

 C. □ 

 

[25-51r] 

 

Agnosticismo idealista. 

 

A. Scepticismo absoluto ou /negativo/952 

B. Scepticismo relativo ou positivo. 

C. Scepticismo transcendental. 

 

A. O que nega que se possa saber953 a verdade. 

                                                
951 rel[ativo] 
952 <poss> [↑ /negativo/] 
953 <saiba> [↑ se possa saber] 
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B. O que nega que a logica nos leva á verdade, que a logica seja interna da 

verdade (sendo o criterio outro). 

C. O que affirma que a logica, ainda954 que não nos leve á verdade, leva-nos á 

verdade a que pode levar. 

 

Classificação: -  

A. (a) □ 

 

/B. (a) o criterio da verdade não é a logica, mas é intellectual (i.e. opinião 

commum). 

(b) o criterio da verdade não é a logica, mas qualquer cousa não-intellectual 

(pragmatismo)955 

(c)  o criterio da verdade não é a logica, mas956 transcende-a (intuicionismo) 

/ou  (a) o criterio da verdade não é a lógica, mas outra957 cousa intellectual 

 (b) o criterio da verdade não é a lógica, mas qualquer958 sentimento. 

(fé…) 

 (C) o criterio da verdade não é a lógica, mas qualquer vontade ou 

/cousa/ para a acção (pragmatismo)959 

C. (a) □ 

 

A. O criterio da verdade é a logica, e essa despresa-se. 

B. O criterio da verdade não é a logica.  

C. O criterio960 da verdade é a logica mas essa vae além de si propria.   

 

[153-70r] 

 

Base Idealista do Scepticismo. 

Ha 3 ordens de scepticismo961; segundo diz: 

(1) ha uma verdade962, mas não a podemos saber –/scepticismo963 criticista/ 
                                                
954 <no pre> ainda 
955 [o criterio da verdade não é a logica], mas [↑ qualq[uer] cousa] não-intellectual (pragmat[ismo]) 
956 [o criterio da verdade não é a logica], mas 
957 [o criterio da verdade não é a lógica, mas] outra 
958 [o criterio da verdade não é a lógica, mas] qualquer 
959 [o criterio da verdade não é a lógica, mas] qualquer vontade ou /cousa/ p[ar]a a acção (prag[matism]o) 
960 <O †> O criterio 
961 sc[epticis]mo 
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(2) não sei se ha uma verdade.964  - /scepticismo965 relativo/ 

(3) não ha uma verdade966.   – /scepticismo967 absoluto/ 

 

(1) logicamente, a verdade ha-de ser so a do não-universo.968 

 

(3) admitte ainda um criterio de verdade □ 

 

(1) Só sei que não sei nada969. 

(2) Nem sei se nada sei. 

(3)970 

 

Fragmentos com a indicação Agnosticismo idealista 

 

 [22-94r] 

 

Agnosticismo idealista. 

Definição971 da philosophia:  

procura da verdade absoluta (e sem utilidade practica) 

 

/(1) O que é a verdade, ou, qual é a verdade? 

(2) Pode saber-se a verdade? 

(3) Se se pode, como?; Se se não pode, porquê?/ 

 ou 

(1) O que é a verdade? 

(2) Pode saber-se a verdade? Se se pode, como? Se não se pode, porquê? 

(3) Qual é a verdade? 

I 

                                                                                                                                          
962 [↑ uma] verdade 
963 sc[epticis]mo 
964 [↑uma] verdade. <mas se> 
965 sc[epticis]mo 
966 [↑ uma] verdade 
967 sc[epticis]mo 
968 <não-universo>[↑ so a do não-]universo. / <(2) □, baseia-se em isso que o mundo não a dá, ou nós não 
a damos; de [↑ não a dá] mundo> 
969 <não sei se> Só sei que não sei nada 
970 <Sei que nada sei.> 
971 <Fun> Definição  
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(1) Primeiro é preciso determinar o que972 se entende por verdade. Nem por não 

ter sido feito quasi nunca é menos essencial esta determinação. Mas não tem sido feito 

por uma razão, por um caso973 de comprehensão intuitiva. É que sendo verdade 

synonymo de ser, /todos/ os philosophos sentem que resposta á pergunta974: o que é a 

verdade? é é o que é. De modo que perguntar se concretiza975 n’esta: o que é que 

realmente, essencialmente, absolutamente é ou existe? 

 

[25-52r] 

 

Theoria do Agnosticismo idealista. 

 

/*Argument/: 

(1) Temos uma idêa da verdade, que é, na base, a idêa do ser. 

Não podemos descobrir essa verdade – na impossibilidade que temos de abarcar 

infinito, etc. 

? /(2) O mundo não é a verdade nem o sêr./ 

? (3) Se a não podemos descobrir, é que o mundo, como nos é representado ao 

espirito976, não o é. 

(4) □ 

 

A idea de infinito não nos vém da /experiencia/, do mundo – porque, 

essencialmente, o infinito é inexperiencialvel. É uma Sensação metaphysica nossa. – 

Tudo quanto concebemos como essencial, não o encontramos no mundo; julgamol-o 

alli, ás vezes, mas por dedução. 

 

[52v] 

 

A objecção de que o infinito entra na mathematica involve uma falta de subtileza 

ou comprehensão. A mathematica977 trata do numero /e da quantidade/; como o infinito 

                                                
972 <qual> o que 
973 <de cas> por um caso 
974 que [↑ resposta á pergunta] 
975 <para a> perguntar <mais> [↑ se] concretiza 
976 <Portanto> Se a não podemos descobrir, é que o mundo, <como>[↑ como] nos é representado <no> [↑ 
ao] <interiror> espirito 
977 m[atematic]a 
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é, negativamente concebido, quantidade; isto é, como o infinito é quantidade visto978 

que é não-quantidade, a mathematica979 tem que o considerar. Como cousa positiva, 

porém, é que o infinito não entra na sciencia.  

 

Tendo todas as ideas e todos980 os systemas uma ponta de erro e uma ponta de 

verdade, todos são ad infinitum (indefinidamente) sustentaveis, refutaveis981 e 

resuscitaveis (portanto mera982 Dialéctica □)   

 

[153-73r] 

 

O Agnosticismo Idealista. 

 

Um raciocinador habil prova qualquér cousa que quizér, sem provar nada 

realmente. 

Os caminhos da lógica são em numero infinito. 

 

Fragmentos sem a indicação Agnosticismo Idealista   

 

 [22-95r] 

 

O agnosticismo puro983 é impossivel. O unico agnosticismo verdadeiro é a 

ignorância. Porque para nos radicarmos no agnosticismo é preciso um raciocinio984 para 

nos persuadir que a razão tem certos limites. – Mas quem /observa pode parar/; quem 

raciocina985 não póde parar. Portanto quando pelo raciocinio houvermos provado a 

limitação ou a não limitação de estas ou de aquellas faculdades, não podemos dizer: 

“paremos aqui” mas devemos seguir no raciocinio e tirar d’essa limitação ou não 

limitação as consequencias deduziveis. Assim fazem todos os agnosticos consciente ou 

inconscientemente. 

 
                                                
978 <um> visto 
979 math[ematic]a 
980 [↑ todas as ideas e] todos 
981 [↑ sustentaveis] refutaveis 
982 <nem lógicos nem> mera 
983 agnosticismo [↑ puro] 
984 argumento [↑ raciocinio] 
985 <aparentemente> raciocina 
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[152-90] 

 

Argumentos Idealistas. 

I.  

§1. 

A noção de que devemos partir é a noção de sêr, porque 

(1) devemos partir do mais simples, e esta é a noção mais simples; 

(2) é esta a unica noção que involve a sua explicação; 

(3) o problema fundamental, não só em si, mas a respeito de qualquer cousa, em 

qualquér caso, é: existe? 

 

§2986 

Em sêr ha duas cousas: o Sêr987 e a noção de Sêr. 

Ora uma noção é tanto mais completa988 quanto maior é o numero de noções989 

que involve e menor aquelle de noções990 em que é involvida. Será também mais vaga. 

Ora uma cousa é concretamente vaga na proporção em que é abstractamente precisa. 

Consideramos aqui as noções do ponto de vista991 abstracto. Precisamos pois precisar as 

noções abstractas e não as concretas. Applicando /isto/ á noção de ser, vê-se que é ella 

[90v] a992 mais abstractamente pecisa993 de todas, visto que incluindo todo concebido 

(visto que todo o concebido ha-de forçosamente ser concebido como sendo, existindo) 

não é ella propria incluida em cousa alguma (a não ser que se quisesse dizer que visto 

existir é incluida em si mesma. /Ora o que é incluido em si mesmo em cousa alguma é 

incluido.)/     

(noção completa quer dizer noção correspondendo ao sujeito d’ella) 

A nossa noção de ser é, portanto, a mais perfeita possivel. Isso994 tudo é outra 

razão para que ela começasse. 

 

§3. □ 

                                                
986 <II> §2 
987 <a>/o\ <idea> Sêr 
988 (/pura/) uma noção [↑ é tanto mais] completa 
989 cousas [↑ noções] 
990 cousas [↑ noções] 
991 p[onto] de v[ista] 
992 <ao> a 
993 exacta [↑ pecisa] 
994 <Por> <i>/I\sso 
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[22-65 e 66] 

 

Um Systema idealista 

 

Uma cousa para existir deve ser ou finita ou infinita. 

Ora o mundo não é (provar aqui) nenhum □ portanto o mundo995 não existe. 

Para que uma cousa exista é preciso que seja suscepivel de ser percebida e 

pensada; ora o mundo infinito não pode ser percebido; o mundo finito não pode ser 

pensado.  

Portanto996 o mundo, como todo, não existe. 

Mas o mundo existe, parece. Mas não existe como todo.  

Existe pois como parte.  

Não parte de um todo homogeneo; porque esse todo seria elle mundo, e, como já 

provamos, o mundo como todo não existe. 

 

[65v] 

 

É forçoso pois que o mundo exista como parte de um todo de que elle não é 

materialmente parte. Ora isto é susceptivel de ser percebido e pensado ao mesmo 

tempo, e ser percebido e pensado são, como já dissémos, as caracterisiticas da 

realidade. É susceptivel de ser pensado como já provamos, chegando pelo pensamento 

até esta conlcusão. É susceptivel de ser pensado, pelos /*sentidos/, porque estes não 

buscam como infinito997, nem como finito. 

 

O mundo em si é pois limitado por uma limitação sui generis. É parte, não 

homogeneamente, não materialmente de uma cousa qualquer? Que [66r] é essa? É o 

finito ou o infinito. Não é o finito porque998 o mundo o contem em si. É pois o 

infinito999. É1000 o mundo pois parte não integrante de um infinito. 

 

                                                
995 .·. [portanto] o m[undo] 
996 .·. [Portanto] 
997 <todo> infinito 
998 <Chamemos-lhe o Ser.> porque  
999 inf[ini]to 
1000 <Prec> É 
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Não é eterno nem deixa de o ser. Aqui não ha questão de percepção, é único 

criterio1001 o pensamento. Ora não podemos pensar o mundo eterno. Nem o podemos 

pensar começando1002. Portanto o mundo, como todo, não é eterno, nem deixa de o ser.  

 

É a série outra vez. 

 

[66v] 

 

Mau ou bom? 

 

Participa das idéas como queria □ Paltão? É isto realmente a participação.  

 

Mas esse infinito de que o mundo é parte não integrante não é um ser. É pois 

uma idéa. D’aqui a participação.  

 

 [25-53r] 

 

Idealismo Sceptico 

 

O scepticismo envolve 2 conceitos: verdade e sonho (ignorancia). 

Quem é sceptico ou não pode1003 dizer verdade e isso não o podemos achar e 

isso é o mesmo que dizer que o apparente não é verdade: /ou que não haja verdade, o 

que é impensável, pressusposto que será auto-destructivo.  

 

Apontamentos vários referentes às noções de idealismo e de agnosticismo 

 

[153-93] 

 

Scepticismo facil – porque destructivo. 

Optimismo mais requintado, porque vêr o mal em tudo é (1) facil (2) minucioso 

e1004 tudo bom é da visão (1) requintada (2) larga. 

                                                
1001 <so> [↑ único] criterio 
1002 <não os>[↑ começando] 
1003 <por>  não pode 
1004 <O optimismo> e 
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Some letter Pero Botelho 

 

O pantheismo é allemão: na propria attitude politica1005 se vê que o allemão é 

um desindividualizado. 

O inglez é espiritualista: vê corpo e alma como egual (mas ininterpenetrada) 

objetividade. 

O francez é □ 

O portuguez é idealista, porque1006 fechado em si para além de se entregar de 

alma1007, como o allemão; mas pantheista, como elle, porque de corpo se entrega. 

O italiano é □  

   

Origem da nossa actual poesia – literariamente considerando. 

Nota ao Panphleto. Photographia: alma e sensações qual é o nosso?1008 

 

[22-88 -91] 

 

Idealismo  Objectivo exemplo1009 Leibniz (Monadas) 

 Subjectivo. Berkeley 

 Transcendental. 

 

O que é caracteristico no Idealismo1010 não é tanto o prever-se procurar fóra da 

materia uma causa do como do universo. Para o idealista o que importa é procurar uma 

explicação do universo que seja também uma explicação1011 do valor moral da □ 

humana. 

Para o Idealismo Objectivo o que é de real no universo1012 é qualquer cousa 

identica a uma cousa do espirito e.g. Monada. 

 

[88v] 

                                                
1005 [↑ attitude] politica 
1006 <mas> porque 
1007 entregar [↑ de alma] 
1008 [→ Photographia: alma e sensações qual é o nosso?] 
1009 ex[emplo] 
1010 caract[eristico] no Id[ealismo] 
1011 expl[icação] 
1012 I[dealismo] O[bjectivo] o que é de real no univ[erso] 
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Leibnitz  

Idealismo Subjectivo1013 ha tambem □  

Typo systema de Berkeley.  

Para Berkeley1014 o mundo é o conjuncto das nossas sensações. 

 

Idealismo Transcendental1015 

Para Kant a realidade o que1016 concebemos é materia dada pelas sensações. 

Forma imprimida pelo espirito. 

 

O conceito é por um lado uma conclusão que o entendimento tira, unidade 

extrahida pelo [89r] entendimento da multiplicidade das sensações. 

 

A Idea de Espaço de Tempo para Kant uma forma a priori. 

Ha na Razão alguma  cousa superior ao entendimento. Idealismo Transcendental 

e uma transição entre Idealismo Objectivo e Idealismo Subjectivo.1017 

 

  Dualista: Descartes. Aristóteles. 

Realismo  Monista: Spinoza. 

    

O real differente1018 do □ a materia só vale tanto quanto é explicado pelo 

espirito.  

 

[89v] 

 

Materialismo: tudo materia ou forma da materia 

 

Quando Descartes achou Substancia corporal1019 extensa e espiritual □ 

 

                                                
1013I[dealismo] S[ubjectivo]   
1014 P[ar]a B[erkeley] 
1015 I[dealismo] T[ranscendental] 
1016 P[ar]a Kant a realidade <é> o que 
1017 I[dealismo] T[ranscendental] e uma transição entre I[dealismo] O[bjectivo] e I[dealismo] 
S[ubjectivo]. 
1018 diff[erente] 
1019 Subst[ancia] corp[oral] 
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Nada existe senão um ser que tem duas formas como externa e pensante. 

 

Desde que o homem □ 

 

Problema Moral 

2 meios de resolver este problema. 

 

Moral  é  

heteronoma1020 ou  

  autonoma 

 

[90r] 

 

Moral Heteronoma Religiosa 

  Politica – Hobbes 

  Immanente Subjectiva 

    Objectiva individualista 

 Autonoma   altruista 

 

   Trancendente  Intellectualista Sócrates Paltão 

     Voluntarista Kant Schopenhauer 

 

Se procura uma regra nossa crer não em auctoridade externa – seja vontade 

social. Bem – heteronoma   

Hobbes partia do principio que quem tinha mais força originalmente □ 

Procura-se ás vezes um principio inherente á natureza humana immanente, ou 

identico a qualquer faculdade 

por communicação com alguma causa transcendente.  

 

[90v] 

 

Diz elle que a obra moral que resulta da communicação com algo de absoluto. 

O homem não póde conhecer o bem1021 e praticar o mal. Socrates e Platão. 

                                                
1020 <A forma> heteronoma ou  
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A virtude (Socrates1022) é sciencia. 

O mal é uma ignorancia ou um erro. 

Ha idêas puras e ha ideas cheias d’um elemento sentimental, isto é, sentimental 

intellechia1023 – ser vivo 

 

Se assim é não devia haver ninguem mau. 

Por exemplo1024 um soldado atraiçoa sua patria. Se lhe dissessem [91r] que o não 

fizesse, deixaria de o fazer. 

Não. Mas preciso desenvolver-lhe a vontade. 

 

Ha precisão de alguma cousa não voluvel. 

Imperativo categórico do agir practico. 

Conformidade da acção com o acto animal. 

Kant 

Schopenhauer A vontade é a única cousa que pode approximar-se ao Bem 

Absoluto.  

Faze o bem pelo bem. apathia.1025 

É tanto mais moral uma acção quanto mais se approxima a humanidade da 

humanidade ideal. 

 

[91r] 

 

pertaining thereto. 

 The ship sails up the head river etc 

 C. R. Anon1026 

 

[154- 83 - 85] 

 

Philosophia 

                                                                                                                                          
1021 <homem>[↑ bem] 
1022 Socr[ates] 
1023 , isto [é] sentimental intellechia 
1024 ex[emplo] 
1025 bem. [→ apathia.] 
1026 [↓ The ship sails up the head river etc 
 C. R. Anon] 
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Moral do ponto de vista systematico pode ser heteronoma ou autónoma. 

Na moral heteronoma1027 assento n’um principio exterior á natureza. 

Ha religiosa e politica 

Religiosa: cumprimos este ou aquelle dever porque assim o manda Deus. 

Politica: dito porque assim o manda a communidade. 

 

Moral varia moral ingleza (dimce cases) e franceza. 

Moral transcendente sobre o mundo supra-sensivel.  

 

[84r] 

 

Comte 

CRA 

C. R. Anon 

 

Wundt: 

A sociedade existe por assim dizer por um conhecimento1028 □ 

 

Philologia Romanica 

 

Meus Senhores: 

Estamos todos  

 

Critica litteraria □ 

Determinada a relligião entra um auctor e a sua obra □ 

 

[84r] 

 

O homem faz o mal por obedecer a um impulso. 

  

                                                
1027 heter[onoma] 
1028 conh[ecimento] 
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Metaphysica precisa algum1029 ponto de vista. O que é o conhecimento este 

problema parte perfeitamente1030 critica. 

 

Consciencia inglória. Positiva e não dogmatica1031  

 

2 escolas: 

Dogmatismo = tudo é como 1032nós o vemos  

Scepticismo - □ 

August1033 Comte  de Spencer 

Kant1034 

Agnosticismo Agnosticismo 

Agnosticismo. 

Agnosticismo Agnosticismo 

Agnosticismo  

Agnosticismo 

Agnosticismo 

Agnosticismo1035 

 

[85r] 

 

Estão certos1036 todos que o homem melhora com a educação. 

Pensamos uma cousa e fazemos outra. Por isto este systema é falso. Todo falso? 

Não. Mas será a intelligencia pura, ou intelligencia1037 ligada a instinctos ou 

sensualidade? 

 

 

                                                
1029 [↑ <outro>] algum 
1030 [↑ parte] perfeitamente 
1031 <Consciencia ou> 
Consciencia inglória [↑ Positiva e não dogmatica] 
1032 <o que> [↑ como] 
1033 A[ugust]  
1034Kant <absolute>  
1035 [→ Agnosticismo  
Agnosticismo 
Agnosticismo 
Agnosticismo] 
1036 <emp> certos  
1037 int[elligencia] 
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Para Deus não ha passado nem futuro porque para elle é tudo. 

A idea de relativo1038 envolve alguma cousa de absoluto. 

 

[85v] 

 

Immanente quando sobre a analyse da natureza humana. 

 

Kant – Imperativo Categorico, esta moral é transcendente porque elle a não 

funda no raciocinio nem no instincto. Não foi preciso analysar as faculdades 

intellectuaes para achar este systema. 

Escossezes fundam a sua moral na sympathia entre todos os homens (Adam 

Smith) 

Immanente. 

Sócrates – Se o homem pratica o mal é por ignorancia, é immanente por ter 

analogia intellectualista por ser de razões. 

 

Anexos: 

 

Uma versão da secção «VI» de A Nova Poesia Portuguesa no seu Aspecto 

Psicológico 

 

[25-11 a 20]  

 

V. 

 

Na classificação dos systemas philosophicos temos a considerar duas cousas: a 

constituição do espirito e a natureza da ideação metaphysica.1039 O espirito humano, por 

na sua propria natureza de duplamente – interiormente e exteriormente – percipiente, 

nunca pode pensar senão em termos de um dualismo qualquér; mesmo que chegue a 

uma concepção monistica, dentro d’essa concepção monistica ha um dualismo1040. 

Mesmo que dos1041 dois elementos constitutivos da Experiencia – materia e espirito – se 

                                                
1038 [↑ de] relativo 
1039 /os fins a que tende na sua actividade metaphysica./ [↑ a natureza da ideação metaphysica.] 
1040 dualismo, <qualquér>.  
1041 que [↑ dos] 
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negue a realidade a um, não se lhe nega a existencia como irrealidade, como apparencia 

– o que transforma o dualismo espirito-materia1042 em dualismo realidade-apparencia; 

mas realidade-apparencia é, para o pensamento, um dualismo. 

O genero de dualismo, porém, depende de, e é condicionado por, o que se 

considera a Realidade Absoluta1043. O espirito não pode admittir duas realidades 

absolutas: realidade involve unidade. Mesmo, portanto, que o espirito admitta dois 

princípios egual-[11v]mente e objectivamente reaes, é forçado1044 a admittir que um 

d’esses princípios é de qualquer modo superior em realidade ao outro. – Temos pois 

que todo o systema philosophico involve um dualismo e um monismo. A constituição 

do espirito impõe-lhe que pense dualisticamente; a noção de realidade obriga-o a pensar 

monisticamente. O espirito não pode construir um systema puramente monista; e um 

systema puramente dualista1045 não seria um systema philosophico. 

 

Ao tentar o monismo de todo o systema philosophico, o espirito apoia-se1046 a 

um principio qualquér. Apoia-se a um de trez □: ou a materia, ou o espirito ou qualquer 

outra cousa necessariamente inconcebida em si; mas só como diversa1047 de espirito e 

materia. Nascem d’aqui trez systemas: o materialismo, o espiritualismo e o 

transcendentalismo. Por materia entendemos o conjunto de phenomenos que só pode ser 

considerado como /no tempo e no espaço1048./ Por espirito o conjunto de 

phenomenos1049 que directamente é considerado como passando-se no tempo 

simplesmente.1050 

 

[12r]           

 

O espiritualismo caracteriza-se por duas /cousas/: pelo seu caracter dualista – a 

sua admissão de uma dupla realidade1051 – corpo e alma, natureza e Deus; e pela sua 

                                                
1042 <materia> espirito-materia 
1043 [↑ porém] depende de, <provem do> [↑ e é condicionado por,] o que se considera a Realidade 
<Essencial> [↑ Absoluta] 
1044 egual-[11v]mente [↑ e objectivamente] reaes, <com objectividade,> é forçado 
1045 pode <A admittir> construir um systema [↑ puramente] monista; e <por> um systema [↑ puramente] 
dualista 
1046 <tenta> apoia-se 
1047 qualquer [↑ outra] cousa [↑ necessariamente inconcebida em si; mas só como] diversa 
1048 como <tendo> /no tempo e no espaço 
1049 c[onjunto] de ph[enomenos] 
1050 <pode ser  considerado> directamente é considerado como [← passando-se no tempo simplesmente.] 
1051 <realidade> dupla, <ainda que desegual> realidade 
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centralização na alma humana, por1052 ter a alma humana – e, d’ahi, o espirito em geral 

– por ponto de apoio, por centro do seu systema. D’estes dois elementos1053 surge um 

terceiro elemento caracteristico: que a realidade-espirito (alma humana, espirito divino) 

é considerada superior á realidade-materia (corpo humano, natureza). Entendamo-nos 

bem: o espiritualista tem1054 o corpo e a natureza por tão1055 reaes (no sentido 

totalmente abstracto do termo) como1056 o espirito e Deus; mas a realidade do espirito e 

de Deus é uma realidade permanente, ao passo que a realidade do corpo e da natureza é 

uma realidade contingente e transitoria. – O espiritualismo oppõe-se, por um lado, ao 

materialismo; por contra, ao transcendentalismo. Quanto ao idealismo, excepto1057 o 

transcen-[13r]dental – esse é, como mostraremos, apenas uma forma superior da 

essencial douctrina espiritualista. – O materialismo tem de commum com o 

espiritualismo o sêr dualista; diverge d’elle em que o ponto central do seu systema é, 

não o espírito, mas a materia; e diverge portanto na deducção final, porque, em 

opposição á douctrina espiritualista, logicamente estabeleceu a realidade exterior como 

de genero superior á realidade interior. O materialismo1058 é dualista porque admitte, 

precisamente como o espiritualismo, duas realidades – materia e espirito – espirito, é 

claro, no sentido de actividade psychica. O materialismo não nega – nem isso não se 

pode negar1059 – que haja phenomenos psychicos, que tenhamos sensações, 

pensamentos, sentimentos; o que nega – porque1060 estabelece no Exterior e não no 

Interior o centro do seu systema – é que o espirito, a consciencia1061, seja mais do que 

uma funccção, um acompanha-[14r]mento da materia – tomando materia no sentido da 

realidade exterior, de tudo que é concebivel como por natureza1062 contido no tempo e 

no espaço. 

O /trancendentalista/1063 admitte, como o materialista e o espiritualista, uma 

dualidade1064 (o espirito humano, por sua propria natureza de duplamente1065 – 

                                                
1052 <no>[↑ por] 
1053 elementos<,> 
1054 <dá o> [↑ tem] 
1055 <egualmente>[↑ tão] 
1056 <do que> [↑ como] 
1057 <pantheismo.> [↑ transcendentalismo.] Quanto ao idealismo, <mesmo>[↑ excepto] 
1058m[aterialis]mo  
1059 [↑ nem] isso não <se consiguiria> [↑ se pode] negar 
1060 <é o caracter> – porque 
1061 [,]<seja> a consciencia 
1062 <contido> concebivel como <contido> por natureza 
1063 <pantheista> /trancendentalista/ 
1064 <dualismo> dualidade 
1065 de [↑ duplamente] 
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interiormente e exteriormente – percipiente, nunca pode pensar senão em termos de um 

dualismo qualquér), mas essa dualidade não é a do materialista e do espiritualista1066; 

não é a dualidade corpo-alma, materia-espirito1067. É, como (conforme veremos) a do 

espiritualista absoluto, a dualidade Apparencia-Realidade; mas, ao passo que, para o 

espiritualista1068 absoluto, a Apparencia é a materia e a Realidade o Espirito, para o 

Transcendentalista tanto a materia como o espirito são a Apparencia: a Realidade é 

qualquér cousa que a ambos transcende, e de que ambos são ou manifestação, ou 

symbolo, ou □. Isto é, o ponto central, o eixo do systema [15r] transcendentalista não está 

nem na1069 Natureza ou materia (como para o materialista1070), nem no Espirito (como 

para o Espiritualista), mas n’outra cousa que a Materia e Espirito1071 transcende. 

Cada um d’estes trez systemas se (sub)divide naturalemente em trez 

subsystemas. O espiritualismo tem trez formas. Ha, primeiro, o espiritualismo /relativo/ 

-systema que considera alma e corpo/, natureza e Deus/ como egualmente reaes, 

objectivamente reaes, ainda que não eguaes na qualidade da realidade: assim o corpo /e 

a materia são reaes1072 mas transitório/s/, contingente/s/; a alma /e Deus/ é real são 

reaes1073 mas permanente/s/. – Este espiritualismo é o espiritualismo por assim dizer 

clássico; é o de S. Thomaz de Aquino e dos escolásticos em geral, o espiritualismo da 

fé1074 catholica. – Temos, depois, e avançando no conceito de superioridade do espirito 

á materia, o espiritualismo symbolico. Para este, a materia [16r] é real, mas é-o apenas 

por sêr a sombra, o reflexo, o symbolo do espirito. A realidade1075 da materia é 

verdadeira, mas subjectiva-objectiva; provém-lhe propriamente1076 de ella representar 

o1077 espirito. Este é o espiritualismo dos occultistas (Q.L. /*Thomas Brunne/1078 ou ††), 

dos materialistas1079 contemplativos, como São Thomas Brunne, dos allém mysticos, 

como Svedenborg e William Blake. – Ha, finalmente, o espirtualismo absoluto. 

                                                
1066 m[aterialist]a e do esp[iritualis]ta 
1067 <esp> materia-espirito 
1068 esp[iritualis]ta 
1069 nem [↑ na] 
1070 m[aterialis]ta 
1071 M[ateria] e E[spirito] 
1072 m[ateria] é real [↑ são [rea]es] 
1073 é real [↑ são reaes] 
1074 <typi> da fé  
1075 realidade <real> 
1076 provém-lhe [↑ propriamente] 
1077 <a> o 
1078 /*Th[omas] Br[unne]/ 
1079 <esp> m[aterialis]tas 
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Intensificada o sentimento1080 espiritualista chega-se a um ponto em que á materia se 

nega toda a realidade, salvo a inevitavel realidade logica – isto é, a realidade perante o 

pensamento; visto que, para pensar a materia irreal, illusoria é preciso pensal-a; para a 

pensar é forçoso1081 tel-a por ser qualquér cousa, ainda que só para o pensamento. Ser 

apparencia, é, de certo modo, sêr; e ser de certo modo é sêr. Todos os systemas 

chamados idea-[17r]listas – excepto o idealismo dito transcendental1082, isto é, aquelle 

que provém de Kant – pertencem a esta categoria. Pertencem1083 a esta categoria as 

metaphysicas de Leibnitz e de Berkeley. 

No materialismo encontram-se, do mesmo modo, trez theorias. Ha, primeiro, o 

materialismo relativo. Este admitte a materia e o espirito – ou, como aquelle costuma 

dizer, a força e a materia – como egualmente reaes, eternamente reaes, mas eternamente 

inseparaveis. Esta dualidade é monisticamente eterna; e constitue uma realidade 

exterior, do tempo e do espaço, nem ha outra realidade – tal é a theoria, que o systema 

exposto por Büchner representa nitidamente. – Ha, depois, o materialismo □, que 

considera a realidade como physica e psychica; mas para elle o psychico é 

simplesmente epiphenomeno ou função do physico. 

 

[18r]      

 

É apenas real pelo physico. 

A realidade não é a mesma: o que verdadeiramente é real é o phenomeno 

physico. – Ha, por fim, o materialismo absoluto, systema aliás raro, mas curioso. E o de 

Edgar Poe, no Eureka, por exemplo. Considera o espirito1084 como espiritualmente 

irreal, isto é, como materia. Quer dizer1085 o espirito é uma materia mais subtil, mas é 

materia, realmente materia, ocupando espaço material.  

Em o transcendentalismo dão-se as mesmas subdivisões. Temos, em 1º logar, o 

transcendentalismo materialista. Para este, espirito e materia são egualmente reaes e 

irreaes. São irreaes porque não são as /*causas/, mas cousas, reaes porque são parallelas 

manifestações de uma realidade que as transcende, mas que lhe é a substancia.1086 Esta 

                                                
1080 a ancia [↑ o sentimento] 
1081 <como tal,> para a pensar <como> é forçoso 
1082 [↑ dito] transcendental 
1083 <Ella inclue Platão e Leibniz, Berkeley, Plotino e Berkeley.> Pertencem 
1084 <a alma> o espirito 
1085 <Isto é, p> [↑ Quer dizer]   
1086 [↑ reaes e] irreaes. [↑ São irreaes porque não são as /*causas/, mas cousas, reaes porque] são 
parallelas manifestações de uma realidade que as transcende. [↑ mas que lhe é a substancia.] 
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Realidade Transcendente é concebida, porém, como incarnada n’aquellas duas 

apparencias, como manifestando-se atravez ellas, sem outro modo de ser. É o [19r] 

systema philosophico de Spinoza. Chamamos-lhe transcendentalismo materialista1087 

porque não é senão aquillo, a que chamámos materialismo relativo, transcendentalizado. 

Como o materialismo relativo, o transcentalismo materialista1088 admitte duas parallelas 

formas de inteiramente objectiva realidade 1089– materia e espirito – mas estas existem 

realmente n’uma outra substancia, que lhes é o ser, mas que não se manifesta senão 

atravez ellas nem existe senão manifestando-se sob aquelle1090 duplo aspecto. - Mais 

acima encontramos o1091 transcendentalismo espiritualista. É um systema raro, porque 

está perpetuamente tendendo ou a ser o, aparentemente mais puro, trancendentalismo 

materialista1092, ou a ser solicitado, por razões religiosas para um qulaquer systema 

espiritualista. Ha um exemplo d’este systema em Malebranche. Para o 

transcendentalista espiritualista1093 materia e espirito [20r] tem por substancia um ente 

que /o espirto concebe – não como exterior a si, quanto possivel, como faz no 

transcendetalismo materialista1094, mas como interior a si./ 

Para Spinoza tudo é Deus, e Deus é tudo. Deus1095 está todo nas suas 

manifestações.  

Para Malebranche (□) tudo é Deus1096, e Deus é tudo. Mas não é só tudo; além 

de sêr tudo é mais – é Deus. Deus manifesta-se em tudo, é tudo, mas ainda lhe sobra ser. 

Deus, para Spinoza1097, só existe no tempo e no espaço, e através dos seus 

atributos. Para Mallebranche1098 existe no tempo e no espaço, porque existe nas cousas e 

no espirito, mas existe também fóra do tempo e do espaço, em si proprio. 

Transcendentalismo1099 Absoluto: Deus é tudo, mas é tudo irrealmente. 

                                                
1087 trans[cendentalismo] mat[erialis]ta 
1088 mat[erialis]mo relativo, transcendentalizado. Como o mat[erialis]mo rel[ati]vo, o tra[nscentalis]mo 
mat[erialis]ta 
1089 duas [↑ parallelas] formas de [↑ inteiramente objectiva] realidade 
1090 senão <d’aquelle modo> manifestando-se <d’aquelle> [↑ sob aquelle] 
1091 <Em man> [↑ Mais acima] encontramos <um>[↑ o] 
1092 , tr[ancendentalis]mo mat[erialista] 
1093 tr[anscendentalis]ta esp[iritualis]ta 
1094 tr[anscendetalis]mo mat[erialis]ta 
1095 <Mas> Deus 
1096 <Deus> [↑ tudo] é <tudo, mani [↑ e tudo é]> Deus 
1097 Sp[inoza] 
1098 M[allebranche] 
1099 T[ranscendentalismo] 
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Uma pedra não é real, como pedra. Uma pedra1100 é uma illusão do meu espirito. 

Mas como o meu espirito é Deus e a pedra é Deus, a pedra é real e irreal ao mesmo 

tempo. 

A natureza é uma irrealidade divina.   

 

Fragmentos afins da secção «VI» de A Nova Poesia Portuguesa no seu 

Aspecto Psicológico 

 

[153- 74 a 74a] 

 

Espiritualismo = alma, considerada como informe opposta á natureza1101 como 

fórma. O conceito que os homens da Reanscença teem da Natureza é ainda, comparado 

ao que a que1102 hoje estamos accostumados, rigido e □ alguma cousa porém se acha já 

penetrada pelo espiritualismo da época. – 

    Introdução1103 

    (1) sentimento da natureza1104 como  

    intuído, mas não se forma   

    sentimento e meditação. 

    (2) sentimento1105 da alma como  

    meditativa 

    (3) Sentimento1106 da alma com sentiente. 

pantheismo = alma, concebida como informe, ante a natureza1107 sentida como  

  informe tambem.  

  ideação pantheista:  (1) sentimento1108 vago e pleno da  

    natureza 

    toda a natureza como tendo1109 alma. 

    (2) Sentimento da alma como  

                                                
1100 <Mas como> [↑ Uma pedra] 
1101 nat[urez]a 
1102 ao que [↑ a que] 
1103 Introd[ução] 
1104 sent[imen]to da nat[urez]a 
1105 sen[timen]to 
1106 Sen[timen]to 
1107 nat[urez]a 
1108 sen[timen]to 
1109 n[aturez]a como <trazendo> [↑ tendo] 
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    sonhando1110. 

    (3) □ 

  

idealismo – alma como fórma ante a natureza1111 como fórma, mas sendo a 

forma a da alma.  Introdução1112 

    (1) natureza1113 como sendo alma. 

    (2) alma como imagem (?) 

    (3) humanidade1114 como □ 

 

III – materialismo1115 IX Idealismo 

IV – espiritualismo1116 X conclusões. 

V - decadencia1117 Sec XVIII 

VI – pantheismo 

VII – decadencia1118 Sec – XIX  

 

[74a] 

 

materialismo -  (1) natureza1119 como fórmas. 

/ideação grega/ (2) alma como sensação1120, (?) e raciocínio. /O  

 raciocinio1121 é a sensação  das ideas./ 

 (3) humanidade como agente. A ausencia1122 de sentimento  

 de fraternidade é total na cultura1123 greco-romana. 

Este processo □ tanto se pode considerar como uma evolução como uma 

decadência. Não ha aqui idea de fazer metaphysica. 

 

                                                
1110Sen[timen]to da alma como aspirando [↓ sonhando]. 
1111 nat[urez]a 
1112 [→ Introd[ução]] 
1113 nat[urez]a 
1114 human[idade] 
1115 mat[erialis]mo 
1116 esp[iritualis]mo 
1117 <p> decad[enci]a 
1118 dec[adencia] 
1119 nat[urez]a 
1120 <agente> sensação 
1121 r[aciocinio] 
1122 <Não fraterniza> A ausencia 
1123 cul[tura] 
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De toda a sensação a que é primeiro que tudo da fórma é mais nitida por ser de 

cousa mais nitida. 

    

1. Ideação collectiva inconsciente – religião. (conceito pelo que o que tem de 

isto)1124 

2. Ideação dos dirigentes – politica (?) 

 (pensam fóra da sociedade1125 mas não da vida: d’ahi o que os  

 caracteriza e é erigivel é o conceito politico.)1126 

3. Ideação dos representativos –  (1) arte. 

(2) philosophia, isto é o conteúdo da 

philosophia; é o modo como essa 

philosophia1127, seja ella o que fôr como 

systema, é pensada. Sendo um systema 

idealista pode tentar isso, só 

mathematicamente □1128  

  (3) literatura 

   

[153-75r] 

 

Com respeito ao idealismo de Anthero, o dos nossos actuaes poetas não é 

diverso, é abstracto. É o idealismo de Anthero tornado completo. 

  

Assim se todos os seres – corpos1129 ou almas – são da mesma categoria – o que 

pode haver entre elles é graus… e assim um elemento da serie, um elemento 

evolucionista por natureza entra, mesmo metaphysicamente analyzando, na natureza1130 

de uma cousa precisa. Coincide com a realidade plenamente: a nossa causa pois, como 

nos mostra todo o seu espirito, e a Ode á Luz1131 exuberantemente, é evolucionista. 

 

                                                
1124 [ (<como o puro †>[↑ conceito pelo que o que tem de isto])] 
1125 soc[ieda]de 
1126 politico.[)] 
1127 phil[osophi]a; é o modo como essa phil[osophi]a 
1128 [↓ isto é o conteúdo da phil[osophi]a; é o modo como essa phil[osophi]a, seja ella o que fôr como 
systema, é pensada. Sendo um systema idealista pode tentar → isso, só mathematicamente □] 
1129 [↑ <seres> [↑ corpos]] 
1130 nat[urez]a 
1131 O[de] á L[uz] 
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[153-78-79] 

  

Os pantheismos varios dos romanticos, como o pantheismo de Spinoza são um 

pantheismo incompleto, um pantheismo relativo. Por isso podemos chamar á 

metaphysica da nossa causa propria pantheismo absoluto. É o termo □ 

 

Para os nossos maiores1132 poetas o exterior comfunde-se como o interior □ se 

confunde □ sob pensamento □ dizer consubstanciadora. Novalis está constantemente a 

exprimir-se em verso como □  

A alma é um corpo com forma espectraes. Se não fosse esta theoria nenhuma 

significação1133 teria dizer  choupos de alma: essa expressão ficaria virgem, se não se 

confundissem, nas obras do poeta, o espiritual e o natural, se não fosse do mesmo 

genero, realista1134, /*porem/ se podessem confundir. E verificar-se-ha que, n’esta 

geração, na precisa proporção de que esta philosophia é síntese e expressão é do 

conhecimento e /*representativo/ da parte. Dizia n’esta geração porque diziam…1135  

  

[78v]  

 

A morte é uma subida suposta na serie dos seres; parece ser uma descida mas 

não é. É que, se olhamos a serie linearmente dos entes1136 em direcção á materia, toda a 

aspiração consagrada para o puro espirito1137 é um indefinido afastamento da pura-

materia. De modo que toda a queda material é uma ascensão espiritual. 

 

É este o intimo geral sentido de uma imagem a da queda-ascenção1138 que 

atravessa obra de Pascoes lhe situa os 2 versos mais simbolicos da poesia tambem hoje 

conhecidos1139 

 

 Que seja uma ascenção  

                                                
1132 nossos [↑ maiores] 
1133 significação <verificação> 
1134 <nat> realista 
1135 <género> do conhecimento e [← /*representativo/ da parte. Dizia n’esta geração porque diziam…] 
1136 ,<cada> se [↓ olhamos a serie linearmente dos entes <olh> 
1137 <cada> se [↓ olhamos a serie linearmente dos entes <olh> em direcção á materia, toda a <subida>[↑ 
aspiração consagrada] para o [↑ puro] espirito 
1138 [↑ geral] sentido de uma imagem [↓ a da queda-ascenção] 
1139 [↓ lhe situa os 2 versos mais simbolicos da poesia tambem hoje conhecidos] 
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 O ela, toda a queda, 

 

que, visto sem1140 comprehensão, a si puramente um absurdo. 

 

A escala dos seres tem em baixo, idealmente, o zero material, em cima, 

idealmente, o infinito espiritual. O universo é Deus indo em Deus e que sobe para Deus. 

O infinito abrange todas as cousas da serie1141; por isso o universo é espiritual. 

(Toda a cousa é um numero divino.)1142   

 

[79r] 

 

Para /*materialista/ involve - (1) materialismo faz perder a alma, a materia1143 é 

absolutamente real (2) espiritualismo porque ha a dualidade na queda-ascenção1144 (3) 

idealimo porque □ 

 

D’aqui o immenso valôr e a immensa força da nossa poesia.  

O fundamental da sensação nossa do poema mesmo, que alguns materialistas 

extremos notam, pode ser sentido porque um nosso poeta num □ 

        

 [25-21] 

 

Mas a idea de Deus – onde fica no espiritalismo? Fica subordinada, como idéa, á 

idéa central de espirito. Logo que Deus seja considerado espiritual e exterior ás almas 

humanas1145 estamos em espiritualismo. Os seus caracteristicos são essenciaes; porque 

espiritual e interior ás almas, constituindo-lhe a substancia é já o transcendentalismo 

espiritualista, de que adeante se falará. 

   

Dizer que um systema tem por base, por exemplo1146, o espirito é dizer que 

concebe a Realidade1147 Suprema como espiritual, como do genero do espirito. 

                                                
1140 <†> sem 
1141 <tudo>[↑ todas as cousas da serie] 
1142 divino.[)]   
1143 mat[eria] 
1144 absolutamente [↓ real] (2) espiritualismo [↓ porque ha a dualidade na queda-ascenção] 
1145 espiritual [↑ e exterior ás almas humanas] 
1146 ex[emplo] 
1147 <r>/R\ealidade 
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[21v] 

 

  

Toda a exaltação mystica de Deus tende a manifestar-se n’uma linguagem 

pantheista. O espiritualista que delegue o ponto de base do seu systema no Espirito e se 

incline em enthusiasmo para Deus, tende immediatamente a fallar  

transcendentalismo1148. Isto mostrava a Platão, aos mysticos christãos repetidas vezes. 

Logo porém não tomou o essencial por caracteristica; não classifica um systema pelas 

exaltações que o põem fora de si proprio.  

  

Há só um systema – o transcendentalismo absoluto – que nunca pode sahir fora 

de si proprio, porque abrange tudo.    

 

[153-56 – 57] 

 

O idealismo é, a nosso vêr, apenas uma mais alta forma de espiritualismo. O que 

é essencial no espiritualismo é o caracter dualista1149 – a sua admissão de uma dupla, 

ainda que desegual, realidade – corpo e alma, natureza e Deus. Mas o idealismo é 

dualista tambem porque tem uma dualidade – não a dualidade corpo-alma, ou natureza-

Deus, mas a dualidade realidade-irrealidade, apparencia-realidade. 

Por isso o espiritualismo1150 exaltado torna-se idealismo; o furor dos mysticos 

espiritualistas leva-os a uma expansão idea-[56v]lista. Assim Sir Francis Bacon na sua 

sublime e extensa Religio Medici: □ 

 

Com efeito, compreende-se. O sentimento de que corpo e alma são reaes1151, 

mas a alma de uma modalidade superior á do corpo, exaltado leva-a a augmentando a 

realidade da alma deprimindo1152 a do corpo até ao ponto extremo em que a realidade do 

corpo passa a sêr nulla e única a da alma. A dualidade, porém, não desapparece. O 

corpo passa1153 a ser considerado aparência, illusão; mas aparência, illusão não é nada. 

                                                
1148 <pantheismo> transcendentalismo 
1149 <du> caracter dualista  
1150 <a>/o\ <imagi> esp[iritualis]mo 
1151 <De admittir a dupla [↑ ainda duplamente] reaes,> [↑ O sentimento de que] corpo e alma [↑ são reaes] 
1152 <deprim> [↑ deprimindo] 
1153 [↑ O corpo] <P>/p\assa 
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[57r] Existe para a logica. É portanto de certo modo uma realidade. Para o conceber 

como irreal, o1154 pensamento tem de as conceber, e não o pode portanto conceber como 

não-sendo. O que o idealismo é, é um espiritualismo muito1155 apurado. 

 

[57r] 

 

a fatal argumentation was put forth by Mr. † 

  

[154-54r] 

 

dualismo 

(1) materialismo 

 (1º) espiritualismo1156 materialista (Voltaire) 

(2) espiritualismo 

 2º espirito1157 subjectivista. 

(3) idealismo. 

 

[155-93r] 

 

Classificação dos systemas philosophicos 

 

Ora o facto fundamental é que ha agnosticismo materialista e agnosticismo 

espiritualista, o que, é claro1158, impõe a inevitabilidade de ter de1159 pensar de um ou de 

outro modo um espirito humano. 

Todos constatarão que Comte é um agnóstico materialista, como agnóstico 

/espiritualista/ é Spencer. 

Agnosticismo pantheista é impossivel – fite-se a definição do pantheismo e 

perceber-se-ha porquê. 

Mas agnosticismo transcendentalista concebe-se perfeitamente. Para o agnostico 

transcendentalista, o universo é irreal mas não se sabe o que é a Realidade; do d’elles 

                                                
1154 <a>/o\ 
1155 esp[iritualism]o m[ui]to 
1156 esp[iritualis]mo 
1157 esp[iri]to 
1158 <abre> é claro 
1159 de [↑ ter de] 
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apenas se sabe, previamente que o universo irreal, que é outro1160 do que o universo. 

Mas não será isto basilarmente identico ao transcendentalismo1161 pantheista, já 

exposto?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1160 <differente> outro 
1161 <pantheismo> transcendentalismo 
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4. Systema da Philosophia 

 

[153-60r] 

 

Systema da Philosophia 

I. Introducção – (metaphysica). 

II. Philosophia das sciencias (incluindo classificação). 

III. Biologia1162. 

IV. Psychologia. 

V. Sociologia. 

VI. Moral. 

VIII. Esthetica.  

 

[155 – 87] 

 

Systema de Philosophia1163 

/Nullo valor civilizational e realmente philosophico das sciencias ante-

psychologicas. É da sciencia1164 do individuo em deante que o interesse social e 

philosophico existe. As outras ou teem um interesse meramente applicativo; ou são 

/*irreais/ para metaphysicas./ 

 

[155-88] 

 

Systema de Philosophia. 

 

1. Critica do conhecimento. Metaphysica. Agnosticismo idealista1165 

2. Introdução ao estudo das sciencias. Classificação. 

3. O individuo – tratado de psychologia. 

4. A1166 sociedade – tratado1167 de sociologia. 

5. Tratado de moral. 

                                                
1162 <M> Biologia 
1163 S[ystema] de Ph[ilosophia] 
1164 sc[iencia] 
1165 Ag[nosticismo] id[ealista] 
1166 <Tr>/A\ 
1167 tr[atado] 
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6. Tratado1168 de Esthetica. 

 

3. O individuo – bases /physicas/ da sua vida (biologia) 

4. O individuo – psychologia. 

5. A sociedade 

V Gnothi seauton. 

 son. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1168 Tr[atado] 
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III – Pequenas Produções Filosóficas 

 

1. Critique of Plato’s Theory 

 

[22-63] 

 

Critique of Plato’s Theory. 

 

When Plato says that Beauty alone is Beautiful, that Whiteness alone is truly 

white, he errs. For to be beautiful means “to participate in Beauty” and to be white 

means “to participate in Whiteness”, to1169 possess whiteness in some degree. But 

Beauty does not possess Beauty, neither is1170 Whiteness white. 

We commit the same error as Plato when we, seeing that Infinity contains all 

numbers, is the only true number, whereas Infinity is not a number at all but is of 

another1171 nature entirely.  

The origin of this error is easily seen when we consider a series. Here we are 

prompted to say infinity is superior1172 to any number. Here is the error of Plato. Infinity 

is neither superior nor inferior to any number; because superior and inifinity1173 depend 

on number, and degree. 

 

[63v] 

 

But not even is Infinity1174 different from number. For the principle of 

difference1175 is degree; degree is numeric; and Infinity is not number.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1169 <them> [↑ to] 
1170 <do> is 
1171 Inf[inity] is not a number at al but is <super> of another 
1172 is <different> superior 
1173 sup[erior] and inif[ini]ty 
1174 is <the> Infinity 
1175 diff[eren]ce 
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Anexo: 

 

[22-61] 

 

Things are not the shadows of ideas, nor ideas more real than things. They are 

identical, of the same order. Things are ideas and ideas are things. 

 

In a hallucination my idea and its exteriorization are not 2 things. They are one 

and the same thing.  

 

a) Plato was wrong when he attributed to his ideas a reality different1176 to that 

of things, when he did not see in each thing an idea, but found ideas only in generalities.  

 

B if from B external 

B if from AB 

Here B = AB 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1176 diff[eren]t 
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2. Philosophy of Plato 

 

[22-59 a 60] 

 

Philosophy of Plato. 

Shall we say that acts1177 are just and good, and that justice and truth do not 

exist? 

Can just acts, good actions preced justice, goodness? – Now either these acts are 

thus in themselves, just and good; or they1178 are just and good only relatively, only in 

so far as they are percieved, that is to say, or it is the human mind or the human 

organization that producs them (at least in collaboration with the object). If the acts be 

in themselves just and good, since it is not only they which possess1179 goodness and 

justness, how are they good and just?  

 

[59v] 

 

 

If these1180 acts be only relatively just or good how are they relatively just and 

relatively good1181? Because we have in us something to judge things thus. Now since 

one act is more just than another, since one thing is more extended than another, if this 

be the product of our mind plus the object, what part is the object’s, what part our 

mind’s? 

 

[60r] 

 

Now we observe that in the objects, thus perceived, there are 2 elements: justice 

and quantity justice,1182 in the one case; in the other extension space and a certain 

amount of space.  

Which of these is the part of the subject, which of these has origin in the object? 

One of them, we notice, is constant; the other varies.  

                                                
1177 things [↑ acts] 
1178 <justice> they 
1179 <are> possess 
1180 <the> [↑ these] 
1181 rel[ative]ly just and rel[ative]ly good 
1182 obj[ect]s, <as> thus perceived, there are 2 elements: justice and quantity <of> justice, 
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3. Critique of the Idea of God 

 

[151-33r] 

 

Critique of the Idea of God. 

 

«In all things we can distinguish essence (or substance) and attribute. Substance 

is being and attribute is manner-of-being. (Substantia est ens; attributum1183 essendi 

modus.) Now, since God is pure Being, in him substance and attribute are comfounded 

and are the same thing. For his essence is being and, since he is nothing but Being, his 

manner-of-being is Being.» 

 

Anexos: 

 

[15B3-90r] 

 

The idea of God reminds me one of those childish and amuzing conceptions 

some ancients had of the earth1184; flat, etc, etc. 

The idea of God, thereof, appears to me only as the idea a simple and immature 

mind makes1185 for itself of the Absolute. 

 

One thing is religious ideas, another religious sentiment, the religious spirit. The 

religious spirit is the primitive basis of sincerity.  

To lose it does not mean in all case1186 to lose sincerity and seriousness of mind, 

but often the human onganization is too low and cannot yet lose one cult losing the 

other. That is1187 only modern sincerity losing faith, does not realy lose faith, but lose 

sincerity.  

Honour nevertheless to those who make a faith of science. Man must believe. It 

is better to believe that science will know that God was. 

                                                
1183 <«In all things we can detect [↑ being and] attribute and idea> «In all things we can distinguish 
essence [↑ (or substance)] and attribute. Substance is being and attribute is manner-if-being. (Substantia 
est esse [↑ ens]; <et> attributum 
1184 the <erth> earth 
1185 mind <forg> makes 
1186 rel[igious] spirit is the primitive basis of sincerity. <and> /<If> To lose it does not mean [↑ in all case] 
1187 < That speaks> That is 
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Man has an idea of free-will. This is the idée-force.  

I am lead to came by a †, where is the real […] Lombroso.  

 

 [155-48 a 49] 

 

Everything, say the scholastics, possesses being in a certain degree. To put in 

God the attributes and the qualities that these do, or expect from them the statement that 

God possesses Being in an infinte degree. 

Now the Scholastics rightly see the falsity of saying this, and, forgetting that 

then God is to have attributes, they say not that God possesses infinite Being, but that 

God is Being. 

 

[48v] 

 

Now, what is the meaning of the phrase that everything possesses being in a 

certain degree? It means two things: firstly that1188 a thing is, secondly that a thing is in 

a certain manner. Form this then it follows that if God is1189 infinite Being, he is 

infinitely and he is in an infinite manner. 

For instance, a good act of any man’s is 1st a thing, secondly a good thing.1190 

God then, from this, is an infinte thing and, taking only the attribute of goodness, is 

infinite1191 thing infinitely good. 

Now here are 2 infinites. These 2 infinites1192 are either of one order, or of 

different1193 orders. If of 1 order, they cannot coexist, as 2 things, [49r] they are one, they 

are two only to an order. If of different orders sure1194 one of them is Being, the others 

must be not-Being. 

But if good be not-Being, the contrary of good must be Being. (?) 

Note:  

                                                
1188 [↑ firstly] that 
1189 <possess> is 
1190 , <an> [↑ a good] act <of name> [↑ of any man’s] is 1st an act [↑ a thing], secondly a good act [↑ 
thing]. 
1191 <inf> infinite 
1192 inf[inite]s 
1193 diff[eren]t 
1194 diff[eren]t orders [↑ sure] 
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We must these thus say1195: God is an infinite thing possesed of infinte goodness, 

but1196 what is it to be possessed of a thing?   

- To have a thing. 

 

[49v] 

 

Evil is the Being? No, for considering it. Evil is1197 a thing of the same order as 

good, i.e. it is an attribute, a manner of Being. If we had began1198 an inquiry with Evil 

we had came to the same conclusion as we are here, attained to with good. Being then is 

contrary not to good and evil! Perhaps Being I both Good and Evil, for a thing both 

good and evil is contrary at the same time to good1199 and to evil? But a thing which is 

contrary to 2 contrary things cannot partake of their nature, it cannot be by them. 

 

[24-116] 

 

Idea of God. 

Is it a simple or a composed idea? 

Is it a simple idea like that of colour, of time? No. At least if it be a simple idea 

(therefore1200 a natural idea innate) it is unnexplainable. No one can say of colour but 

that it is colour, nor of time anything than that it is time. But if the idea be simple it 

cannot include the idea of present, the idea of goodness, the idea [116v] of creator etc and 

all other ideas. And if so it is simply an idea of the absolute. And if simply the idea of 

Absolute it is not in any way the idea of God as testimony understand it. (True, mankind 

has an intuition of the absolute, not, from its very nature, no more than an intuition. 

Reason works on this data, distincts, constructs, errs, leads men contrary to1201 gods, 

Powers, Superentities).  

 

 

 

                                                
1195 <To> [↑ We must these thus] Say 
1196 <means> But 
1197 <Bad> [↑ Evil] is the B[eing]? No, for considering it. <Bad>[↑ Evil] is 
1198 <Bad then is> [↑ If we had] began 
1199 B[eing] I both Good and Evil, for a thing both g[ood] and evil is contrary at the same time to g[ood] 
1200 , <of good>? No. At least if it be a simple idea (.· . [therefore] 
1201 contrary with, no original. 
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4. «Objection to be made to christian philosophy…» 

 

[22-107 a 109] 

 

Objection to be made to christian philosophy is that it is a dualistic system. 

Christianity holds1202 that there are two realities, two things equally true, equally real. 

Now to say that truth is of two kinds is to say that there are1203 2 realities, 2 truths. But 

this conception is absurd; there cannot be more than one reality, more than one truth. 

“Realities”, “truths” (this last1204 word in its most extensive sense) are not expressions 

which owe much to logic; nor is it our custom to use them. There cannot be, then, there 

are not, two realities. Such a conception is impossible. Dualism as a theory of things is a 

child product of1205 philosophic idiocy. (childhod). 

But, it may be added, matter and spirit are realities, but they are realities either 

(says one theory) of different kinds, or (another will say) of different degrees1206. The 

first of these two hypotheses is, I believe, already disproved. [107v] For I have already 

said that two realities are impossoble, that reality is understood1207 to be one. Realities 

of two kinds are two realities and no more. But if it be thought that this is not so and 

that two realities may be concieved, one as infinte and as eternal, another as finite in 

space and in time; still there is answer for this and a word against it. In the first place 

reality1208 (for reality is ever a unitary concept) cannot be at the same time eternal and in 

time, infinite and in space. It has to be one, or it must be the other or, perhaps, other 

than either of these.1209 It cannot be both, for them it would be dual, it would be lose its 

quality of reality.  

It would be possible to answers again: reality is thus dual because [108v] dually 

considered. Dually considered – and by whom? By man? – then either all reality is 

subjective and there is none, and we have Protagoras again. Or then reality is to be 

considered in itself and, being considered thus, the first thing to be postulated about it is 

that there is one reality alone. But these two realities may be said to be objective, not 

made, nor thought by us. But objective reality is again and as truly one. If two realities 
                                                
1202 <It is> Christianity holds 
1203 that <there are 2> truth<s> is of two kinds is to say that <there>[↑ there] are 
1204 [↑ more] than one truth. “Realities”, “truths” (<in the> [↑ this last] 
1205 child [↑ product] of 
1206 diff[eren]t kinds, or (another will say) of diff[eren]t degrees 
1207 is <by definition> understood 
1208 <a> reality 
1209 <(> or, perhaps, other than either of these.<)> 
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be shown to us then either one is an illusion1210, or both are illusions, and, in these 

cases, either the other, or something other than both is reality. Two kinds of realities are 

then inconceivable; there is only one reality, no more than one truth.  

Again, as we have noticed, an hypothesis1211 may be made, that matter and spirit 

are realities of different de-[108v]grees. But then, if matter and spirit be realities of 

different degrees, there are realities of other degrees and we do not take conscience of 

them. This is extraordinary enough, but it is not sufficient to disprove; there are better 

things in the same argument. For two, any number of degrees1212 of anything, in any 

quality, suppose a series in that quality, and a series in any quality supposes an infinte 

(the quality itself in itself, in the abstract) at the top, and zero of that quality at the foot. 

Two degrees of reality suppose therefore, if these degrees be truly relative, numerical, 

more of them is1213 real, the reality is the infinite at the top. There is no reality but 

reality. On the other hand if these be relative only to each other, if they be two [109r] 

absolutes, one of them is infinity (reality itself) and the other zero (no reality at all). 

Again is dualism impossible. 

It may more be said: duality is transitory, spirit is really the only reality.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1210 one [↑ is an illusion] 
1211 <wez> [↑ an] hypothesis 
1212 [↑ any number of] degrees 
1213 them <as> is 
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5. «The true method of metaphysical examination»  

 

[22-78 e 80] 

 

I. 

  

The true method of metaphysical1214 examination has been indicated to us by 

Descartes – the method of universal doubt. Our first mental action, when we 

philosophize is, therefore, to shake off the tyrannous prejudice of custom, and, not less, 

the whole weight of knowledge which may seem most legitimately acquired, and may 

appear1215 endowed with indubitable correctness. While we thus doubt, however, one 

thing becomes clear to us, that we, to doubt and to think, must have existence: Cogito, 

ergo sum – I think, therefore I exist1216. 

It is unfortunate that human language cannot furnish a better presentation of the 

reasoning. It would seem that “Aliquid cogitat ergo sum” – Ought thinks therefore I 

exist” should be better, but, as I have said, human is inequal to the reasoning.1217 

Two things are put forth in this reasoning – the proof of the existence of the 

“ego” and the first of all categories – that of Being. 

This reasoning moreover has that in it which it will be convenient to consider. 

When Descartes  reasoned in this way up to the “ego” and thence proved the existence 

of himself, he seems to have forgotten that the principle of doubt might be further 

extended – namely to the one idea he did not criticize nor doubt – namely the idea of 

existence or of Being. It is a natural omission, for it is human to err. Hence it is that he 

says nothing of the meaning of the words “I exist”, which, though commonly very 

comprehensible, are yet philosophically obscure. Philosophy is all doubt, it is destinated 

not to understand.1218 

                                                
1214 <ph> metaphysical 
1215 and [↑ may] appear 
1216 have <some> existence: Cogito, ergo sum – I think, therefore I <am> [↑ exist] 
1217 human [← is inequal to the reasoning.] 
1218 [78a] 
God’s a determinist and we are not. 

__________ 
/When first our world become, out of the world □ 
Essence ununderstood of matter, it □/ 
The world as we know it does not exist – it exists only in our senses and somewhat in our thought. It is 
through our debasing of thought that the world exists. Animals must have a conception of the world 
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 [79r] 

 

We can understand what Descartes meant, but his words are badly chosen to 

correct them. Let us attempt. We1219 are here at our arts and with all our logic and 

grammar. For if we make the expression of Descartes into “Aliquid cogitat, ergo sum” 

(“ought thinks, therefore I exist”)1220 we produce no sense at all. If we supply what is 

needed, that the expression becomes: “Aliquid, quod est,1221 cogitat, ergo sum”, we are 

again guilty of the beforehand introduction of the “ego”. Try as we will, the phrase 

never will yield; the ego in the first place cannot be eliminated. And from this lack of 

result the very highest result is obtained – namely the very finding of Descartes 

meaning in philosophical language. True, indeed; and1222 the conclusion is this that the 

idea of the “Ego” is the very first of the human mind; Being the first category we find. 

 

[79v] 

 

When, at the Beginning of this treatise I had to determine the “ego” by the 

argument of Descartes: “I think, therefore I exist”, and when say “I exist” the word exist 

has no explainable meaning apart1223 from the one intangible in itself. Existence has no 

real meaning to us except as an intuition. It is, as we shall find, however deep we think] 

an idea entirely primary1224, it is incapable of analysis, of decomposition – in other 

words, it is a condition of knowledge. Nay, more – it is the first condidtion of 

knowledge, as individuality, even1225 in childhood unremembered, it is accordingly the 

first Category of all.  

 

[80r] 

 

                                                                                                                                          
<so>[↑ as] entirely different from our own, as ours from that of the high being to whom Evolution brings 
us. 
The world, as it is, has no existence at all. 
Eg The Idea of Space makes Space; it is not Space that makes the idea; it is not because there is space that 
we have the idea of it, it is because we have the Idea of Space that Space exists. 
[→ Yet is “individuality” meant by “ego”? No, the argument is the same for all.] 
1219 [↑ Let us attempt.] We 
1220 Aliquid cog[itat], ergo sum” (“ought [thinks, therefore I] exist”) 
1221 <so> that the expression becomes: “Aliquid, quod [est], 
1222 <of> and 
1223 when <we> say “I exist” the word exist has no explainable [↑ meaning] apart 
1224 <analyse>[↑ think], an idea <so> [↑ entirely] primary 
1225 <it> even 
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If to exist be to be conscious, then Descartes reasoning is but a petitio 

principii1226, since to be conscious is to think, after Descartes’ own acception, and he 

has it that to think is to exist. 

But, as I shall prove, to exist is not to be conscious; existence requires neither 

time nor space; Being is absolute.  

 

[80v] 

 

This is1227 so far the true metaphysical method that more recent philosophy has 

determined that, before we study metaphysics, we must first criticize human knowledge, 

perception and its limits and capacities. 

 

1. “Cogito, ergo sum.” Category of Being. 

2. Being is not Individuality. Individuality has as its conditions time and space; 

Being has no conditions. 

3. □ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1226 <sort of> petitio principii 
1227 <method> is 
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6. All that can be doubted is untrue 

 

[152-28] 

 

All that can be douted is untrue. 

 

Logically doubted of course. Consciousness is the only thing we cannot doubt.  

 

My reason for saying that Consciousness persists ever is the same as that 

whereby the scientific philosopher holds that force is undying and unchangeable.  

Is the scientist’s force consciousness? I mean, is consciousness necessarily of 

something. 

No, as in sleep. Are we there conscious of nothing.1228 

 

[28v] 

 

Let it not be said we continue to be conscious, for there are no parts, flux, 

change, duration in consciouness.  

Consciousness is not of something but of itself. It implies an action with itself 

and no inner action. 

 

A System of Rational  

Metaphysics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1228 <We> Are we there conscious of nothing. [→ <Let there it not be said>] 
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7. «The metaphysical system of Leibniz…» 

 

[22-85r] 

 

The metaphysical system of Leibnitz is quite true as an a priori system; it is well 

deduced. It is evident that a benefecient deity out of all possible worlds would choose 

de best. All this is true as thus stated, but, when applied to this world, is false. This 

world is no the best of possible worlds. Alas for us, it is far from it! 

Had Leibnitz lived in our time what would he have thought of this best possible 

worlds, seeing that its conservation is by its destruction, and that, where six animals 

alone can live nature takes care to create fifty, so that forty-four of them shall have to 

suffer and to die?  
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8. Conditions of truth.  

 

[24-29] 

 

Conditions of truth.1229 

1. A thing to be possible must involve no contradiction. 

2. A thing of many things to become realised, that is to say, the real1230  of many 

possibles; must have a sufficient reason for its realisation. We owe these two laws to 

Leibnitz. 

The Law of Possibility is internal to a thing; that is to say, a thing constains in 

itself the possibility of its own existence. But nothing contains in itself its own 

existence; the reality of a thing does not depend upon itself. Thus the Law of Reality is 

external to a thing.  

Hence are taken two other laws which concern the universe more, and are more 

near to us. These are called the Law of Life and the Law of Persistence in living. 

Thus an animal, once born, has a possibility of continuing to live unless such a 

conception involve a contradiction; □1231 

Again, and in view of the struggle for life, the second law, the Law of 

Persistence in life [29v] causes the animal to depend no more only on itself, but on the 

environment and in its adaptation to the environment etc, is the sufficient reason1232 of 

its existence. These 2 laws may be reduced to one, under 2 names: the law of internal 

contradiction and the law of external contradiction. If an animal be born far too1233 soon 

it does not persist in living because to live would be a contradiction with itself. Again 

the weakest and the worst adaptade entail a contradiction with itself. Again the weakest 

and the worst adapted cannot survive because the world entail a contradiction with the 

environment and with other animals. Somewhat enourmous. An animal that is born has 

possibility of persisting in life (Law of internal contradiction:1234 for, since it is not dead 

it can go on living). But if it be born too week for living, it cannot struggle against the 

environment and must die (Law of external contradiction).  

                                                
1229 <Princip> Conditions of truth. 
1230 actual [↑ real]   
1231 contradiction; <that is to say unless the organism<s> of the animal itself belies the possibility of 
living.> 
1232 the [↑ sufficient] reason 
1233 animal <were> [↑ be] born [↑ far] too 
1234 poss[ibili]ty of persisting in life (Law of int[ernal] contrad[iction]: 
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9. «Vico, the Great Italian philosopher…» 

 

[152-73 a 74] 

 

1. 

 

Vico, the great Italian philosopher, has a theory which may be called 

extraordinary, were it not susceptible of proof and of applications. He contends that we 

can know only will and can only know as truth what we ourselves make. Verum and 

factum, he says, have the same meaning. “The best criterium of truth is having made it”.  

This theory, which is very new and very unexpected, seems to me also to be 

true. The sensible universe, and that other universe more mystical still which we 

conceive as above sensibility, are, as regards their meaning and their truth, beyond our 

observation. Completely, at least, external truth is inaccessible. Our hope can but be, 

with Pascal, to see and to conceive “quelque apparence du milieu des choses”.  

 

[73v] 

 

But poetry, the fruit of one deepest inspiration, is this also unknown in its rules 

and in its methods? In so far and in as much as poetry is natural and something 

happening in the world of phenomena – in thus far we know little, and never can know 

all of poetry1235. 

But the genera of literature considered in a secondary sense – as creations of 

man, we can know not only something, but all. To determine the laws of nature, the 

very laws of our own mind, we have to make that mind, however subjective we deem it, 

a phainomenon and an object of observation. We are concerned primarily with facts; 

secondarily and these from with laws. Facts contain their own laws1236. 

 

[74r] 

 

But with literary productions it is far otherwise. We have created them and we 

have made their Laws1237. Our study is not of our productions and thence of the Laws 

                                                
1235 know <nothi> [↓ all] little, and never can know much [↑ all] of poetry 
1236 <The> Facts contain their [↑ own] laws 
1237 their <am> Laws 
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that rule1238 them. Our study is, primarily, of the laws and afterwards, if we desire it, of 

the facts. The rules of epic poetry are not drawn from a study of Homer, of Virgil, of 

Dante, of Camões, we can, if we so wish, study these to get a better gleaming of the 

Laws that rule them – but this is owing, be it understood to defect1239 of analytic power 

in us. We need not consider the productions of our intlellect. The laws of such 

productions are in us and are susceptible of perfect [74v] and of complete delineation. 

The best method is for us to make abstraction of what1240 was here written by men in a 

genus of literature. 

 

Between physical facts and artistic productions1241 there is striking difference. 

Physical facts are perfect in their laws’ perfection. They are1242 not with their Law as the 

statue is to the model.  

Artistic1243 productions are imperfect in regard to their type, and to their law. 

There is1244 no perfect tragedy, no perfect comedy, no lyrical1245 poem that attains 

perfection. In the other hand, in Nature there is never imperfection at all. The coefficient 

of expansion1246 of a bar of iron is always the same (with the same amount of heat).  

 

Anexos 

 

[22-99] 

 

Vico was indeed right when he declared verum and factum to be identical; we 

must make to know. 

(Objection: I can understand an enigme without having made it. 

Reply (half-insufficient): But I cannot understand it as well as if I made it – the 

various stempts of the various metals).  

 

[99v] 

                                                
1238 <produce> [↑ rule] 
1239 <our> defect 
1240 of <study> what 
1241 and <literary> [↑ artistic] productions 
1242 <do>[↓ are] 
1243 <Literary> [↑ Artistic] 
1244 <Each> There is 
1245 <in>[↑ no] lyrical 
1246 in <n>/N\ature there is never imperfection at all. The [↑ coefficient of] expansion<s> 
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Just the same way as something can be its own cause, so nothing can be 

conscious of itself, or conceive itself. I am conscious of thought, but I am not conscious 

that I am conscious. No, I reflect, I come to the conclusion that I am conscious – I am 

not conscious of consciousness. Yes I am. 
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10. «When August Comte…» 

 

[151-61 - 62] 

 

§1. 

 

When Auguste Comte set up his principle, the metaphysical basis of 

positivism1247, the basis of very positivism, that all that exists is relative, giving it as the 

only absolute truth, □  His error was that, though he hated metaphysics, he made this 

principle metaphysical. The principle is the basis not of philosophy, but of science.1248 

Schérer, a Hegelian, establishing the same principle on the Hegelian side, in 

such manner do extremes meet, comes it further and says, speaking I know not if 

metaphysical, but certainly general philosophic truth “Tout n’est que rélatif. Bien plus, 

tout n’est que relation”1249 

By this he means that falsehood is innate in absolute judgements; that there 

is1250, as he himself says, no religion, no morality, no principles, but that there are 

religions, moralities, facts. “Toute proposition” says Schérer “renferme quelque chose 

d’essentiellement provisoire”. But it is not with this meaning that I am1251 here 

concerned. That it is true no thinker individual doubts. But it is more extended.1252  

 

[61r] 

 

All existence is relative. Existence, of relative kind, in the light of science, 

implicates, is,1253 correspondence with an environment. Correspondence is relative.1254 

Relation is there at the very basis of things. The mind /of man/ being a thing that 

                                                
1247 profoundly positivist [↑ the metaphysic[al] basis of positivism] 
1248 <a>/i\t as the only absolute truth, □  [→ His error was that, though he hated metaphysics, he made this 
principle metaphysical. The principle is the basis not of philosophy, but of science.] 
1249 <Vacherot>[↑ Schérer], a Hegelian, establishing the same principle on the Hegelian side, [↑ in such 
manner do extremes meet,] comes it further and says, speaking < an>[↑ I] know not if metaphysical, but 
certainly general philosophic truth “Tout n’est que rélatif. Bien plus, tout [↑ n’]est [↑ que] relation” 
1250 there <is>[↑ <are>[↑ is]] 
1251 we are [↑ I am] 
1252 extended. <All is> 
1253 relat[ive]. Existence, of relative kind, in the light of /scientific philosophy/ [↑ science], /is, 
implicates/[↑ implicates, is], 
1254 <T> Correspondence is relat[ive]. 
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preceves and acts □  perception and action are in 2 senses relative1255. Relative in being 

a mind, a particular, spiritual mind – the mind of this, man as distinct from the mind of 

all that men. All things1256 percieved by that mind are no more the things perceived by 

that mind. Their manner of being perceived differs the manner of that mind’s 

perceiving. “Tout n’est que relatif”. But, further, perception itself, art itself are relations, 

correspondences; “Tout n’est que relation.” This1257 is how far the principle goes. 

The mind is grandly deceived by its faults, with, at the first slit of1258 

comprehension, are, by the best division, three [62r] thought, feeling, volition. Tought 

perceives relations in the exterior world; feeling relations of the world to the orgains; 

will1259 establishes relations both at orgains and the environment, doing the inverse of  

feeling. There is a circle in psychic activity. But really there is no thought, no feeling, 

no will1260 but Consciousness of tought, feeling, will. Perception of relations, effects of 

relations on the organism (feeling) – reaction of organic on environment (will)1261 – a 

circle complete.  

This is truly the intellectualist theory in psychology. The felt world are 

perceptions, 1st of external relations, 2nd of external-internal1262 relations, 3rd of external-

internal relations. Thus the will is but a perception. 

 

§2 

The hightest manifestations of the human mind can but cannot in the bright 

activity1263 of its faults: 

Thus the bright aim of toughts must be to eliminate as far as possible its relative 

nature and to determine what is reality external to itself. Thought seeks an absolute, this 

external reality is truth; the portion1264 of human reality is Science. To produce the 

hightest impression on the organism by the environment: this is the end of the bright □ 

                                                
1255 are relatives is in 2 senses relative, no original. Eliminámos a palavra «is» por conderarmos que se 
trata de um lapso do autor. 
1256 this, <th> man as distinct from the mind of <that> all that men. <”Tout [↑ n’]est [↑ que] relative”> [↑ 
All] things 
1257 <Perhaps the prin> This 
1258 The <faults> mind is grandly deceived by its faults, with, at the first <date> [↑ slit] of 
1259 <thought> will 
1260 <in> doing the converse [↓ inverse] of <the> feeling. There is a circle in <ment> psychic activity. But 
really there is no thought, no feeling <no> will 
1261 (feeling)<:>/-\ react[ion] of organic on environment (will) 
1262 <ex> external-internal 
1263 <fault> [↑ bright] activity 
1264 what <are> [↑ is] really <external> reality external to itself: [→ thought seeks an absolute]: this <is 
sci> <real> external reality is truth; the <part> portion 
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of Feeling: Beauty, Art. Finally, to react in the brightest [62v] way upon the environment, 

to transform it in view of its light □; /good/ Religion. (wide sense). 

(Passim: what means whence comes that word hightest  manifestation1265 of such 

and such?) Does not this implicate the idea of good? 

(See my Note in Rough Note Book on 3 forms evil: ignorance, coarseness, vice). 

What is evil? Evil is limitation, limitation of perception, limitation of 

impression, limitation of activity. Ignorance, coarseness, vice. Let it be understood. I do 

not mean limitation of perception, but of comprehension (which is the infinite of 

perception). 

The 1st question that appears on our philosophic way is that of art and morality. 

It is started by the word hightest three terms employed alone in reference to th. to F to 

Ve and by the fact of Thought seeking the absolute, by eliminating the relative, of 

feeling, seeking perfection external of will pretending to obtain it.  

They who attack art linked to morality are worse than idiots because they are 

idiots who can think – in a certain sense, at least.1266     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1265 what [↑ means] whence comes that word hightest  manifestat[ion] 
1266 obtain it. /[↓ They who attack art linked to morality are worse than idiots because they are idiots who 
can think – in a certain sense, at least.]     
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11. Critique of Materialism 

 

[22-103] 

 

Critique of Materialism. 

 

Materialism asserts that thought is the product of the brain, as <movement> and 

exitation are the1267 product of the muscles. Thus all functions are the products of 

various kinds of movements – thought of molecular motion of the cerebral molecules; 

feeling sensation, perception, of the motion of the nerves, along them. 

We shall now proceed to criticize this dogmatic and metaphysical system – for it 

is dogmatic and metaphysical1268 and doomed to intellectual death together with its 

brother system – that of theology and of religion.  

 

[103v] 

 

Matter and motion , or matter or motion or neither matter nor motion. 

If all1269 be matter and matter produce motion □ 

If all be motion, and motion the only reality, these motion by itself (Heraclitus) 

Every alters, moves, is displaced. 

Hypothesis: 

1. Matter alone is real. 

2. Motion alone is real. 

3. Matter and Force are real – consequently with them motion. 

4. Neither matter nor force is real.1270  

 

1. Matter alone real1271. 

 

                                                
1267 as <movement> and exitation <are>[↑ <is> ↑ are] the 
1268 and [↑ met]aphysical 
1269 <Then motion is the reality> /Matter and motion , [↑ or] matter or motion or neither matter nor 
motion./ <B> If all 
1270 1. Matter alone <exists> [↑ is real]. 
2. Motion alone <exists> [↑ is real]. 
3. Matter and Force <exist> [↑ are real] – consequently with them motion. 
4. Neither matter nor force <exist> is real.  
1271 Matter alone <is> real 
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In the first place, what is matter, what is this we are called to consider as the 

basis of all and the reality? 

Either we have but sensations of the world we know or all these sensations are 

the world and correspond (in some way) to reality. Let us then consider what we know, 

apart from the discussion1272 of sensation. 

The reality behind all things is obviously that which we find if we abstract and 

put aside what are merely the properties and the qualities of things. 

Matter, real matter, is unknown, and the least material thing that can be 

concieved.  

 

[103a]  

 

But there is one idea of ours which appears to be, but is not, a property: 

plurality1273, number, quantity, I mean. 

 

[24-22r] 

 

Notes. 

1. Alteration is of time 

Transference is of sapce.   

  

2. Critique of Materialism. 

 

Materially, the only thing that really exists is the present moment.  

Rationally it is different. 

The conclusion to be drawn from fatalism: that what reason knows exists before 

reason; that is to say, to the human reason the future is present. 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1272 the world [↑ we know] or all these sensations are the world and correspond (in some way) to reality. 
<Thus,> Let us then consider what we know, apart from the <fact> [↓ discussion] 
1273 one <property> idea of ours which appears to be, but is not, a property: <prop> plurality 
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[24-88r] 

 

Materialism has indeed forgot(ten) that to take away religion sharply, suddenly, 

brutally from mankind is a crime. It is not that1274 religion is true, but that it is 

necessary. By religion I do not mean theology – I do not mean anything with a 

metaphysical implication. I mean something which attempts to assuage men’s thirst for 

good, even if it be good only for themselves.  

 

Anexos 

 

[24-9] 

 

Uma theoria materialista. 

 

Para se poder conceber a infinita divisibilidade da materia, é insufficiente que 

ella se conceba em pensamento. O que o pensamento concebe como infinitamente 

divisivel não é a materia, é a idéa abstracta da materia. Desde o momento que conceba 

a divisibilidade da materia tem de se conceber um ente que divide e um intrumento com 

que se divide para se pensar materialmente que é como a materia deve ser pensada.1275 

Para conceber pois, propriamente, a infinita divisibilidade da materia, temos que 

conceber ou um individuo divididor que n’um tempo limitado (um individuo eterno é 

uma contradição) dividisse1276 a materia infinitamente, ou um instrumento infinitamente 

perfeito pelo qual essa divisão infinita se fizesse (excluida que fosse, para pôr o 

problema no seu devido campo, a idéa de tempo). Ora isto é impossivel. 

Egualmente inconcebivel é o infinito do tempo e do espaço como realidade. 

Desde o momento que se suppõe o espaço infinito1277, fica posto este problema: dois 

pontos separados n’esse espaço são equidistantes do limite (infinito) d’esse espaço; são 

portanto conincidentes. Porisso ou não existem logares, e então não ha espaço, ou isso é 

impossivel, e então o espaço não é infinito. Entre a idea de espaço infinito e a do logar 

ha contradição.   

                                                
1274 not <necessary> that 
1275 idéa abst<a>racta da materia. Desde o momento que conceba a divisibilidade da materia tem de se 
conceber <a de> um ente que divide e <a> um intrumento com que se divide [↑ para se pensar 
materialmente que é como a materia deve ser pensada]. 
1276 limitado [→ (um individuo eterno é uma contradição)] dividisse 
1277 espaço <inifi> infinito 
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Com o tempo, o mesmo se dá. Dois momentos do tempo estão á mesma 

distancia do principio inexistente (supposto tal) do tempo. São portanto o mesmo 

momento. Mas se dois momentos differentes são o mesmo, nada decorreu, não ha 

portanto Tempo. 

A verdade1278 é que em ambos os casos se substituiu a idea de tempo e de 

espaço, a idéa da idéa do tempo e do espaço, que em ambos os casos se considerou o 

epaço abstractamente, como não contendo logares – o que viola a sua natureza essencial 

– e o tempo como não contendo momentos, isto é, como não durando, o que é 

egualmente falso, e contra a propria noção de tempo. Temos feito philosophia 

refractamente, não pensando as cousas, mas pensando os nossos pensamentos.  

 

[9v] 

 

Quasi como1279 queria Spinoza, dum lado está o pensamento, do outro a materia. 

 

Qualquér conceito mathematico, como o que uma1280 quantidade dividida por 

zero dá infinito, indica claramente que quantidade não é divivel, porquanto o divisivel 

por qualquer cousa não pode nunca dar uma cousa maior do que ella; e suppondo que 

zero não divide realmente, n’esse caso não ha divisão. 

X dividido por infinito dá zero indica claramente que X não é divisivel por 

infinito, se tal divisão dá zero, isto é, nada, pois que uma cousa divisivel por outra dá 

qualquér cousa; ou então X não é divisivel por nada. 

A mathematica é uma sciencia só dentro de si propria. Não é applicavel á 

realidade////// 

 

Causa – a idéa de que uma cousa é causa de outra implica (1) ou que A 

despparece para dar B, e nesse caso permanece A e não desaparece, (2) ou A cria B e 

nesse caso não ha causa mas creação absoluta, (3) ou A provoca B a existir sem o tirar 

nem do nada nem de si-proprio. Então só o pode tirar de B; isto é, B já existia. Mas não 

pode A produzir B por um processo A-X=B? Ou então por um processo A plus x = B? 

No 1º caso não ha causa, ha subtracção, e no 2º somma, e tambem isso não é causa.  

 

                                                
1278 <O caso>/A verdade\ 
1279 [↑ Quasi] Como 
1280 <l>/u\ma 
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12. «Ou o infinito se pode applicar á materia…» 

 

[24-43r] 

 

Ou o infinito se pode applicar á materia ou não 

Admittamos que se pode  

ha-de então applicar-se por mutiplicação e por divisão. 

Dividamos infinitamente o atomo A  

Temos A = 0 

 ∞  

D’onde se conclue 

ou (1) materia é infinitamente multiplciavel, mas não infinitamente divisivel. 

ou (2) a materia nem é uma cousa nem outra; 

ou (3)1281 a materia não existe, a sua essencia sendo zero. 

(1) é facil de rejeitar.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1281 <(1)> ou (1) materia é inf[ini]tamente multiplciavel, mas não inf[ini]tamente divisivel. / <(2)> ou (2) 
a materia nem é uma cousa nem outra; /<(3)> ou (3) 
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13. Tratado do Racionalismo Transcendental 

 

[152-96] 

 

Tratado de Racionalismo Transcendental. 

 

Assim, ao toque da vara de condão do Mysterio, o mecanismo torna-se 

dynamismo, o naturalismo idealismo, e o racionalismo, systema inicial de criticismo, 

transfigura-se em já não simples racionalismo, mas sim em racionalismo transcendental.  
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14. Bergson 

 

[155-63] 

 

Bergson 

 

The contention1282 that thought cuts up reality into /*unreal bits/, is false. It calls 

thought what is only a part of thought – /*bits/, analysis, and confounds the merely 

analytic with the completely thinking mind. 

Thought – all thougts really, but □ – includes 2 operations: analysis and 

synthesis.  

The failure of thought to understand reality is not caused by its cutting reality up, 

but [63v], rather, by its not cutting it up enough: so that an /*ulterior/ synthesis may 

abole1283 it to a higher †. 

(One of Bergson’s fundamental errors is this).     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1282 <argument> contention 
1283 may <sum it to a higher degree> abole  
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15. «Theorias Metaphysicas que possam dar-nos por um momento…» 

 

 [155-13 a 14] 

 

Therorias metaphysicas que possam dar-nos um momento a illusão de que 

explicámos o inexplicavel; theorias moraes que possam illudir-nos uma hora com o 

convencimento de que sabemos porfim qual, de todas as portas fechadas, é o adito da 

virtude; theorias politicas que nos persuadam durante um dia que resolvemos qualquer 

problema, sendo que não ha problema soluvel, excepto os da mathematica – resumamos 

a nossa attitude para com a vida nesta acção conscientemente esteril, nesta preocupação 

que, se não dá prazer, evita, ao menos, sentirmos a presença da dôr. 

 

Nada ha que tão notavelmente determine o auge de uma civilização, como o 

conhecimento, nos que a vivem, da esterilidade de todo o exforço, porque nos regem 

leis implacaveis, que nada revoga nem obstrue. Somos, porventura, servos algemados 

ao capricho1284 de deuses, mais fortes porém não melhores que nós, subordinados, nós 

como elles, á regencia férrea de um Destino abstracto, superior á justiça e á bondade, 

alheio ao bem e ao mal.  

 

[14r] 

 

Nenhum premio certo tem a virtude nenhum castigo certo o peccado. Nem seria 

justo que houvesse tal premio ou tal castigo. Virtude ou peccado são manifestações 

inevitaveis de organismos condemnados a um ou a outro, servindo a pena de serem bons 

ou a pena de serem maus. Porisso todas as religiões collocam as recompensas e os 

castigos, merecidos por quem, nada sendo nem, podendo, nada pôde merecer, em outros 

mundos, de que nenhuma sciencia pode dar noticia, de que nenhuma fé pode transmittir 

a visão. 

 

Abdiquemos, pois, de toda a crença sincera, como de toda a preocupção de 

influir em outrem. 

 

                                                
1284 c[a]pricho 
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A vida, disse Tarde, é a busca do impossivel atravez do inutil. Busquemos 

sempre o impossivel, porque tal é o nosso fado; busquemol-o atravez do inutil, porque 

não passa caminho por outro poncto; ascendamos, porém, á consciencia de que nada 

buscamos que possa obter-se, de que por nada passamos que mereça um carinho ou uma 

saudade. 

 

Cançamo-nos de tudo, excepto de comprehender, disse o scholiasta. 

Comprehendamos, comprehendamos sempre, e façamos por tecer astuciosamente, 

capellas ou grinaldas que lá se murchassem tambem as flores1285 espectraes d’essa 

comprehensão. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1285 astuciosamente [↓, capellas ou grinaldas que lá se murchassem tambem] as flores 
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16. «A certeza – isto é, a confiança…» 

 

[25 – 100 a 103] 

 

A certeza – isto é, a confiança no character objectivo das nossas percepções, e na 

conformidade das nossas idéas com a “realidade” ou a “verdade” – é um symptoma de 

ignorancia ou de loucura. O homem mentalmente são não está certo de nada, isto é, vive 

numa incerteza mental constante; quer dizer, numa instabilidade mental permanente; e, 

como a instabilidade mental permanente é um symptoma morbido, o homem são é um 

homem doente. 

Accumulei no paragrapho1286 primeiro d’este scripto estes, não só paradoxos, 

mas paradoxo contradictorios para que desde logo o leitor visse claramente, por não ver 

claramente, em que rêde de idéas nos enleamos se queremos distinguir com qualquer 

especie de clareza em que fundamentos assentam os nossos conhecimentos1287. Passo 

agora a demosntrar o que disse succinta e paradoxalmente. 

Distingurei, no phenomeno chamado certeza, a parte subjectiva e a objectiva – a 

certeza em si, e aquillo de que há certeza. Considerada em si, a certeza nada vale.1288 

Nenhum de nós tem mais certeza de ter deante de si esta pagina que tem um perseguido 

de estar sendo perseguido por numerosos “inimigos”, ou um megalomano de ser Jesus 

Christo, ou Deus, ou Imperador do Mundo. O logar das certezas absolutas, inteiras, que 

não sentem duvida nem hesitação, é o manicómio. 

Pode arguir-se que é perfeitamente “demonstravel” que o louco que se julga 

Jesus Christo não é realmente Jesus Christo. É demonstravel como? é demonstravel a 

quem? Como demonstraremos que elle não é Jesus Christo? como lh’o demonstraremos 

a elle? Para demonstrarmos, absolutamente, que elle não é Jesus Christo, ou Deus, ou 

Imperador do Mundo, ou um bule, um balde ou uma pedra, era preciso que tivessemos 

sobre estes objectos ou idéas uma idéa absoluta; ora de todos elles – e, no fundo, 

egualmente – não temos outra idéa que não a nossa própria, ou, quando muito, a que é 

commum a nós e a varios outros individuos, isto é, não temos senão uma idéa 

forçosamente relativa; de onde se vê que o mais que podemos objectar (de longe, para 

maior segurança) a esse a quem chamamos louco é que para nós elle não é Jesus 

                                                
1286 no <primeiro pagar> paragrapho 
1287 conhe<d>/c\imentos 
1288 val<e>. 
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Christo, ou Deus, ou Imperador do Mundo, ou bule, ou balde ou pedra. Isto, vendo 

melhor, equivale simplesmente a dizer que temos sobre estes objectos (e sobre elle) uma 

idéa differente da que elle tem; o que no fundo vem a significar que elle e nós somos 

pessoas differentes. Nem nos vale1289 o valermo-nos do argumento que elle é um e nós 

muitos, porque esse mesmo argumento (que o não é senão para os mytificadores que 

inventaram a democracia) daria como falsa a idéa de que a terra gyra á roda do sol, 

quando a não tinha senão Copernico e a humanidade em geral tinha a contraria. Nada 

nos pode provar que, na realidade absoluta, ou do “outro lado” da apparencia das 

cousas, elle não esteja na sciencia e nós na ignorancia e no atrazo. 

Mas, se é já difficil e incerto o conceber-se possivel uma impossivel 

demonstração absoluta d’isso, ou de qualquer cousa, [101r] mais difficil, mais 

impossivel (se a expressão pode empregar-se) seria o demonstrar-lhe a elle que não é 

Jesus Christo, ou o que quer quer seja que se julga. Supponhamo-nos empenhados (por 

um proposito que devia valer-nos o internamento ao lado d’elle) em provar a um doido 

que se julga bule que elle não é com effeito um bule. Pegamos ingenuamente num bule 

pomol-o defronte d’elle; feito isto, perguntamos-lhe: “Isto é que é um bule; ora veja 

bem – o senhor parece-se com isto?” Elle responder-nos-há, ou “isso não é um bule; eu 

é que sou um verdadeiro bule”; ou “sim senhor: sou perfeitamente egual a esse bule”. A 

este argumento o que objectaremos, que valha, quer para elle, quer até para nós como 

raciocinadores? Não poderemos objectar nada. O que, no fundo, queremos fazer é negar 

a objectividade das impressões d’elle. As impressões d’elle, porém, são d’elle, que não 

nossas; elle é que as sente, e legitimamente não pode acceitar – como nós não 

acceitariamos se elle quizesse converter-nos ao seu ponto de vista – um crítica das suas 

impressões vinda inteiramente do exterior, isto é, vinda de quem as não sente e não 

pode portanto legitimamente critical-as. Só se estivéssemos dentro d’elle, dentro do 

espirito d’elle, é que poderiamos criticar as suas impressões, que seriam tambem as 

nossas; mas é possivel que então, com esta critica dentro de si, elle não se julgasse já 

bule – ou (quem sabe?) se julgasse muito mais bule do que d’antes. 

 

x 

 

                                                
1289 val[e] 
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Posto, assim, e assim assente, que a certeza tem um character subjectivo, desde 

logo reparamos que nenhuma certeza pode verdadeiramente prevalecer objectivamente 

sobre outra. Numa sociedade, ou agrupamento, onde haja um numero a de pessoas e 

haja 1 com uma certeza e a-1 com outra, nada prova que a “verdade” ou objectividade 

esteja mais do lado do 1 do que do lado de a-1, poisque a-1 subjectividades não 

sommam objectividade, pela mesma razão que quatro cavallos não somam um 

elephante. O mais que pode concluir-se de haver a-1 certezas de um lado e 1 de outro é 

que ha a-1 pessoas subjectivamente, ou mentalmente, parecidas – pelo menos em 

relação ao assumpto sobre que estão em certeza –, e 1 pessoa que se não parece com 

essas. Redunda tudo, em ultima analyse, numa questão de similhança e dissimilhança 

temperalmental ou mental, e isto nada adeanta quanto á “verdade” objectiva do 

assumpto sobre que se dá a divergencia de “certezas”. 

Uma objecção desde logo ocorre. O critério da objectividade (dir-se-ha) é a 

mesma objectividade; basta que encontremos um processo de verificação liberto de 

elementos subjectivos para que, pelo menos em certo modo, a objectividade ou 

realidade de um phenomeno se possa determinar. É esse o género de investigação a que 

chamamos scientifica. Faz-se ella de trez modos – por observação directa, por calculo, e 

por observação indirecta (que consiste no emprego de aparelhos especiaes). 

Quanto mais examinarmos esta objecção, mais profundamente verificaremos que 

em nenhum poncto ella colhe. A observação directa, evidentemente, deixa-nos no 

mesmo caso em que estavamos, entregues ás nossas subjectividades, corrigendas apenas 

umas pelas outras, e sempre fóra da objectividade verdadeira. O calculo [102v] adquire 

já, aparentemente, uma meia-objectividade, que é a objectividade abstracta da 

mathematica. A mathematica, porém, é puramente uma creação do espirito – seja do 

espirito em plena abstracção, seja do espirito em abstracção de impressões sensoriaes 

primarias, o que para o caso não importa. A “certeza” da mathematica é uma certeza só 

dentro da mathematica; o que chamamos 2 somado ao que chamamos 3 dá o que 

chamamos 5, mas que certeza temos que quando vemos 2 e 3 no mundo “externo” haja 

alli realmente 2 e 3, e não 4 e 7 por exemplo? que certeza temos que haja nesse mundo 

externo qualquer cousa effectivamente designavel como 2 e 3? O calculo mathematico, 

longe de nos approximar de uma “objectividade” certamente objectiva, antes d’ella nos 

afasta, pois é apenas um critério subjectivo de verificar impressões que são 

forçosamente subjectivas: onde julgamos ter uma objectividade temos apenas duas 

subjectividades. 



 ccl 

A investigação per meio de apparelhos parece, á primeira vista, offerecer um 

processo seguro, ou pelo menos mais seguro que qualquer outro, de se chegar á 

objectividade. Não é assim. Esses aparelhos, sobre serem fabricados por nós, isto é, sob 

a acção constructiva de impressões nossas, hão, ainda, de ser lidos por nós; e aqui 

estamos outra vez trazidos á nossa subjectividade. Accresce – para que vamos até o fim 

exacto do argumento legitimo – que não sabemos até que poncto podemos influenciar 

aparelhos. Não é impossivel que possamos projectar hallucinações, se ellas fôrem 

sufficientemente fortes ou sufficientemente emittidas de qualquer modo especial, sobre 

apparelhos que construimos; é concebível que uma chapa photographica possa receber 

uma emissão de imagens puramente “mentaes”, que ella possa ser, por assim dizer, 

hypnotizavel. Tanto quanto podemos avaliar, a constituição da materia parece ser 

uniforme, e a mesma portanto no nosso corpo e cerebro que nos seres a que chamamos 

inorganicos; nem vem para o caso o objectar-se que essa uniformidade e essa materia 

também são conceitos nossos, porque não vem para o caso objectar precisamente o que 

o oppositor quer provar. E, se a constituição da materia é assim identica, nada obsta a 

que creiamos que as imagens mentaes são emissiveis materialmente, são ou 

phenomenos de emissão etherica, ou qualquer cousa assim, ou accompanhadas por taes 

phenomenos, e não seja portanto possivel que uma chapa photographica seja 

impressionada1290 por essa emissão mental do mesmo modo que o é por uma emissão a 

que chamamos “luminosa”. 

 

[103r] 

 

Assente, pois, que a certeza em si não é certeza, que não ha passagem logica da 

subjectividade da certeza para a objectividade da verdade ou realidade, resta que 

investiguemos se essa passagem se pode encontrar estudando nós, não a certeza em si, 

subjectiva, senão a certeza objectiva, ou seja o conteudo da certeza, aquillo de que ha 

certeza. 

Revertamos ao exemplo, propositadamente grotesco, que nos serviu 

convenientemente de poncto de partida. Vimos já, levando a analyse até aos seus 

ultimos escaninhos, que, considerada a certeza em si, e o seu conteudo como objecto de 

certeza, não ha mais objectividade na nossa certeza de que temos deante de nós esta 

pagina de papel que na certeza, do megalomano de que é Jesus Christo ou do delirante 
                                                
1290 seja <de nossa> impressionada 
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de que é um bule. Procuremos agora estabelecer qualquer differença entre essas duas 

certezas per meio de seus conteudos □ 
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17. «Se ha um assumpto emminentemente philosophico…» 

 

[25 – 1 a 10]1291 

 

[2r] 

 

Philosophia. 

 

Se ha  um assumpto emminentemente philosophico é a classificação das 

sciencias. Pertence á philosophia e a nenhuma outra sciencia. 

É só no ponto de vista mais generico que podemos classificar as sciencias. 

Quando a classificação é para um certo fim quér pratico, quér scientifico, há-de ser 

necessariamente arbitraria (philosophicamente) e variavel com o fim para que é feita. O 

botanico, o jardineiro precisam cada um de1292 uma classificação differente das plantas. 

- Ha a classificação1293 por differenciação, por ordem; e a classificação por 

hierarchia, em que não se trata só de ordem, mas em que as sciencias são classificadas 

de maneira que umas sejam filhas das outras. Assim a classificação mais hierarchica dos 

animaes seria a do darwinismo. Em historia natural classificam-se as produções 

constantes da natureza.   

 

[2v] 

 

Para classificar as sciencias1294 é preciso primeiro procurar um criterio ou nas 

funcções intellectuaes, na força das faculdades creadôras prouctoras das sciencias1295, 

ou na propria disposição das creações já feitas. A classificação é subjectiva ou 

objectiva. Se quizessemos classificar as artes como já creadas seria differente1296 de as 

                                                
1291 [1r] 

Philosophia 
__________ 

m 
 
[1ar] 
[← A. Storek and Cie. Rue de Conde [↑ prés l’Orléon], Paris 
 Rue Balle D’Amologne] 
1292 com o<s> fim para que é feita. O botanico, o jardineiro precisam [↑ cada um] de 
1293 <uma>[↑ a] classificação 
1294 sc[ienci]as 
1295 creadôras [↑ prouctoras das sciencias] 
1296 diff[eren]te 
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classificar segundo a imaginação que se assimila cousas externas e se identifica 

temporareamente com ellas. 

Uma cousa é classificar cousas já feitas ou de as classificar como se ellas fôssem 

para fazer. 

Até Auguste1297 Comte as classificações eram subjectivas. Até Comte 

limitavam-se a classificar □ 

 

 

- As classificações anteriores a Comte têm um interesse puramente histórico, 

mas é bastante pois nos mostram [3r] as relações que a philosophia teve com as sciencias 

e que teve e continua a ter com a □. Ha, primeiro, a escola platonica e aristotelica. Uma 

classificação impõe-se não só quando o numero de objectos augmenta □ 

 

Em toda1298 a classificação ha um trabalho que podemos chamar trabalho de 

historia natural, e outro de sciencia natural. A historia natural é puramente descritpiva 

(Botanica e Zoologia), põe por ordem os factos. 

Em psychologia, por ex., uma cousa é a historia natural da alma outra fazer a 

sciencia da alma. Quando muito póde1299 mostrar que uns factos nascem de outros. 

Se, da ordem exposta se vê alguma cousa quanto génese dos sêres vivos (no 

exemplo mais acima), já deixa de haver historia natural. A sciencia [3v] natural começa 

onde acaba a historia natural. 

- Todas as classificações anteriores a Auguste1300 Comte são historias naturaes. 

Ha, em primeiro logar, as escolas platonica e aristotelica. 

 

  RAZÃO 

 PERCEPÇÃO  VONTADE 

 Physica Dialectica Ethica 

 [Physica e (Analytica Praxis Ethica 

 Psychologia.]  [= logica formal] Poiesis Politica 

  Metaphysica).  Sciencia poetica 

  Mathematica  Poética e rhetorica. 

                                                
1297 Aug[uste] 
1298 toda<s> 
1299 isto é, a psychologia como <sciencia> historia natural. [nota-de-rodapé é  do autor]  
1300 Aug[uste] 
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(Nas 3 sciencias1301 sublinhadas assim             pára a classificação dos 

platónicos). 

Como para Platão as faculdades são 3, razão, percepção e vontade, as sciencias 

tambem são 3. 

Para Platão physica era o estudo da natureza sob qualquér fórma. Por percepção 

os platonicos entendiam não só a percepção exterior mas tambem a consciencia; 

portanto o estudo [4r] da alma entrava na physica. 

Mas havia para os platonicos uma faculdade mais importante – a razão, 

faculdade de perceber as relações entre as cousas e de conceber o absoluto. 

Para Platão as idêas são as realidades ou, antes, os modos1302 da realidade. Para 

elle os conceitos geraes têm a sua verdadeira realidade anteriormente ás cousas, ao 

particular. (Universale ante rem). 

A sciencia que corresponde a esta faculdade é a dialectica. Mas o homem 

também tem desejos, impulsos, vontades, etc. 

São trez funcções do espirito, 3 principios das sciencias. 

A sciencia que corresponde á vontade é a ethica. “Ethica” tinha, para os gregos, 

um sentido menos restricto do que tem para nós. Para nós a moral refere-se 

simplesmente aos actos, ás intenções, aos motivos, etc. Para os antigos era mais, não era 

só1303 os [4v] actos com intenção, mas tambem outra qualidade de actos. A moral 

(ethica) dos antigos tratava tambem do estado, comprehendia o que nós chamamos 

politica. Para os antigos direito e moral entravam na ethica. Na “vontade” entrava tudo – 

impulsos, desejos, etc. A “ethica” considerava os actos de vontade do individuo como 

individuo e como sêr social.1304 

- A physica grega1305 já dissemos comprehendia a physica e a psychologia. Os 

gregos dividiam a astronomia em 2 ramos. Elles fôram os primeiros que applicaram á 

astronomia os calculos mathematicos. A astronomia era estudada em parte na physica, 

em parte na dialectica. 

                                                
1301 sc[iencia]s 
1302 <a real> os modos 
1303 os antigos [↑ era mais], não [↑ era] só 
1304 na ethica: [→ Na “vontade” entrava tudo – impulsos, desejos, etc. A “ethica” considerava os actos de 
vontade do individuo como individuo e como sêr social.] 
1305 A physica [↑ grega] 
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Já então havia a noção de lei e de calculo mathematico. Modernamente a noção 

de lei é muito mais forte e os nossos calculos mais exactos. Se assim não fosse 

estariamos seguindo o progresso caranguejo.1306 

- A mathematica era estudada na physica e na dialectica. 

- A razão dá logar á dialectica. Hoje um dialectico é um homem que ar-

[5r]gumenta bem. Para os antigos o dialectico era um homem que raciocinava bem. Não 

só isto □ 

Nas mathematicas puras □ 

 

O principio de causalidade e outros ligados com elle (por ex: o principio de 

substancialidade) só se póde applicar no campo do real. É do dominio da metaphysica. 

A metaphysica é a sciencia dos primeiros principios sem os quaes é impossivel passar 

da sciencia subjectiva para a □ 

 

Assim em Hegel temos odesenvolvimento dialectico do λόγος, o λόγος segue 

uma logica, mas é transcendente. 

- A razão é a faculdade de perceber o noumenon. Como tal tem um certo numero 

de idêas innatas. 

- A classificação dos platonicos pára nas 3 sciencias; physica, dialectica e ethica. 

O que vae por baixo é o desdo-[5v]bramento d’essa classificação feito pelos aristotelicos. 

- Não é certo dizer-se que a classificação mencionada é feita por Aristoteles e 

por Platão. Nem Platão nem Aristoteles1307 fizeram uma classificação das sciencias, 

nem a podiam fazer. A philosophia para elles, era o melhor do saber. Assim se a 

philosophia é todas as sciencias se é o saber, como classificar? 

Para Aristoteles ha a philosophia (philosophia1308 primeira, metaphysica) e as 

philosophias (philosophias1309 segundas). O que deu origem a chamar-se a isto a 

classificação de Platão e de Aristoteles foi ser esta a divisão dos livros desses 

philosophos. Tambem contribuio para isto a1310 divisão do trabalho escolar. 

- Esta classificação é subjectiva e segue um criterio de historia natural. 

                                                
1306 <O> Modernamente a noção de lei é m[ui]to mais forte e os nossos calculos mais exactos. [→ Se 
assim não fosse estariamos seguindo o progresso caranguejo.] 
1307 P[latão] nem A[ristoteles] 
1308 ph[ilosophia] 
1309 ph[ilosophia]s 
1310 des<t>/s\es philosophos. Tambem contribuio para isto <f> a 
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- A mathematica occupa um logar equivoco. Para os gregos a [6r] mathematica 

era a geometria (a arithmetica veio depois). Para prova d’isto basta notar1311 algumas 

expressões que se usam ainda hoje na arithmetica1312, por ex., raiz quadrada, elevar ao 

cubo. Estas expressões vieram da geometria. Para os gregos a fórma vale mais de que o 

numero □ 

Da mathematica um elemento entrava na physica, principalmente na physica 

celeste. – As leis numericas, para os gregos eram . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . os numeros eram 

a maneira de raciocinar sobre figuras. 

As regras do syllogismo, os principios da logica formal, que, como disse Kant, 

não avançavam desde então, vêem das mathematicas. Aristoteles tirou-as, (está hoje 

provado), do raciocinio dos geometras, da logica das mathematicas. Note-se, tambem, 

que, em grego, a palavra µάθεσις (mathesis) quér dizer sciencia. A [6v] mathematica 

entrava muito principalmente na metaphysica. (dialiectica). 

- Á medida que as sciencias augmentam a philosophia vae com ellas e recebe o 

tom da sciencia predominante1313. Ora a philosophia começa a ser cultivada quando a 

mathematica está em grande favôr e no seu brilho. Assim era quando Aristoteles fez a 

sua logica. 

- A Ethica considera o homem como activo, abrange tudo pelo qual o homem 

actua ou tende a actuar. Platão não distingue o homem individual e o homem social. 

Aristoteles é o primeiro a notar que as leis individuaes e as leis sociaes nem sempre são 

as mesmas. 

 

[7r] 

 

Philosophia VIII. 

Todas as classificações antigas se caracterizam pela sua1314 feição subjectiva. 

Além d’isso confundiam 2 pontos de vista: □ 

 

De todas as classificações, e são muitas, as mais importantes, além da indicada 

são as de Bacon, □, Ampère, Comte, Spencer, Wundt. 

Ha muitas mais, como as de Bentham e de Arnott etc 

                                                
1311 <rep> notar 
1312 arithm[etica] 
1313 [↑ pre]dominante 
1314 s[ua] 
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As classificações dos platónicos e dos aristotelicos incluiam1315 a vontade, 

faculdade pratica. Aqui, em Bacon, desappareceu. Bacon separa a theoria da pratica. A 

classificação das artes fica excluida. Fica a classificação restringida, por um lado, á 

actividade intellectual. Temos que classificar sciencias e não artes. Domina aqui o 

Logos intellectualis. Ha por este lado uma vantagem – a divisão do trabalho. 

 

[8r] 

 

Fica a classificação restringida á parte theorica. 

Bacon, se exclue as artes da classificação propriamente dita, não se esquece 

d’ellas e appende-as no fim. Elle suppõe que a cada sciencia theorica corresponde uma 

actividade pratica. 

Esta classificação é: 1º Theorica 2º subjectivo-objectiva; subjectiva no ponto de 

partida e nas divisões primordiaes, objectiva nas subdivisões. 3º puramente 

especulativa. As classificações1316 anteriores partiam de sciencias já feitas. Bacon inclue 

sciencias a concluir, a fazer, a crear de novo. Emprega neologismos a cada passo para 

designar um conjunto de estudos por constituir, procura fazer uma divisão inteiramente 

nova. A razão parece ser a unica cousa que fica da classificação de Platão. 

(sciencias – ex datis 

sciencias – ex principiis 

são para Kant, as segundas a sciencias matematicas1317 e a philosophia, as 

primeiras de factos humanos [8v] e de factos physicos – a historia natural em todos os 

seus ramos1318.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1315 inclui[↑a]m 
1316 class[ificaçõe]s 
1317 sc[ienci]as matem[atica]s 
1318 a hist[oria] natural em todos os s[eus] ramos 
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Classificação de Bacon 

 

 

 Memoria Imaginação Razão 

 

 Sciencias historicas 

 

 Hist. da humande Hist. Natural 

    Poesia (artes B)

 Philosophia 

 

     Theologia Cosmologia 

 Anthropologia 

 natural 

 

 

 Physica Metaphysica  Individual  Social 

 

Abstracta Concreta  Physica Psychologica 

    (Physiologia) 

Physica  Chimica  

     Logica 

 Ethica 

 

Bacon quis encontrar connexões que não existem entre a historia da humanidade 

e a historia natural. (Para os allemães ha um differença entre a historia do mundo e a 

historia da humanidade. Humanidade é um conceito muito abstracto.) 

 

[9r] 

 

O que ha aqui de interessante é a distinção entre a philosophia e as sciencias de 

factos, quando até aqui a philosophia1319 comprehendia todas as sciencias. 

Para Bacon1320 a razão □ 
                                                
1319 phil[osophi]a 
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- A theologia natural é o estudo de Deus como idêa revelada. 

- Anthropologia é a razão humana applicada ao estudo do homem. 

- A questão da existencia de Deus está, desde Kant, □ 

 

- Como idêa, Deus fica no mundo das essencias e dos possiveis. Para passar 

d’aqui para o real é preciso appellar para motivos de imaginaçãço e de sentimento. 

Quando quizermos attribuir á idêa de Deus uma realidade, temos que sahir do mundo 

intellectual. 

 

[9v] 

 

Ha certezas praticas para as quaes a sciencia é impotente. O que Kant constatou 

foi que a idêa de Deus existe. O que não podêmos dizer é se a essa idêa corresponde 

uma realidade ou não, e se uma realidade corresponde, se essa realidade é exactamente 

como idêa. 

- Cosmologia é o estudo do mundo. Póde fazer-se sob 2 pontos de vista: physico 

(quando procuramos as leis dos phenomenos) e metaphysico (quando, conhecendo o 

phenomeno e as leis1321 queremos passar ao transcendente, do φαινόµενον ao 

νούµενον). 

Na physica ha os pontos de vista abstracto e concreto. No ponto de vista1322 

concreto qualquér □ que tenha uma propriedade □ [10r] que a materia era só 

transformação e oppunha-lhe uma materia primeira e fundamental. 

A idêa fundamental de materia e de transformação era a idêa que Bacon1323 

ligava á chimica. Foi uma lembrança genial approximar a physica e a chimica. 

- Resta-nos a anthropologia. O objecto da philosophia é raciocinar sobre factos e 

principios. Póde fazer-se sobre 3 cousas: Deus, o mundo, o homem. 

 

- A palavra anthropologia emprega-se hoje para designar o estudo do homem 

natural; é o contrario da sociologia, é uma subdivisão da biologia. No tempo de Bacon 

esta palavra tinha por significação o estudo do homem sob todo e qualquér aspecto. 

                                                                                                                                          
1320 B[acon] 
1321 o<s> phenomeno e as <s> leis 
1322 v[ista] 
1323 B[acon] 
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- Na subdivisão da “anthropologia individual” nota-sa a palavra “physica”. Esta 

palavra tem aqui [10v] um sentido differente do que mais atráz1324 vimos que tinha. Aqui 

quér dizer physiologia, physica do corpo humano. 

Logica e Ethica são antes sciencias praticas1325 que correspondem á psychologia 

como sciencia theorica. A psychologia não se subdivide em logica e ethica. Á 

psychologia como sciencia1326 natural da alma, correspondem 2 disciplinas praticas (2 

artes correlativas), uma que ensina a pensar e outra que ensina a proceder. 

Ao estudo do homem sob o ponto de vista social corresponde a disciplina pratica 

– a politica. 

Trataremos depois das relações entre as sciencias e a philosophia. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1324 que [↑ <tem>] mais atráz 
1325 <antes (> sc[ienci]as<)> praticas 
1326 sc[ienci]a 
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18. «The childish objection against skepticism…» 

 

[22 – 51 e 52] 

 

The childish objection against scepticism that it contradicts itself may have way 

in the scepticism of Pyrrhon, because such skepticism is dogmatic, but fails if brought 

against the scepticism of the New Academy. 

The system of Pyrrhus, because it does not doubt itself, because it admits a 

certainty somewhere, contradicts itself. The thought of Genesidemus, which is not a 

system doubts itself even. Again where we say as a reproach to the skeptics that their 

system is self-contradictory, we forget that ours also is in contradiction with itself. “All 

things are uncertain”, says the sceptic, “then”, it is replied, “it is uncertain that all things 

are uncertain.” 

“Reason can find truth” we assert. “But how do we know that reason can find 

truth?” By a critique of reason. And with what do we [51v] criticize reason? With reason. 

Then reason proves itself? Why cannot in the same way, doubt1327 prove itself. 

 

 Plato’s criticism of Protagoras is based upon an equal error. Plato pretends to 

confound Protagoras by asserting that, since the Sophist holds that each man’s 

sensation1328 is his truth it follows that the system of Protagoras is true only for 

Protagoras and therefore untrue by a /*necessity/ of one. 

 

Scepticism, to begin, is not a system of phylisophy. It is not a theory of things 

but a theory of knowledge. The argument, so often brought1329 against it, of a self-

contradiction is false, because a theory of knowledge cannot contradict itself. 

 

[52r]   

 

A system of philosophy may imply a contradiction, i. e. a contradiction between 

it1330 and reason. But reason cannot be in contradiction with reason: neither certitude 

                                                
1327 <ce> doubt 
1328 man’s <truth> sensation 
1329 is [↑ not] a theory of things <and> but a theory of knowledge. The argument, [↑ so often] brought 
1330 <the>[↑ it] 
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with certitude nor doubt with doubt. The usual argument against scepticism is 

childish1331 and ill-conceived. 

Can there be a critique of scepticism? Can there be a Critique of reason? 

But does skepticism bear upon reason, or does it bear upon the work of reason 

on the data of the senses? Not, obviously, upon reason, for it is by reason1332 that its 

work of destruction is done. 

“Reason”, say the skeptics, “is powerless to attain the truth.” As a means it is 

insufficient. But it proves itself insufficient.  

 

[52v]  

 

The argument of Pascal, that things being related in all senses, to know one 

completely we must know all, is at the same time false and true. 

 

In considering scepticism we have to consider 2 things: what scepticism means 

by truth, by thing, and what skepticism means by knowledge. For the proposition of 

science1333 is: “we cannot ever know anything.” By thing that is required to know 

cannot1334 mean things as we see them, for these we know beyond all doubt. (It cannot 

be the simple laws of things for these are of1335 the same kind and are obtained by 

observation.) It must mean the essence of things. 

 

Anexos 

 

[154 – 53] 

 

Scepticism1336 began by not existing; it is probable that it will end in the same 

way.1337  

 

1. Project for Male Vending. 

                                                
1331 <puerile>[↑ childish] 
1332 for [↑ it is by] reason 
1333 sc[ience] 
1334 <we> cannot 
1335 are <almos> of 
1336 <Atheism> [↑ Scepticism] 
1337 way. <Atheism is taken to> 
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2. □ 

3. The Stoic philosopher Zeno 

4. lectured under a porch. 

5. □ 

Read before1338 the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. 

Gentlemen, 

Having1339 in view the amelioration of Society. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1338 <Presented to the>/ Read before 
1339 <Having this in view that it> Having 
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19. Change 

 

[22 – 81 e 82] 

 

Change. 

 

All things changing, says Heraclitus, no knowledge is possible. 

My answer is that, all things changing, myself change with them, and so am in a 

relative stability. Subject and object changing perpetually are stable one in relation to 

the other. 

The world is only in perpetual change when contrasted to something immutable. 

What is this thing which does not change? Descartes will hope to answer with: “it is 

myself as a thinking subject.” 

I believe that Descartes was in this nearly right. I believe he is wrong in placing 

the principle of stability in an “ego” changeable and sensible thing. It seems rather to 

me that the principle of unchange1340 is not myself as a thinking subject, not even my 

thought, but thought, pure reason, inconditioned and abslute. 

 

[81v]1341 

 

 

I do not agree that by pensée Descartes means consciousness. I believe that he 

means, as he says, thought, “Reas cogitans”, such as is man, he says, a thinking thing. 

What he means I believe to be this: I in all my life must think of something. Even in 

hours of laziness I think, I ruminate, I dream – all that I stand for is in my thought. 

 

One reason why Descartes should not mean consciousness by pensée is that 

famous passage where he says that his reason for saying that the soul thinks (pense) 

always is the same as makes him1342 to believe that light shines always although no eyes 

look upon it. If by pensée he means consciousness, how can he speak of it as 

                                                
1340 of <it> unchange 
1341 [81v] 
? 
1342 thinks [↑ (pense)] always is the same as <makes> [↑ makes] him 
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unconsciousness1343? On the other hand unconsciousness thought is conceivable. It is, at 

least, more conceivable nowadays (in the sense of reasoning) than it1344 was then. 

However it may be unconscious thought, even in that time though obscure, may be1345 

conceived. But unconscious consciousness, being a contradiction in terms, is entirely 

inconceivable. 

 

[82r] 

 

For the rest, I have no doubt whatever that Descartes often meant consciousness 

by pensée. But the confusion was natural, Descartes1346 being an intellectualist. 

Conscience may † him, of an intellectual nature. 

Again, the expression res cogitans, the thing that we think always is most proper 

to Descartes, as man. The character of Descartes1347, was that of a reflection, meditation, 

intellectual intensively philosophical as it is there more natural in such a man that the 

thing such as it is. 

It is true that Descartes has no1348 study secure of what consciousness is, in the 

metaphysical sensing he makes it with thought. There is in Descartes1349 the geem of the 

theory of the epiphenomenon. The only thing he required to be forced to such as 

conclusion is that which he had not and could not then have – namely the knowledge of 

the relationship man and of beast, the1350 theory of evolution.  

 

Anexos 

 

[152 – 40] 

 

2 kinds of movement. 

Change of1351 quality = alteration 

Change of place = translation.  
                                                
1343 it [↑ as] unconsciousness 
1344 <as>[↑ than] it 
1345 might [↑ may] be 
1346 D[escartes] 
1347 D[escartes] 
1348 <For the> <He has indeed> [↑ It is true that D[escartes] has] no 
1349 D[escartes] 
1350 as thing [↑ conclusion] is that which he had not and could not [↑ then] have – namely the knowledge 
of the relationship man and [↑ of] beast, <and> the 
1351 Change<m> in [↑ of] 
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If we say all moves – in 1 of these ways, it is in repose en rapport avec contrary 

movement. If Heraclitus admit both movements1352 then nothing at all is fixed, neither 

colour, nor sound etc. 

Science in reflection on sensations. 

Of opinion properly speaking the processes are: sensation, memory, reflection, 

comparison, judgement. 

(to form an opinion). 

 

[40v] 

 

Opinion is to truth1353 what the map is to the object. 

 

A general idea is not the sum of the various perceptions that /*execute/ it. There 

is in the general idea a new element i.e. generality itself. Generality is not in a sum of 

sensations, because a sum is infinite and multiple, while generality1354 is infinite and 

one.  

(How could an idea arise from object?  

 A. Search) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1352 mov[ement]s 
1353 science [↑ truth] 
1354 <an>[↑ a new] element <not in the> i.e. generality itself. Gen[erali]ty is not in a sum of sensations, 
<I> ·.· [because] a sum is infinite and multiple, while gen[erali]ty 
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20. Reasoning and its fallacies 

 

[153-4]1355 

 

Reasoning and its fallacies: 

In reasoning we have to distinguish two1356 elements: 

General and particular. 

To reason well we must grasp at the same time the general and the particular. If 

we grasp only the general, we fall into the1357 theologic error, if only the particular into 

the scientific error. 

Observation1358 

Habbington.   C. R. Anon. 

  C. R. Anon. 

 C Ch. Robert 

 

[4v] 

 

Idealism: 

Transcendental. (Kant): □   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1355 [153-4r] 

<Italia> 
Italia 

Fischer <sobre> “Italia”. 
1356 <three> two 
1357 <a> [↑ the] 
1358 Observation 
<ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Dear So-and-So> 
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21. On the limits of science 

 

[28 – 99v] 

 

 

C. R. Anon 

 

On the limits of science. 

Empirical investigation can lead to nothing, for it is based upon an illusion – as a 

coherent illusion, but none the less on an illusion. When I say can lead to nothing, I 

mean it cannot be made the basis of a philosophic system.  

 

Idea of immortal life not horrible. It would be horrible if it were immortal life, of 

body and mind together. Immortal life of the soul alone is not horrible but natural and 

pleasing to it.1359  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1359 

__________ 
<I am in receipt of your letter of the 10th instant for which I thank you very much.> 

Attention 
__________ 

Letter to Mr. O’Grady. 
Letter to R. P. A. 
Letter to Prior dos Martyres. 
Letter to Mr. <Belcher> Helcher. 
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22. Theory of Perception 

 

[25-58r] 

 

Theory of Perception. 

 

Let1360 us consider, say, my perception of a table, and let us attempt to find what 

is the process of my thought in the perception. We find there to be the action of our 

mind: 

Previously, I know what a table is; this idea is in me, rooted. When I see this1361 

thing before me, my conception of a table passes out of me into the object, which is 

similar, of a generality, to it. My thought returns to me bearing with itself a articularized 

idea of a table – the table that I see before me. Thus thought, after passing through the 

object1362 binds object to itself, as a particularization of thought.  

 

C. R. Anon.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1360 <It> Let 
1361 see <an> this 
1362 itself <the conce> [↑ a] particularized idea of a table – the table that I see before me. Thus thought, 
after passing through the <cat> <other> object  
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23. Da Impossibilidade de uma Sciencia do Lexicon. 

 

[23 – 1 a 2a] 

 

Da Impossibilidade de uma Sciencia do Lexicon. 

 

[2r] 

 

Da Impossibilidade de uma Sciencia do Lexicon. 

 

Aos Etymologos. 

 ═ 

There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, 

Than are known of in your philosophy. 

Shakespeare – Hamlet. 

Certum est quia impossibile est. 

Tertulliano. 

 ═ 

§1. 

Comprehender uma cousa é fazer d’ella uma idêa que seja susceptivel de 

definição positiva e completa. Por definição positiva entendo o poder-se dizer d’uma 

cousa o que ella é, e não sómente o que ella não é, como acontece, por exemplo, com o 

infinito. Por definição completa entendo uma que inclue todos os attributos da cousa 

definida. Se um theista, definindo Deus, dissesse que elle “é a causa do mundo”, daria 

uma definição incompleta, pois o ser causa é apenas um attributo, definindo Deus 

apenas como uma causa não daria o theista sequer uma idêa negativa do que considera a 

sua essencia. 

 

§2. 

Quanto á nossa comprehensão do mundo exterior quatro hypotheses existem: 

1ª. Não comprehendemos nada, nem viremos a comprehender. 

2ª. Comprehendemos só parte das cousas; a outra parte ignoraremos sempre. 

3ª Não comprehendemos tudo actualmente, mas a sciencia nos dará essa 

comprehensão. 
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4ª Comprehendemos tudo. 

Examinemos em primeiro logar esta quarta hypothese. [3r] Se comprehendemos 

tudo, não ha necessidade nem possibilidade de sciencia e de philosophia, não ha motivo 

para discussão. Ora a sciencia e a philosophia não só existem, mas tem progressos que 

são talvez indefinidos. Logo não comprehendemos tudo. 

Mas a este argumento póde se fazer uma objecção: o objecto de sciencia não é as 

cousas, pois estas são exactamente como nós as vemos, mas as ligações e relações que 

existem entre estas cousas, e que teem de ser investigadas, pois não cahem sob nossa 

percepção immediata. Ora esta já não é a quarta, mas sim a terceira hypothese, que 

assim podémos expor: “Conhecemos a essencia das cousas, mas não completamente as 

suas relações; á sciencia, comtudo, é possivel a completa explicação d’estas.” 

Ha ainda uma outra phase da terceira hypothese, que nos diz que não 

comprehendemos actualmente a essencia das cousas, mas que pela sciencia a 

comprehenderemos. 

A mesma critica1363 fére ambas as theorias, das quaes uma sustenta que 

comprehendemos as cousas, e a outra que as viremos a comprehender. Seguindo esta 

hypothese nas suas duas formas, ou já comprehendemos ou a sciencia nos fará 

comprehender as idêas de infinito e de eterno que são tão scientificas (eternidade da 

materia), como metaphysicas e theologicas (immortalidade da alma). Presentemente não 

as comprehendemos. De mais a mais, é evidente que o raciocinio e a observação nunca 

podem mudar cousa alguma á nossa percepção directa das cousas; o infinito e o eterno 

são por sua natureza, e pela nossa, incognosciveis. 

  

[4r] 

 

O desconhecido á percepção nunca se póde tornar conhecido. A sciencia póde 

explicar, mas não fazer comprehender. Provar que estas ou aquellas são as razões das 

cousas, as essencias das cousas, de fórma alguma nos faz ter d’ellas uma idêa positiva e 

completa. 

A este argumento pode fazer-se uma objecção grave: o infinito e o eterno não 

são cousas, são da natureza das relações entre as cousas – da causalidade, da finalidade, 

etc. 

                                                
1363 <d> critica 
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Examinemos a questão com simplicidade. O infinito e o eterno ou são cousas, ou 

são nadas, ou são da natureza das relações entre as cousas. Se são nadas, não ha tempo 

nem espaço; poisque a haver tempo e espaço, o limite é impensavel. Seja tudo um 

sonho, ainda assim tempo e espaço terão uma existencia relativa, uma existencia, quanto 

a nós, sufficiente. Havendo pois tempo e espaço, o infinito e o eterno não são nadas. 

Temos agora a decidir se o infinito e o eterno são cousas, ou se são relações ou da 

natureza d’estas. Esta questão entendo deixar para mais tarde; basta agora mostrar que, 

quér sejam cousas, quér relações, ficam fóra da terceira hypothese em ambas as suas 

fórmas. Se o infinito e o eterno são da natureza das relações, são, segundo a primeira 

forma d’esta hypothese, o que viremos a conhecer, segundo a outra o que já 

conhecemos. Se elles são cousas, são, segundo a primeira fórma, o que viremos a 

comprehender. Ora, como todos sabemos, e como acima já disse, o infinito e o eterno 

nem1364 são comprehendidos nem comprehensiveis. 

Trataremos agora da primeira hypothese, que [5r] tanto póde ser a do 

scepticismo, que é uma especie de idealismo prematuro, como do idealismo absoluto. 

Diz o sceptico: “apenas julgo saber”. Ora já aqui temos uma cousa certa; sabemos que 

apenas julgamos saber. Se sabemos isto sabemos alguma cousa. Dizer que é uma illusão 

o que sabemos é o mesmo que dizer que as cousas não são como nós as vemos, mas 

teem por realidade uma existencia1365 differente d’aquella que apparentam ter. Ora esta 

a segunda hypothese. 

O mesmo acontece com o idealismo absoluto que tem por conclusão aquillo a 

que o scepticismo se reduz: que as cousas não são como nós as vemos nem teem a 

existencia que nos mostram ter. A  conclusão é a mesma – aquella contida na segunda 

hypothese. 

Acabámos de ver que as trez hypotheses consideradas eram falsas, e que todas 

ellas, eliminando-se, nos impunham forçosamente a hypothese restante. Esta é na 

verdade tão evidente, tão universal quér no conhecimento vulgar, quér em sciencia, quér 

em philosophia, que só por ser forçoso provar tudo é que foi necessário proval-a. É pois 

a seguinte asserção a unica verdadeira. Conhecemos parte das cousas; uma parte 

ignoramos e ignoraremos sempre. 

                                                
1364 eterno <não> nem 
1365 [4v] A realidade do mundo sensivel póde ser contestada; mas  não se póde contestar que haja uma 
realidade. A idêa de realidade é equivalente á idêa de ser, á idêa de verdade. E se ha uma cousa que se não 
póde negar, é esta: que o ser existe. É um juizo analytico a priori, e d’estes o mais elementar. “Nous 
avons une impuissance de prouver invincible à tout le dogmatisme. Nous avons une idée de la vérité 
<impu> invincible à tout le pyrrhonisme.” (Pascal, “Pensées” a.6, no.9). [Nota-de-rodapé do autor]   
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§3. 

 

Surge agora uma consideração necessaria, mais importante e mais difficil, á qual 

já acima me tinha referido: o incognoscível é immanente ás cousas ou não é? Quero 

dizer, uma cousa qualquér, por exemplo, uma meza, não é como nós a vemos e 

realmente existe uma meza-em-si; ou então existe como nós a vemos e o incognoscivel 

é [6r] d’uma categoria inteiramente differente? 

Vamos tratar de chegar a uma conclusão considerando o infinito e o eterno, isto 

é, o espaço e o tempo. Notamos em primeiro logar que o tempo e o espaço não são 

perceptiveis, isto é, não cahem debaixo da nossa sensibilidade; o que se nos apresenta e 

o objecto extenso e duravel, quero dizer, com extensão e duração. Mas, ao mesmo 

tempo, só podemos comprehender esse objecto se elle tiver uma extensão e uma 

duração. Vemos portanto que o tempo e o espaço, assim como a fórma, a côr, o peso, 

etc, não sendo cousas, mas sendo comtudo necessarios a ellas para que as 

comprehendamos são attributos geraes, ou condições de sensibilidade. 

Ora estes attributos servindo a todas as cousas e as cousas manifestando-se 

differentemente atravez d’esses attributos, é forçoso conceder que ellas teem uma parte 

sua pela qual se differençam a priori – um lapis, por exemplo, e uma cadeira teem 

ambos fórma, extensão, peso, etc; mas ha um quantum na fórma, um quantum na 

extensão, um quantum no peso que fazem estas duas cousas differentes por meio dos 

mesmos attributos. = O incognoscivel é pois immanente ás cousas; chama-se-lhe 

noumenon e phainoumenon á sua manifestação. 

 

§4. 

 

Vimos que todas as cousas se dividem, por assim dizer em noumena e 

phainomena; o que é o phainomenon já sabemos; tratemos de considerar mais 

intimamente o que é o noumenon de uma cousa. 

Ora notamos immediatamente que o noumenon não sendo o objecto da sensação 

ha de ser por força o objecto da idêa d’ella. 

 

[6a] 
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Mas, objectar-se-ha, a idêa de uma cousa qualquér – de um determinado homem, 

por exemplo – dá-nos esse homem como uma determinada figura no espaço. Isto é um 

grande erro: é confundir a idea com a imaginação reproductiva. Quando me estão 

fallando de um amigo ausente, tenho durante todo esse tempo a idêa d’elle, não tenho a 

imagem mental da sua figura. E comtudo nada é mais certo do que pela idêa que tenho 

d’elle, elle está mais verdadeiramente conhecido em mim do que se eu fizesse uso da 

memoria imaginativa. A imagem mental é necessariamente consciente; a idêa 

propriamente dita é inconsciente. A idêa, sendo uma e simples, dá a noção unica, 

completa, vívida, se assim se póde dizer, da essencia do ideado, por mais completxo que 

elle seja. A imagem é sempre complexa e incoherente quanto á essencia, á 

personalidade, por assim dizer, do seu objecto.   

Continuando esta consideração, a idêa, se materialmente é inconsciente, é por 

excellencia o consciente ideal. Quando me represento pela memoria imaginativa um 

amigo meu, posto que tenha consciencia materialmente d’essa representação – d’outra 

meneira não a seria – posso estar distrahido, se assim o posso dizer ao ponto de não ter 

d’ella consciencia ideal, isto é, de a não comprehender como representação.1366 – Passo 

distrahido por uma rua, vejo um amigo meu e não o conheço. Porquê? Porque tenho 

consciência de o ver mas não de o ver como quem elle é; tenho sensação sem 

comprehensão, consciencia material sem consciencia ideal. 

 

[5a] 

 

Sem duvida perante o bom senso (le gros bon sens) isto é apenas distracção, falta 

de attenção; será, mas então ser distrahido é ter sensação sem comprehensão, a idêa do 

phainoumenon sem a idêa de noumenon. Uma explicação é a decomposição de outra. 

Um dos exemplos que dei refere-se á imaginação reproductiva, outro á 

percepção exterior. Dei ambos para maior clareza, comquanto só um fôsse necessario, 

porque o mundo exterior sendo da natureza da representação – isto é, necessariamente 

concebido como no espaço, no tempo, na fórma etc., póde-se denominar uma imagem 

forte. 

Com a idêa acontece o contrario do que vimos acontecer com a sensação e com a 

representação. Quando me fallam de um amigo ausente, sei de quem me fallam, logo 

tenho consciencia ideal posto que não material. Quero dizer, comprehendo de quem se 
                                                
1366 <manifestação.> representação. 
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trata sem ter consciencia de comprehender. A comprehensão é a sua propria 

consciencia.  

Vemos por isto que a representação por si nada vale, mas que a idêa por si vale 

tudo. A representação só tem valôr quando é, por assim dizer idealizada – isto é, 

comprehendida, ideada como representação. 

Assim concluimos que o noumenon de uma cousa é o objecto da idêa que 

fazemos d’ella ou a idêa mesmo, se houvér identidade ideal entre o sujeito e o objecto. 

Em outras palavras, e como provámos o noumenon d’uma cousa é aquillo cuja idêa 

retirada a essa cousa retire a propria idêa d’ella. 

 

§5. 

 

[4a] 

 

§5. 

 

Como n’esta dissertação terei de applicar a theoria que exponho ao diccionario, e 

como a palavra diccionario se refere a uma generalidade1367, tenho agora que considerar 

se existe noumenon da generalidade, se ha generalidade noumenal, como ha 

generalidade phainoumenal. 

Consideremos um primeiro logar o que é a generalidade material. Diga-se desde 

já, é a somma das abstracções dos attributos da cousa particular, a mais a idêa que 

transcende essa generalidade e a determina como tal. A generalidade material é pois a 

possibilidade de todas as cousas particulares do seu genero, assim como o infinito é a 

possibilidade de todas as extensões1368, e a fórma, considerada em si, a possibilidade de 

todas as fórmas. Cada generalidade material contem o infinito, o eterno etc, pois contem 

a possibilidade de todas as extensões, durações, etc, d’uma determinada categoria. 

Tudo isto de torna evidente quando consideramos duas generalidades, por 

exemplo, lapis1369 e meza, como antes considerámos um lapis e uma meza particulares. 

Notamos aqui immediatamente que apezar de tratarmos de generalidades, as duas idêas 

geraes de lapis e de meza são inconfundiveis. Cada uma d’ellas contem o infinito, o 

                                                
1367 <idêa geral> generalidade 
1368 tod<os>[↑ as] <os>[↑ as] <esp> extensões 
1369 lapi<z>/s\ 
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eterno, o peso-em-si, pois contem a possibilidade de todas as extensões, de todas as 

durações de todos os pezos; mas transcendendo cada uma d’estas generalidades ha uma 

idêa que as distingue e differença inevitavelmente.  

 

[3a] 

 

Assim como a generalidade material é a possibilidade de todas as cousas 

particulares do seu genero, da mesma maneira a generalidade ideal é a possibilidade de 

todos os noumena d’essas cousas particulares. É tambem evidente que, sendo 

noumenon, a generalidade ideal ha-de entrar na regra dos noumena, na conclusão a que 

chegámos no fim da 5ª secção. 

Nada mais é necessario dizer, pois o unico objecto d’esta secção era provar que 

existe o noumenon geral para applicar a theoria na secção seguinte. 

 

§6. 

 

Appliquemos ao diccionario as verdades que acabamos de constatar. 

Qual é o noumenon do diccionario? Aquillo cuja idêa retirada ao diccionario 

retire a propria idêa d’elle. O que é isto? Não é com certeza o formato, nem a 

encadernação, nem o papel, nem o typo; posso retirar tudo isto e sustentar que um sabio 

tenha um diccionario na cabeça.  

O que nós ideamos quando ouvimos dizer diccionario – é esse o noumenon 

d’elle. Ora o noumenon, sendo desconhecido, não póde ser objecto de sciencia; não o 

póde ser portanto o lexicon-em-si, isto é, o que nos indica a idêa que está ligada á 

palavra “lexicon.” 

Só podêmos conhecer conhecer o phainomenon. Só pode haver sciencia da 

manifestação do lexicon – do formato, da encadernação, do typo, do papel.  

Mas é cruel descer do abstracto para o concreto, do ideal para o material, do 

noumenon [2a] para o phainoumenon. Nada sei de papel nem de typo. Desconheço os 

formatos. Sinto não poder dizer qual o melhor encadernador de Portugal. 

 

O que são os noumena da vida, das cousas? Trevas, escuridão. O que é o 

noumenon do diccionario, o seu contheudo, como dizem alguns, a sua materia? Trevas, 

escuridão  e nada mais. Comprehendeis o Infinito, o Absoluto, o Incondicionado? 
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Compehendeis o lexicon-em-si? Dizem os livros santos do Oriente fallando do 

Immanente e do Eterno: “Eu sou a luz no que tem luz, a vida no que vive, etc, etc. 

Porque não diriam elles, porque não acrescentariam: “eu sou o sêr no sêr, o não-sêr no 

não-sêr, a etymologia no etymologo1370. 

Junho, 1906. 

Fernando Pessôa.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1370 <etymologo> etymologo 
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24. Reality 

 

[155-60] 

 

Reality. 

Reality is of 3 kinds: - direct, compositional and abstract.  

My notion of my self’s reality is neither direct nor compositional; it is therefore 

abstract. I am to me my idea of myself. My direct reality is my body. 

 

Direct reality is not temporal. The perception that gives it to me is temporal, and 

therefore1371, reality being conceived as perceptual, must be conceived as temporal in so 

far as it is conceived as perceptual, not in so far as it is conceived as reality. 

 

A stone is real in a way with which time has nothing to do. To conceive a stone 

as real I need not include time; the inclusion of time is necessary only when I conceive a 

stone as conceived as real or is perceived as real, or as real to me, or as real to any one. 

But to conceive a stone as abstractly real, Time is no “necessary”. (necessity) 

A stone could not be conceived as different from another unless it were 

conceived as comparable with another stone, as having something to /*have/ with 

another stone. Thus space is born in our ideas. Space is the conception condition of 

coexistence outside ourselves. 

But coexistence1372 outside ourselves can exist whatever this idea of whiteness 

and this idea of triangularity, for instance. Are these in space? They are: in a space 

different from that in [60v] which physical stones coexist, but still in a space. 

 

Space of our dimension: Point and line. (A “dimension” is a mode of being 

perceived). The line is dynamic in relation to the point. The point is non-dimensional. 

The line is uni-dimensional1373. 

Point and consciousness, for a point must be everywhere, for any figure to exist, 

yet the figure is not “built” out of points. 

                                                
1371 .·. [therefore] 
1372 But <is spa> coexistence 
1373 <bi-d> uni-dimensional 
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The idea of extra-temporal eternity, of extra spatial infinity, conceived in the 

higher metaphysics, is of the point, means the conscious element, as opposed to the 

object. 

Line = Idea ? – (Time) 

Plane (or plane figure) = compositional reality (space) 

Cube (figure) = □ ? – (Reality) 

 

(Space, Time, etc are “point-concepts”, drawn from Consciousness and imposed 

abstractly as reality, which knew nothing of them, nor of dimensions).  

 

[24 – 15 a 17] 

 

Reality.  

 

Compositional reality is of three types: Direct, as when a table is conceived (and 

indeed seen) to be composed of parts (legs, top), and, finally, of the material (wood, 

steel, or whatever1374 it may be) from which it is made; 

Inderect, as when its chemical and pychical1375 composition, its final atomic 

composition, is meant; 

Mathematic, as when (this being the case of a being in space) its geometric 

aspect or form is considered. 

 

Now compositional reality is true reality in so far as its data are of the same type 

as that of Simple reality. The only true reality of the compositional type is the one I 

have called direct; for the legs and top of the table, as also the material from which the 

table is made, are visible in the same manner as the whole table is visible. Nevertheless 

there is here a process of analysis; simple but real. 

 

Mathematic reality is no longer reality at all. The form, weight and size of the 

table are of this type. These are given1376, indeed, by senses; but by a particular use of 

the senses. 

                                                
1374 whetever, no original. Trata-se de uma gralha do autor. 
1375 p<s>ychical 
1376 given, no original. Trata-se de uma gralha do autor. 
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………….. 

 

Indirect reality is still further from the primary sense-impression. 

 

[16r]   

 

REALITY. 

 

A table has weight, has form, has size. These three things are properties of the 

table, but they do not compose the table to the senses. Similarly a table has a final 

atomic structure, that of the material or materials from which it is made.  

Now these “realities” that make up the table are of the same kind. The atom – 

the final element, physical element, whatever it may be – “exists” in exactly the same 

manner as the weight, or the size, or the shape of the table exists. 

Neither each, nor all, of these things taken together in any conceivable way 

constitute the table. It is the table that is constituted, to us, by them. 

These things are all DIMENSIONS. Weight, size, atomic constitution, are as 

much dimensions of the table as its height, width and depth are. These 3 last are 

decomposition of the geometrical constitution of the1377 table. The atoms are similarly 

the decompositions of the □ 

 

There need be no inquiry into the infinite, or not infinite, divisibility of the 

physical ultimate. The physical ultimate is no more and no less than the mathematical 

ultimate, which is the point. To inquire into the infinite, or not infinite, divisibility of the 

physical ultimate, is to TRANSFER TO THE PHYSICAL ULTIMATE 

CHARACTERISTICS WHICH BELONG TO THE MATHEMATICAL ULTIMATE. 

Atoms, the physical ultimates, do not exist in space; they exist in things which 

exist in space1378. Yet these things do not exist in space in virtue of physical, but of 

mathematical, composition. 

 

[16v] 

 

                                                
1377 o fht, no original. Trata-se de uma gralha do autor. 
1378 <space> space 
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It is as if we were to speak of the weight of a straight line, thus transferring one 

characteristic……….. 

 

[17r] 

 

Now, whereas a table is a reality, for it is1379 a datum of the senses, the 

composition of the table is not a reality in the same sense, because it is a datum, not of 

the senses, but of the analysis, however rudimentary and spontaneous, of sense-

impressions. 

But an analysis of sense-impression is an analysis, not of reality – for reality, 

being only reality in so far as it is perceived, and only really and fully perceived in so 

far as it is only perceived and not analysed or reasoned about – but of an impression of 

reality. Compositional reality cannot therefore be understood unless it is studied in the 

percipient and not in the perceived. 

A dimension is therefore only comprehensible in so far as the percipient is 

studied. Now a dimension being of space (“dimension” in the usual geometrical 

meaning), to understand a dimension we must conceive the percipient as an experience 

of space1380, or in space; and this means that we must concider him as having a position. 

This simplifies matters at once. We have proved (?) that a real body is composed 

of an infinite number of dimensions. Why then do we speak normally of only three 

dimensions? Why is it impossible to us to conceive – except transferentially, non-

sensively, by mathematical conception – of four or more dimensions? Because sight, 

which gives that sense of space on which dimensions are conceived, is static, from one 

point at a time. If we could travel round a sphere in a right line, tracing a circle round it, 

or, in other words, following [17v] a circle of its geometric composition, and if we could 

this either in no time, extra-temporally, or receive the sense impression of the whole 

only at the end and then instantaneously and totally, we would have the notion of a 

straight line, or of a point, and not of a circumference. There is, then, nothing 

mysterious in this conflict between the inevitable three dimensions of sense-conception 

(so to speak) and the possible more of mathematical analysis (?). Position limits our 

concept of dimensions. 

                                                
1379 <the composition of a table,> for it is 
1380 dimension<n> we must conceive the percipient as an experience of space <and this means> 
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If, again, we would see at object from two sides at the same time (which, be it 

noted, is not the same thing as being two persons in different points of space, but the 

same person with the same eyes in two places) an immediate new concept of 

dimensions would appear to us.  

 

It must be strictly understood that when we say that a solid1381 is composed of an 

infinite number of dimensions, we mean that infinite number of dimensions to signify 

geometrical1382 dimensions. We do not mean extra-geometrical properties – such as 

weight, size, colour – to be taken as “dimensions”. The dimensions are exclusively 

spatial, the body has an infinite number of dimentions strictly and exclusively from the 

spatial standpoint, as a thing existing in space, and not “in weight”, “in colour”, “in 

size”.1383 

 

It may be said that the notion of infinite divisibility is numerical and not 

geometric – that there is no reason to exclude this from the physical ultimate, unless it 

be excluded, also, from the geometric ultimate. 

Inifinite divisibility, however, [18r] means something else. Divisibility of the 

kind meant implies space. 

Divisibility in general does not; it implies only number. When we say that six 

divided by three is two, we do not refer to any spatial operation. The concept of 

plurality is all that is needed for this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1381 so<o>/l\id 
1382 ge<m>/o\metrical 
1383 “in <“> size”. 
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25. The internal nature of the faculties 

 

[23 – 18 a 19] 

 

The internal nature of the faculties. 

Every faculty of the mind1384 contains in itself, in a peculiar manner, thought, 

feeling and volition. Feeling is the desire inherent to the faculty, as, for instance, the 

desire to love1385 inherent to amativeness, as the phrenologists call it. Volition is the 

impulse contained in the faculty whereby we pass to action according to that faculty. 

Thought is the peculiar consciousness or reflection underlying each feeling and each 

volition of the faculty. When I feel the desire to love, I do not for instance suppose that I 

fell the desire to gain applause or approbation. I, and not only I, but also the animal 

must understand to what the faculty impels. Otherwise [19r] all faculties are one. For 

volition and desire (or feeling) are common to all faculties and manifested in the same 

way in all1386; it is then by neither of these that the faculty is desired as such as it is. In 

other words the faculty to have a name must be capable of understanding itself, so to 

speak, to determine itself as such a faculty. (Hence instinct is but the possession of the 

faculty, of the internal thought.) 

 

Faculties, for instance: cf. love of sex. 

Causality } Intellectual: thought 

Sensitiveness} sensitive Feeling Idea.  

□ } Will1387  Volition Sensation 

 

Alexander Search. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1384 <hu> mind 
1385 for sex [↑ to love] 
1386 way [↑ in all] 
1387 <Volitive> [↑ Will] 
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Anexos 

 

[23-19v] 

 

Plato conceives not only idea of quantity, but also, e.g. ideas, (within that – 

Search) of largeness and of smallness, □ “If it (soul) conceived these (greatness and 

smallness) as things not-separate, it would be no longer the conception of 2 things1388 

but of one only” 

Examines □ 

 

[19v] 

 

The idea of Cause has not its rise in the observation of our internal life; this only 

shows us 2 phenomena succeeding one another in time. To make the 2 phenomena into 

Cause and effect it is necessary to have already inately the idea per se, of Cause. 

Absolute Optimism. 

The infinite (or indefinite) progress of the world is against this theory.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1388 idea<s> of quantity, but also, e.g. ideas, (within that [↓ Search]) of largeness and of smallness, □ “If it 
(†) conceived these <ideas> (greatness and smallness) as [↑ things] not-separate, it would be no longer 
the conception of <a>[↑ 2] things 
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26. Friedrich Nietzsche 

 

[BNP/E3, 19 – 99r] 

 
IX, 11 

 

Friedrich Nietzsche 

 

1. 

 

O proprio Nietzsche asseverou que uma philosophia não é senão a expressão de 

um temperamento. Que □ 

 Não é assim, sufficientemente. As theorias de um philosopho são a resultante 

do seu temperamento e da sua epoca. São o effeito intellectual da sua epoca sobre o seu 

temperamento. Outra cousa não podia ser1389. 

Assim, pois, a philosophia1390 de Friedrich Nietzsche é a resultante do seu 

temperamento e da sua epoca. O seu temperamento era1391 o de uma asceta e de 

louco1392. A sua epoca no seu paiz1393 era de materialidade e de fôrça. Resultou 

fatalmente uma theoria onde um ascetismo louco se casa com uma (involuntaria que 

fosse) admiração pela fôrça e pelo dominio. Resulta uma theoria onde se insiste na 

necessidade de um ascetismo e na definição1394 d’esse ascetismo como um ascetismo de 

fôrça e dominio. D’onde a assumpção de attitude christã da necessidade de dominar os 

seus instinctos, tornada aqui – mercê de contribuição fornecida pela loucura do autor – a 

necessidade de dominar toda a especie de instinctos, incluindo os bons, torturando a 

propria alma, o proprio temperamento (noção delirante1395). 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1389 suceder [↑ser] 
1390 <as>/a\ philosophia 
1391 é [↑ era] 
1392 asceta [↑ e de louco] 
1393 A sua epoca [↑ no seu paiz] 
1394 <orienta> definição 
1395 <deli>[↑ noção] delirante 
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27. A Metaphysical Theory 

 

[22 – 21 a 22] 

 

A Metaphysical Theory 

 

Todas as cousas a dentro do nosso systema solar são movimentos em torno a 

outras cousas, como no proprio exemplo do systema, o dos varios planetas em torno ao 

sol. Este nosso systema solar, obedecendo a essa lei, deve, por sua vez girar, com todos 

os seus orbes, em torno ao que lhe serve de Sol – elle e outros systemas solares. 

Procedendo assim indefinidamente, temos que conceber o systema do universo como, 

ao mesmo tempo que tende para um centro cada vez mais centro, tendendo ao mesmo 

tempo para o infinito. 

Concebendo agora – sem procurar aprofundar esse conceito – o Universo inteiro 

como um Todo (porque se não é um Todo não é pensável, e por conseguinte não é 

nada), temos que, por sua vez, lhe applicar essa Lei das cousas. Como Todo, como 

Cousa, elle deve girar em torno a um SOL seu, elle e outros systemas de universos. 

Mas esse giro, esse movimento não se dá no espaço, porque o espaço é interior 

ao systema do Universo no seu conjuncto. Portanto é em outra cousa, comparavel ao 

nosso espaço, mas não sendo elle, que o Universo gira. 

Será possivel determinar qual essa cousa? 

Para que se possa conceber que o indefinido ou infinito Universo gire em volta a 

qualquer cousa (fallando imperfeitamene, como as circumstancias obrigam) temos que 

poder reduzir1396 esse Universo á categoria de Cousa. Ora sob que aspectos é que um 

Indefinido ou Infinito pode ser tido como Cousa. Isto é, nós pensamos o Universo, 

concebemol-o; para o pensamento, portanto, o Universo é uma Cousa. Elle existe dentro 

do Pensamento como uma cousa. É portanto o Pensamento o espaço onde o Universo 

gira. 

Mas gira em torno a quê, e com que possiveis outros Universos? 

No Universo – isto é, dentro do Universo – globos materiaes giram em torno a 

globos materiaes. No Pensamento, por conseguinte, Universos devem girar em torno a 

outros universos.1397  

                                                
1396 <con> reduzir 
1397 universos. <O nosso Universo será portanto> 
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Mas qual é a materia do Universo como Universo? Qual é a materia que elle tem 

de commum com os outros universos, aquelles com que elle gira em torno a outro, e 

esse outro? 

A sua materia como conjuncto visto de fora é outra do que a sua materia como 

conjuncto disperso vsito1398 de dentro. De dentro é isto a que nós chamamos Materia, e 

que tem por base o Espaço. 

De fora qual será? 

O que ha de real nesse Hyper-Systema? 

Ha a Ser – porque cada Universo fatalmente é; ha a numero, porque elles são em 

numero (certo). Mas não ha a energia, porque aquillo a que chamamos energia só é 

concebivel a dentro do Espaço, e esse não existe alli. 

A esse Mundo onde os Universos giram chamarei pois o Mundo do Numero, 

assim como o nosso mundo é o Mundo do Espaço. 

 E o Tempo? Transcende elle ou acompanha o Espaço? 

(Será assim: Mundo do Espaço, Mundo do Tempo, Mundo do Numero – girando 

em torno ao Infinito -, Mundo do Pensamento, Mundo da Consciencia, Mundo do Ser) 

(Devem ser sete)  

 

[22r] 

 

Quando o Ser Passa para o Mundo da Consciencia, cria assim o (Espirito). 

Quando o Numero passa para o  Mundo do Tempo cria a Duração. 

Quando o Numero, junto ao Tempo, passa para o mundo do Espaço cria a 

Extensão. 

Ou assim (?): 

Quando a Consciencia (e.g.) passa para o Mundo do Tempo cria a Emoção (e.g. 

ex.) 

Quando o Ser passa para o Mundo do espaço cria a…… 

 

Assim os Univeros são cada vez mais complexos, cada vez mais affastados do 

Mundo Divino, em torno ao qual todos multimodamente giram. 

 

Mundo de Deus. 

                                                
1398 vsito, no original. Trata-se de uma gralha do autor. 
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Mundo de Ser. 

Mundo da Consciencia. 

Mundo do Pensamento. 

Mundo do Numero. 

Mundo do Tempo. 

Mundo do Espaço. 

 

Vêr se esta classificação está certa, quanto a organização e quanto a ordem. Vêr 

se ha razão para omittir o elemento Vontade ou Força (o elemento dynamico), aliás 

importante num systema que começa por ser um systema baseado no movimento dos 

astros. 

Como se dá a passagem de um Mundo para o outro? 

A differenciação do Sujeito e do Objecto só é possivel no Mundo do Numero, 

porque estes dão Dois. No mundo do pensamento ha uma unidade absoluta. 

 

Deus e Ser = □ 

Seus e Consciencia = □ 

Deus e Pensamento = (Verdade) 

Deus e Numero = (Infinito) 

Deus e Tempo = (Eternidade) 

Deus e Espaço = (Realidade) 

 

Ser e Consciencia = □ 

Ser e Pensamento = □ 

Ser e Numero = □ 

Ser e Tempo = □ 

 Ser e Espaço = (Materia) 

 

Consciencia e Ser = (Alma) 

Consciencia e Pensamento = (Intelligencia1399 abstracta). 

Consciencia e Numero = □ 

Consciencia e Tempo = (Intelligencia1400 concreta) Memoria  

                                                
1399 Intell[igencia] 
1400 Intell[igencia] 
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Consciencia e Espaço = (observação). 
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VI - Notas de Leitura Filosóficas 

 

1. Sobre os Pré-socráticos 

 

[153 – 29v] 

 

Thales: Aristotle Metaphysics1401 I.3. 

Anaximander: □ 

Anaximenes: □ 

 

Xenophanes:  Mullach, Fragmenta I p. 101, ss.1402 

 Cousin, (Nouveaux fragments philosophiques). 

 Aristotle ? De Xenophane, Zenone et Gorgia. 

Parmenides : Mullach, p. 109 ss. 

Melissus : Simplicius de Physica p. 22. 

Zeno : Simplicius Aristotle Physics1403 VI. 29. 

Gorgias: De Xenophane1404 etc. 

Beings are but abstractions so to speak of the idea.1405 

 

[153- 12 a 13r] 1406 

 

“Theology”, “Ethics”, “Dialectics.” P. Lombard: “Sentences.” Averoës 

“Commentary.” St. Thomas: “Summa Theologiae1407”. “Quaestiones” of Duns Scot and 

Occam. Roger Bacon “Opus Major.” Works of Raymond Lully. Historic Works of 

Ritter, Cousin, Haurean. 

Renaissance. 

 

[12v] 

 

                                                
1401 Arist[totle] Met[aphysics] 
1402 Friedrich Wilhelm August Mullach, Fragmenta Philosophorum Greacorum (1981). 
1403 Phys[ics] 
1404 Xen[ophane] 
1405 [← <Being is but> Beings are but abstractions so to speak of the idea.] 
1406 Para além de notas de leitura sobre os pré-socráticos esta sequência de documentos contém ainda 
referências às obras de índole filosófica, maioritariamente, mas não só,  do período medieval. 
1407 Th[eologiae] 
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Sources 

Thales: Aristotle, “Metaphysics.” I.3. 

Anaximander: □ 

Anaximenes: □ 

 

Xenophanes: Aristotle (?) De Xenophane, Zenone et Gorgia.” 

Victor Cousin: “Xonophane, Fondateur de l’École d’Élée.” (Noveaux Fragments 

Philosophiques1408) 

Mullach: “Fragmenta Philosphiae Graecae.” I. p. 101 et seq. 

 

We find in this philosophy1409 the employ of all explanation of nature afterwards 

attempted. 

 

Water to Thales, Air to Anaximenes1410 is all at one, substratum, motrice force 

and fatum or law of movement. 

 

[13r] 

 

Weber contains all – except  Hindoo, Arab and Jewish Systems.  

Science is philosophy in power; philosophy is science1411 in act. 

Sources: Patristic Philosophy: polemical writings of the Fathers of the Church; 

especially “Logos protreptikòs pròs “Ellenas”, “Pedagogue” and “Stromates” of 

Clement of Alexandria, “Principles” and “Anti-Cebes” of Origen, “Apologeticus” of 

Tertullian, the “Insitutiones Divinae”, of Laetantius, “The city of God” and 

Confessions”, of St. Augustin. 

Scolastica. Scot Erigen “De Divisione Naturae”, “Monologium”, “Proslogin” of 

St. Anselm. Abelard: □ 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1408 V[ictor] Cousin: “Xonophane, Fondateur de l’École d’Élée. » (Noveaux Frag[ments] 
Phil[osophique]s 
1409 phil[osophy] 
1410 An[axime]nes 
1411 ph[ilosophy] is sc[ience] 
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2. Sobre Platão 

 

Teeteto 

 

[15A-68r] 

 

Theetetus1412 p. 165 

Socrates trouble concerning the explanation of false judgement1413. 

 

Lista de obras platónicas 

 

[153 - 28-28a] 

 

Plato’s authentic dialogues: 

1. Phaedrus 

2. Protagoras on virtue. 

3. Banquet on love. 

4. Gorgias on the true philosopher1414 versus Sophist. 

5. Republic on the state as it should be. 

6. Timaeus value and origin of the world. 

7. Theaetetus - on knowledge and on ideas. 

8. Phaedo on Immortality1415 of Soul. 

9. Leges.  A retraction of the Republic.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1412 Theet[etus] 
1413 judg[emen]t 
1414 phil[osopher] 
1415 Immort[ality] 
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3. Sobre Aristóteles:  

 

Organon  

 

[22-75] 

 

No. 161. Bibliotheca. A 15-26. 

 

Cuearnado. 

Sparkle, sparkle in the fountain 

 

Soap-Bubble 

 

= Nothing really to be changed in the Organon: “L’Organon est comme un de 

ces monuments d’architecture auxquels on peut adjoindre des constructions nouvelles, 

qu’on peut développer par des accroissements devenus indispensables, mais auxquels 

on ne touche pas, parce qu’ils ne sont jamais à refaire, et que le mieux, c’est de les 

prendre pour modèles et régulateurs éternels”. B. Saint-Hilaire. Preface1416 to Logic 

XXVI-XXVII.   

 

Order of Organon. Unchangeable. 

 

[75v] 

 

We must also know what kind of Science Logic is and what are its rapports with 

all other sciences. 

Circle in mathematics is imperfect. A circle traced is more or less imperfect 

representation of the conceived circle. Syllogism imperfect representation1417 of logical 

operation. 

etc. 

Applied logic is Topica and Refutation of the Sophists. Is there in Aristotle no 

pure logic? 

                                                
1416 Pref[ace] 
1417 rep[resentation] 
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Dans les mathématiques tout est demontré1418 parce que tout est necessaire □ 

The categories are not only an objective classification of real things (Hamilton), 

they are, besides, a classification of words □ 

 

[152 – 85v] 

 

Categories of Aristotle. 

Section I. 

Chapter I. 

 

Homonymous: name identical, essence different1419. Painted man, real man; we 

call1420 both animals; but were we asked what makes each an animal we would give a 

different definition for each. 

 

Synonymous: name and essence identical1421. Thus man and ox, in regard to the 

term animal. In some cases as above we would give similar definition for each. 

 

Paronymous: Beings which get from another their nominal appellation with a 

difference of termination, grammarian > grammar, courageous > courage. 

 

Chapter II. 

Words can be joined together1422 or separate. The man runs, the king1423 

triumphs and separate: man, king, runs, triumphs.  

 

[85r] 

 

Genres differ from Attributes of many, therefore kinds are solely e.g. kinds 

attributed1424  to individuals who have no common difference, but a numeric 

                                                
1418 demon<s>tré 
1419 identic[al], essence diff[eren]t 
1420 [↑ we] call 
1421 identic[al] 
1422 joined [↑ together]   
1423 <man> [↑ king] 
1424 · .· [therefore] <esp> kinds are [↑ solely e.g.] [↑ kinds] kindsattrib[uted] 
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difference1425 e.g. Man (kind) attributed to Plato and Socrates who differ numerically. 

Animal (genre) attributed1426 to man and ox who differ for attriute1427 and also in kind. 

  

 

Genre differs from proper  

Genre and difference1428 and accidents, since these though1429 applied to several 

are not so essecially, but simply as quality. 

 

Species (kind) – is the attribute applying itself essentially to several terms which 

differ numerically between themselves (forming each a distinct unity.) This 

definition1430 would fit the /*specialism/. 

 

Metafísica 

 

[22 -73r] 

 

  Notes 1. 

Aristotle defines metaphysics: (1) science of first principles and of first causes 

and (2) science of being as being (qua being) □ 

Also defined “the science of the absolute.”  

Metaphysics contains 3 great theories: 1) Theory of knowledge, 2) theory of 

being, 3) theory of the first principle of knowledge and of being. 

Critique. It contains great theories indeed. These are: 1) Theory of knowledge, 

2) □  

 

[113I-26r a 30r] 

 

Aristotle: “Metaphysics.” 

Notes. 

Book I. – 

                                                
1425 diff[eren]ce 
1426 num[erical]ly. Animal (genre) attr[ibuted] 
1427 attri[ute] 
1428 G[enre] differs from proper / G[enre] and diff[erence] 
1429 <are>[↑ though] 
1430 def[inition] 
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I. 

“Many “recuerdos”1431 of one same thing constitute an experience.” p.52 

- Nature of Science – difference between Science and Experience – Men of 

experience1432 know that A exist, but not its cause; men of art know its cause. Foreman 

of works and his workmen. 

Principal chararacteristics of science1433: capable of being communicated 

thought. No one teaches experience. 

Definition of Philosophy (p.54 ): “science1434 of the first causes and of  1st 

principles”   

 

III. Materialistic philosophy. Thales. Water. 

Anaxagoras: almost all things1435 formed of like parts are subject to no other 

production or destruction – they aggregate or separate; in other words, they are not born 

nor die but subsist eternally. 

 

[26v] 

 

Problem of motion: all production, all destruction are by some principle, one or 

multiple. Since the subject1436 cannot be Cause of its own changes, what is this? Search 

for the principle of change □ 

(That is, first inquiring was as to the basis, as to that where change produced the 

/*modifications/1437; secondly to the Cause of such a change.) 

Aristotle of Stageira1438 

 

Eleatics. They hold nature to be immutable. No concept of cause except on 

Parmenides (2nd part of the poem Aristotle of Stageira1439) who conceives 21440 

                                                
1431 «recuerdos» encontra-se em espanhol no original. 
1432 Sc[ience] – diff[erence] between Sc[ience] and Exp[erience] – Men of exp[erience] 
1433 char[aracteristics] of sc[ience] 
1434 Def[inition] of Ph[ilosophy] (p.54 ): “sc[ience] 
1435 [↑ almost all] Things 
1436 subj[ect] 
1437 /*mod[ifications]/ 
1438 A[ristotle of] S[tageira] 
1439 exc[ept] on Parmenides (2nd part of the poem A[ristotle of] S[tageira] 
1440 <two>/2\ 
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principles besides. That order1441 and beauty of things have been caused by the earth, or 

one or any other element is impossible, by Chance is not rational. 

Anaxagoras proclaimed1442 the νοῦς. Before him Hermotimus of Clazomenes, 

(whose disciple Anaxagoras1443 probably was.)  

Note in book. 

 

[27r] 

 

VI. 

 

This opinion seems to have been held yet before by Parmenides1444 and Hesiod 

who admit Love as principle of the Universe. 

Seeing the ill that exists in the world and /*proved/ it greater than the good1445, 

Empedocles (his equivocal expression disregarded says Aristotle and having in mind the 

essence of his thought) holds 2 principles Love (Friendship) principle of Good and 

Disorder principle of evil; good-in-se (Friendship)1446 cause of all good things bad-in-se 

(Disorder) cause of all things which are evil1447. 

These are, says Aristotle1448, Material, Efficient causes. 

Philosophers not at one with themselves.  

Anaxagoras1449 uses the νοῦς very little and only at last coherently and1450 

Empedocles1451 contradicts himself. 

                                                
1441 [↑ That] Order 
1442 <that to> proclaimed 
1443 An[axagoras] 
1444 Parm[enides] 
1445 A frase, embora falha de sentido, encontra-se escrita do seguinte modo e pela seguinte ordem no 
original: «proved greater it in the good». Tal deve-se muito provavelmente ao facto de este texto 
constituir-se como uma simples nota de leitura e não um texto que Pessoa pretendesse publicar. No 
entanto, optámos por corrigir o inglês, por confronto com o texto da Metafísica de Aristóteles. Cf. 
Aristotle, Metaphysics Books I-IX (with an English translation by Hugh Tredennick), Harvard University 
Press, Cambridge/Massachussets/London/England, 2003, p.27: «Now  since it was apparent that nature 
also contains the opposite of what is good, i.e. not only order and beauty, but disorder and ugliness; and 
that there are more bad and common things than are good and beautiful: in view of this another thinker 
introduced  Love and Strife as  the respective causes of these things – because if one follows up and 
appreciates the statements of Empedocles with a view to his real meaning and not to his obscure 
language, it will be found that Love is the cause of Good, and Strife of Evil.»   
1446 Empedo[cles] (his equivocal expression disregarded [says Aristotle] and having in mind the essence 
of his thought) holds 2 principles Love (Friendship) pr[inciple] of Good and Disorder pr[inciple] of evil; 
good[↓-in-se] [↓ (F[riendship]) 
1447 all [↑ things which are] evil 
1448 Arist[otle] 
1449 Anax[agoras] 
1450 [↑ and only at last coherently] and 
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As the partisans of the unity of substance make all things proceed from 

modification of that, so Democritus and Leucippus makes1452 differences causes, giving 

the rare and the desire as principles of all changes. These [27v] differences1453 are 3: 

configuration  (in form) as A differs from N; coordination (in order) as NA differs form 

AN, situation (place) as N differs1454 from Z. As to the “whence” of motion, and as to 

how it exists in being, they have omitted (says Aristotle1455) all enumeration of this, as 

all the other philosophers. 

 

     

V. 

Pythagoreans. 

- exposed - 

From these 2 systems1456 it is seen that the contraries are the principles of things 

and further that 1 of the systems tells us how many the contraries are. (10 /*lots/) 

It seems they consider the elements in a material point of view since they hold 

other elements are in all things and constitute and compose the universe. 

 

[28r] 

 

Those also have considered the All as One, but who differ among themselves. 

1st. Ionian (φισιόλογοι) take all things from the bosom of nature1457 considered 

as matter (a distant doctrine). They add1458 motion to produce the universe. 

“The unity1459 of Parmenides seems to be the rational unity; that of Melissus, on 

the contrary, the material unity, for which reason the 1st (re-)presents Unity as finite, 

and the 2nd as infinite.” (p.68) Xenophanes “casting his eyes on the whole of the subject, 

he said that unity is God”: (p.69) Xenophanes and Melissus1460 “Whose conception are 

of a truth sufficiently coarse.” p. 69. 

                                                                                                                                          
1451 Emped[ocles] 
1452 Democr[itus] [↑ and Leucippus] makes 
1453 diff[erence]s 
1454 A diff[er]s from N; coordination (in order) as NA diff[er]s form AN, situation (place) as N diff[ers] 
1455 A[ristotle] 
1456 these [↑ 2] systems 
1457 nat[ure] 
1458They <admit> [↑ add] <,besides, this>  
1459 <Melissus> “The unity 
1460 X[enophanes] and Mel[issus] 
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Parmenides, /*having/ proposed nothing to explain appearance, /*bounds/ the 

sentation to 2 principles, hot and cold – one of which has attributed to Being, the other 

to Not-Being1461 

 

[28v] 

 

Pythagoreans differ from all in that in their system, the infinite1462, the finite and 

Unity bear no existence apart from things: they are the substance of all things.// see note 

to p. 70. 

According to the Pythagoreans, the finite, the infinite1463 and unity have no 

existence apart from the subject in which1464 they are formed. While the Ionians, even 

while they admit the earth and fire are infinite, distinguish the subject1465 itself, the 

material principle, fire, air, or water, and the quality that they admit, a saber1466: infinity 

or immensity. In the System of the Pythagoreans there are no 2 things: subject and 

attribute; according to them, the alteration of the Ionian is the subject itself1467. 

 

VI follows, on Plato. 

 

[29v] 

 

1. Thales: Aristotle: Metaphysics1468 I.3. 

2. Anaximander: Aristotle: Metaphysics XII.2.  Physics1469 III.4 

Simplicius “On Physics” p.6, 32. Plutarch in Eusebius 

 

In Aristotle (“Metaphysics” p 316) – time is a movement1470 or a mode of 

motion. 

 

                                                
1461 sent[ation] to 2 principles, hot and cold – one of which has attributed to B[eing], the other to N[ot-
]B[eing] 
1462 Pyth[agor]eans differ from all in that in their system, the inf[inite] 
1463 Pyth[agor]eans, the finite, the inf[inite] 
1464 <things>[↑ subject] <that> in which 
1465 sub[ject] 
1466 Escrito originalmente em português. 
1467 Syst[em] of the Pyth[agorean]s there are no 2 things: sub[ject] and attribute; acc[ording] to them, the 
alt[eration] of the Ionian is the subj[ect] itself 
1468 Met[aphysics] 
1469 Arist[otle]: Met[aphysics] XII.2.  Phy[sic]s 
1470 Arist[otle] (“Met[aphysics]” p 316) – time is a mov[emen]t 



 ccc 

p. 321. Motion in quality, in quantity, in place. No mouvement1471 in essence 

because there is no contrary of essence, nor any contrary of relation. See S. Thoma’s 

note. 

 

[29v]  

 

Nothing, says Cousin, on his note to Aristotle are: the false, the néant, the 

“potential.” 

Metaphysics1472 p. 327. 

 

[30r] 

 

Metaphysics1473 

Book II. 

 

 

 

1     Study of truth easy and difficult. No one attains complete truth. Each 

philosophy1474 explains ought in Nature. Perhaps cause of things is in us and not in 

them. 

2     We must be thankful not only for those with whom we agree, but also for 

those who have been more superficial. For some to have been, the others must have 

been before. 

3     Philosophy rightly called “the theoretical science of truth.” Practical men 

when they search for the why? of a thing do so not in itself, but in relation to a particular 

practical end. A thing is true, par excellence1475, when all things take from it what they 

have of true. The principles of eternal beings are of necessity eternal truth. “The 

definition of each thing in the order of existence is as its object in the order of the 

truth.”  

 

                                                
1471 m[ouvement] 
1472 Met[aphysics] 
1473 Met[aphysics] 
1474 compl[ete] truth. <No> <All> [↑ Each] phil[osophie]s 
1475 Ph[ilosophy] rightly called “the theor[etica]l sc[ience] of truth.” Pract[ical] men when they search for 
the why? of a th[in]g do so not in itself, but in relation to a particular practical end. A th[ing] is true, par 
ex[cel]lence 



 ccci 

 

 

II.      1     Evidence of a 1st principle. There is no infinite series1476 of causes, nor 

of kinds of causes. In matter we cannot say earth proceeds from air, nor from fire and so 

on without end etc1477; nor, in considering motion, that man is moved by the air, nor by 

sun; sun1478 by discord and so on ad infinitum. Also in the final cause we cannot 

postulate infinity. Of 3 things1479 the cause cannot be at 3rd because it is at the end. Nor 

the middle one for it can be cause but of 1 thing. No matter that this (middle one) is 

finite or infinite. If there be no 1st there is no real cause. We cannot pass from one to 

another and so ad infinitum. To say one thing1480 comes after another □ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1476 <eternity> [↑ infinite] series 
1477 [↑ and so on without end] etc 
1478 s[un] 
1479 <2>  Of 3 th[ing]s 
1480 · .·[because] it is at the end. Nor the middle one for it can be cause but of 1 thing. No matter that this 
[middle one] is finite or inf[inite]. If there be no 1st there is no real cause. We cannot pass from one to 
another and so ad inf[initum]. To say one th[ing] 
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4. Sobre Descartes 

 

[152-71r] 

 

 

“O Caro!”1481 Descartes had written, and Gassendi replied “O mens!” 

 

If reason be forced to think in infinites (since ideas are in themselves infinite), 

then its own nature must be infinite. But let us remember, “infinite” among [71v] finite 

things, i. e. in the world. If we wish then to make a science of Being, we must depart 

from this point, from the Unknown in the Known to the Unknown in itself. 

 

Do conhecido, ao desconhecido no conhecido, ao desconhecido1482 em si.   

 

[48-54v] 

 

Descartes: “La Quantification de la Pensée.” 

Theory of the Soul. 

The soul is in thought1483. Not in medullar action. The rest of the body is an 

animalization1484 of thought. As the thought so the feelings. 

La quantification de la Pensée. 

La quantification de la Pensée. 

For instance, the cell is one 

Quantification of thought,  

Quantification. Quantification. 

Quantification. Quantification. 

 

[133F-55r] 

 

Duvido, portanto penso. 

 

                                                
1481<Ó caro>/  

 
 / “O Caro!” 

1482 desc[onhecido] 
1483 [↑ in] thought 
1484 <an> animalization 
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5. Sobre Espinosa 

 

Ética 

 

[48B – 117r] 

 

[…]: “Quaestiones de libertate et necessitate etc.” 

Spinoza : Ethica Pars I. Propositio1485 32. 

Cogitata Metaphysica 

C. 12. 

 

[113I – 9 a 10] 

 

Notes on the Ethics of Spinoza: 

Book I. Pars Prima. De Deo. 

 

PropositioI.1486 Substance is by nature anterior1487 to its affections. 

 

II. 2 substances, having different attributes, have nothing in common (inter 

se1488). 

III. Things which have nothing in common (inter se), one cannot be cause1489 of 

the other. 

IV. Two or more1490 distinct things, are distinct from one another (inter se), 

either by the diversity of the attributes of the substances, or by the diversity1491 of the 

affections of the same (i. e. substances  A. S1492). 

V In the nature of things there cannot1493 be given (dari) 2 or more substances1494 

of the same nature, or attribute  

                                                
1485 Prop[ositio] 
1486 Prop[ositio]I. 
1487 prior [↑ anterior] 
1488 among themselves [↑ inter se] 
1489 <the> cause 
1490 several [↑ more] 
1491 dist[inct] from one another (i[nter] se), either by the diversity of the attributes of the substances, or by 
the div[ersity] 
1492 ([↑ i. e.] substances   ↓ A. S 
1493 <none>[↑ <no>] there cannot 
1494 <things> substances 
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 ? 

VI. One substance cannot be proceeded from another substance. 

VII. Existence pertains to the nature of substance. 

VIII. Every substance is of necessity infinite. 

  

Definition 21495. A thing is finite in its kind which can be bounded (terminari) by 

one of like nature. Body by body. Thought by thought, but not thought by body nor 

body by thought1496. 

4 By attribute I understand – which the intellect perceives of substance as 

constituting (or, as if it constituted) its essence. 

 (notice the word essentia). 

51497 Mode= affections of substance, i.e. that which is in another thing, and by 

which also it is conceived. [A S: 

 Ex gr: space by 

  extension 

   (personal) 

     note]  

6. By God I understand a being absolutely infinite, that is, a substance consisting 

of infinite attributes, of which any one whatever1498 expresses eternal and infinite 

essence again this word1499. 

I say absolute1500 infinte, and not in suo genere, for anything tantum it is infinite 

in suo1501 genere, as can derive de deo1502 its infinite attributes, but what is absolute 

infinite, it pertains to ejus1503 essence quicquid essentiam exposit et negationem nullam 

incluit. 

7. (Very good): That1504 thing is called free which exists by the sole necessity of 

its own nature and by itself alone is determined to act: autem1505 necessary, or rather 

                                                
1495 Def[inition] 2 
1496 b[ody] nor b[ody] by th[ought] 
1497 <V>/5\ 
1498 unumquosque [↑ any one whatever?] 
1499 essence [↑ again this word] 
1500 absol[ute] 
1501 s[uo] 
1502 derive [↑ de deo] 
1503 absol[ute] infinite, it pertains to <its>/ejus\ 
1504 (V[ery] good): <By> That 
1505 but [↑ autem] 
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coacta, that which by another is determined to exist1506 and to operate by a certain and 

determined reason. 

 

[9v] 

 

Def 8. (?) By eternity I understand ipsam existentiam, quatemus ex sola rei 

aeternae definitione necessario sequi concipitur. 

For such an existence, est aeterna veritas, sicut rei essentia, concipitur, 

preptereaque per durationem, aut tempus explieari non potest, tametsi duratio principii, 

fine carere concipiatur. 

Ax. 6. A true idea must convenire with its ideatum 

Ax 7. Whatever can be conceived as non existent – its essence does not involve 

existence. 

 

Notes 

Proposition I. What is the true meaning1507 of naturâ (by nature)? 

Follows from definition1508 3 and 5. True, it does. 

II. This is to anima at the ultimate separation of matter and spirit (extension and 

thought). (For each substance1509 must be in itself and be conceived by itself, i.e. the 

concept of the one cannot implicate the concept of the other). 

III. Seems true 

IV. Since by axiom1510 1. things are either in se or in alio, □ 

Outside intellect, nothing is given1511 praeter substantia and ejus (sic)1512 

affections. 

All1513 things that exist, exist either in se (and then are substances) or in alio 

(and then are modes) i.e. outside the intellect (for the attribute by definition (4)1514 is of 

the intellect) nought1515 is given but substances and their attributes . Therefore1516 extra 

                                                
1506 [↑ by another] is determined to exist <by another> 
1507 Propos[ition] I. <Natur> What is the [↑ true] meaning 
1508 from def[inition]<f>/Follows\ 
1509 <thing> substance 
1510 ax[iom] 
1511 datur [↑ is given] 
1512 its [↑ ejus (sic)] 
1513 <?> All 
1514 the attribute [↑ by definition (4)]  
1515 <there is> nought 
1516 <;>/.\ <by which things may be distinguished inter se> .·. [Therefore] 
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intllectum nothing is given1517 by which several things can be distinguished inter se 

except substances or what is (by axiom1518 4) the same thing, their attributes and then 

says (Spinoza)1519 affections for modes). 

V. Distinct substances1520 5 being given they must be distinct as above. If by 

diversity of their attributes therfore1521 but the same attributes there can be but one. 

If by diversity of modes, since, by proposition1522 I, substance be prior by nature 

to its affections, /*being/1523 at, therefore1524 the modes, and considered, truly1525 

considered, in se, it cannot be conceived ab alia distinguished but, by proposition IV, 

several1526 cannot be given, but only one. (Since it is only by attributes or by affections 

that Substances1527 can be distinguished) 

 

[9a] 

 

VI. Proposition V.1528 

(Proposition1529 II) Which have anything in common 

(III) one cannot be cause of the others therefore1530 cannot be produced by it. 

Corollary. Substance1531 cannot be produced from (or by) anything else (alio.) In 

natura rerum is but but substance and their affections and from substance another 

substance cannot be produced therefore substance1532 cannot absolutely be produced by 

anything else. 

Aliter. 

 by absurd 

                                                
1517 intll[ect]um  nothing is [↑ given] 
1518 <amon> [↑ inter] se exc[ept] substances <(i.e.> [↑ or what is] (by axi[om] 
1519 [↑ says ↑ (Spinoza)] 
1520 Several [↑ Distinct]  sub[stances] 
1521 divers[ity] of their attributes .·.[therfore] 
1522 div[ersity] of modes, since, by prop[osition] 
1523 <letting> /*being/ 
1524 .· . [therefore] 
1525 <vera> [↑ truly] 
1526 prop[osition] IV,<it sev> several 
1527 S[ubstance]s 
1528 Prop[osition] V. 
1529 Pro[position] 
1530 .· . [therefore] 
1531 Subst[ance] 
1532 nat[ura] rerum is but but subst[ance] and their affections and from subst[ance] another subst[ance] 
cannot be produced .· . [therefore] Subs[tance] 
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If Substance1533 could be produced by any other thing, knowledge of this 

substance would involve knowledge of that1534, but it would not be1535 substance, for 

substance is conceived by itself and without the need of any other thing. 

 

VII. Substance cannot be produced by1536 alio therefore it is its own cause and 

by Definition 1, this1537 means that its essence involves of necessity its existence, or, to 

its nature existence pertains. 

  

Axioms. 

I. A Thing1538 exists either in se or in alio. 

II. That which cannot be conceived per aliud , must be conceived per se  

III. From a given and determined cause the Effect1539 follows necessarily of, or if 

contrary, if no determined cause be given, it cannot be that the effect should follow. 

IV. The knowledge (cognitio) of the effect depends on the knowledge of the 

cause and involves1540 it □ 

V. Those things which1541 have common cum se conciveri, etiam per se 

/*invenim/ intelligi non possunt sive concepitur unus alterius conceptum non /*inxibit/.  

 

[9av] 

 

Substance: Space. 

Attribute: Extension. 

Modes: Spaces, extensions, 

  †. 

Now of all substances such as are space, time, colour, beauty etc. there is1542 to 

be declared: 

(1) that they exist. 

(2) That they exist in a certain manner 

                                                
1533 If <not>/S\[ubstance] 
1534 <another su> [↑ that] 
1535 <ano>  be 
1536 Subst[ance] cannot be produced /from/ [↑ by] 
1537 .· .[therefore] it is its own cause and by Def[inition] 1 <what>, this 
1538 All Things [↑ A Thing]   
1539 Ef[fect] 
1540 kn[owledge] of the cause and <depe> involves 
1541 [whi]ch 
1542 <are>[↑ is] 
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unicus sed non unus est Deus  

    Spinoza1543 

 

[10r] 

 

Spinoza. Ethics. Pars Prima. 

Notes. Definitions1544 1. Cause of itself. 

 2. Finite in its kind 

 3. Substance. 4. Attribute. 

5. Mode.  6. God. 7. Free and determined things. 

8. Eternity. – Axioms: 

  

Proposition1545 VIII. Every substance is of necessity infinite. There is only one 

substance of a certain attribute (proposition1546 V) and to its nature existence pertains 

(VII) 

Now this existence is either finite or infinite. 

Not finite because by definition (2) to be finite1547 it would have to be bound by 

another of like nature which should of necessity exist therefore there would be 2 

substances with the same attribute wich1548 is absurd (V) good 

  

Scholium1549 I. 

Cause to be finite is to be ex parte a negation and the infinite1550 the absolute 

affirmation of an  existence of whatever nature1551 it follows (VII) that all Substance1552 

must be infinite. 

Page 6. Scholium to VIII “per modificationes id quod in alio est et quarum 

conceptus a conceptione rei in qua sunt formatur”. 

                                                
1543 [→ unicus sed non unus est Deus  
    Spinoza] 
[← <unicus sed non unus>] 
1544 Def[inition]s 
1545 Prop[osition] 
1546 subst[ance] of a certain attribute (prop[osition] 
1547 · .·[because] by def[inition] (2) to be f[inite] 
1548 .· . [therefore] there would be 2 subst[ances] with the same attribute [wi]ch 
1549 Schol[ium] 
1550 and [↑ the] infinite 
1551 the existence alienjus naturae [↑ an  existence of whatever nature] 
1552 S[ubstance] 
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[10v] 

 

proposition1553 IX. The more reality, or being unaquaque1554 has, the more 

attributes belong to it (ipsi competent). – Patet ex definitio1555 4. (attribute). 

X Any attribute of one substance must be conceived by itself. 

XI □ 

XII. No attribute of Substance1556 can truly be conceived from which it would 

follow that substance can be divided.  

  

[93-98] 

 

Refutations (?) of Spinoza: 

Christian Wolff in his translation of “Ethica” and bayle.  

Lariges – Tenneman  104  

Debate Between Jacobi and Mendensohn. 

 

Sam Clarke: God the substratum of infinite space and time, which are but his 

accidents. 

Bayle † flaws in everything, even in Realism. 

Anthony Search.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1553 prop[osition] 
1554 anything [↑ unaquaque] 
1555 de[finitio] 
1556 S[ubstance] 
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6. Ferrier, Berkley, Stuart Mill 

 

[93-94r] 

 

Ferrier –James Frederick – the metaphysychian. 

Essay on “Consciousness.” “Institutes of Metaphysics” “Lectures on Greek 

Philosophy.” 

 

Berkeley.  

“the object can only be known in the subject and therefore is subjective, and if 

subjective ideal.” 

Dr. Stirling. 

The other, as regards our knowledge of it, is written. Sir William1557 Hamilton. 

 

[94v] 

 

Stuart Mill’s 5 Categories: 

Existence. 

Co-existence. 

Succession 

Causation. 

Resemblance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1557 W[illiam] 
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7. Sobre Kant 

 

Crítica da Razão Pura 

 

[152 – 82] 

 

Is it true that if mind take its knowledge from objects knowledge is impossible 

because in the world evolution, change, movement, alteration are perpetual? 

Kant  2nd Preface 

Si nous ne prouvons pas connaitre les objectes d’expérience comme choses en 

soi, nous pouvons du moins les penser comme tels.  

Note by1558 Kant. To know a thing I must prove its possibility (either by the 

testimony of experience as to its reality, or à priori by reason). But I can think what I 

will, so I contradict not myself, i.e., proved my concept [82r] be a possible thought, 

however I may be make that or the together of all possibilities, an object composed or 

not to this concept. 

 

Kant. The same would have be conceived quâ phenomenon as determined and 

quâ noumenon1559 as free. 

Cf. Physical object World-in-se1560.  

A certain defence of sentimental proof in Kant, a kind of opening the road for 

the entering of Practical Reason. I. p. 37 Critique Pure Reason1561 

Introduction 45-72 (27 pp.). 

Transcendental1562 Aesthetics 73-109. (36 pp). 

 

[155 – 76 – 77] 

 

Critique of Pure Reason. – Introduction – 

I. Difference between empirical and pure knowledge = no knowledge precedes 

experience; all commences with experience. But it does not follow that all our 

                                                
1558 Note <of> [↑ by] 
1559 determ[ined] and quâ noum[enon] 
1560 W[orld]-in-se 
1561 Pract[ical] Reason. I. p. 37 C[ritique] Pure R[eason] 
1562 Tran[scendental] 
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knowledge is derived from experience. Question to be resolved: is there a knowledge a-

priori, independent of experience? We wrongly call some knowledge a-priori which we 

derive from a general law, drawn itself from experience. (Man and his falling house). A-

priori knowledge is independent of all experience. Of a-priori cognitions those are pure 

which do not contain any empirical mixture. E.g: the proposition1563 “every change has 

a cause “ is a-priori, but not pure, because the notion of change is drawn from 

experience. 

II. We are in possession of certain cognitions a-priori and common sense itself is 

never without them = How can we know a1564 pure from an empirical cognition. We 

experience A is A, but we cannot say that it might not be anything else; therefore all 

necessary propositions are judgements a-priori. Furthermore if a proposition be derived 

from no other proposition1565 having itself the value of a necessary judgement, [76v] is 

absolutely a-priori. Experience1566 has no proper universality, only a necessity1567 of 

induction, susceptible of exception. Any judgement scorning all exception is absolutely 

a-priori. Empirical universality is an arbitrary extension of pure judgments1568 a-priori 

(a) by the unquestionable universality of the idea of Cause. (b) by the impossibility of 

experience1569 without knowledge a-priori: “Whence would experience draw its 

certitude if1570 its rules and laws were always empirical and consequently contingent?” 

None of such laws could be given as first principles. Taking every property from a 

body, the space it occupies remains; if cannot withdraw the properties that make you 

conceive it as a substance, or as inherent to a substance. 

III. Philosophy has need of a science to determine a-priori the possibility, 

principles and extension of all our knowledge = There are some cognitions to which no 

object in experience1571 can be assigned, and which seem to extend the circle of our 

judgements1572 outside the limits of this domain. Our reason investigates these; its 

method is dogmatic, [77r] it does not inquire beforehand as to the possibility or 

impossibility of such a task. But when using the knowledge we possess, is it not natural 

                                                
1563 prop[osition] 
1564 <an> [↑ a] 
1565 prop[osition]s are judgements a-priori. Furthermore if a prop[osition] be derived from no other 
prop[osition] 
1566 Exp[erience] 
1567 n[ecessi]ty 
1568 judg[ment]s 
1569 exp[erien]ce 
1570 <the> [↑ its] certitude <at>[↑ if] 
1571 obj[ect] in exp[erience] 
1572 <knowledge> [↑ judgements] 
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to ask whence it comes? How can reason arrive at cognitions a-priori, what is their 

extension, value, price? We are driven and charmed by the example of mathematics to 

extend our reasoning. Once outside experience1573 there is no fear of being contradicted 

by it. Smile of dove flying in vacuum compared to the proceeding of Plato. A great part, 

perhaps the greatest, of our reason’s work consists in the analysis of concepts which we 

already have of objects. Hence a great number1574 of cognitions which are but clearings 

of composed conceptions; at bottom they extend in no way the concepts we possess and 

do coordinate them, yet are considered new. As this /*dedoulling punishes/ a real a-

priori cognition; reason, dupe of this (analytic) illusion, goes1575 to assertions of another 

kind without knowing how she gets there, nor even asking herself how and1576, a-priori, 

joins ideas strange to the concepts. We shall examine these 2 sorts of cognitions. 

IV. Difference between analytic and synthetic judgments = Considering 

affirmative judgements where there is a subject1577 A and a predicate B, a [77v] relation 

is possible twofoldly. Either B is already contained in A, or is attached to it from the 

outside. Analytic and synthetic. In analytic judgments the union of Subject and of 

Predicate is a union of identity; without identity judgements are synthetic. Analytic 

judgements are explicative, Synthetic judgments are extensive.  Analytic judgements 

have decomposition1578. Analytic judgement: “all bodies are extended” (since extension 

is contained in the idea of body). Synthetic judgments: “All bodies have weight”.= 

Judgments of experience are of course synthetic; it would be absurd to found an analytic 

judgement1579 on experience.        

 

[22-84] 

 

Analysis and Consideration of analytic and of synthetic judgements à priori. 

 

                                                
1573 exp[erience] 
1574 no.[number] 
1575 g<iv>/o\es 
1576 [↑ nor even asking herself how] and 
1577 judg[ement]s where there is a subj[ect] 
1578 analytic j[udgment]s the union of Subj[ect] and of Pred[icate] is a union of identity; without identity 
judg[ement]s are synthetic. Anal[yti]c judg[ement]s are explicative, Synth[etic] judg[ment]s are extensive.  
Anal[ytic] judg[ement]s have decomposition<s> 
1579 Analytic judg[emen]t: “all bodies are extended” (since extension is contained in the idea of body). 
Synth[etic] judg[ment]s: “All bodies have weight”.= Judg[ment]s of experience are of course synthetic; it 
would be absurd to found an anal[yti]c judg[emen]t 
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Consider the analytic (?) judgement á priori “Being exists”, and its very 

extraordinary nature. This is not even an analytic jusgement á priori, for the subject 

without increase or decrease. “Being is being” is logical statement of the question. 

Consider these: 

1. Bodies are extended. 

2. Bodies are weighty. 

3. Being is being. 

Analytic judgements á posteriori no one makes or thinks it necessary to make. 

 

Kant’s great question: “How are synthetic judgements á priori possible?” 

Can we say this, for instance: “Being is eternal?” 

 

[84r] 

 

To prove that we have to take the 2 notions of Being and of not-Being and to 

oppose them in argument. We say: if Being1580 began it came either from Being or from 

not-Being. If from Being1581, it comes form itself and is eternal; if from not-Being, it is 

also eternal, because from nothing nothing can come.”  

 

Anexo 

 

[22-92] 

 

Note.1582 

 

Kant and the ethical problem.  

Why space not being a reality, is good a reality? 

Why cannot the term good or bad be applied to the motion, or rather to the laws 

which control the movements of atoms? The basis of the idea of good is pleasure and 

pain, whence come good and evil.  

Why sould one part of the world be unreal and another real? 

                                                
1580 B[eing]   
1581 B[eing] 
1582 [← Note.] 
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Since men of genius are of the future we may preknow in a sort, from them, 

whitter1583 the evolution leads us. 

“There is ought in me that [92v] cannot die” True, but that is not myself. Quite 

true; there is something in me that cannot die. 

Had Christ ceaselessly enforced and upheld the doctrine of hell, where would be 

the charm of his personality? His attraction for us is in his enourmous benevolence, in 

his forgiveness of injuries. 

Love all men as thyself, nay love1584 them more them then lov’st thyself, and 

they will /*murder/ thee and crush thee to death. Love thyself alone and men not harm 

thee. – I must then, I ought then to love myself? – No, love thy neighbour more then 

thyself.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1583 <what the> [↑ whitter] 
1584 <like> [↑ as] thyself, nay <they> love 
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8. Sobre Hegel 

 

[48B-154] 

 

Walt Whitman. 

“much-loved mankind.” 

 

Chaucer. 

 

Hegel:  The Science of Logic 

 The Philosophy of Nature. 

 The Philosphy of Spirit. 

3 division of his philosophy. 

 

[154v] 

 

predicables: 

Genus. 

Species. 

Differentia. 

Property. 

Accident. 
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9. Sobre Schelling 

 

[93-98v] 

 

Schelling 

I. The Absolute the All in its primary form (God) manifests itself in □ 

II. Nature (absolute in its secondary form). 

Is produced in 2 orders of relation 

Real Ideal 

Under the following powers:  

Weight = Matter Truth = Science 

Light = movement Goodness = Religion (?) CRA 

Organism = Life  Beuty = Act 

Below, as reflected form of the Universe are placed: Man (Microcosmos) the 

state. The World-System (external universe) History. 
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10. Funk Brentano 

 

Les Sophistes  Grecs 

 

 [15A-71r] 

 

Funk-Brentano, p. 35. Zeno’s 4th argument.  

p. 36 Funk-Brentano1585 Explanation. 

another argument. “If 2 had known the theory of †, as whole by the science1586 

of laws which rule the actions of bodies /*some/ with1587 others, he had not made these 

arguments.” (Funk-Brentano1588) p. 37. 

p. 37. Another argument from Aristotle. 

 

Réaux: Essai sur le Parménide. 

p. 39. The Greeks thought their ideias not a plastic character of objectivity while 

appears today strange to us (Funk-Brentano1589) p 39-40 Physics of Parmenides. 

 

[113 – 69r] 

 

“L’abus du double sens des mots, ridicule et inoffensif chez les faux esprits, 

devient une arme souple et tranchante entre les mains des sophistes, et un moyen 

d’attaque  et de défense terrible dans les mains populaires. Non-seulement la science, 

mais encore la bonheur des peuples tiennent plus qu’on ne pense à une langue bien 

faite.”  

Th. Funk-Brentano, “Les Sophistes Grecs” (18791590) 

 pag. 19. 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1585 F[unk-]Br[entano] 
1586 sc[ience] 
1587 w[ith] 
1588 F[unk-]Br[entano] 
1589 F[unk-]Br[entano] 
1590 18<9>/7\9 
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[113F – 49r] 

 

“Les Grecs pensèrent leurs idées, comme ils comptaient leurs dieux, avec un 

sentiment plastique merveilleux et un caractère de réalité, objective dont nous avons 

toutes les pensés1591 du monde, à nous rendues compte aujourd’hui perdus que nous 

sommes nos abstractions.” 

 Th. Funk-Brentano 

 Les Sophistes Grecs et les Sophistes1592 Contemporains 

    p.39 

 (and v. ante, there) 

  

O proprio não-ser1593 é concebido como concreto por Parmenides – Aristoteles 

Metaphysica I 5 

V. Funk-Brentano – 401594. 

 

[49v] 

 

Funk-Brentano1595 – v. pp. – 46, 49  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1591 [↑ toutes les] pensés 
1592 Soph[istes] 
1593 O [↑ prop[rio]] não-ser 
1594 Aristot[eles] Met[aphysica] I 5 
V. F[unk]-B[rentano] – 40 
1595 F[unk]-B[rentano] 
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11. Alfred Fouillé 

 

Liberté et Déterminisme 

 

[153-58r] 

 

Um novo capitulo no problema do livre arbitrio foi aberto pelo Sr. Alfred1596 

Fouillée. 

Consiste em isto. 

 

Ora esta idéa de liberdade ou é egual em todos os homens ou é variavel segundo 

os individuos. 

Se é variavel1597 cada individuo usa-a na proporção que a tem. Está pois sujeito á 

variação de qualidades de individuo para individuo que é a base do determinismo. 

/Se é egual em todos apenas existe como imprimindo a cada um crença em si 

mesmo1598. Mais nada./ 

É matriz ou não? 

 

[155-74 e 75] 

 

Fouillée.1. 

Idea of liberty and its practical efficaciousness. We must introduce into 

determinism this1599 capital datum: thought reflecting on itself and finding itself 

director. 

“Le doute métaphysique1600 est à nos yeux, une des conditions de la moralité.” 

  

Chapter I. Idea of Free-Will, practical mean between contrary doctrines – 

Genesis of idea of Free-Will1601 – 

                                                
1596 A[lfred] 
1597 <egual em todos> variavel 
1598 como imprimindo [↑ a cada um] crença <a cer> em si mesmo  
1599 th<e>/i\s<e> 
1600 métaphys[ique] 
1601 F[ree]-W[ill], practical mean between contrary doctrines – Genesis of id[ea] of F[ree-]W[ill] 
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I. Diversity, alternative of contraries. 1st empirical element of the idea of Free-

Will1602 – Opposition of actual-possible: possibility 2nd scientific element of Free-Will – 

Possibility1603 an action and psychological power; idea of possible action a tendency □ 

(The example is walking – that is to say, physical liberty). “Si l’idée de la 

marche devient prédominant si le désir de la marche l’emporte ne désirent prédominant 

je marche.” contrairié1604 p.4 

“La puissance n’est que la prévision de la suite habituelle” p.5. 

“Sentiment d’une puissance active ou, physiologiquement, d’un équilibre 

instable entre 2 contraires 3eme élément1605 de l’idée de liberté”, p.5. 

4eme élément1606 :  “sentiment d’indépendance” 

A child’s contradiction : offer him 2 fruits and point out the latter to him, he 

often takes the worst (??) What is the meaning of this. 

 

[74v] 

 

“Il veut prouver à autrui et se prouver à lui-même1607 qu’il a un certain pouvoir 

de choisir et de sacrifier un intérêt à son caprice.” Reply : Both interest and caprice are 

faculties. 

 

Comparison of past act with present. “J’amerais qui prendre un autre parti si le 

motif contraire était devenu le plus fort.” p.7 

  “Les motifs étant les memes j’aurais pu agir autrement” – Hence the idea of 

puissance inconditionelle, 5éme et capital élément de l’idée de liberté. 

Past passionate action : “je me représente ainsi l’action raisonnable comme une 

possible qui aurait pu si réaliser comme un possible égal à l’autre.” p7. 

Je compense le souvenir de l’état passé1608 par nous état présent, chose d’autant 

plus facile que la passion d’autrefois n’est plus en moi qu’un image affaiblie.”  

                                                
1602 <liberty>[↑ F[ree]-W[ill]] 
1603 scient[ific] elem[ent] of F[ree]-W[ill] – Possib[ili]ty 
1604 [↑ si le désir de la marche l’emporte ne désirent] prédominant je <peux> marche.” [↑ contrairié]   
1605 élém[ent] 
1606 élém[ent]  
1607 à [↑ autrui et se prouver à] lui-même 
1608 <present>[↑ passé] 
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Critique of Spinoza: 1st it is not the ignorance of causes pondering on a certain 

act which can engender the idea of liberty; it is the ignorance of the causes of a 

voluntary and intentional determinate a decicsion or vote  p.91609 

I think me not free when I suffer1610 and know not why. 

But it is said1611 he believe on all the more free the more I1612 have considered it 

motives of my act the more I know them. “Ce n’est pas l’ignorance des motifs concrets 

de ma décision qui [74v] peut me donner l’idée de liberté ; c’est l’ignorance de la cause 

qui, aient divers motifs conscients, en fait prendre telle décision déterminé”. p9. 

1º intelligence : nous expérimentent en nous l’action motrice et efficaces des 

idées, ce qui nous donne la notion d’indépendance intellectuelle. 

2º sentiment d’un pouvoir enemi supérieur aux idées, les mobiles.    

3º la conscience vague d’un pouvoir supérieur aux mobiles particulaires comme 

aux motifs particulaires : (individualiste) 

4º la conscience même ni se place la volonté. 

    

Forme métaphysique de l’idée □ 

a) l’idée négative d’une indépendance obscure; puis l’idée plus positive mais 

non moins problématique d’une plénitude de puissance intelligente.  

 

[75v] 

 

Fouillée : “Liberté et Déterminisme." 

 

“Génese de l’idée de Liberté.” 

 

[15A-72r] 

 

Metaphysics 

Force (Power)  Matter 

 Motion 

                                                
1609 vote  [↑ p.9] 
1610 <suf> [↑suffer] 
1611 But [↑ it is said] 
1612 <it>/I\ 
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Motion supposes something which moves and something which gives the 

motion. 

 

In every man therefore there is a matter and a form; i.e. a principle of freedom 

and a principle of determinism. What does this correspond to? Great importance as 

regards the idea of liberty. 

 

Cf. Fouillée. 

 

 

[15B2-72r] 

 

Reflex action of a pure defence; followed by revenge after a certain lapse of 

time. – Firstly by personal violence, reparation follows by harming property (origin of 

civil responsibility). – Then collective responsibility1613 – tribal, familial, vicinal. 

Cf. Fouillée on the origin of the idea of free-will. Contraries, etc. 

 

[93-76r] 
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1613 resp[onsibility] 
1614 <9 18> 19… 
1615 “<Ess> On Free Will”  
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Secrétan : “Philosophie de la Liberté.” 

(Hartmann : Philosophie1616 de L’Inconscient ?) 

 

La Philosophie de Platon 

 

[153-31 – 32] 

 

Notes on the Philosophy1617 of Plato. 

I 1. Plato’s proof of Ideas emotional, irregular; the reason being on his own 

character of poet. He did not believe in logical proof of these. Reason and Ideas are1618 

intimately united, confusedly. The soul is big with truth (Socrates). Faith is not 

sufficient1619;  reflection and logic must be able to, clear the obscurity1620 of its instinct. 

There are some proofs possible. Which are they? 

2.1621 Indications of a positive proof of Ideas on Truth and Representation = On 

the difference1622 of true opinion and intellect; if these be the same reality, thus sensible; 

but they are not. – For Plato no logical1623 proof better than proof by analysis of our 

faculties. (as Socrates would have done). 

2nd reason of existence1624 of Ideas: Unity in plurality: the many contingent 

suppose the necessary. (Ontologic). study of conditions of existence. – Logical proof by 

the practical applications, analysis of consequences. 

3 Plato1625 no sceptic; dogmatic. His reasoning not the Platonic1626 side of him, 

but the socratic, Zenonian, even Sophistical. Plato’s method, thesis, antithesis, negation 

of both, simultaneous affirmation of both. E.g.: Universal Movement, Universal1627 

Repose; neither is true negative synthesis1628; because each is true under different 

                                                
1616 Phil[osophie] 
1617 Ph[ilosophy] 
1618 were [↑ are] 
1619 suff[icien]t 
1620 must [→ be able to,1620] clear <up> the obscurity 
1621 <I> 2. 
1622 Tru[th] and Rep[resentation] = On the diff[eren]ce 
1623 For P[lato] no [↑ logical] 
1624 exist[ence] 
1625 P[lato] 
1626 <p>/P\latonic 
1627 P[lato]’s method, thesis, antithesis, negation of both, simultaneous affirm[ation] of both. E.g.: 
Univ[ersal] Mov[emen]t, Univ[ersal] 
1628 true [↑ negative synthesis] 
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connections (rapports). For Plato1629 to demonstrate is to understand and to understand 

is to place1630 multiplicity in unity.  

Plato is negation by negative1631 criticism of other systems which claim  to be 

true. In his proof of Ideas, even on the soul of these especulations he is a dogmatic1632 

with his proof of Ideas. 

 

[31v] 

 

II. Psychological1633 Proof. 

What is science? Our answer would discover all the soul of things. Examine: 1st 

thing: Sensation. 

1. Sensation. Protagoras: what appears is what is, man being measure etc, 

Heraclitus all exterior produces an interior movement; all things becoming knowledge  

is impossible. Refutation: if sensation1634 were science to see letter in book were to read 

it etc. Moral and political and philosophical application false. 2 species of movement1635 

= of quality = alteration of place = translation. If Herlaclitus be consequent he will 

admit both. Therefore1636 not even any quality would remain, not colouring but colour 

itself would go. Not only would these be no being but like wise no becoming. The 

system is self-contradicting and contradicts that of Portagoras who quotes it. Sensation 

is not self sufficient1637. All impressions are gathered to a common centre. If 

sensation1638 be then what we catch by one organ you cannot be another etc, (passage p 

24) – sensation is present. Science = reflection on sensations. Sensations could not give 

the ideas of good, beautyful1639, infinite etc, science is then not sensation not in1640 some 

operation of the soul /*whereby/ it considers the object by herself. 

2. Philebus Opinion1641. Opinion is the soul’s converse with1642 itself, not with 

object; rather the decision thereof. Sensation1643, memory (to conserve it), reflection 
                                                
1629 diff[eren]t connections (rapports). For P[lato] <in its>/under\ 
1630 <make> [↑ place] 
1631 neg[ative] 
1632 dogm[atic] 
1633 Psychologic[al] 
1634 mov[emen]t; all things becoming knowledge  is impossible. Refut[ation]: if sens[ation] 
1635 mov[ment] 
1636 Herlacl[itus] be consequent he will admit both. .· .[Therefore] 
1637 cont[radicts] that of Portagoras who quotes it. Sens[ation] is not self suff[icient] 
1638 sens[ation] 
1639 sen[sation]s. Sens[ation]s could not give the ideas of good, beaut[yful] 
1640 not [↑ in] 
1641 [↓ Philebus] Opinion 
1642 w[ith] 
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(what connects between 2 sensations1644 sensent non res sentimus or a sensation1645  and 

a thought?), comparison (of souvenirs), then judgment. = Remember pressuposes 

knowledge, reflexion is a turning of thought on what it already possessed.= Comparison 

creates not the terms; rather, needs them, to be some comparison is right, we must 

compare the reality object with our thought; we must know therefore the object already: 

a circle. If science were a rapport de convenance between a subject1646 and one other – 

all were then a mistake. If both unknown no mistake possible of same knowledge1647 

were also, for we cannot compare the known1648 to the unknown. If both known, how 

mix them both? We must admit /*here/, at the same time, Knowledge1649 and science 

[31av] not in object. The error is as inexplainable as Science1650 itself. 

If comparison seeks resemblance or difference1651 it must already have the 

notion of them. Hence the necessity of knowledge anterior to comparison. Consider 

opionion or explanation1652 and notion both due1653 to Definition. (1) Definition1654 by 

words. (2) By elements (3) By difference, (4) presumptive knowledge. (2) If1655 you 

know not1656 the element you define by the unknown and science = ignorance1657, if you 

do, elements are1658 known if it is not definition that makes them so. (3) to point out an 

object’s difference we must know this object1659 in what is proper to it, already, we must 

have already distinguished it form the others: Circle ignorance1660. Judgment has 2 

terms and their relation1661. The 2 terms must be known beforehand. The notion of 

substance equality, difference1662 likewise, then relation being universally absolute. 

                                                                                                                                          
1643 Sens[ation] 
1644 sens[ation]s 
1645 [↑ sensent non res sentimus] or sens[ation] 
1646 comp[arison] is right, we must comp[are] the reality reality [↑ obj[ect]] w[ith] our thought; we must 
know .·. [therefore] the object already: a circle. If sc[ience] were a rapport de convenance betw[een] a 
sub[ject] 
1647 mist[ake] possible of same kn[owledge] 
1648 kn[own] 
1649 Know[ledge] 
1650 Sc[ience] 
1651 comp[arison] seeks resemblance or diff[erence] 
1652 comp[arison]. Consider opionion or explan[ation] 
1653 explan[ation] and notion [↑ both due] 
1654 Def[inition] 
1655 <defining> If 
1656 know [↑ not] 
1657 unknown [↑ and sc[ience] = ignorance] 
1658 <then emlements> [↑ elem[en]ts are] 
1659 obj[ect]’s diff[eren]ce we must know this obj[ect] 
1660 igno[rance] 
1661 <rapport> [↑ relation] 
1662 diff[eren]ce 
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III Discursive Thought. = Deduction, especially1663 that of geometers. The 

established principles of mathematics which are understood by mathematicians1664. The 

real      [circle] and the traced         [circle]. The soul cannot go beyond its 

hypotheses1665. Mathmetics and other1666 likes have as principles, hypotheses and use 

reasoning rather than senses; but not getting to the principles and starting contrà, form 

hypotheses1667 they do not belong to intellect, although they become intelligibles with a 

principle. Reasoned knowledge that acquired by growth between pure opinion1668. (1) 

Figures. (2) Deduction. Supposes principles. (3) We can reason well from a false 

principle; hence no truth nor reasoning only a relative value1669 (4) law of reasoning 

here contradict or identity its soul supposes1670 unity because it seeks it. Existence, 

truth, identity (notions) could not result from reasoning for reasoning supposes them. 

Identity itself is a principle. 

IV Inductive Thought – geometric ideal1671 circle and the real. Hypothesis 

admitted, not verified; they carry their own reason for being. Origin of these ideas 

(geometric conceptions) on the soul.  

 

[31a r]  

 

I. 1st Character of geometrical concept1672: generality. The operation which 

produces them must then process one 1st characteristic generalization. Induction anterior 

to deduction, gives it its principles; to reason on man, or good we must first generalize. 

– Socrates saw Science in induction; Plato goes further = Induction start from the 

parcticular, from experience. Are we again at sensation? No, there is no generality in 

new element: genearality itself. Generality latter not its use in the particular, nor in a 

sum. Generality1673 in infinity and unity sum is finte and multiple1674. No sum of images 

suffices it is composed1675. Idea is clear, sufficient. But is determined1676 the principle of 

                                                
1663 esp[ecially] 
1664 math[matic]s which are understood by math[ematici]ans 
1665 hypoth[ese]s 
1666 Math[emetic]s and ot[her] 
1667 hyp[othese]s 
1668 pure intellect [↑ opinion] 
1669 nor reasoning [↑ only a relative value] 
1670 [↑ here] contradict or identity [↑ its soul] supposes 
1671 <ideal> [↑ ideal] 
1672 <intellectual> [↑ geom[etrical] concept] 
1673 gene[arali]ty itself. Gener[ality] latter not its use in the part[icu]lar, nor in a sum. Gen[eralit]y 
1674 unity [↑ sum is finte and multiple] 
1675 suffices [↑ it is composed]  
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definition, neither principle of identity nor of destruction. Not pure identity, nor pure 

diversity, ought between. This much for the extension  and quantity of idea. 

II. Now consider the quality. 

Relative supposes absolute, affirmations by comparison suppose a pure and 

simple affirmation. Unity (material) shows always some contradiction, making us think 

of the ideal unity. Material1677 Unity seems multiplicity!!! and seems being by a simile 

of being1678  

Science is not in induction but in the principles that make it possible; not in 

logical operations, but in metaphysical principles.1679 

III. Characteristics of the principle (say of good) (1) unity, it must be identical to 

itself, and is everywhere there is goodness, absolute perfection1680, nice material 

objects1681 are a nature and if the principle of good produced both it would cease to be 

the the principle of good and be something indetermined and vague. – Perfect 

Whiteness is truest and most beautiful white. From abstract unity follow inlimited 

generality and abtract1682 perfection – How not this or that but the = We would 

Concieve1683 the equality between a stone and a stone by the concept of equality which 

is outside these. Stones appear now equal now unequal, though they be unchanged. But 

does equality ever appears inequality? No, equality – that which is equal are not the 

same thing.1684 

The same happens to good, beauty, just, holiness and being, identity, 

difference1685 which suppose reasoning. But these notions (however /*innates/) are 

multiple. Everything reasoning etc1686 leads to unity because it presupposes it. Hence 

absolute unity. But how did the soul1687 acquire this idea? 

 

[32r] 

 

                                                                                                                                          
1676 suff[icien]t. But is determ[ined] 
1677 Mat[erial] 
1678 [→ and seems being by a † by b[eing]]  
1679 metaphysical [↓ principles.]  
1680 [↑ absolute] perfection 
1681 mater[ial] obj[ect]s 
1682 abs[tract] unity follow inlimited generality and ab[tract] 
1683 [↑ We would] Concieve 
1684 the [↓ same thing.] 
1685 diff[eren]ce 
1686 Everything [↑ reasoning etc] 
1687 <we> [↑ the soul]   
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IV. Seeing good things we remember good. All knowledge therefore 

reminiscence. Sensations1688 occasion not cause of conceiving these principles. Is 

science1689 in reminiscence? No; we only remember what we know already. This 

reminiscence1690 was immediate possession by which intelligence senses in the 

intelligible intuituion, pure reason1691 (nóesis). Science is the idea of the intelligible and 

of intellect. This no definition; definition is […] Science1692 in the knowledge of the one 

by the multiple. Unity has 2 […] the one in the Universal, the other is the perfect. Good 

the […] principle □    

 

III. Proof by conditions of existence. 

I. Mouvement Heraclitus. All mouvement supposes being and1693 indeterminate 

concept of being (essence), not matter. ([…] is /*unreachable/, without form). World is 

not it is a[…] of being. But world not absolute indetermination. What is the principle of 

determination. What makes a good thing good? The presence1694 […] nothing else 

(colour form) can communicate beauty from itself1695, unless itself contain […] Nothing 

principle of its own beauty; beauty of superior principle. - A is not greater1696 naturally 

and because it is A, but because1697 of the greatness it finds itself […] Proof A < C; it is 

now little. Universlity 1st character of principle of […] 2nd characteristics purity; 

greatness does not became littleness; ideas of good dies when1698 […] Hence: principles 

of essence are distinct among themselves: internal […] and reciprocal destruction of 

essences. Basis of prove of contradiction1699 […] multiple relation has in se reason of its 

essence, Principles of form […] causes have also unity. These principles1700 of identity 

and of distinction of […] are the ideas.  

II. Idea type of Perception. The more perfections a thing has […] greater 

arguments we have to affirm its existence, because1701 one only cannot e[…] unless it 

                                                
1688 rem[miniscence.] Sensa[tio]ns 
1689 <knowle[dge]>[↑ scie[ence]]   
1690 rem[iniscence] 
1691 intellig[ible] intuituion, pure intellect [↑ reason] 
1692 id[ea] of the intelligible and of intellect. This no definition; def[inition] is […] Sc[ience] 
1693 Mouvem[en]t Heraclitus. All mou[vemen]t supposes being a[nd] 
1694 is [the] principle of determ[ination]. What makes a good thing good? The presen[ce] 
1695 [↑ (colour form)] can communicate beauty [↑ from itself] 
1696 - <So[mething is] not because> [↑ A is not greater] 
1697 and ·.·[because] it is A, but ·.· [because] 
1698 char[acteristics] purity; greatness does not became littleness; ideas of g[ood] dies whe[n] 
1699 contradictio[n] 
1700 princ[iple]s 
1701 · .· [because] 
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have certain qualities to determine it in se and our1702 thought […] [32v] Nature must 

then a cause. Cause cannot be a mixture, and particular degree of perfection or of 

imperfection. Either absolute imperfetction or absolute perfection1703 1st Materialism ens 

since ex litteris the much cannot come. The much is communicated to the little but not 

/by/ the little. Materialism1704 confounds the receptacle and the true cause. The reason of 

things idea or perfect or exemplary cause. “Where degrees are is perfection.” Vanity of 

sensible things comes of 2 terms: matter (primary, intermediate, like to complete 

obscurity); Form (determinant, or type of perfection1705, like the pure light). The 

sensible world is the mixture. This great principle1706 of Platonism: Identity of 

perfection with determinate and consequently  with existence. Good, same of all, and its 

different aspects are the eternal types, pure of perfect1707 ideas. 

III. Consider relations. Knowledge is of relations, since individual is changeful. 

In different individuals we give relations of likeness and of difference1708. If we 

consider likeness also and abstract difference1709, the idea obtained is general. Is this 

only in the mind? No, it is in things1710 natural proof (flower in seed) “like comes from 

the like.” General1711 types /*contrast/ the present. The particular exists by the universal, 

the phainomena1712 by the law. Objection: “Like, a se, produces like.” How came they 

to be like? A natural explanation is infinite in terms = General notions are relations, not 

only relations between particulars. Because there is relations1713 suppose themselves a 

superior relation, that of objects particular and imperfect to the universe and perfect1714 

being, which is absolute unity. 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1702 <the> our 
1703 perf[ection] or of imperf[ection]. Either absol[ute] imp[erfetciton] or abs[olute] perf[ection] 
1704 Mat[erialism] 
1705 perf[ection] 
1706 princi[ple] 
1707 diff[eren]t aspects are the eternal types, pure of perf[ect] 
1708 Knowl[edge] is of relations, since individual is changeful. In diff[eren]t individ[ual]s we give 
rela[tion]s of likeness and of diff[eren]ce 
1709 diff[eren]ce 
1710 No, [↑ it is in things] 
1711 Gen[eral] 
1712 phain[omena] 
1713 Gen[eral] notions are relations, not only r[elation]s betw[een] particulars.<But a su>[↑  · .· [Because] 
there is] r[elation]s 
1714 r[elatio]n, that of obj[ect]s part[icular] and imperf[ect] to the univ[erse] and perf[ect] 
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[15A-28r] 

 

Plato’s assertion, or, rather Fouillée’s, that only greatness is great, that only 

beauty is beautiful. This is entirely false. Beauty is not beautiful for things are beautiful 

by Beauty and Beauty1715 cannot be beautiful by itself. 

 

“Being exists.” This seems to be true. 

Goodness itself is not good. 

 

Anexo:  

 

[22 – 68 – 72] 

 

 

There1716 is nothing within reason which gives1717 any man a right to more 

happiness than is the portion of a brother man. The political system1718 of the world – 

nay, the political systems – rest/s/ on a basis entirely and wholly wrong. As long as this 

continues (it is clear) man will be unhappy. It1719 will endure with the world.  

 

All actions, good or bad, have their root in power; the bad by preservation of that 

power, the good by denial of it. 

 

[68v] 

 

Gaudencio Nabos’1720 assertion that what exists can cease to exist, can cease to 

be, that herein his all the action of nature. 

 

Contingent things do cease to be what they are, = it is the ideas of them that 

continue to exist (be). = 

                                                
1715 B[eauty] 
1716 <Plato’s arguments for the reality of ideas are but a reiteration (as regards the argument) of 
Parmenides great argument.>/ ______________/ There 
1717 <proo> gives 
1718 The <whole> political system 
1719 <This state of things> It 
1720 <William> G[audencio] Nabos’ 
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What commences, ends. Because what commences is in time and what is in 

time, ends. 

Thomas Paine on this. 

= Does the totality of things – the universe – in time, end? = Things do. Universe 

as subject1721 contains in itself time and space, so it is neither eternal nor will end, 

neither infinite nor finite; time and space being not eternal, as they would have to be to 

enable us to speak of finiteness and of infinity.  

 

[69r] 

 

Plato Book I. Chapter II. (2) 

Sensation awakes intellect. The1722 reality behind phainomena1723, how is it 

revealed if it do not appear? Substance can only be thought if it became appearance. 

Therefore1724 being = appearance, and man is measure of all things, of the existence etc. 

 

Error of Protagoras was in attributing the measure of things to individual as not-

plural rather1725 than to individual as individual. 

Knowledge (says Grote) is a bi-polar, bi-lateral phaenomenon. 

 

[69v] 

 

The reason of a thing is that which explains it, that which accords being and 

thought. 

 

Plato dogmatic.  

Twofold method  

thesis anthesis  

negative synthesis  

affirmative /*disjunction/1726 

 

                                                
1721 Universe [↑ as subject] 
1722 <What> The 
1723 phain[omena] 
1724 .· . [Therefore] 
1725 not-plural [↑ rather]  
1726 /*dis[junction]/ 
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The soul is the idea of that body, the noumenon. 

 

[70r] 

 

1. Plato did not demonstrate logically the existence of ideas because1727 he did 

not believe logical proofs to be capable of reaching ideas. 

2. Plato’s proof “Intellect and experience. If data of experience are, so  are the 

data of intellect.” 

Faculties1728 and their object. Psychological proof: Plato1729: on self-analysis. 

1.) Psychological1730 proof by the study of the conditons of knowledge. 

2) Ontological proof by the study of the cconditions1731 of existence. These are 

the 2 inductive proofs. 

3) Logical proof by the analysis of consequences, or verification of them by its 

applictaions of all1732  metaphysical, ethical, political, aesthetical. 

 

[70v] 

 

I. We know but our sensations. 

II. Now can sensation come from the outside; can it be the effect of the presence 

of external1733 objects? Or does it come form inside? 

 

This formidable abstraction leaves all Hegel’s reasonings and Parmenides in the 

dark, and, unless the reader peruse it three or frour times over with all attention, it will 

leave him these likewise. 

 

Antinomistics has been misconceived both by Kant1734 and by Spencer (?). In 

this1735 science the aim should be to prove negations not affirmations, not at the same 

                                                
1727 id[ea]s ·.·  [because] 
1728 <Neces> Faculties 
1729 Plato <base> 
1730 Psych[ological] 
1731 Ontologic[al] proof by the st[udy] of the c[onditions] 
1732 <<to>/kinds\>[↑ of all] 
1733 /exterior/ [↑ external] 
1734 <Spenc> Kant 
1735 <Outside> In this 
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time1736 that the universe is infinite and is finite, but at the same time that it is not 

infinite and that it is not finite. 

Ethica 

Scientific and philosophical1737 

 

[71r] 

 

Idea contains generality 

Idea of Cause. (for example)  

 

It is by beauty that beautyful things are fair, by largeness that large things are 

large by smallness that small things are small. 

PLATO. 

Cf. the last things are large and small because of space and of difference (i.e. 

differentiation, number, in my sense) Search 

1st character1738 of essence (or form) “universality.”  

 

[71v] 

 

2nd characteristic: pureness. Socrates is at the same time by different1739 

comparisons small and big1740. But largeness – in itself cannot at the same time be small 

and be large. 

 

Being to be □ by us has to assume the character of infinity, first stage of 

determination, it has to be determined somehow. We cannot even say of Being-in-se 

that Being is Being, for here is already understood the idea of Not-Being. For anything 

to come within the sphere of our knowledge (in the widest sense) it has to be determined 

in some way. There are 3 ways of determination, i.e. by which we determine1741 a thing. 

 

 [72r] 

 

                                                
1736 not [↑ at the same time] 
1737 [← Ethica] / [→ Scientific and philosophical] 
1738 <“>1st character 
1739 diff[eren]t 
1740 <large> big 
1741 [↑ i.e. by which we ] determine 
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Heraclitus: 

1. All things proceed form a dry and hot and end by being absorbed therein. 

2. All things are in perpetual transformation1742. 

3. The metamorphoses of matter are ruled by a Law which neither gods nor men 

can modify.  

 

Plato1743 includes in the denomination “ideas”: 

1. What modern philosophy1744 calls universal laws of thought, ethics, taste. 

2. What Aristotle1745 will call Categories or general froms in1746 which we 

conceive all things. What natural science calls types, species, ideas (proper). 

1. Ideas  are real beings. 

2. Ideas are more real than objects1747 of the senses. 

3. Ideas are the only things which are1748 real by themselves: objects have but a 

borowed reality.  

 

[72v] 

 

Plato perhaps not idealist. He allows the world unreality1749 but not no-reality. 

Idea – eternal being. 

Matter – eternal not-being. 

 Plato. 

Leibnitzian idea of series. 

Weber p.414 What is this? 

Plato a relative idealist, for he allows matter an existence, however inferior.    

 

[113I-11r] 

 

(p. 40) 

                                                
1742 [↑ in] perpetual transformation 
1743 <Pyth> Palto 
1744 ph[ilosophy] 
1745 Arist[otle] 
1746 <through> [↑ in] 
1747 <senses> [↑ objects] 
1748 <alone> [↑ the only things which are] 
1749 <irr>/un\reality 
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Plato calls purity that which excludes radically its contrary; but does this make 

its contrary inconceivable?1750 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1750 [11v] 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
I d  o l a  t  r  i a 
ita 
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12. George Lewes: 

 

Science and Speculation 

 

[22-98r] 

 

Lewes. Notes. 

page. §9 (end). Answer. All facts, whether of a material nature or of a spiritual, 

contain in themselves, of necessity, their own interpretation, physical and material facts 

by1751 a physical and material method. Spiritual facts by a spiritual method. A 

phainomenon externally objective has a natural interpretation, as being a part of what 

we call “nature”; a phainomenon internally objective, “subjective”, as Lewes calls it, 

has a rational interpretation. Only by reducing, and in so far as we reduce phainomena 

of mind1752 to phainomena of brain, are all things brought under the dominion of 

empirical verification. 

Our methods of considering a thing are two: by examining the thing in itself, and 

attempting to extract therefrom the □ of it, and by examining it in relation to other 

things.  

 

[98v]  

 

But there is one more consideration to be made. 

Science, by its misunderstanding of the nature of the infinite has been led into 

the idea that the knowledge of the unknown in form the known, that the unknown1753, as 

Lewes asserts (p. 9 §101754), is but a generalization of the known, a prolongation of it 

(thereof). This method fails to perceive that the known is parted form the unknown by 

the enormous gulf of relative and of absolute, that the only way to attain to some 

conception (not, knowledge) of the Unknown is by consideration of the Unknown1755 in 

the known – from the unknown in the known to the unknown in itself. No one was ever 

held that man has a transcendent knowledge of the absolute.   

 

                                                
1751 <in> [↑ by] 
1752 <brain>[↑ mind] 
1753 unkn[own] 
1754 p. 9 [↓ §10] 
1755 Unkn[own] is by consideration of the Unkn[own] 
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13. Victor Cousin 

 

History of Philosophy 

 

[152-86] 

 

Cousin, in the preface to his “History1756 of Philosophy” maintains that there are 

3 expedients: 

1. Filiation in the old philosophy 

2. Continuation in1757 the system which lets each other. 

3.Eclecticism. 

He says eclecticism is the only thing possible. 

This is not the method which we should follow. The wisest is to take on stand, as 

did Descartes to1758 think for ourselves to draw our own conclusions, to make our own 

philosophy. Explained this in the preface to “Essay in Metaphysics.” 

 

[86v] 

 

Logic 

Aristotle’s “Organon” contains1759 the study of the famous Categories; the 

“Hermeneia” or theory of propositions; the first and Second Analytica, or theory of 

reasoning and of demonstration; the “Topica” or theory of dialectic proof, and the 

Sophistic Refutations, or theory of false arguments: 

Note 

I think there is a translation in Alcan’s Philosophical Libray.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1756 Hist[ory] 
1757 <of> in 
1758 <w> to 
1759 <includes> [↑ contains] 
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14. Alfred Binet 

 

L’âme et le Corps 

 

[155-81] 

 

Notes on “l’Ame et le Corps. » 

  

A fact to be noticed – that we are not conscious nor have sensation of the way by 

which we have sensation. We are not conscious of the inter-cerebral molecules in their 

movement. How can this be explained. 

One way: we do take consciousness of the movement along the optic nerves to 

the /*cheasina/ etc, but we do not take consciousness of it as it is, but take 

consciousness of it as the external phenomenon. Objection: This theory attributes more 

reality to the intercerebral movement than to the external object. This is wrong, for both 

are in space, in time, in colour, in weight. I have spoken of this before. 

There is again the explanation that primarily there is merely conceivable the 

phenomenon, secondarily the subject for the object. 

 

[81v] 

 

 ? 

Being   = Not-Being 

Power = Act 

Ideal = Real 

 

As soon as Being-in-se is conceived as absolute Being1760 we must ask ourselves 

why this takes place. It takes place primarily and in one sense by the law of the 

Contraries, which governs our every thought, our every idea. But in the second place, it 

is to be remarked □ 

Principle1761 of Contradiction the basis of a certain relation, even though it be a 

relation non-relative. 

                                                
1760 B[eing]-in-se is conceived as absolute B[eing] 
1761 <In> Principle 
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For Being-in-se to become, in us absolute Being it is obvious that there is 

something as which Being1762 has to be considered. 

(Cause and effect of contradiction).        

 

Anexo a «Notas da Leitura Filosóficas» 

 

Lista de Livros de autores Filosóficos Modernos 

 

 [93A-8 a 10] 

 

Philosophy 

Erasmus: Adagia. (1500) 

La Boetie: Servitude Volontaire – (c. 1550) 

L’Hôpital : But de la Guerre et de la Paix – (c.1568) 

Bodin: De la République (c. 1578) 

Montaigne : Essais. (c. 1580) 

Du Vair : Œuvres Morales1763 

Charron : De la Sagesse (1601) 

Montchrétrien : Economie (1615) 

Balzac : Dissertations. 

Descartes : Discours sur la Méthode (1637) 

 Traité des Passions. (1649) 

 Other Works. 

Cabin: Institution (latin 1536 ; french1764 1541) 

Charron: Les Trois Vérités. (1594) 

Arnauld: Frequente Comunion. (1643) 

Pascal : Provenciales (1656)1765 

 Pensées 

Nicole : Essais (1671) 

La Rochefoucauld : Maximes (1665). 

                                                
1762 B[eing]-in-se to become, in us abs[olu]te B[eing] it is obvious that there is something as which 
B[eing] 
1763 Œuvres Morales <(c> 
1764 lat[in] 1536 ; fr[ench] 
1765<Pascal>/ Pascal : Provenciales (1656) 
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Bossuet: Exposition de la Foi Catholique. (1671) 

 Discurse1766 sur l’Histoire Universelle (1681) 

 Variations (1688). 

Malebranche: Recherche de la Vérité (1675). 

Bossuet: Politique (1678). 

 

[8v] 

 

Fontenelle: Dialogues des Morts (1685) 

  Pluralité des Mondes (1686) 

Fénelon: Education des Filles (1687) 

La Bruyère : Caractères (1688) 

Mabillon: Études Monastiques (1694) 

Bossuet : Reflexions sur la Comédie. (1694) 

Fénelon: Maximes des Saints (1697) 

Bayle: Dictionnaire (1697) 

Bossuet : États d’Oraison (1697) 

 Défence de la Tradition (1704) 

Fénelon: Dialogues des Morts (1712) 

Fontenelle : Éloges des Académeciens 

Fénelon : Existence de Dieu (1712) 

 Lettre à L’Academie (1714) 

 

[9v] 

 

Fontenelle : Historie des Oracles. (1687) 

Montesquieu: Lettres Persanes (1719) 

Marivaux: Le Spectateur Français (1722) 

Voltaire: Lettres anglaises. (1734) 

Vauvenargues : □ 

Montesquieu : Esprit des Lois. (1748). 

Diderot: □ 

Rousseau: Discours sur les lettres (1750). 

                                                
1766 Disc[urse] 
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Buffon: Histoire Naturelle (1749) 

L’Encyclopédie (1751-1780). 

D’Alembert: Discours préliminaire de l’Encyclopédie (1751) 

Condillac: Traité des Sensations (1754) 

Rousseau : Inégalité. (1755) 

Mirabeau : Ansi des Hommes (1756) 

Diderot : Sur l’Interprétation de la Nature (1754) 

Rousseau : Lettre à d’Alembert (1758) 

 

[9v] 

 

Helvetius : De l’Esprit (1758) 

Voltaire: Sermon des 50 (1762)      

 Traité de la Tolerance (1763) 

La Chalotair : Essai d’éducation nationale (1763) 

Mally: □ 

Voltaire: Dictionnaire Philosophique. (1764) 

 Commentaire1767  des Délits et des Peines (1766) 

 Éxamen important de milord Bolingbroke (1767) 

Condillac : Cours d’études. (1769) 

D’Holbach : Système de la Nature (1770) 

Targot: □  

Condorcet: Pensées de Pascal. (1776) 

B. Saint-Pierre: Études de la Nature (1784) 

 

[10r] 

 

A. Chevier: □ 

Volney: Ruines (1791) 

Condorcet: Esquisse (1794). 

Xavier1768 de Maistre: Considérations sur la France (1796) 

Chateaubriand : Essai sur les Révolutions (1797) 

  Génie du christianisme (1802) 
                                                
1767 Comment[aire] 
1768 X[avier] 
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Jonbert: □ 

Cousin: □ 

Lamennais: □ 

Xavier1769 de Maistre: □ 

 

Fragmentos com referências filosóficas diversas 

 

C. R. Anon 

 

[25-56r] 

 

Time and space are ideas and ideas cannot be external to that which forms them 

and which alone1770 can form them. (Therefore1771 Enigma of world’s eternity 

insoluble.) 

 

The fundamental condition of all consciousness is the antithesis of subject and of 

object. 

Spencer 

 

The fundamental condition of all cause is the synthesis, nay, the identity of 

subject1772 and of object. 

C. R. Anon 

 

So indeed Spencer asserts, saying that the identity of Subject and of Object1773 is 

the annihilation of both. 

 

The bad belong necessarily to the whole of the universe which is perfect; 

because this whole demanded that all possible beings, all1774 possible degrees, should 

be produced.  

 

                                                
1769 X[avier] 
1770 [↑ which] alone 
1771 .· .[therefore] 
1772 f[undamental] c[ondition] of all cause is the synthesis, nay, the identity of subj[ect] 
1773 S[ubject] and of O[bject] 
1774 <al> all 
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St. Augustine – De Libero Arbitrio 

I.14. II, 1-19-20. 

III, 9. lib 3, Qu 41. 

 

[56v] 

 

Philosophy of the Fathers. 

Tennemann (Cousin) 

Vol. I. pages 307 (and 317) – 322, generally. Particularly to p. 330. 

 

Campanella. tenneman II. 63.1775 

Spinoza. Here at last the genius appears, true genius, having that which 

Descartes had but the fearlessness of power and the lack of respect1776 for the 

established. Honour to the master – thinker who, prosecuted, hated, accurst, stood by 

truth, lived1777 for truth, suffered for the sake of truth!  

 

«Alberto Caeiro» e citações 

 

[68A-3] 

 

A. Caeiro 

Não nos espantemos, que uma1778 cousa é o poeta e outra o philosopho, ainda 

que sejam a mesma. Lucrecio começa o seu poema por uma invocação a Venus. 

Censuravam isso varios criticos. Apontavam-o, pelo menos, como uma “inconsequencia 

grave1779”… 

   

Lucrecio. 

(A idéa de que nada nasce do nada). 

Dizem alguns que tal idea não existiu na Antiguidade. Bem pergunta Nizard para 

que é que Lucrecio1780, então, tanto a combate? 

                                                
1775 <circa> [↓ 63.] 
1776 disda> the fearlessness [↓ of power] and the [↑ lack of] respect 
1777 <lived> [↑ <worked>/lived\] 
1778 <o f> uma 
1779 <gr> grave 
1780 L[ucrecio] 
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Cita, a este proposito: 

Cicero (“dans son livre sur la divination”): 

Erit aliquid quod ex nihilo occiatur, aut in nihilum subito occidat? Quis hoc 

physicus dixit unquam? 

Aristotle: □1781 

Seneca: Materiem ipse (God?) sibi formet, au data utatur? 

Bossuet: “Creatio et annihilatio, hodierno sensu, sunt voces ficticiae; neque enim 

occurit apud Graecos, Hebraeus et Latinos vox ulla singularis, quae vim istam olim 

habuerit.” 

 

[3v] 

 

Biblioteca da Europa: 

 

Mario de Sá-Carneiro: Céu em fogo. 

Antonio Ponce de Leão: A Venda. 

Fernando Pessoa: Livro do Desasocego. 

Fernando Pessoa: Theatro estático. 

 

St. Jérôme regard comme synonymes creare, condere,1782 formare. 

 

Corporibus caecis igitur nature gerit res (c’est donc à l’aide des corps 

imperceptibles que la nature opère – Lucrèce1783 I.329.) 

 

Read : 

June 31784: Maeterlink. L’Intruse. and scraps. 

June 41785: Maeterlink1786: Les Aveugles; A Duarte. Trad. and scraps. 

June 51787 : Benavente : Noche del Sábado. A. Gide : Oscar Wilde. and scraps. 

June 6: Henry Derrieux: article1788 on Léon Dierx. 

                                                
1781 Aristotle: <†> 
1782 <fondare>, condere, 
1783 Lucr[èce] 
1784 <4>/3\ 
1785 <5>/4\  
1786 M[aeterlink] 
1787 <6>/5\   
1788 S[ábado]. A. Gide : Oscar Wilde. and scraps./ June 6: H[enry] Derrieux: art[icle] 
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 Read letter fromFrank Palmer. Wrote letter Pretoria. 
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Apêndices aos escritos filosóficos 

 

1º Apontamentos sobre os filósofos gregos 

 

[22-41r] 

 

Greek Philosophy. 

 

Origns. 

1. Like children with their dolls and horses, Greeks began by deifying the great 

phenomena of Nature, and particularly those which have on human life an influence 

benefical or destructive: Earth and fecundity, Light, Storm, Sun, Night, Moon. 

2. Material things are now no longer gods, but dwellings, representations of the 

Gods. The Conception of an invisible being was formed from the human soul. The Gods 

were a transcendant, idealised, enlarged humanity. The world is their work; we exist for 

their pleasure. The problems of life and death, etc., were explained naïvely by religious 

tradition.  

 

[153-11] 

 

Origin. 

1. Like children with1789 their dools and horses, the Greeks begin by deifying the 

great phenomena of nature and particularly those which have on human life an influence 

benificient and destructive. Earth and fecunfity, Light, Storm, Sun. Light. Night. Moon. 

2. Material things no longer gods, but dwellings, representations of Gods. 

Conception of an invisible being made from human soul. Gods humanity transcendant, 

idealised, enlarged – World their work, we exist for their pleasure. Problem of life and 

death etc were explained naively by religious tradition. 

3. Religion no answer for all. Must became thelogy, theory of God, philosophy 

of religion. In accordance with1790 the irresistible tendency of the thought to being all to 

unity: what is the eldest God and in what order do the other Gods came from him? 

Answered by theogonies of Hesiod and Orpheus (?). First philosophic manifestation. To 

                                                
1789 w[ith] 
1790 <theory>[↑ theory] of God, phil[osophy] of religion. <Contrary to> [↑ In accordance with] 
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became philosophy, theologic speculation had to turn science1791  of its mythological 

cloak. 

4. Contact of Orient Greek (Ionian) with Egypt science1792 produced  from □ or 

Ceos /*geem/ of †. Circa 500 B.C. Pherecydes of Syros professed a system of 

cosmogony when the mythology clothes hardly disguises materialistic nature of the 

content1793. 

  

[11v] 

 

Thales. Anaximander. Anaximenes. Xenophanes. Parmenides. Zeno. Gorgias. 

Heraclitus. Pythagoras. Denial of the Future. pure1794.  

Being either exists by itself or takes origin from some other thing. If origin in 

Being – good  

In Not-Being it cannot originate. 

 

Ionian School of Miletus1795: Thales this principle1796 water destruct (tradition of 

/*delution/)  

Thales: all from water. Water universal substratum of which the bodies are but 

alterations. Productive and fertelizing and feeding power.1797  

Anaximander: This suple indeterminate principle is the Infinite (Apeiron). All 

that exists has its existence from this first being and substractum1798. Earth a cylinder 

                                                
1791 <become> [↑ turn ↓ science] 
1792 of [↑ Orient] Greek [↑ (Ionian)] w[ith] Egypt [↑ science] 
1793 Syros [↑ professed a] system of cosmogony when the mythol[ogy] clothes hardly disguises 
materialistic [↑ nature of the] content 
1794 Heraclitus. [↓ Pythagoras.] <Ne> Denial of the Future. <pure> pure 
1795 <Gorgias /*Entropogeograph/ E cannot exist> 
My first objection to Phrenology is that it claims too much when other sciences, however advanced, can 
claim but little. 
But, it is true, phren[ology] has [↑ a] much finner † of observation than many other sciences. 

__________ 
 

Neoliticos  Paleoliticos 
  eoliticos 
  neolithico 
 cro-magnot 
  Epocha  
  da 
  pedra. 

__________ 
Ionian School of Miletus 
1796 princip[le] 
1797 alterations. [→ productive and fertelizing and feeding power.] 
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body held in equal by equality of distances separates it from other celestial bodies1799. 

Infinity of the worlds. In water every man was first animal then, little by little, the 

superior species. Man came from the fish. Individual and species change constantly but 

the infinite where they came is indestructible because1800 increated. Envelopes all gods, 

all under all suprem divinity, possessing a proper, a perpectual vitality.  

Antitheses1801 

Primordial opposition of hot and cold, dry and wet. One concentrates1802 in 

earth, the other in the † sky. Are not in the Infinite, but proceed from it and from nature. 

Anaximander All air. Anaximenes1803 does infirm this to Anaximander or when 

this principle was the absolute above contrast of gas and solid. Possible that 

Anaximander may have choosen something subtle. Anaximenes1804 – teaches eternal 

matter, perpetual movement of condensation and dilatation and something like a plastic 

principle, a fatality directive of movement.  

 

[153-14 a 17] 

  

[14v] 

 

Parmenides1805 principal predecessor of Platonic Idealism; he is not a spiritualist. 

Spinoza1806 distinction Soul and Body. Eleates Metaphysician not so its Being1807 is not 

in Body and Soul, made a † it is Being, only Being. All the rest is an appearance and 

illusion. If we understand by matter universal Substractum Parmenides1808 is a 

materialist as in modern metaphysics Spinosa. But Parmenides is not a materialistic 

such as Democritus, because materialism1809 exists only in opposition to spiritualism 

which had not yet existance. 

 

                                                                                                                                          
1798 This [↑suple indeterminate] principle is the Infinite (Apeiron). All that exists has its exist[ence] from 
this primal [↑ first] being [↑ and substractum] 
1799 other [↑ celestial] bodies 
1800 Indiv[idual] and species change constantly but the inf[inite] where they came is indestructible 
[different] · .·  [because] 
1801 <Anaximenes: This principle is the air.>/ Antitheses 
1802 concentra[tes] 
1803 Anaxim[enes] 
1804 [↑ possible that Anaximander may have choosen † subtle.] Anax[ime]nes 
1805 Parm[enides] 
1806 Sp[inoza] 
1807 B[eing] 
1808 P[armenides] 
1809 P[armenides] is not a mat[erialistic] such as Democritus, ·.·  [because] mater[ialism] 
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[15r] 

 

Therefore Being1810 is Absolute. 

Finally, Being1811 is one. 

Since1812 a 2nd a 3rd being were but its continuation i.e. itself. 

Therefore Being (Universe) is eternal, unchangeable whithout movement1813, 

continuous, indivisible, infinite one. Now, since we have proved that there are not two 

different Beings but one Being1814 alone, by this is proved that there is no difference 

between one conception and reality. Proved also that thinking and exitence are the same 

thing it1815 is evident that what reason conceives exists, what it does not conceives does 

not exist. 

Second part of his poem, Parmenides treat of [15v] opinion which depends on the 

senses and is but apparent. (appearance). Universe (a unity to Reason) /*made/ itself to 

the senses, in 2 pations therefore 2 empiric or rival elements: sight or color and light1816 

fire, warmth. Universe, without beginning in Reason, has1817 an apparent beginning. 

This genesis is the sucesssive victory of the principle of Light and the principle of 

darkness; father and mother of all forms1818.The world in its † form. Thus in the union 

of these, Universe is a series of Concrentric Spheres, where the  cold and warm Spheres 

alternate with the dark and cold. The extreme spheres enclosure all is solid cold1819 and 

dark but is [14r] next to the human sphere of the fixed stars. Also the central sphere is 

solid and cold not it is forwarded by a sphere of light and of life. This last sphere round 

the earth is the source of the illusion of movement, the earth of universal life, out of the 

divinity, /*Origin/ of the world, Justice, Necessity, Mother of the Love. These doctrines 

are not given as true but as hypotheses to guide us in the world of illusion. For 

Parmenides they have little importance; for the inonian much. Parmenides1820 denies 

                                                
1810 .· . [Therefore] B[eing] 
1811 B[eing] 
1812 <Were> Since 
1813 .· . [Therefore] B[eing] (Universe) is eternal, <un>[↑ unchangeable] <un>[↑ whithout] movement 
1814 B[eing]s but one B[eing] 
1815 think[ing] and exit[ence] are <equal> [↑ the same thing] it 
1816 <is>[↑ /*made/ itself] to the senses, in 2 pations .·. [therefore] 2 empiric or rival elements: sight or 
color and <lig>[↑ light] 
1817 <is> has 
1818 <the world> [↑ all] forms 
1819 is [↑ solid] cold 
1820 P[armenides] 
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movement, puts into the domain of illusion what constitutes the essence of nature or is a 

metaphysician. 

 

[16r] 

 

A. Denial of the Future. 

Eliatic School Xenophanes Parmenides1821Melissus Zeno Gorgias 

1. Xenophanes creator of philosophical monotheism, in his pantheism fought 

against another1822 sophism and apathism. For him there is one God who is not 

comparable to Homer’s Gods or to men. This God is all. Man do as oxen or horses who 

if they had imagined a God would do so as large oxen or enourmous1823 horses. In place 

of these imaginary being there is the One and Eternal Being who has all in itself, in 

whose there is neither beginning nor end, neither change nor future. 

 

[16v] 

 

2. Parmenides disciple of Xenophanes1824 makes a rigorously, monist system on 

his master’s data. Since in God is no change and God alone exists, what1825 we call 

change is an illusion. There is neither future nor death. The universal Being alone exists. 

Parmenides1826 wrote a poem on this, the 1st part treats of Truth; the second of what is 

but appearance. In the first part he demolishes the idea of change, plurality, limitation as 

against reason. 

Argument: Starting from the idea of Being, Being1827 cannot have begun, nor 

cease to be nor be anything else. 

Because if Being has begun, it has arised either from Being or from Not 

Being1828; in the 1 case, it has produced itself, i.e. if has [17r] not began, it is eternal. The 

2 is not conceivable; neither can proceed from the Not Being1829 (nothing). 

Similarly: Being neither can be modified nor die. Change would make it pass a 

contrary into Being or into Not Being. If it pass into Being1830 it does not Change. 

                                                
1821 Xenoph[anes] Parm[enides]   
1822 Xenophanes [↑ creator of philosophical monotheism, in his pantheism] fought against anoth[er] 
1823 or <large>[↑ enourmous] 
1824 X[enophanes] 
1825 <chang> what 
1826 Parm[enides] 
1827 B[eing] 
1828 · .· [Because] if B[eing] has begun, it has arised either from B[eing] or from N[ot] B[eing] 
1829 N[ot] B[eing] 
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It can no more pass into Not Being then it can rise pass it. Therefore Being1831 

(Universe) is Eternal. 

Also: Being1832 is immovable. 

Being1833 could move but in space. 

Now space either exists or not. 

If space exists, it is identical with Being and to say Being1834 moves in space is 

to say it moves in itself, i.e, it does not move. If space exist not, then can be no 

movement for movement can but be conceived in space1835. 

Therefore Movement cannot be conceived and1836 is an illusion.  

 

[17v] 

 

Being1837 (Universe) is a continous whole and indivisible. There is no void no 

solution of continuity but Being and Being therefore1838 no atoms. 

Let us admit a void □ 

If this interval be real, it is where Being is, it continues Being,1839 does not 

divide it. It unite the bodies there and divides them not if it be not into parts. If it be not 

it cannot divide Being1840. 

Therefore1841 there is no interval and all beings are not One. Again Being1842 

(universe) is absolute, it has no need of anything. 

Were it Relation it would depend either on what is or on what is not.  

For Being to depend on Being1843 is to depend on itself is to be independent. 

To depend on 0 is taken in to be independent □ 

 

 

                                                                                                                                          
1830 B[eing] neither can be modified nor die. Death [↑ Change] would make it pass a contrary into B[eing] 
or into N[ot] B[eing]. If it pass into B[eing] 
1831 N[ot] B[eing] then it can rise pass it. .·. [Therefore] B[eing] 
1832 B[eing] 
1833 B[eing] 
1834 B[eing] and to say B[eing] 
1835 <in> [↑ conceived] [in] space 
1836 .· . [Therefore] Mouvment [↑ cannot be conceived and] 
1837 B[eing] 
1838 B[eing] and B[eing] .·. [therefore] 
1839 B[eing] is, it continues B[eing], 
1840 B[eing] 
1841 .· . [Therefore] 
1842 B[eing] 
1843 B[eing] to depend on B[eing] 
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[153- 18 a 19]1844 

 [18v] 

 

Thales, Xenophanes, Pythagoras attacked anthropomorphism in the name of 

consciousness (which revolts against the literal interpretation of the poet – Theologian, 

or of reason in which, perceiving the mathematic nature of many facts and their 

character necessity of universally renovation and regularity1845 refuses to believe them 

caused by capricious wills and disdain to the theologian explanation. Thus arose the 

idea of One thing superior to the Gods of Olympus, idea of necessity, first conceived as 

blind and unnintellegent, thus as Eternal and Immortal Justice, finnaly as Divine Law, 

divine Reason, divine Intelligence. Furthermore the1846 founders of free Europe 

metaphysics were mathmaticians, geometers, observers. 

5. Philosophy1847 was here where thought renounced to explain nature by 

phantastic being and explained by an eternal Force or Substance1848 (Thales, Heraclitus) 

or by [19r] an eternal intelligence (Pythagorean, Anaxagoras) or by principles and causes 

(to use its own language). Slowly Reason forsaken mythly. Theogonics1849 became 

cosmogonics. The only capital question here is the primordial natural power (ἀρχή). 

Inonian School of Miletus 

Further Back 

 

[19v] 

 

                                                
1844 [18r] 
L L M M. N. O P Q. 

__________ 
   F <H Z>  Agamemmon. 
  <Agamemnon> 
<Agamemnon> <Agamemnon> 

__________ 
[↑ He was] So pank that when he had nothing to tell, we would invent something to. 
 
<Psychology> 
Fouillée – “Esboço sobre a psychologia dos povos.” 
Influencia de regionismos.  
1845 <of> necessity of universally [↑ renovation and regularity] 
1846 div[ine] Reason, div[ine] Intelligence. [↑ Furthermore] The 
1847 Phil[osophy] 
1848 <Unity> Substance 
1849 <The one suple> Theogonics 
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The primordial on which philosophers1850 are more divided is that of the Future, 

of generation and destruction of beings. Being persists, beings change either begining or 

ending; how to explain it? From this problem1851 (the real metaphysical problem 

became at the basis of all sciences) arise 3 schools: Eleatic, Heraclitic, atomistic1852 

systems (idealistic in Pythagoras, materialistic in Leucipus and Democritum, 

onthological1853 dualistic nuance by Anaxagoras). Eleatic: Being is all, change is 

appearance; Heraclitus contrary, being, permanence an illusion; third doctrine of 

conciliation; permanence in beings; change in their relations rapports1854. 

 

[153-28] 

 

Comment en effet, les prétendues elements terre, eau, air etc pouvraient ils s’unir 

entre eux, si au fond ils n’étaient qu’un? 

Diogenes Apollonius. 

 

Archelaus : Spirit is subtle matter ; 

Democritus: All is formed of atoms possessing inter atomic anergy. All in nature 

habits reason for existence and its necessity. All has a cause. Sensation and perception 

are caused by radiation from bodies; Ethics of Protagoras were not a science because it 

did not reorganize universal1855 principles.  

 

Something of pose even at the hour of death, in Socrates, [28v] philosophy of 

Religion. Evehemens. Aristophanes1856 attempt. 

 

Virtue for virtue 

Antisthenes. 

 

The Cynics inconventional. /*Antisthenes/1857 of †, laws, they were 

cosmopolitan, not patriotic; for nature recons civilization. 

                                                
1850 phil[osoph]ers 
1851 this <question> [↑ probl[em]] 
1852 atomi[stic] 
1853 onth[ological] 
1854 relations [↓ rapports] 
1855 <Now> Ethics of Protagoras were not a science because it did not reorganize <the> universal 
1856 Arist[ophanes] 
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Euclides of Megara. 

The One of Eleatics is the good; outside that nothing exists.    

 

[153- 29a a 29] 

[29r] 

 

Just as movement is but in seeming, so the so-called realtivity of good and of 

evil is but apparent.  

 

Aristippus held that the Gods were but divinised heroes: an argument much used 

by christianity against polytheism. But what of Christ? 

Ideas are the original, natural beings the copies. 

   Plato. 

Cannot this be applied to the idea of infinite with reference the finite things. 

A statue periches also irradiating as all things do (?!).  

 

[153-30 a 30a] 

 

Movement and transformation can but take place in appearance.  

Pythagoric hypothesis of monads: matter consists of parts immovable in 

themselves, but changing ceaselessly their relative position. 

 

Empedocles One cannot understand that fire should become water etc1858 but can 

understand that different conbinations of these □ 

  

Anaxagoras.  

 

Diogenes of Apollonia – All is air it is not spirit which produces air but air 

which produces spirit. Intelect is an attribute of air. 

Archelaus: spirit is extremely fine matter. Matter and substance are identical. 

 

[30v] 

                                                                                                                                          
1857 /*Antis[thenes]/ 
1858 water [↑etc]   
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Democritus. All atoms are mathematical points but real existing points.  

Nothing in nature is without cause, all has a reason for existing and its necessity. 

 

Antisthenes: Virtue for the sake of virtue! Under the name of ideas1859 Plato 

includes  

1) What modern philosophy1860 calls the universal laws of thought, morals, taste  

2) what Aristoteles1861 will call Categories, or form under which we conceive all 

things and which enter in1862 the preceding class.  

3) what natural science calls types species1863, or, after Palto, the ideas.  

 

[30av]  

 

In a word all possible generalities; there are as many as there are common 

names. Therefore: 

1) ideas are real beings 

2) ideas are more real than sensible objects. 

3) ideas are alone real by themselves, sensible objects have but a borrowed 

reality from ideas. 

Supreme idea 

 ideas 

 objects. 

The only way to think is pure reasoning. 

 

[30a] 

 

Beings are ascendant. The physical point moving produces line; line-surface; 

suface-body whence by1864 degrees sensation, sentiment, intellect (emanation). 

Heraclitus: 

                                                
1859 Under [↑ the name of] ideas 
1860 phil[osophy] 
1861 Arist[oteles] 
1862 under [↑ in] 
1863 types <ideas> species 
1864 line-<plane>/surface\; <plane>/suface\-body [↑ whence] by 
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1. All things proceed from a dry and hot principle  and end by being absorbed in 

it1865. 

2. All things transform themselves perpetualy. 

3. The changes of matter are ruled by a Law which neither gods nor men can 

modify. Universe is a fire in voie de transformation. Sensation in Empedocles the 

contact of simulacres; in Anaxagoras the shock of contraries. 

 

[155-82] 

 

3 things noticeable in Xenophanes: in logic, the thory of vraisemblance opposed 

to that of certitude: “Sola opinio omnibus in rebus valet.” 

In Physics, water and earth given as the elements of all things and of man 

himself. 

In metaphysics, God placed above all beings to govern them. 

 (Quotation1866 Vallet p.20). 

Xenophanes (569-471). 

Parmenides (518). 

Zeno1867 (485).  

 

[22-45 a 45a] 

 

To parmenides the Universe1868 is not infinite for, according the Greek Artistic 

Conception, what is infinite is imperfect. 

 

Melissus1869 (440) of Samos. Not only a philosopher but a soldier, a 

statesman,1870 opposed to the Ionic cosmogonies the eleatic doctrine of the world’s 

eternity. Melissus was a materialist. If becoming1871 be impossible, it is useless and 

absurd to inquire how the universe came to be. Being is infinite in duration and also in 

                                                
1865 principle  <which> [↑ and] end<s> by [↑ being] absorb<ing>/ed\ <them> in it 
1866 <Verses> (Quotation 
1867 Zeno<n> 
1868 <world> [↑ Universe] 
1869 <Melli> Melissus 
1870 soldier [↑, a statesman,] 
1871 M[elissus] was a materialist. If <the future>[↑ becoming] 
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Space. This last circumstance makes Melissus1872 as a materialist and separate his 

philosophy1873 from that of Parmenides, and from that of most Greek systems whose 

reasoning is that to be infinite is to lack finiteness, consequentely to be imperfect. It is 

an artistic conception. To them the universe is finite and has the form of a perfect 

sphere. 

   

Zeno, disciple of Parmenides, controversialist of the eleatics, is the inventor of 

the reductio ad absurdum, [45v] father of sophistry and dialectics. 

The one alone can be conceived; extension, size, movement space cannot be. 

1. Suppose a grandeur (limited) exists, it must necessarily be infinitely great and 

infinitely1874 little: 

Infinitely1875 great, because, being divisible ad infinitum, it is composed of an 

infinite number of parts; 

Infinitely1876 little, because unextended parts, though multiplied ad infinitum, 

cannot make an extension, a grandeur. 

2. Movement1877 cannot be conceived: 

a) because the line which separates points1878 of departure and of arrival is 

composed of points, and, since the point is unextended, of an infinite number of points. 

Therefore on the1879 smallest distance is infinite and the point of arrival cannot 

be reached. 

b) Suppose rapid Achilles as near as you which to the slow tortoise; he will 

never catch it up: 

Because, to overtake it, he would have first to cover half the space however 

small that separates him; and before1880 that half of this half and so on ad infinitum. The 

infinite divisibility of the line is to him an unsurmontable obstacle. 

c) It is believed that the arrow flies; it does not: For to attain its end it must cover 

a series of points in space, it must successviely occupy these different points1881; 

                                                
1872 M[elissus] 
1873 phil[osophy] 
1874 inf[initely] 
1875 Inf[initely] 
1876 Inf[initely] 
1877 <a)>Movement 
1878 separates <the> points 
1879 [↑ on] the 
1880 space [↑ however small] that separates him; [↑ and] before 
1881 these [↑ different] points 
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But to occupy at a given movement any point in Space, is to halt: because1882 the 

arrow does not move; its movement is but appearance. 

3. But if movement exist, it can but exist in space; 

Now, if space be real it must be found somewhere, i.e. in another space, and this 

one is another and so on1883 ad infinitum. Movement is therefore impossible; we cannot 

admit it to be real without affirming an absurdity.  

 

[45a] 

 

Gorgias, of Leontinum (□) bought1884 the eleatic principle to its last 

consequences: nihilism. In His treatise “περὶ1885 τοῦ µη _ _ _ _ _ _” he goes beyond 

Zeno and demolishes being itself. (Qui décoche au hasard ses inutiles. Hácher) 

Argument: Nothing exists 

If anything exists, is must be eternal (Parmenides)  

What is eternal is infinite: 

Infinite Being is neither in time nor1886 in space, which would limit it tour à tour. 

It is nowhere, and what is nowhere does not exist. If (what is impossible) anything 

existed, we could not know it.  

And if we could know it, we could not communicate this knowledge to others. 

Gorgias’ indiscretion gives rise to the devise of Heraclitus “Being is nothing, 

(becoming) is all”1887 

Being of Parmenides and Zeno is not an eternal and immutable whithout positive 

attributes abstraction1888.” 

 

[22-50] 

 

Zeno. Born at Elea, a man of extreme heroism and strength of character. He was 

very eloquent, says Diogenes Laertius, left1889 us works full of sense and eruditism, and 

distinguished himself not less in politics than in philosophy. Having this idea of his 

                                                
1882 .· . [because] 
1883 so [↑ on] 
1884 <made>[↑ bought] 
1885 <“Perí tou me ontos e> “περὶ 
1886 <What is> infinte is [↑ Being] is neither <here nor there> [↑ in time nor] 
1887 Heracl[itus] “Being is nothing, <the future> (becoming) is all” 
1888 Parm[enides] and Zeno [↑ is not] an [↓ eternal and immutable whithout positive attributes] abstraction 
1889 <and> left 
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character, we can now seriouly examine his philosophy than if we preserved the 1890 

common idea of him. “Zeno pretends,” says Aristotle, “that movement does not exist, 

because the mobile passes by (or through) the middle before it gets to the end.” If we 

consider a space1891 to be traversed, as did the Greeks, putting aside the explanation of 

modern science as to movement, and if we consider its possibility in a mind, □1892 

 

[22-46] 

 

The second sophism of Zeno is that of Achilles and the turtle. Bayle explains it 

perfectly; “Let us suppose a turtle 20 paces in front of Achilles, let his velocity be 20 to 

1. While he moves through 20 paces, the turtle move through one; it1893 is therefore yet 

in front of him. While he covers the 21.st pace, it gains the 20th part of the 22nd, and 

while he gains this 20th part, de la partie surgit et /*mième/ and so on.” Fundamentally 

this argument is the same as the first. Of1894 this faculty of the mind to pursue the 

infinite divisibility of space. Leibnitz made his innovative discovery of integral 

calculus.1895 Zeno foresaw, more than 2000 years before the difficulties resulting from it 

in the explanation of movement1896.  

 

[22-47] 

 

Argument of Gorgias: 

If1897 not being is not-being, not-being is not less than being, since not-being is 

not-being and being is being, for which reason, things not more exist than they do not 

exist. 

                                                
1890 <com> the 
1891 [↑ a] space 
1892 [50v] 
Philosophy. 
Progress of philosophy in <2>/3\ ways:  
1. By slavish disciples who blindly accept the master’s theory. 
2. By philosophers disciples who understand it, ponder it, transform it. E.g. Locke, Leibniz, Spinosa, 
disciples of Descartes. 
3. By Sophistical disciples. The sophist does not seek a new principle, but seek to destroy the difficulties 
of the principle which he admits. 
Sophist is to be distinguished from the false philosopher and from the systematic dreamer. 
1893 th[rough] one; <she> it 
1894 <Of> Of 
1895 <Desc> Leibnitz made his innovative discovery of <infinite> integral calculus. 
1896 <space> movement 
1897 <Space> [↑ If] 
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If, however, not-being exist, being will not exist, for it is the contrary of not-

being. If not-being exist, it cannot be but that being does not exist; so that thus also 

nothing would exist, unless being and not-being be the same. And if really these be the 

same, thus also nothing will exist, for not-being does not exist, and so does not also 

being, since it is held to be the same as not-being.  

 

[22-48 a 49] 

 

System of Gorgias is idealistic. What it means is that nothing exists of 

appearance. Gorgias was perhaps1898 a very deep philosopher; if not, he was a happy 

blunderer. His system makes us reach a conclusion many do not suspect. When he says 

Being1899 is non-existent because it is not of time and of space, he is hardly a nihilist. He 

is an idealist, and very much of one. To most deep philosophers, even to the 

philosophers of Catholic Church, God is immense and eternal. 

 

[48v] 

 

In every family strange cases.  

It is a common saying against spiritism pheonomena that they are very rare. 

Societies /*before can become/ universall cases. 

Almost everyone a case to the great consciousness of this phenomenon. 

 

[49r] 

 

To Gorgias, being 1900 in addition held to be non-existent (as appearance), Being 

is the only existing. The completest idealism results. At least the reasoning leads thither 

whatever Gorgias may have meant by it, whither soever he may have meant it to lead.  

 

1. On the world. 

2. On the human character.1901 

                                                
1898 was <a> perhaps 
1899 says <nothing> Being 
1900 being [↑ <being>] 
1901 [49v] 
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[22-58] 

 

Socrates. 

Anaxagoras had said that the true primary Cause was not the physical but 

intellectual. Socrates goes beyond him (v. Plato’s Phaedo) and holds1902 that if such 

cause can choose a thing in preference to another it is for some reason, and this reason 

cannot but be1903 good, for the supreme intellect would reason ill if it choose for any 

other reason. To be perfect intelligence the νοῦς must choose the good. But, choosing 

the good, it cannot itself but be good □ 

 

(such a cause must act for a certain end – else it were no intelligence, no 

cause1904 at all – and, acting for a certain end must act for the best end possible, else it 

were not a Perfect Intelligence or a Perfect Cause). But, acting by its reason for good the 

Primary Cause, identifies1905 itself with good. Perfect Intellignce thus supposes all-

goodness.    

 

Anexo 

 

Escritos de Charles Robert Anon com alusões aos pré-socráticos 

 

[24-26] 

 

□ by itself is that which bears in its essence, /in its name/, the reason of its 

existence. This can be true but of Being. Therefore space (unless it be identical with 

Being) does not exist. The question “where does space exist?” is natural to man, but 

merely because man has need of the idea of space. 

                                                                                                                                          
<The other kind of reader, who loves science and is therefore a slave of the relative and of the concrete, 
will <be brightly> perhaps be indignant at my idealism, at my perpetual seeking of the Absolute, at my 
unwillingness to □ 
But I wich to br considered □ 
  Haeckel.> 
1902 <says> [↑ holds] 
1903 cannot [↑ but] be 
1904 it were <not only no perfect cause, but> [↑ no intelligence] no cause 
1905 <the> identifies 
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Either sace does not exist; or it exists by itself. By itself only Being exist 

because space is inexistent.1906 

 

Essay on the Eliatic Schools. 

I. Xenophanes. 

II. Parmenides 

III. Zeno. 

IV. Melissus. 

V. Gorgias. 

VI. Redution of all Systems to the systems of the Eleatics. 

 

[26v] 

 

If space exist, it must exist somewhere. Where? In space. And where does this 

space exist? In another space. 

But space cannot exist thus, by itself. Space cannot be the reason of its own 

existence. This can be said only of Being. Therefore space does not exist.  

C. R. Anon 

But is it logical, is it rational1907 to ask where space exists? Does not the word 

where pressupose a space? Yes1908 and no. It pressuposes a space merely because space 

becomes necessary to us for the /conception/ or perception of anything, of any object. 

This brings the argument to where it was: that space exists by itself. 

We do but take space as an object when we ask where it is. 

 

Listas e Esquemas 

 

[151-29] 

 

Parmenides  argument1909 

Basis of his famous argument. 

                                                
1906 [→ Either sace does ↑ not exist<s>; or it exists by itself. By itself only Being exist .· . [because] space 
is inexistent.] 
1907 <coherent> [↑ rational] 
1908 <No,> Yes 
1909 <arg> argument 
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Basis   two thausend 

of his famous   thousend 

arguments      zwei tausend 

    argument 

 Parmenides Parmenides 

 

   Eleates 

   Eleates 

   Eleates1910 

   Eleates 

 

[29v] 

 

 table 

Zeno Eleaticus1911 

Zeno Eleaticus 

 

Zeno eleaticus. Eleates 

Zeno eleaticus. Parmenides eleaticus 

Zeno1912 eleaticus.  Zeno eleaticus 

Parmenides Eleaticus 

 

abc = table 

Bodies A and B  

B touches cb in ½ minute 

Then, at the same time  

A moves over bc  

B mover over ba in ½ minute 

Now B, having moved from c to a has travelled a distance α 

                                                
1910 [→ Eleates    
Eleates 
Eleates] 
1911 <Tales in Verse.> 
Zeno Eleaticus 
1912 Z[eno] 
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And A, since it has travelled a distance cd, equal to the side of B, has also 

moved through α 

Yet these, to move through the same space take a different1913 time.  

 

[153 – 29a] 

 

Ionian School: □ 

Eliatic: □ 

Heraclitus1914: □ 

Pythogoras: □  

Empedocles: □ 

Anaxagoras: □ 

Diogenes of Apollonia: □ 

Archelaus: □ 

Leucippus: □ 

Democritus: □ 

 

Protagoras: □ Anthisthenes: □ 

Socrates: □ Euclides: □ 

Aristippus: □ Plato □ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1913 diff[eren]t 
1914 <Pythagoras> Heraclitus 
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2º Apontamentos sobre a noção de Deus 

 

[152-77] 

 

If in God1915 substance and atributes be1916 identical, then this identity is either 

real or apparent – either what1917 we call substance and what we call attribute are truly 

existent yet identical1918 in God or it is only  to us that they are existent as separate. 

According to these philosophers, God is not good, beautiful, just, but he his 

goodness, beauty, justice, and yet all the time has for name Being1919. 

Now God really is these things, or he is1920 only to us. If be these [77r] things, he 

is not pure Being any more, but Being with1921 something else. 

 

If God be so only to us, it is clear that in himself he is not so that in himself he is 

not possessed of any quality, of any attribute whatsoever. Our conception of him is but a 

symbol, an anthropomorphic thing. 

But it may be objected, God is neither of a composed1922 nature nor of a nature 

conceivally simple. Both simplicity and composition are human ways of seeing. If this 

be so, then the final argument is very simple: God is either both of these or neither. If 

God be both1923□ 

 

[15A-21] 

 

Philosophy. 

 

                                                
1915 Geografia. 
No infinito: orthographica. 
uma det: equidistante sobre a sup[refície] da terra: estereographica. 
no centro: puj. central 

__________ 
<equ> 
If in God 
1916 <are>[↑ be] 
1917 [↑ either] what 
1918 [↑ existent yet] identical 
1919 justice, [→ and yet all the time has for name Being] 
1920 <h>/is\ 
1921 <besides> with 
1922 neither <this> of a <dual n> composed 
1923 <God is neither simple nor> If this be so, then the [↑ final] argument is very simple: God is either 
both of these or neither. [→ If G[od] be both] 
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Of the Nature of God.  

 

Thought is out of space. – Also out of time, what is in time is our sensation of 

that thought. (This is an answer to those who say that it takes time to think; time is 

taken, not by thought, but by the sensations of thought.) 

Therefore is it that in my poems I have said: 

“The act  

Lives in the doing and not in the deed”. 

 

Infinite and the Indefinite. 

The infinite is that which is not space nor “no-space.”1924 

What is the indefinite?1925 

 

[15A-23] 

 

Metaphysics etc: 

 

Mano (c): “Le Pessimisme Contemporaine” 0,60 (184) 

 

1. We cannot say what1926 God’s nature is nor if he exists. 

(a) We cannot tell if a God exists 

(b) the only thing we may call God is “absolute Being” and of this we cannot say 

what it is. 

2. If absolute Being be God; he has not the attributes1927 which the Christian 

Religion □  

 

                                                
1924 not <in> space nor <out of>[↑ “no-space.”] 
1925 [21v] 

Pessoa 
______________ 
Fim de uma vida 
______________ 

Quando eu morrer ao mar meu corpo frio e exnague não deitem <não> 
___________ 

Sic transit 
gloria mundi. 
___________ 

1926 <whether a God exis> what 
1927 <qu> attributes 
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[23v] 

 

3. Given by an impossible hypothesis God with the attributes he has in the 

Christian Religion1928, Revelation is impossible. 

 

4. Miracles and revelation if this exist1929 are the acts of limited Power  

 

This critique is all negative. 

 

[24-79r] 

 

Either the idea of God is anterior in the line of evolution or posteior to the 

appearance of true reason in man. If anterior, i.e. how could1930 men have idea of God 

which they did not understand, since it is only reason which understands. 

It1931 may be above reason; then it is necessary to see what are the characteristics 

of things which are above reason. This to ascertain whether Revelation may be held to 

be above Reason. 

 

[24-114] 

 

If we must prove the existence of God it must1932 be independently of the idea of 

Cause. 

 

[24-117] 

 

What men have called God exists, but not as a personality. It is the containing of 

all properties, and so may be said to contain them in their perfection, as containing only 

the possibility of them. But it cannot be said that this is a personality. It is the great 

                                                
1928 Given [↑ by an impossible hypothesis] God with the attributes <of> [↑ he has in] the Ch[ristian] 
Religion 
1929 revelation [↑ if this exist] 
1930 <if>[↑ how could] 
1931 <If> It 
1932 <is> must 
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Possible1933 and no more. And even were we determined to make this a personality, still 

it is not the ultimate and only reality. The only reality is Bing1934.  

 

Being-in-se 

 Being as known Not-being 

 (The possible ?after1935) 

 

Ideas-Things 

The Real 

 

Real=Ideal. 

Real (R=1) = Possible.1936 

 

 [24-120 a 121] 

 

Emotions live with the objects that cause them and no more. The love of body 

for body dies with the body, the love of spirit for spirit with spirit endures for ever.  

 

God is neither positive nor negative; He is contrary to all human things, beyond 

all definite1937 human knowledge. He is the middle term, the unknowable term of all 

entities. With Him all is Present; there is no Past and no Future: for Present has no 

negative nor positive, but is the inexplicable median of past and Future1938. Since God 

neither is nor is not, it is obvious that He can have no negative, for the positive and 

negative are in the human considerations of life and not-life. If we attempt to obtain1939 

a negative to God we cannot find it (unless in the dual humanities), for if we conceive, 

each term1940 by each, the [121r] negative of that which neither is nor is not, we 

                                                
1933 <p>/P\ossible 
1934 a personality, [↑ still] it is not the ultimate and only reality. The only reality is <b>/B\eing 
1935 possible [↑ ?after] 
1936 [→ Real=Ideal. 
Real (R=1) = Possible.] 
[117v] 
Meu Querido Fernando 
Peço-te que vejas se pela minha lettra podes conhecer qual é o meu caracter. 
1937 all [↑ definite] 
1938 <Present>[↑ Future] 
1939 to <find>[↑ obtain] 
1940 we <deny> conceive, each [↑ term] 
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behold1941 in it a thing which “neither is not nor is”, being but a grammatical jumble, 

and the same thing as God Himself. Therefore is God His own negative; that is to say. 

He has no negative at all. 1942 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1941 we <find it to> behold 
1942  

__________ 
Human Considerations: 
1. Space. 4. Colour. 
3. Time. 5. Weight.  Life. 
3. Form. 6. □ 

__________ 
What are good and evil. 
[121v] 
 
F. N. A. Pessôa 
Ch[arles] Baudelaire 
thereto. 
thereto. 
thereto 
 
1. Base do governo. Leis da Natureza a seguir. 
2. <A monarchia> Bases naturaes da sociedade. 
 
[120v] 
 
Microsophy = the science of the Minute. 
Includes: 
1. Phrenology. 
2. Physiognomy. 
3. Graphology. 
4. Childology. 
5. All other small sciences –  
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3º Listas de Obras a Realizar 

 

[15A – 40] 

 

Metaphysical Comparison.1943 

 

The Idea of River is the Noumenon; the river itself is the phainomenon, the 

waves of the river are the phainomena. One knows neither1944 unity nor plurality; the 

other knows unity; the third knows plurality alone. 

1. Neither unity nor plurality. 

2. Both unity and plurality. 

3. Plurality 

 

 Being.1945  Extension Relation 

  

  Time Quality. 

  Space Quantity 

  Idea. Reason. 

 

There is no intelligible1946 character, character can but be empirical, 

phaenomenal. 

 

[40v] 

 

Quidquid fuerit, est; quidquid est, est ; quidquid erit, est. 

 

Critique of the Idea of Phenomenon. 

                                                
1943  
Meus senhores . <Meus Senhores>/Meus Senhores\ 
__________________________________________________ 
Edade Media  Meus Senhores 
<Aven> Vivem geralmente de escuros  
__________________________________________________ 

Meus Senhores 
Metaphysical Comparison. 

1944 <no pha> neither 
1945   <Durckhardt> <Durckhardt>/ Being 
1946 no <empirical>[↑ intelligible] 
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Examination of the Theory of Free-Will. 

 

 C. R. Anon1947 

 

the sun, a glowing football now was seeing  

As if God’s foot had kecked it right.  

moon, admit /*turned-ball/ depending 

All things belonging not to night  

Was fading dimly1948  

 

[15A-48] 

 

As Metaphysicas. 

1. Psychologia das metaphysicas. 

2. Sociologia das metaphysicas. 

3. Critica das metaphysicas. 

 

[48B-6] 

 

Essays: 

1. The Work of the Human Imagination. 

2. Reasoning and its fallacies. 

3. The Categories. 

4. God and the World. 

5. Timidity and the Timid1949. 

                                                
1947 <Metaphysical Speculat> Examination 
 C. R. Anon 
<C. R. Anon> 

<C. R. Anon> 
1948 <Parerga und Par> 
<But now> the sum, a [→ glowing football now was seeing]  
As if <kecked> [↑ God’s] foot had kecked it right.  
<And the> moon, admit /*turned- ball/ depending 
All thing belonging not to night  
Was fading dimly     
<She was a fright> 
1949 Timid<ity> 
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6. The Philosophy of the Catholic Church. 

7. Poetry. 

8. Percy Bysshe Shelley – Character and Work. 

9. Edgar Allan Poe – Character and Work. 

10. Genius – its logic and character. 

11. Free-Will. 

12. Phrenology. 

13. Physiognomical Observations. 

14. Jean-Jacques Rousseau. 

15. The Logic of Graphology. 

16. The Christian Religion. 

17. □ 

18. □ 

19. □ 

20. □ 

 

[6v] 

 

Classification of Characters : 

There are 3 forms of human existence, psychological existence : 

1. Feeling. 

2. Thought. 

3. Volition1950. 

Characters may be ranged according to these forms. 

1. Sentimental. 

2. Intellectual. 

3. Voluntary. 

Phrenological Classification: 

1. Animal Faculties. 

2. Energetic Faculties. 

3. Egotistic Faculties. 

4. □ 

5. □ 

                                                
1950 <Will> Volition 
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6. □ 

 

1. Animal Faculties. 

2. Egotistic Faculties. 

3. Altruistic Faculties. 

1.  Amotive Instincts.   2.  Sentiments1951 of Selfness.  3.  Intellect. 

 Motive Faculties.  Sentiments1952 of Fear.   Moral Sts. 

 

[48B-120] 

 

Pela Republica. 

A Egreja. 

Translation Espronceda. 

“Logical Basis of Anarchy.” 

“Death of God.” 

“Dictionary of the English Language.” 

“Narrative of the voyage of Beoldus, native □ 

“Papers of the nameless Club?” 

“Metaphysics.” 

“Essays.” 

“Nothing.” (Formerly “Sub Umbrâ”) 

“On Will.”1953 

 

[48B – 123] 

 

“A System of Rational Metaphysics.”  Large. C. 

 

“On the Triple Nature of Spiritual Activity.” B. small.1954 

“On the Death-Penalty.” small A 

“Against the Institution of Marriage.”  B. small1955 

                                                
1951 S[entimen]ts 
1952 S[entimen]ts 
1953 [120v] 
[→ <of poetry>] 
1954 B. [↓ small.] 
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“The New Utopia.” Medium. D. 

“Laws of a Perfect Government.” Small. D. 

“A System of Ethology.” Large. D. 

 

“Sub Umbrâ.” Medium B. 

“Ex Umbrâ.” Medium B. 

“Drama of Life.” Small. C. 

 

“Revolta.” Small A 

“Pamphleto sobre o Governo.” Small. A 

 

“On Literary Divisions.” Medium. C. 

 

[123v] 

 

“Dictionary of the English Language.”  Medium B1956 

“Examination of the Philosphy of the Christian Religion.” Medium. A 

“On sexual Instruction of the Young.” Small. A 

“The Death of God1957.” – Poems –  Small. A 

 

[48B-129] 

 

“Da Necessidade e do Methodo da Revolução.” 

“The Voyage.” – Poem. 

“Dictionary of the English Language.” 

“Prometheus Rebound.” – Dramatic poem. 

“Marino” – A Tragedy. 

“Principles of Ontology.” 

“The World as Power.” 

“The Death of God.” = Book of poems. 

                                                                                                                                          
1955 B. [↓ small.] 
1956 “Dictionary of the English Language.”  Medium B 
“<On Free-Will.>” <Medium>. 
1957 “<God’s> The Death of God 
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“Miscellaneous Poems.” = Another book. 

“On Sensation.” 

“The Realist.” 

“The case of the Science Master.” 

“The Narrative of a stranger.” 

“Edgar Allan Poe.” 

“The successors of Poe.” 

“Genera in Literature.” 

“On Art and Morality.” 

“Rational Graphology.” 

“The Voice of the Unknown.” 

“Jacob Dermot.” 

 

[129v] 

 

“The Circle of Life.” 

“The Black Spider.” 

“Espronceda – The student of Salamanca” – Translation. 

“Mandinke.” 

“Percy Bysshe Shelley.” 

“On the Nose.” 

“Essay on Free-Will.” 

“Creation ex nihilo.” 

“Essay on Impulse.” 

“On the Infinite.” 

 

[48B – 142] 

 

Essays and Shorter Works: 

“The Categories.” 

“Timidity and the Timid.” 

“Percy Bysshe Shelley – character and work.” 

“Edgar Allan Poe – character and work.” 

“Jean-Jacques Rousseau.” 
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“Free-Will.” 

« Genius – character of geniuses. » 

« The Trisection of the Angle. » 

“The Followers of Poe.” 

“Character.” 

“Jacob Dermot.” 

“Czarkresco.” 

“The Wandering Jew.” 

“The Voice of the Immense.” 

“Mandinke.” 

“The Case of the Science Master.” 

“The End of the World.” 

“The Stolen Document.” 

“The Egoist.” 

“Don Juan Conejo.” 

“Essay on Poetry” (Humorous)1958. 

“Karl Kiesky.” 

“On Modern Nomenclature.” 

“On Initials.” 

 

[142v] 

 

“The Door.” 

“The Circle of Life.” 

“The Black Spider.” 

“The Hand” (Fetichist). 

“The Misanthrope”. (sowred, perverse). 

“Tennenman”. (Short cut impossible in 2 streets). 

Hate of natural Laws. 

“Magical Metathesis.” 

 

 

 

                                                
1958 (Humo<u>rous)<”> 
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[48B-145] 

 

Tales, Sketches, etc. 

1. “Jacob Dermot.” 

2. “The Voice of the Infinite.” 

3. “Czarkresco.” 

4 “My Friend’s Office.” A Sketch. 

5. Essay on Poetry. 

6. “The Black Spider.” 

7. “The Unutterable.” 

8. “The Case of the Science Master.” 

9. “The Wandering Jew.” 

10. “The Citizen Coblentz.” 

11. “Excommunication.” 

12. “Elijah Bartlett’s Experiment.” 

13. “The Reader:” 

14. “The Circle of Life.” 

15. “Don Juan Conejo.” 

16. “The Removable House.” 

17. Essay on Reasoning.1959 

18. “Mandinke”. 

19 “Tito Vecchi.” 

20 The Hand. Fetichist 

21 Tennemann.  Short cut through streets 

 Hatred of natural laws. 

 

[145v] 

 

Poems: 

“The Old Castle”. In Four Parts. 

First Part: - Introductory Considerations. 

 

Second Part: - The Old Barons. 

                                                
1959 <“> Essay on Reasoning.<”> 
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Third Part: - The New Occupiers. 

 

Fourth Part: - Concluding Song. 

 

Songs.  “Far in the Shade.” 

 “Little Flower”. 

 “Song of Prospero”. 

 “Dirge.” 

 “To Death”. 

 

[48B-150] 

 

Essays on Common Things. 

 

1. □ 

2. On Modern Nomenclature. √ 

3. On the Runway Hat. √ 

4. Mr. Joseph Turner. √ 

5. On Initials. √ 

6. On Memory. 

7. On the Infinitely Little. 

8. Life of Nieghbours. 

9. Faith. √ 

10. Commentors of Classics. √ 

11. On a Slandering Friend. 

12. Philosophy always positive. √ 

13. The lup of the Perverse. √ 

14. The Sublimeness of the Obscure. 

15. Poetry of the Earth not dead. √ 

16. On Portraits in Society Papers. √ 

17. /*Simples/. 

18. Modern Education. 

19. Work. 
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20. Prayer. 

21. On Modern Philosophy. 

22. On my Collected Works. 

23. A Dream (about Modern Philosophy; cf. med. = rationalist). 

24. The Village Circus.  √ 

25. On Gesticulation. 

26. On Doctors. 

 

[48B-152] 

 

Philosophical Essays.1960 

1. On the Triple Nature of Intellectual Activity.1961 

2. On Free-Will. 

3. Examination of the Philosophy of the Christian Church.1962 

4. On Noses. 

5. □ 

6. □ 

7. □ 

8. □ 

9. □ 

10. □ 

11. □ 

12. □ 

 

 

                                                
1960 Philosophical Essays. 
<1. Reasoning (incl[uding] defects of scientific thought). 
2. The Problem of good and Evil. 
3. Phrenology, Physiognomy sc[iences] 
4. Studies in Phrenology, Physiognomy etc. 
5. On the Nature of God. 
6. On Hegel. 
7. The Study of Charater.  
8. Spiritualism. 
9. □ 
10. □> 
[← History lives free not to appear fair] 
Philosophical Essays. 
1961 <Spiritual> [↓ Intellectual Acticity.] 
1962 the [↓ Christian Church.] 
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[49D1-7] 

 

Essay on false ideas. 

For example, the immortality of the soul, the freedom of the will.1963 

  

 [93-72] 

 

Genera in Literature. 

Essay on Classification. 

Essay on Detective Stories (?) 

Art and Morality. 

The Evolution of Mind. 

                                                
1963  freedom of the will. 

__________ 
‘Twas in that land where there is ever night 
A land behold by neither sun nor stars 
Whre no moon has its pure and clear moonlight 
And [↑ For] yet perchance its presence here too light 
The sacred horror of the place might war. 
‘Twas in that land most terrible and drear 
Which never comprehended human thought 
Or aught but the suspicious of a fear. 
Too great for all that dreams have wraught 
That my untranquil spirit once awoke. 
On that domain of terror my soul woke 
<Its er> 
Dust them not know the sacredness of woke carress 
Did never aything thy spirit *could 
But a □ 
With an emotion or of loveliness. 
 
[7v] 
 
I spoke and wept. There rose before me then. 
A shape tremendous mister and vast 
Such as in the bounds of mortal *know[ledge] 
Is not contained nor can ever be  
‘Twas as <the poison toward> [↑ *poison a *comic in] the past. 
<A horrid vision> [↓ The conscience-born] in agony.  
 
Into the chasm of being 
Where there is neither □ nor seeing. 
Thus art a shadow, go from out the way 
Of simple and of feeble human kind 
Whose coming steps also they path do step. 
And let them wep the <eyes> [↑ tears] of misery 
And lose the †, loveless and pure love 
<Yet>/And\ at them lie of immortality 
Although awhile their feeble heart were tears 
Yet consolation deep they never shall find.  
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[133F- 62] 

 

Difficult as it is to believe that man ever conceived such a1964 doctrine, it is yet 

more difficult to believe that, having conceived it, he held (to) it. 

 

Essay on my Collected Works. 

 

This is the Doctrine that is mine. This is the creed I should have yours, and that I 

strive often tempestously, essentially often to fulfil.  

 

Essay on Modern Philosophy.1965 

                                                
1964 such [↑ a] 
1965 [62v] 

Senancour. 
La Sizeranne. 

Sand. 


